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Bloomington, Indiana, and Dahor Village. Thupten Anyetsang of Bloomington's Little Tibet Restaurant extended himself with information about his
beloved homeland and arranged for his remarkable brother Kalsang to serve as
my guide in Kham. Quite literally, the journey would not have accomplished
its goals without Kalsang's fearless commitment. While in northern Kham, the
Anyetsang family-Kalsang, Bhuko, Lhamo Ngodup, and Yamakhando-provided much needed succor in their beautiful village of Dahor in the Zachu
River valley. The view of the glittering peaks of Zara Yachen and Zara Machen
from their balcony is alight in my memory. I am also deeply appreciative of the
unstinting assistance of Pamela Logan, president of the Kham Aid Foundation.
My trip would have been far more eventful without the help of Wu Bangfu,
Kham Aid's highly effective field man in Kangding. Thanks also to Lotendu.
aide to Gyalten Tulku of Gyalten Monastery and delegate to China's National

Congress. I am appreciative of the warm hospitality provided to Kalsang and
me by the Lobsang family of Batang, who took us off the road into their loving Tibetan home. Special thanks to the Ba Lama of Batang, a remarkable
Khampa patriot and revered reincarnate, who reminisced about his friendship
with Dr. Albert Shelton in a previous lifetime. Dinner with the Ba Lama was
the penultimate moment in a very long trip. Thanks also to his effective secretary, Danduna, who poignantly related the travails of the Khampas. I also wish
to recognize the Batang historian who felt compelled to remain nameless. This
Khampa rescued Dr. Shelton's gravestone during the Cultural Revolution.
Without his expert guidance, I never would have located the ruins of the Tibetan Christian Mission.
Thanks to Shareen Blair Brysac and Karl E. Meyer for their insights into central Asia and the publishing process, and Professor Kenneth Silverman of New
York University for the opportunity to speak to the Biography Seminar on the
Kham research trip. I owe a great debt to the enthusiasm of my agent, Giles Anderson, and editor Anthony Wahl. The book wouldn't be here without you.
There seems to be a trope of almost obligatory supplication that accompanies
biographies, as the author attempts to make amends for years of preoccupation.
I join that long line of scholars. To all my friends and family that I have benumbed with eternal Shelton chatter, I sincerely thank you. Special thanks to
my children, Dylan, Seth, and Amanda, my sister Bunny Ostendorf, and San&
Clark and Charlie Grannon for all their support. And a most heartfelt thanks to
Dr. Flavia Bastos-my wife, great friend, and muse.

THE DALAl LAMA

MESSAGE

In the early years of the twentieth century Dr Albert Shelton
established a mission in Batang in the western Chinese province
of Szechuan close to the border with Tibet. From there he
ventured into Kharn, the easternmost of Tibet's three provinces,
where his medical work and attempts to mediate in conflicts
between Chinese and Tibetans won him many fiiends and an
invitation from the Thirteenth Dalai Lama to visit Lhasa. His
writings, photographs and lectures, in addition to his assemblage
of Tibetan artefacts that form a significant part of the Newark
Museum's frne Tibetan collection today, introduced the hitherto
unknown people and nation of Tibet to the American public. This
book, Pioneering in Tibet: the Life and Times of Dr Albert
Shelton tells the story of this sturdy adventurer who worked in
Kham from 1904 until 1922. It also provides an account of the
Sino-Tibetan clashes then taking place in this turbulent region, a
foretaste of the tragedy that was to befall the whole of Tibet three
decades later.
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P R O L O G U E

A man who can succeed is always the one sent. Ythere is nothing to be done, it does not
matter who goes.'

-Tibetan

Proverb

The Tibetan governor's emissary caught Dr. Albert Shelton's caravan waiting
. ~ were in the eastern Tibetan borderbeside the swollen Yangtze R i ~ e rThey
lands of Kham, a day's ride west of the Batang mission. Shelton was leading the
caravan to Gartok to finalize his travel papers for Lhasa, the forbidden capital
of Tibet.
The messenger explained that Lhasa sent new instructions, and the governor
instructed his friend Shelton to turn back from the border. It was February 15,
1922. That night the group camped beside the turbulent river. The next morning Shelton turned his mule back toward Batang, accompanied by two Chinese
soldiers, his Tibetan major domo, Gezong Ongdu, the deposed Prince of
Batang's scion, Gwei Tsen Chi, and the Tibetan cook, Demnbajangtsen. Tibetan
horsemen herded the pack mules with the jewels for the governor.
A land of soaring Himalayan mountains and deep river canyons, Kham was
the fractious frontier between China and Tibet. Almost exclusively populated by
bellicose Tibetan Kharnpa tribesmen, the California-sized region was the centuries-old battleground between the rulers of two ancient imperial cultures-the
Manchu Emperor in Beijing's Forbidden City and the Dalai Lama in his thousand-room Potola Palace in Lhasa.
The Khampas were the holy warriors of Tibetan Buddhism. Until the imperial Chinese army invaded, Kham was an assemblage of more than thirty independent Tibetan lungdoms, principalities, and tribal and lama states. The
unending conflict made Kham a wild and dangerous land where brigandage and

battle were inextricably woven into a unique culture of warriors and monks. Decapitated heads ornamented the trees and gateposts. Severed hands festooned
the government buildings. The Chinese and Tibetans skinned men alive,
chopped them into chunks, boiled them to death in giant cauldrons.
In 1904, the Chinese launched a massive imperial offensive into Tibet. Dr.
Albert Shelton and his schoolteacher wife Flora followed the Chinese bayonets
into the eastern Tibetan borderlands, sent by a Christian missionary society. He
was the first American doctor to serve the Tibetans, the only surgeon for many
hundreds of miles. The Shelton daughters, Dorris and Dorothy, were born in
the borderland, reared by Khampa nurses to speak Tibetan almost as their first
language. Though Tibetan children were their playmates in the isolated Himalayas, the beribboned and primly starched Shelton girls were indistinguishable from their Midwestern counterparts half a world away.
In 1908, the Sheltons pioneered a mission in Batang, the town in west China
nearest to Tibet. It was the most remote Christian mission on earth-six months'
hard travel up the Yangtze h v e r into the Himalayas from America. The mission
post was also among the most dangerous, as Kham had long proved deadly to
Christian missionaries. Incited by hostile Buddhist lamas, Tibetan tribesmen repeatedly attacked the mission stations. Time and again the Khampas tore the
missions to the ground, leaving murdered missionaries in their wake.
But Dr. Albert Shelton was more than an extremely rural doctor with a very
rough practice. H e was also a famous adventurer. A homesteader boy who grew
up in the frontier conflicts of the Great Plains, Shelton found the lawless hinterland~of Kham to be an oddly familiar environment. A native of Indiana, he
descended from the rugged Scotch-Irish who pioneered both the bloody borderlands of the British Isles and America's violent Appalachian frontiers, another
warrior tribe whose religion buttressed their martial zeal.
With his Stetson hat, Dr. Albert Shelton rode his faithful mule, Abe, more
than fifteen thousand miles across Kham on journeys of exploration and medical relief. He and his entourage traveled heavily armed with rifles and revolvers.
"Men not armed lose caste in Tibet," he said. All the while he chafed to get to
the sacred city of Lhasa, barred to Christian missionaries for hundreds of years.
Lhasa, nearly a thousand miles west of Kham, was the great unattainable goal of
the foreign missionaries, "the last redoubt of Satan" where they ached to preach
the Gospel.
By the time Shelton returned to the United States on furlough in 1910, the
American public had already acclaimed him as an exotic missionary-explorer,
comparing him to Africa's Dr. David Livingstone. While he lectured across
America, throngs toured New Jersey's Newark Museum to view an exhibition of
Tibetan "curios" that he acquired in war-ravaged Kham. The artifacts formed a

stunning collection of Tibetan objects and religious art. Emboldened by the
popular enthusiasm, the museum purchased Sheltoni collection, inspiring him
to continue his ethnologic work.
Following the Sheltons' return to Kham in 1913, the Batang mission grew to
be a sprawling walled compound, anchored by the only hospital within seven
hundred miles. It was a bastion of Western ideas in the heart of central Asia.
Serving Chinese and Tibetans alike, Dr. Albert Shelton's gregarious nature and
medical skill won him respect in both antagonistic camps. He counted as friends
Chinese mandarins, Lhasa officials, and revered Tibetan lamas.
However, in the maelstrom of the borderlands, Albert Shelton still faced dangers. Tibetan bandits ceaselessly plundered travelers. Chinese brigands plotted
abductions. Opium dealers whom Shelton had thwarted muttered threats of revenge. Cliques of Tibetan lamas were jealous of his growing power. British authorities in India plotted to keep missionaries out ofTibet at any cost. Endemic
warfare between the Chinese and Tibetans threatened all in its range.
Yet another war erupted between the Chinese and the Tibetans in 1918.
Trained and equipped by the British, the Dalai Lama's Tibetan army marched to
the Chinese border to the wail of Scottish bagpipes. New Enfield rifles and
mountain guns glistened in the high Himalayan sun.3 The tattered Republican
Chinese frontier army proved no match for the fierce and well-equipped Tibetan
forces.
After a horrendous battle in the north of Kham, high Tibetan officials asked
Shelton to hurry north to treat hundreds of wounded Chinese and Tibetan soldiers. Scores of surviving amputees soon testified to Shelton's marathon surgeries. He also helped facilitate a cease-fire between the warring sides. In
recognition of his service, the thirteenth Dalai Lama sent a message permitting
him to set up the first Western-style hospital in Lhasa-Dr. Albert Shelton's
great dream.
Before Shelton could make his momentous journey to Lhasa, he needed to
accompany his family to the China coast. Chaperoned by Flora, his nowadolescent daughters were returning to the United States for schooling. He also
needed to escort his treasure trove of Tibetan artifacts through the anarchy of
west China for shipment to America. After saying goodbye to his family in
Shanghai, Dr. Albert Shelton intended to head to his destiny in Lhasa, but fate
intervened.
During the family's months-long caravan trip through the disorder of Warlord-era western China, bandits kidnapped Dr. Shelton for ransom. As the Chinese army pursued the brigands through the Yunnan mountains, the
kidnapping became an international sensation, front-page news around the
globe.

When he returned to the United States for medical treatment, he was an international media star. The press and public acclaimed him a hero. Following his
rehabilitation, he lectured to overflowing halls coast to coast, including enthusiastic audiences at the National Geographic Society. His book, Pioneering in
Tibet, sold briskly, and the National Geographic made plans to publish Shelton's
article, "Life Among the People of Eastern Tibet," illustrated with thirty-six of
his photos.4 When hundreds of Shelton's magnificent Tibetan objects arrived in
New Jersey, the Newark Museum's curators planned an extravagant new exhibit.
John D . Rockefeller, Jr. invited Shelton to a family dinner at his palatial Manhattan mansion, and Shelton capped the episode by selling the industrialist a
thousand dollars worth of Tibetan jewelry.
The country feted Dr. Albert Shelton as an adventurer and explorer, an ethnologist and connoisseur, a devoted missionary and father-in short, a type of
warrior-saint who embodied the sort of rough-and-ready, middle-class missionary militancy that America idealized. H e was Daniel Boone, Wyatt Earp, and
the apostle Paul rolled into one.
Financed in part by the sale of his collections, the Sheltons purchased an imposing home in the sunny southern California town of Pomona. Against the
wishes of his wife, Albert Shelton again returned to Tibet, determined to reach
Lhasa. Inspired by his example, four new missionaries traveled with him. After
another arduous journey, Shelton's caravan reached Batang in late 1921.
Within a few weeks Shelton contacted the Tibetan governor, the Teji Markharn,
to arrange his Lhasa expedition. When Albert Shelton traveled to the governor's
compound in Gartok, he hoped to get the final papers for his long-awaited trek to
central Tibet. But Shelton never went where he wasn't permitted. When the Teji
Markham instructed him to return, Shelton led his caravan back toward Batang.
Albert Shelton was at home again in the saddle, wearing his battered Stetson
and old yak-skin riding pants, the seat worn from riding and the right knee polished from prayer. Ever ready for an impromptu hunt, his rifle rested in its worn
leather scabbard. Sauntering along the high mountain trails, Shelton's big red
mule scuffed up puffs of dust, now and again sending a stone skittering off the
cliffs. In spite of the danger from bandits lurking on the mountainsides, the day
wore on with the languor of a long ride. The local tribesmen valued his medical
work, and Shelton had little fear of ambush.
Albert Shelton's life was in fine shape as he ambled along. Flora had overcome
her initial terrors to forge a new life in Tibet. Nurturing a bond with Gezong
Ongdu, she had devoted herself to Tibetan translation and was now in India to
publish her work. Their daughters were safe in America getting an education.
Only the day before he wrote an excited note to them about his upcoming Lhasa
adventure, signing it, "love, Pappy." With his missionary work, journalism, and

Tibetan artifact-dealing, his family's finances were on a firm footing. The purchase of the southern California house gave the Sheltons a haven for retirement.
America was giving her best to him, groups secular and religious jostling to
pay tribute. With the arrival of fresh missionaries, the future of his Tibetvl
Christian Mission was secure. Foremost on that day in February, Albert Shelton's obsession of ministering in Lhasa was soon to become a reality.
The caravan rode through the day, punctuating the ride with rest stops.
About two o'clock they neared Khuyuk La pass, about six miles from Batang.
After a stop, Albert Shelton mounted first and rode ahead of Demnbajangtsen.
The trail started up the mountain, narrowing to a slender wisp high along a cliffside. As Albert Shelton climbed the mountainside to Khuyuk La pass, Demnbajangtsen wound through the little horseshoe-shaped Pairnokou Valley below,
about ten minutes behind.
Dr. Albert Shelton turned and whistled to Demnbajangtsen, waving for him to
catch up. Demnbajangtsen signaled back and rode forward, but Shelton disappeared around a blind curve on the mountain. A minute later Demnbajangtsen
heard three shots echo through the valley. Thinking the doctor had bagged some
wild game on the mountainside, Demnbajangtsen cantered forward to help.

C H A P T E R

O N E

B L O O D O R BREAD

There are lots offeatures about it that are love(y, but the racket and the rat& of it ail is
positively awfil.

'

-James Whitcomb Riley

O n June 9, 1875, a young wife, Emma Shelton, gave birth to her first child,
Albert, in an Indianapolis, Indiana working-class neighborhood. Her husband,
Joseph 0. Shelton, was a carpenter.2 In his first years, Albert Leroy Shelton experienced the forces that dominated his life: the collusions and collisions of ethnicity, the turbulence of economic struggle, and the imperatives and
compensations of frontier culture.
Indianapolis at the time was a taut little city on the prairie. Though dozens
of smokestacks and church steeples ~ i c k e t e dthe skyline, the city gave way to
farmland within a few miles of the d o ~ n t o w nThe
. ~ population had swelled well
past sixty thousand as European immigrants and displaced Indiana farmers migrated to the industrial city. The town was an amalgam of gracious neighborhoods and crowded worker's districts. O n downtown Washington Street,
slump-shouldered workmen passed silk-hatted nabobs. In the primrosed Northside households, domestics from Irish Hill cleaned as the fancy ladies sashayed
out with their parasols and kid gloves.
The city had struggled through a rough winter with heavy snowfalls and
plunging temperatures. Spring brought torrential rains and heavy flooding. It
was a hot, dry, dusty summer, but Albert's mother had the good fortune to endure the last days of her pregnancy during a spate of mild weather. About a week
after Albert was born, a sharp earthquake rattled the town.4
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P I O N E E R I N TIBET

In 1875, Indianapolis was mired in the deep depression that followed the
Panic of 1873, an economic paralysis that was thoroughly tarnishing the
Gilded Age. The panic commenced a six-year depression that deflated prices
and wages, the burden falling disproportionately on the working classes. In
spite of the best efforts of national leaders, the panic rippled through the country including Indianapolis. It was a shock to a city grown accustomed to growth
and prosperity.
The Civil War had irrevocably transformed Indianapolis from a sleepy agrarian state capital to a city intertwined with the fortunes of a rapidly industrializing nation. Indiana~olis'central location and good railroad connections made
it an essential hub of operation for the Union Army.5 Indianapolis was a web
of tracks, most heading east to civility and west toward the raw frontier. In
1869, archeologist Heinrich Schliemann, later the discoverer of ancient Troy,
wrote, "12 great railroads come through this little town of 40,000 inhabitants
and their number will increase to 15 before the end of the year. Three railroads
go right by my house and the clanging of the trains arriving and departing continuously from early morning till late at night give evidence of the really colossal traffic on t h e ~ e . " ~
But the locomotives' shrill whistles also blew a dirge for Indiana's pioneer
agrarian way of life.' With the railroads tying together the disparate markets of
the United States, the market price for agricultural commodities was set hundreds, even thousands of miles away, subjecting independent farmers to the
whims of a national market.' When farm produce prices rapidly declined and
debt and interest rates mounted, many farmers abandoned the countryside and
.~
Shelton's parents were among them, joining
made their way to the ~ i t i e sAlbert
a patchwork of diverse immigrants in Indianapolis. The streets of baby Albert
Shelton's modest neighborhood were alive with a babe1 of brogues, drawls, and
outlander accents. Over 70 percent of his neighborhood's population was foreign
born, including Germans, Irish, English, Canadians, Scots, French, and Swiss."

Something Close to Penury: The Panic of 1873
The Panic of 1873 began with a financial crisis in the money centers of the East
and rapidly spread through the country. O n September 25, 1873, the Indianapolis Sentinel headline read, "The Panic: The Wave Reaches ~ndiana~olis.""
Eventually a number of Indianapolis banks restricted withdrawals or closed.12 In
the Sheltons' working-class neighborhood a few miles to the south, it was a
hardscrabble world of mean labor and miserly wages, devolving circumstances
and hard choices. Families were evicted, reduced to eating cornmeal bought
from feed mills and served without milk because there was none. By November

a thousand men stood in the cold to apply for Indianapolis jobs, and throngs
pthered to purchase cheap meat from the slaughterhouses, even refuse from the
cutting tables. Workingmen's wages had doubled since the Civil War, but the
panic quickly deflated them.

The Keynote of Courage:
The Disciples of C h t and Borderland Culture
A year prior to the crash, Albert's father, twenty-four-year-old Joseph 0. Shelton, married sixteen-year-old Emma Rosabelles Belles in Morgan Counry, Indiana, where his family owned a farm. They said their vows before Minister John
Phillips on March 14, 1872.13
Morgan Counry was an isolated region of rugged hills about thirty miles
south of Indianapolis, a haven for yeoman farmers. It was just the latest stop for
the peripatetic Sheltons, one of the westering families of the American experience. Starting in the East, the Sheltons, like Abraham Lincoln's family and thousands of other pioneer families, had steadily moved west generation after
generation, crossing the Appalachians into the broad valleys and uplands of
Kentucky and Tennessee. Joseph Shelton himself was born in Kentucky, as were
his parents, before the family moved north to the rumpled hills of Morgan
County in 1857.14
The Sheltons were devout Disciples of Christ, a denomination that rose out
of the New Light Movement. It was a great revival of primitive evangelical
Christian experience that ignited the central Ohio Valley around 1800. Disciples of Christ congregations had reached Morgan County by the late 1830s, becoming the leading church in some sections of the county.15 The congregations
were followers of evangelists Barton Stone and Alexander Campbell. Barton
Stone was a Kentucky man with a slender face and prominent chin, a tousle of
curly blond hair on his head. The Ohio Valley New Light revivals deeply influenced Stone. H e promulgated a Christian ethos that was persistently primitivist,
opposed to the corrupting influence of the contemporary world. Alexander
Campbell was an anti-establishment Scotsman with deeply set, hooded eyes,
sparse hair, and a patriarchal white beard framing a dour set of mouth. He incorporated a more rationalist viewpoint into his theology, mingling his Christian primitivism with a progressive o ~ t l o o k . ~ "
The Disciples of Christ's antecedent, the New Light Movement, arose in the
bloody borderlands of eighteenth-century Britain and Scotland. For almost
seven hundred years, there was never fifty consecutive years of peace in the borderlands." The centuries of warfare and violence shaped the culture, ethos, and
social organization of the border folk.

Called Scotch-Irish when they came to pioneer the backwoods of America,
the border folk of northern Ireland, the Scottish lowlands, and the barren hills
and deep valleys of the British north country developed a warrior culture, buttressed by an agrarian economy and strong familial ties." Given to an indulgent
parenting and games of physical domination, the border people raised their male
children with the aim of fostering a fierce pride, adamantine independence, and
a warrior's determination. l 9
Calling themselves "People of the New Light," the border folk began gathering in the ferment of the early eighteenth century. Preaching their belief in "free
grace" and prayer societies in open field meetings, they avowed an abiding faith
in reform Christianity and a deep hostility toward the established churches and
their clergy. The New Lighters' conflict with authority engendered a martial
Christianity among the believers. With a bible in one hand and a weapon in the
other, they successfully fought off the armies sent to suppress them.
By the eighteenth century, the border regions emptied as exile and emigration delivered a new style of immigrant to the docks of the mid-Atlantic American colonies-a people distinctly different from the Puritans and Cavaliers of
earlier British migrations.20 Soon the border people were heading for the backcountry frontiers, where they served as a buffer between the Indians and the
genteel, coast-clinging Quakers and Tidewater Virginians.
In time, the Scotch-Irish border people became dominant in a vast hill and
mountain area that stretched from western Pennsylvania south to Georgia and
west across the Carolina piedmont to the banks of the Mississippi. The ScotchIrish continued their traditions of truculent independence in the southern uplands, their subsistence farms nurturing an obdurate streak of self-reliance. The
American backcountry was contested territory when the borderers arrived, defended by the warrior tribes of Shawnee, Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, and
Chickasaw. The Revolutionary War added tinder to the fire, as the British used
the tribes against the colonial interlopers threading through the Cumberland
Gap. To the Scotch-Irish, the American hinterland was just another chaotic environment, not unlike the lawless one they had known in Britain and Ireland.
The martial spirit extended to the upper South's religion. Orthodox ministers
bemoaned the disruption caused by the New Light believers. In their frontier
evangelical camp meetings, the Scotch-Irish of the Appalachian hills interspersed prayers for vengeance and the conquest of enemies with sermons on the
loving Nazarene. "Courage seems to me the keynote of our whole system of religious thought," one southern mountain woman ~ t a t e d . ~ '
The Disciples of Christ in the upper South and lower Midwest eventually
combined Barton Stone's and Alexander Campbell's two disparate streams of
thought into an expansive world-affirming view.22 In 1832, the Disciples of
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Christ organized with the tenets of congregational governance, weekly observance of the Lord's Supper, and adult immersion baptism. There was a particular emphasis put on the liberty of the Christian individual and the autonomy of
each congregation. The denomination called for preaching God's unconditional
love for sinners as revealed in the teachings of Jesus Christ, unfettered by teachings outside the Bible such as Calvinist teachings of election and predestination.
The Disciples believed that teachings received through faith ended the sinner's
mutiny against God, which in time would result in Christian union, the worldwide conversion of unbelievers, and the beginning of Christ's millennia1 reign.2"
In the course of commingling Campbell's and Stone's viewpoints, the denomination evolved distinctly ecumenical outlooks. Its members p r i i li-eedom and had a
high forbearance for dversity and nonconformity. "In essentials, unity; in nonessentials, liberty; in all things, charity" was a characteristic Disciples phrase. Alexander
Campbell's father, another Christian imnoclast, stated, "Where the Scriptures speak,
we speak; where the scriptures are silent, we are silent."24Alexander Carnpbell once
described his own work as a Disciples minister and editor as being part of "a species
of non-descripts, oddities, and incongr~ities."~~
Ultimately the sect paid the price of
tolerance with an exceptional amount of intradenorninational strife over issues such
as slavery, but the legacy of open-mindedness stood the Disciples in good stead as
they encountered new and disparate groups.26
It was also a denomination that prized debate. In the early days of the denomination, the Disciples continually challenged their ecclesiastic counterparts-Methodists,
Baptists, Universalists, Quakers, and Spiritualists-to
engage in debate over a great number of theological questions. It was said Disciples converts carried as standard equipment a New Testament in their pocket
and a chip on their shoulder. O n e Kentucky convert emerged from his baptismal immersion sputtering, "Now I'se ready for ' ~ p u t i n ~ . ' " ~ '
The lower Midwest, including the Ohio Valley regions of Kentucky, Indiana,
Illinois, and Ohio, formed the core region for the Disciples of Christ. By the
1870s there were five Disciples congregations in Indianapolis, including the
Third Christian Church attached to one of the denomination's colleges, which
became Butler University in 1877. The university displayed the Disciples' increasing power and intellectual action, which included education, chautauquas,
and an expanding Sunday school organization.
The Disciples' activities reflected the Gospel of the Middle Class promulgated by men such as the popular Protestant minister, Henry Ward Beecher,
who mixed cultural activities, accreditation, and the accoutrements of the good
bourgeois life into a Christian ideal2* In March 1876, Beecher presented his address, "The Ministry of Wealth," at the Indianapolis Opera House, trumpeting,
"The whole tenor of the Old Testament pointed to the refining influence of
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wealth." Beecher declared that a man's wealth "should go first to benefit himself," to build a rich home, and to "bestow upon his wife and daughter and make
a home of royalty. . . ." Later, Beecher declared a laborer should be ashamed if
after twenty years of work he didn't own an unmortgaged home with carpets,
china plates, pictures on the walls, and "some books nestling on the shelf [in]
the sweetest place upon the earth.""

Blood or Bread. The Crisis of 1877
The aftermath of the Panic of 1873 proved to be an economic and social horror
for Indianapolis.30 Through Albert Shelton's infancy and early childhood, class
tension and strife were endemic, strikes and lockouts common. Wages, days
worked, and living standards plummeted, particularly among the working
classes. Between 1873 and 1879, the average union carpenter in Indianapolis
saw his wages fall from $2.40 to $1.43 a day.jl Worse, laborers saw their work
days drop dramatically as construction and industrial production declined.
Food and rent prices declined at a far slower rate than wage cuts, reducing the
workers' already penurious standards of living.32 The situation was particularly
tough for working-class families with children. Childless working-class couples
could maintain a comfortable if precarious lifestyle, but children changed the
equation. Each succeeding birth brought increased deprivation.j3 Until their
children reached working age, it was a rough existence. The Sheltons experienced firsthand the economic impact of a second child. Albert's younger
brother, Fredrick, was born in 1879.34
As baby Albert celebrated his first birthday in the summer of 1876, Americans prepared to celebrate the centennial of liberty. Instead, the nation suffered
continued trauma. The number of unemployed had risen to as many as three
million, and, for the first time, America saw armies of as many as a million
tramps and vagabonds drifting across the country. As the Indianapolis Sentinel
dourly noted, "It was hard times yesterday, and will be tomorrow, but to-day is
the Centennial Fourth of July."
But even as the newspapers lauded the celebrations the next day, they also reported the shocking news of the campaigns against the Indians out on the High
Plains.j5 O n July 5, 1876, the Indianapolis News had a telegraphed dispatch
from Bismarck in the Dakotas headlined "Latest from Sioux Country," detailing the exploits of Generals Terry, Gibbons, and Custer on the trail of "about
3,000 Indians" in the Rosebud region. "The general impression prevails that the
campaign will be a short, sharp, and hot one thereafter," the story read. "No serious casualties have occurred; the men and animals stand the march well,
though the pack animals are badly chaffed."

But rather than leading another grand chase after bands of retreating Indians,
General George Custer lay with his massacred and mutilated Seventh Cavalry
on a sere hillside in Montana above the Little Bighorn, casualties of the immense
body of Cheyenne and Sioux warriors assembled under Crazy Horse and Sitting
~ ~ 1 O1 n. July 6, the paper reported "Custer's Disaster C ~ n f i r m e d . " ~ ~
Economically, Indianapolis ended 1876 as badly as it started, with numerous
failures and further wage declines. Even the State Fair failed financially, unable
to pay the promised premiums to the ribbon winners.)' But 1877 was even
worse, proving to be the nadir of the depression. By 1877, eight railroads serv.~'
increased, and the township trustees
ing Indiana were in r e c e i ~ e r s h i ~Suicides
handed out relief money for food at a record pace.39
A few days before young Albert's second birthday, a crowd of five hundred laborers-some of whose families had not eaten in two days--gathered in the
yard of the State House with radical rhetoric and calls for violence.'O "Blood or
Bread" was their cry.
Before the labor situation was defused, Indianapolis became an armed camp
with thousands of troops and armed posses patrolling the streets. Sentries
around the government buildings had to shoot. Infantryman dug ditches on the
downtown Circle. Following the ban on open-air meetings, the cavalrymen cantered through eerily empty streets. After the hubbub, the city continued its
dreary economic pace.41 Wages had yet to cease spiraling downward, and life
was getting harder for working families.42The reality was apparent: it was tough
for a carpenter with a young family to get by in Indianapolis.

Heath and Prosperity The Call of Kansas
An alternative beckoned: the wide-open spaces of the American West, where
there was bargain land for those who wanted to start a new life. The 1870s saw
immense migrations to the West as cheap steamship travel and inexpensive railroad fares moved masses to America's thinly populated ~ w a t h s . ~ "
The Federal government's Homestead Act of 1862 granted 160 acres to any
citizen, or even an aspiring one. With various preexemptions and legislative acts,
homesteaders could acquire an additional 320 acres. The cost was a $10 filing
fee and $1.25 an acre after six months. The homesteader had to establish residence within six months of filing and live on the acreage for five years.
In their great push across the country, the railroads had acquired immense
plots of public land to support their investments, 400 million acres from the
Land Grant Act alone.*' In Kansas, the railroads held 10 million acres.45The
rail companies knew they had to sell this land to create markets for freight and
passengers to haul. In essence, the railroads became linear colonizers, peopling

the endless strips of Western land with homesteaders dislodged by the Gilded
Age's economic upheavals.
The railroads heavily promoted the virtues of the wide-open spaces of the West.
They touted the salubrious, affluent life available for settlers there with periodicals,
directories, tourist guides, timetables, and ever-persuasive representative^.^^
Increasingly, the railroads through Indianapolis shifted their focus from hauling Eastern commerce to selling transportation and land to emigrants bound for
the West. The Indianapolis and St. Louis Railroad advertised, "We carry our
emigrants on fast express trains, in comfortable coaches," and provided Horton's
reclining chair cars at no extra charge. The "Old Reliable Vandalia" line pledged,
"Emigrants are carried on first-class trains, and are allowed two hundred pounds
of free baggage to each ticket." In January 1879, a Kansas railroad, the Kansas
City, Fort Scott, and Gulf, advertised land in eastern Kansas, "350,000 acres
Comprising the Greater Part of What is Called the Cherokee Neutral Lands! In
Bourbon, Crawford & Cherokee Counties, Kas." The brochure went on to read:
"No other section in the West offers greater inducements to those seeking new
homes and profitable investments. . . . Coal of Superior Quality and Inexhaustible in Quantity Found on almost every section, producing cheap fuel and
an unfailing resource for profitable labor. . . . The climate is delightful, there is
no better fruit region in the United States. Winter wheat, Corn, and all other
Cereals, Tobacco, Hemp, Sweet and Irish Potatoes, and all other roots and vegetables grown in this latitude are produced here. School houses are already built
in almost every school district, and churches are at convenient points."47
Presumably some part of the railroad's promotional plan must have reached
Albert Shelton's father, because the 1880 Census enumerators found the Shelton family living on the eastern edge of Kansas in Pawnee Township, Bourbon
County. The family settled on Cherokee Neutral Lands that J. 0. Shelton purchased from the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R a i l r ~ a d . ~ '
Albert Shelton himself recalled precious little of his early life in Indiana and
his first Kansas years. Years later he wrote, "When I was about five years old,
my parents moved to Kansas, so I have no recollection of Indiana at that time
at all except being in a boat one day with my father, and another time seeing a
blacksmith shop." He recalled his father "who had gone through in a wagon,
came down to meet my mother and us two children" when the family migrated
to Kansas.49
Bert, as his family called him, his brother Fred, and their mother had traveled to Kansas by train, beginning their journey by passing through the
columned porch that ran the length of the Indianapolis Union Depot, joining
the other emigrants heading west on the Pennsylvania Railroad. They made the
clackety, clattery, wind-blown journey to the Kansas border at the Missouri

River past a landscape of freshly broken farmland, interspersed now and again
the raw track-side views of railroad boomtowns. The West began just over
the river.
During his Indiana years, Albert Shelton teethed, toddled, and grew into a
boy among vibrantly different cultures. It was a period of violent economic and
social conflicts. The disparities and differences of various peoples came with his
mother's milk; the strife of class and race and hunger for land was part of his
everyday experience. He grew up in an upwardly aspiring religious denomination that arose in the tumult of the frontiers. The Disciples gloried in cultural
and religious differences as long as they had the opportunity to dispute and convince those with whom they differed. Born and bred in conflict, nurtured to expound the gospel, Albert Shelton was ready for his next lessons.
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Pioneers do not always go in lust of l a n d sometimes t h go~to satisfi their SOUL.

-William

Allen White

Like much of the American West, Kansas was a land of mythic romance and violent realities. Growing up as a Kansas pioneer boy, Albert Shelton spent his
most formative years as the man of the house on an isolated high-plains homestead. From his youth, he knew the clashing conflicts and inspired borrowings
of disparate cultures, as well as the soaring hopes and crushing defeats of life in
an alien world. Ultimately, his boyhood experiences on America's last frontier
prepared him for his wild life in the Tibetan borderlands.
The Sheltons experienced Kansas in all its variations, from the well-watered
and timbered eastern edge to the high, stark, shortgrass country on the western
border. The Sheltons' first Kansas home was about sixty miles south of Kansas
City in Bourbon County, which abutted the Missouri-Kansas border at the eastern edge of the Flint Hills. About six hundred feet high, it was a land of broad
river valleys and high uplands, with ample rainfall to water the silt soil and scattered forests, allowing an interplay of farm and town that resembled the Sheltons' Indiana life.
The Sheltons' Bourbon County land was twelve miles southeast of Fort Scott
at Pawnee Station. Established by the Border Tier Railroad in 1871, the village
stood on the former Cherokee Neutral Lands. Pawnee Station was a tiny knot
of buildings perched on the prairie. The silver track curved in a great arc out of
the village, coursing across an undulating empty green landscape. A low gray sky
often hung overhead, carrying the rain that western Kansas settlers craved so
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badly in 1880. Eastern Kansas escaped the dreadhrl l 880 drought, though it
desiccated the plains further west.2 Bands of trees defined the fields and streams,
Hillocks of rocks stood here and there on the landscape, harboring dens of rattlesnakes that sunned themselves on the stone^.^ The surrounding countryside
was finely adapted to agriculture, making Pawnee Station a considerable entrep8t for the shipping of grain, hay, livestock, and produce. The bawling of cattle
and steady knock of woodpeckers drified in the rural quietude until the sound
of the approaching train alerted the residents that civilization was on its way.4
Seven times a day, with remarkable punctuality, a Border Tier train whistled
. ~ railway station was a bastion of urbanism in a wholly
into Pawnee S t a t i ~ nThe
rural setting; the train a rolling linear distributor of middle-class valuesuniformity, orderliness, technological progress, and the structured rush of the
industrial world.'
Pawnee Station, Kansas, where young Albert Shelton began his schooling,
was the streets of southside Indianapolis writ small: the peoples of a heterogeneous world gathered in an unfamiliar place to make a new life together.' The
one hundred inhabitants were mainly poor working people, many unsuccessful
tenant farmers or laborers in their previous homes. While the majority of the
Sheltons' neighbors were from the Midwest, settlers came from around the
United States and Europe. The only ones native to Kansas were babes in arms
and young children.'
The Sheltons' stay in Pawnee Station was a short one. Joseph Shelton bought
his eighty acres of Kansas ground for $328 on August 18, 1881. Before he even
traveled to Fort Scott to record his original deed and his mortgage to the
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company, Shelton sold the north forty acres to
Mattie Muelin for $160 in December.
Less than four years later, on March 18, 1884, Shelton, his wife Emma, and
Mattie Muelin sold the entire eighty acres-including the forty acres that was
sold to Muelin-to Charles Chapin. The selling price was fifteen hundred dollars. The Shelton mortgage to Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance was paid off and
released. Joseph Shelton had done all right as a land speculator.' By the time
Charles Chapin recorded his deed, the Sheltons had already moved halhvay
across the state to Harper County on the border of Indian Territory.

Strange Country: Western Kansas
Throughout the last four decades of the nineteenth century, the western twothirds of Kansas remained a separate place from the settled eastern counties, an
austere land ravaged by frontier violence. Just west of the Flint Hills, the land
began its shifi from the well-watered climate of eastern Kansas to the semi-arid

lowlands and plains of western Kansas, the tallgrass prairie giving way to the
shortgrass of the high plains. The north-south axis at Wichita was the great dividing line of Kansas, past which rainfall was uncertain, nature less forgiving.
and settlement precarious.1°
When the railroad tracks inched across the grasslands in the 1860s, the western region was still the home of millions of buffalo and tribes of nomadic plains
Indians. The Cheyenne, Kiowa, Kansas, Arapaho, and Comanche tribes battled
to protect their homelands against the rising tide of white settlement. But the
clang of spike hammers was the death knell of the tribes' nomadic culture.
The great buffalo herds of the plains, the key to Indian culture, became the
fuel of the railroad work crews and the target of military men determined to defeat the tribes. In 1850, there were still at least twenty million buffalo on the
Great Plains, and enormous herds still ranged the grasslands in the 1860s. As the
railroad moved west, professional hunters contracted to supply meat to the construction crews, and the great buffalo slaughter was on. Buffalo Bill Cody, later
famous for his Wild West show, alone killed 4,280 buffalo in eighteen months
to feed railroad work crews. Hunters swarmed to the plains to decimate the
herds, and the buffalo hides traveled back east to become the lap robes of America's Victorian-era gentry.
The Indians responded to the destruction of the bison herd and the growing settlements with violent raids. In spirals of increasing atrocity, white settlers defended
their homesteads against Indian warriors defending their homeland. When Alben
Shelton and his family arrived in Kansas, the strife between the Indian tribes and
the white settlers was still part of plains life. The conflict wasn't a dry history that
was a generation or two old as it was back east in Indiana and Kentucky.
Just four years prior to the Shelton family's move to western Kansas, tribal
warfare again wracked the Kansas plains. By 1878, the buffalo slaughter and
continued violations of treaty rights made western Kansas inhospitable to Plains
Indian culture. The government had already removed most tribes to a bleak, arid
banishment in Indian Territory. In the fall of 1878, Northern Cheyenne chiefi
Dull Knife and Little Wolf escaped from their starving exile with a band of warriors and headed north to their homeland, hoping to reach the safety of western
Canada. They cut across southwestern Kansas on their way to the northern
plains, traveling as many as seventy miles a day.'
The Indians eventually killed forty-one, raped dozens of females from eight
years old up, and destroyed property worth a hundred thousand dollars. The soldiers finally captured the C h e ~ e n n eband in western Nebraska, herding them
into captivity at Fort Robinson, where sixty-four died in an escape attempt. The
government eventually tried seven leaders and returned the remnant to the reservation. One Kansas victim, Margaret Smith, wrote Kansas governor John St.

'

John in 1881, "For I think it is p i r v hard that I was brot out in a strange tuntry and my husband killed and taking my teem a way from me and lefi with a
large family of children and nothing to seport them with it is hard for me to git
a long- now with out some help on the account of the drouht. . . . I neede something and I live in a lace that everybody has all that they can do to take care of
them self."'2
In 1882, Indians escaping north from the reservations again galvanized
Kansas. The state sent guns and ammunition to settlers, as government troop
pursued the renegades. The Indians crossed the railroad west of Garden City
headed for the Colorado border, where the soldiers forced their surrender. While
the 1878 Cheyenne raid proved to be Kansas' last great Indian battle, the settlers
continued to fear another uprising. The warfare scarred the state's psyche for
many years, leaving a legacy of violence in western Kansas that prepared Albert
Shelton for the brutality he encountered on the frontiers of inner Asia.

Hard Cases or the Better People: The Kansas Cattle-Drive Years
The slaughter of the buffalo also precipitated Kansas' fabled cattle-drive era,
when frontier tumult captured the popular imagination. As the bison herds disappeared in the early 1870s, cowboys began herding Texas longhorn cattle north
to the railheads strung along central Kansas. Bottled up by the Civil War, the
Texas herd had grown to a prodigious size, and there was a burgeoning urban
market in the East.
With the coming of the railroads to Kansas, a product and a market came together. A thousand dime novels were set in the cow towns of southwestern Kansas
during years of the great drives, fixing the region in American mythology. When
Illinois livestock shipper Joseph G. McCoy arrived in Abilene in 1867 to look for
a central Kansas railhead, only one of the town's dozen log huts had a shingle
roof, and the place was so poor the saloon keeper raised prairie dogs to supplement his income. Within four years, more than seven hundred thousand steers
passed through the boomtown, and seventyfive bartenders worked around the
clock seven days a week, with little time for prairie-dog breeding''
The cow towns of the Kansas plains proceeded to sprout one after the other
along the route of the railroad as railroad workers laid track across the state. As
a river of cattle arrived beside their shiny new tracks, Abilene, Ellsworth, Cddwell, Wichita, Hunnewell, and Dodge City each in turn became the boomtown
terminus. In May 1874, the Wichita Eagle described the typical cow town:
It is a motley crew you see. Broad-brimmed and spurred Texans, farmers, keen business

men, real estate agents, land seekers, greasers, hungry lawyers, gamblers, women with

sun bonnets and shoes of a certain pattern, express wagons going pell mell, prairie
schooners, farm wagons, and all rushing after the almighty dollar. 'rhr cattle season has
not yet fully set in, but already there is a rush of gamblers and harlots who arc "lying in
wait" for the game which will soon begin to come up from the south. Thcre was a struggle for awhile for which should run the city, the hard cases or the better people. The latter got the mastery, and have kept it only by holding a "tight grip." Pistols are as thick as
blackberries.I4

Kansans such as Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and Doc Holliday served as lawmen in the rough Kansas cow towns, becoming fodder for the journalists' juicy
stories as much as far-flung foreign missionaries such as Shelton did for another
p e r a t i o n of newspapermen. English journalist Henry M. Stanley, famous for
glorying missionary Dr. David Livingstone when he found him in 'Darkest
Africa" a few years later, was one of the roving reporters on the frontier looking
for heroes. l 5
Civilization, religion, and the law crept into western Kansas in small, tortering steps. Dodge City was still a one-street plains town of prefabricated buildings when the Philadelphia Record editorialized in 1877, "Its best people are
Puritanical and the rest Satanic-the one class being as disagreeable as the other
is dangerous."I6 By 1882, Dodge City was a small city of twelve hundred with
four churches, a two-story belfried school, an imposing courthouse, rival newspapers and hotels, and a few dozen blocks of residential neighborhoods neatly
laid out with sturdy houses."
When the Dodge City citizens of propriety began to enforce an 1883 "Ordinance for the suppression of Vice and Immorality within the city of Dodgen
to eliminate prostitution and gambling, there was a furor at the Long Branch
saloon. Owner Luke Short had a gunfight on Front Street with an arresting
officer. Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson, who both had drifted west after being
Dodge City lawmen, returned to town to help their old friend Short. The two
gunmen returned again at the next election to insure the good citizens didn't
dominate the polls.'8 For Albert Shelton, this teeter-totter between law and
disorder presaged the alternating cultural stability and anarchy of the Tibetan
borderlands.
As the Sheltons made their way across the plains in 1884 to join the rising
flood of homesteaders in west Kansas, the wildest days of the old West were over.
The buffalo slaughter of the Great Plains herd was essentially complete, and
with it the days of the free-ranging Plains Indians tribes. Alarmed by the rise in
Texas Fever in the Kansas herd, the Kansas legislature prohibited in 1884 the
further importation of Texas cattle during the traditional cattle-drive season,
ending the Texas cattle drives. Homesteaders began to flock to southwestern
Kansas and fence the immense open range.''

Tallps Home: Harper County
The first years of settlement were bleak for most of the homesteaders on the
plains-most
likely the most difficult homesteading experience on the entire
American frontier.20 It was the sparsest of settlements on the most monotonous
of landscapes, and the intense isolation and unending vista were a heavy burden
for people used to more populous and varied locales. Many settlers habitually
climbed on their house roofs in hopes of seeing another soul from the high
point.
Droughts parched the plains, followed by howling blizzards that froze both
cattle and settlers. The relentless wind from the south gave the original Indian
inhabitants their name, the Kansa-"people of the south wind." Fierce windstorms surged out of the plains and every part of the pioneers' fragile houses
would groan.2' Ignited by the lightening strikes, prairie fires regularly swept the
land, traveling a hundred miles in walls of flames. Rain barrels and hope were
the settlers' only weapons to defend their homes. Even walking on the plains
could be a danger, as lightening and rogue storms could strike down the unwary.
Plagues of grasshoppers swept across Kansas, desolating immense swaths of
the western regions.22Rattlesnakes were common. Children wandered off into
the trackless plains, sometimes never to be seen again. Rampant disease carried
away adult and child alike-diphtheria, dysentery, scarlet fever, cholera, even influenza were among the killers. Farm and gun accidents took their share. Rabid
wolves, skunks, and dogs posed a constant threat.
In a rough borderland world dominated by men, women were the primary
civilizers. Their appearance on the frontier was often seen as the beginnings of
order and community. They were the moral arbiters, the educators, the precipitators of pioneer churches, camp meetings, and, as the pioneering phase gave
way to settlement, denominational conventions. T h e women were often the
most enthusiastic supporters of missionary societies, both home and foreign.23
The Sheltons arrived at their new home of Harper County a few years before
the west Kansas boom. Railroads ignited a land rush, and populations doubled
and redoubled during the next few years. The county sat at the western edge of
the tallgrass prairie near the center of the state, with enough rainfall for sustainable agriculture. The years of 1886 and 1887 were abnormally wet years for
western Kansas, and farmers harvested bumper crops. Wild speculation inflated
the value of southwest Kansas land, and towns across the plains boomed. As the
new towns mushroomed, so did the need for carpenters such as Joseph Shelton.
Albert Shelton and his family lived for five years in Harper County. O n January 21, 1885, Joseph and Emma Shelton filed a land office receipt at the COINthouse in Anthony for a homestead claim of 160 acres near the tiny hamlet of

Ruella, about eleven miles southwest of Anthony. They paid $200 in cash for
the land." The farm was on generally level ground with gentle wales and broad
open vistas of the prairie around it. A band of trees followed the meander of
Plum Creek that ran just adjacent to the Shelton property. The altitude colored
the skies a brilliant blue in the blazing summers. Winters brought snow that
dusted the bare gray landscape.
Like Pawnee Station, Ruella was on the railroad. Four times a day passenger
trains arrived at the large depot. There was a store, blacksmith shop, post ofice,
and several residence^.^^ A few years after their arrival, the Sheltons' farmhouse
was still the only structure on their property.26 Other neighbors had prospered
with barns and orchards and multiple houses for tenants set in rows of catalpa
trees.
Bert Shelton continued his education in a country school near the hamlet. To
some extent, his attendance was testimony to the importance his family placed
in education. In Harper County's twenty-four frame schoolhouses, fewer than
half of the schoolage children attended cla~ses.~'As in many rural regions, a
local girl about sixteen years old served as schoolteacher.
Later Bert Shelton was part of a small gang of ten- and eleven-year-old-boys
whom the young teacher had trouble handling. "One day," Shelton wrote, "she
told us not to go near the creek, which was near the schoolhouse, but five of us
slipped off and went in swimming." Frontier discipline prevailed, and the
teacher sent an older girl to gather switches. "We considered that she got them
unnecessarily large," Shelton wrote. With the five transgressors laid out on the
floor, the teacher proceeded to switch the first. "When she drew back the switch
the boy let out a tremendous yell which frightened her and so took her from her
frame of mind that she only gave him four licks. As she had only given him four
licks she could only give the rest of us four licks, so we got off easily." Shelton's
father wasn't so easily deflected and he promised the boys they would get a like
amount of licks at home each time they received them at school. "This promise
he faithllly kept," Shelton recorded.''
As Albert Shelton learned his letters, the novel Ben-Hur: A Tab of Christ,
written by Hoosier General Lew Wallace, was setting records for sales. Published in 1880, the book was the story of a Christian missionary in the pagan
world of ancient Rome. With its vivid scenes of chariot races, "a Roman orgie,"
suppurating lepers, "the arts of Cleopatra," and pilgrims and martyrs, the book
tantalized and titillated hundreds of thousands with visions of foreign lands
and Christian glory. By 1893, 88 percent of public librarians across America
still ranked Ben-Hur as the most-requested book. It went on to become the
best-selling novel of the nineteenth century." Bert Shelton was among the avid
readers who traveled through the book to the Jewish, Roman, Antiochean, and

Christian worlds of the Mediterranean and discovered the romantic possibilities of the missionary life.30
By the middle of the nineteenth century, missionaries were popular heroes,
When Dr. David Livingstone returned from the heart of Africa, he received a
gold medal from the Royal Geographical Society and spoke to overflow crowds
at lecture halls across England. His every activity was headline news. The inspiration to become a missionary often came not from the Bible but rather from romantic biographies and tales of travel to remote and exotic lands. The L a t Vbynges
of Captain Cook inspired Williarn Carey, the father of British missions, to become
a foreign missionary." In the late nineteenth century, publishers cranked out
dozens of highly embellished missionary adventures, such as Adventures of Missionary Explorers and Bishop Patteson of the Cannibal I ~ h n d . ~Martyrdom
'
and suffering were glorified.33 The highly colored tales popularized the missions and
spurred countless adventurers into the field. Though Christianity was central to
their worldview, missionary volunteers were seldom religious zealots. Rather, they
were often enthusiastic young people who were attracted to an exciting life in a
far-off land, far from their mundane lot back home.34
The Sheltons found Disciples of Christ on the plains. The Disciples of Christ
had gone west with the frontier, arriving in Kansas in 1855 and holding their
first state convention two years later, where they formed the Territorial Missionary Society.35The Harper County seat of Anthony also had a Disciples of
Christ congregation, which began in 1882 with services in the town's one-room
schoolhouse.
The winter of 1886 was legendary on the plains, bankrupting cattlemen
across western Kansas as blizzard after blizzard left carcasses piled in the aftermath. It was "the most perilous experience prairie people ever encountered," the
Wichita Eagle wrote. The Sheltons just missed the economic crash. Wheeling
and dealing, J. 0.Shelton sold their farm and used the profits to purchase more
Ruella land.

The Last Frontiers:The Shortgrass Country
When Bert Shelton was about twelve, his family headed further west, traveling
by covered wagon from Harper County to a homestead in far southwestern
Kansas' Grant County. "It was great h n for us children," Shelton remembered.
"We had four horses to the wagon and just before leaving my uncle completed
my happiness by giving me a little Flobert rifle and a thousand rounds of ammunition. So far as I could see there was nothing else to wish for in this life, and
under my father's direction I was allowed to shoot morning and night at such
things as might be available around camp."36

It was two hundred miles from Harper County to the shortgrass country of
the west Kansas borderlands, partially along the meandering wagon tracks of the
old Santa Fe Trail.)' With high hazy clouds floating overhead in a bowl of blue
sky, the Sheltons traveled through the immense landscape of the Cimarron River
region, the thin strip of river purling past red rock formations and pale-brown
bluffs.
Only a decade before, southwestern Kansas was still the buffdo commons,
crisscrossed with deep ruts of the migrating herds. Buffalo wallows, where the
herds rolled to shed their woolly coats, still dotted the plains, becoming sparkling
little lakes after the occasional rains. Gnarled cottonwoods followed the riverbeds.
Partridges and quail exploded from the brush. Wildflowers burst into bloom and
painted the earth. Josiah Copley, who traveled through western Kansas in 1867,
pronounced the landscape "as unique is it is ~ t u ~ e n d o u s . " ~ W bShelton,
ert
who
seldom waxed lyrical about a landscape, wrote that west Kansas was "a very beautiful country, perfectly level, covered with a solid mat of buffalo grass, and not a
tree within many miles."39
The high plains of western Kansas were part of America's last frontier.40The
U.S. Census defined the frontier as the margin of settlement with a density of
two or more people per square mile at the edge of free land, and by 1880 it
found there were few places left in the country that met that standard. With its
meager population and available homesteading land, Grant County, Kansas, was
still the frontier in the late 1880s.
As with many aspects of the American West, academics and journalists saw
great import in the frontier. Historian Frederick Jackson Turner gave his momentous address, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," in
1893. "The frontier is the line of the most rapid and effective Americanization,"
Turner wrote. Even as he prematurely proclaimed the frontier closed, Turner
and his many popularists saw in that narrow zone the crucible of the American
character. "It strips off the garments of civilization and arrays him in the hunting shirt and moccasin," he said of the frontier's impact on the pioneers, who,
in Turner's view, used their American competency and frontier skills to wrest a
civilization from the wilderness.
Turner's short address became a paradigm of American thinking, influencing
a wide spectrum of politicians, editors, and theorists who incorporated it into
the canon of popular thought. As the nineteenth century waned. American imperialists searching for a credo brushed Turner's frontier thesis onto a global canvas. They saw modern American pioneers prepared to civilize the world and in
turn maintain their own cultural virility.
While Turner explained the frontier's impact on man, he failed to comprehend the repercussions of men on the frontier. In a larger ecological sense, the

arrival of the railroad and the destruction of the buffalo impacted the Great
Plains far more than the relatively small numbers of humans who migrated
there. Shaped by his Anglo-Saxon viewpoint, Turner couldn't visualize the
human tragedy of failed European and Eastern American technologies and social structures. In a real and wrenching way, the Sheltons experienced the failure
of pioneering life in a land environmentally hostile to it.
The Sheltons also experienced the frontier confluences that Turner failed to
see, the commingling of people and culture in a land where terms such as mestizo, mixed-blood, and half-breed were part of the everyday parlance. The West
was a scene of great borrowing and sharing, interchange and cultural evolutions.
In the process, the frontier both destroyed and fertilized cultures. The Plains Indians owed the flourishing of their horse culture to escaped Spanish horses.
American cowboys melded the horse-based expertise of Hispanic vaqueros with
imported Yankee technology. Dressed in their cbaparajos, the cowpokes rounded
up cattle with their h riata into corrals, aided by Yankee-manufactured barbed
wire, windmills, and the quintessential American tool, the Colt .45 from Hartford, ~ o n n e c t i c u t . ~ ~
While the far west of Kansas in the late 1880s was one of the few places left
in America for homesteaders yearning for free government land, it was a horrendous place to try to wrest a living from the earth-pioneering at its abysmal
worst.42The settlers faced the problems of choosing the right land, fighting an
intractable bureaucracy, and fending off rapacious merchants, bankers, and railroadmen. Homes on the treeless plains were most ofien "soddies"-upturned
sod walls of buffalo grass stacked around a hole dug into the ground. The environment of Southwest Kansas was semi-arid, unsuited to Eastern agriculture as
settlers practiced it. Even sod busting the buffalo grass took special heavy-duty
plows. The high plains were far too dry, occasionally too wet, and always too unpredictable to make life easy. Add to that the physical rigors of finding fuel and
farming under an unmerciful sun in a harsh desiccating wind, and homesteading was a recipe for heartache.
The new Shelton homestead was eleven miles northeast of Ulysses, the primary town of the region.43 George Earp, first cousin to the lawman Wyatt, organized Ulysses in 1885, giving away the town lots for free or close to it in the
early days.44
1887, the brand new town was scattered about on the buffalo
grass plain. There were fifteen hundred people in the town, four hotels, twelve
restaurants, twelve saloons, six gambling establishments, an opera house, a bank,
boomtown
and a collection of houses in various states of becoming-another
for carpenter J. 0.Shelton. "Hundreds of Buildings Being Erected in UlyssesA Large Number of Carpenters in Great Demand," the Grant County Republican headlined in May 1887.
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Ulysses was the raw frontier and determined gentility mixed together. Over at
the two-story Hotel Edwards, mounted cowboys with Montana hats and lassos
on their saddles chatted with rifle-toting Gibson Girls lounging on the gingerbreaded porch.45 The Palace Pool Parlor sold fine brands of cigars, along with
crab-apple cider, though a sign warned, "No intoxicants sold." The Grant
County Meat Market had fresh and salt meats on hand, as well as antelope, buffalo, and game. The Cyclone Daily Stage Line advertised its routes, "Stopping at
Wonderful, Astonishment, Surprise, Amazement, Ulysses for dinner, Zionsville,
and Woodsdale, arriving at Hugoton at 6:00 P.M." Purcell, Carr, and Co. of
Lakin, Kansas, touted homestead mortgages: "Money to loan on final proofs!"4"
The Grant County Republican trumpeted the wonders of Ulysses, a local
prejudice that was pervasive among west Kansas papers. "Lots still Going and
More Influence and Wealth tacked on the banner of Ulysses, the Embryo
County Seat of Grant and the Shining Star of the Southwest," a February 1887
headline breathlessly read.47 "Seventeen Business Houses to Be Erected in
Ulysses within Thirty Days," the paper crowed in early 1887. "Ulysses! Gaining
Rapidly in Growth and Population. Hotels Crowded-the Excitement Does
Not Abate," read a headline in April 1887.
But it was a cruel winter in 1887- 1888, with the temperature at thirty below
in January. In mid-March a wild blizzard blew in from the north and froze the
quails, robins, snowbirds, and meadowlarks that had been lured north by a thaw.
Come spring the children found the frozen corpses in the hedgerows.48 Undeterred by the weather, the local citizens petitioned the state of Kansas to incorporate itself as Grant County in 1888. The petition stated that there were
twenty-five-hundred bona fide citizens and four hundred were householders.
Among the signatures was that of J. 0. S h e l t ~ n . ~ ~
The Shelton homestead was located at the nearly uninhabited eastern edge of
Grant County on an endless vista of softly curving earth. The four thousand feet
of altitude gave a sharp tang to the air. No watercourse or trees interrupted the
view. In the spring, green grass stretched as far as the eye could see, dotted with
millions of wildflowers. There was the smell of earth under a pale blue sky, and
the endless south wind carried the calls of the birds. Antelope and a few wild
herds of mustangs still raced across the landscape.50
Water was a constant problem on the plains, with watercourses dry most of
the year and little water close to the surface. The Shelton homestead was no different. "During the yean spent on this Homestead," Albert Shelton wrote, "I
was growing very rapidly and took a share of the work. One of my jobs was to
haul water. We could not afford a well, as it was some two hundred and fifry feet
to water and cost a great deal of money to dig, so I hauled water from Conductor, a little town some six miles to the west, where there was a township well."

Shelton drove a team of two oxen to the well, hauling five of the family's water
barrels. Sometimes as many as twenty or thirty teams awaited access to the well.
And many times, races to the well determined who waited and who hauled their
water home. "It is not easy racing with an ox team but it can be done," Shelton
~onfided.~'
Perhaps nearby Conductor was a hopeful name, because the railroad never
came through Grant County while the Sheltons lived there. Given the Shelton$
previous choices of land near the railroads, perhaps J. 0.Shelton speculated the
tracks would arrive. Each year the newspaper boomed that the railroad was just
over the hill, but like so many things promised in west Kansas in the late 1800s,
it never came to be.52
While waiting for the train to arrive, J. 0. Shelton spent the week working
as a carpenter in Ulysses. The responsibilities of the farm fell to his wife, Emrna.
Many homesteader women in their dugout houses found the life abhorrent. A
west Kansas woman wrote: "The awful monotony was killing. There was nothing to do, nothing to see, and no where to go, and should we have attempted to
go anywhere we would have become lost, for there were only a few dim trails
leading to the claims of a few settlers, so we women crept about from house to
house. There was no hurry; we had all the time there was. Our conversation each
day was a repetition of that of the day before and always concerned the awfulness of living in such a desert, when the wind and sun had full sweep. . . . It was
a time to try women's souls. I never heard the men complain, and as a sect, I was
sure they did not require much to satisfy them."53
Bert Shelton was a pioneer boy, focused on the small world of his family and
the homestead. The children of the plains were often blithely unaware of the discomforts and travails, seeing the land as a source of wonder and delight, not an
empty cask of failed dreams. They quickly adapted to their new lives and, like
Albert Shelton, cherished the memories of their west Kansas childhoods. "The
pleasantest recollection I have of pioneer days in Western Kansas," wrote an elderly lady who was a child on the plains in the 1880s, "is the memory of the
prairie in springtime with the green grass as far as one could see dotted here and
there with millions of beautiful wild flower^."^^
With the men often gone from the farms, homesteading on the west Kansas
plains melded gender roles and gave children extraordinary responsibilities and
flexibility. Tales of twelve-year-old girls helping their mother give birth were not
uncommon. Life was hard, but the plains experience often gifted children with
iron wills and a faith in their abilities.
Young Bert spent his free time hunting small game for the bounty that was
paid. Gophers, ground squirrels, skunks, jackrabbits, and coyotes fell to his little Flobert rifle, and Shelton earned a bounty of five cents for smaller game to a

dollar for the coyotes. He wrote, "There were one or two occasions when I took
my scalps to town on Saturday and to bring my father home after his week's
work in town at carpentry, on which my earnings for the week were equal to my
father, which made me very proud."55
Unwelcome guests often shared the homesteaders' dugouts-bedbugs, fleas,
and snakes, including the thick-bodied, short-tempered prairie rattlesnakes that
occasionally dropped from the ceiling onto the kitchen tables.5GLuckily, Bert
Shelton had a hobby: "My avocation in those days was killing rattlesnakes.
There were a great many and I saved all the rattles, at one time having a cigar
box fi~11."~~
His schooling continued on the high empty plains. He would leave before
daybreak in the wintertime, walking four miles to the neighborhood school
through the cold, cutting wind. Later, the Sheltons and neighboring homesteaders organized a dugout school, presided over by a local girl.
J. 0. Shelton continued to speculate in land, but after two years of good
rain in 1886-1887, the drought began in 1888 and continued in 1889. Crops
failed and banks went bust. By the summer of 1889, the bottom had dropped
out of the west Kansas land boom, and the region's newspapers were filled
with columns of delinquent tax rolls. Mortgages were in arrears, and most real
estate taxes in the county were delinquent. As it did to many Kansans, the depression pulled the Sheltons into court. In April 1890, the mortgage holder
on the Shelton's old homestead in Ruella sued Joseph and Emma Shelton in
Harper County. When the Sheltons had sold their farm, they passed their
mortgage to the new owner, who couldn't make the payments. They lost the
land to f o r e c l ~ s u r e . ~ ~
As homesteaders abandoned the land, populations plummeted, some counties losing half their population in four years. Settlers flooded back east "to see
the wife's folks," as the saying went. Grant County rapidly lost people-the local
paper claimed the "boodlers" and "boomers" of 1888 had moved on.59From the
apex of 2,500 during the boom in 1888, 1,308 residents remained in Grant
County in 1890. When the 1900 census came through, only 422 were left.
Hard times continued in Grant County as people fled crushing mortgages
After a few years of heady speculation and growth, west
and bad mern~ries.~'
Kansas settlers suffered the bitter realities. Nature reasserted her hegemony-the
semi-arid environment of western Kansas could not support a large farming
population with Eastern-style agriculture." Western Kansas appeared best
suited for the vast migrating herds of American buffalo and the nomadic peoples who followed them.
In the midst of the maelstrom, Bert Shelton spent a few winters studying in
a Ulysses school, "which had given me a greater desire than I ever had before to

attend school." He also lived one winter with his maternal grandmother in hthony, probably another case of "going to visit the wife's folks." While in hthony, he studied under a schoolteacher named Miss Preston, who made a
lasting impression on him. For ambitious young people like Albert Shelton,
teaching in a country school was often the only path open to higher education
and the professions. Teachers encouraged their best students to pursue the certification necessary to teach in the one-room schools that dotted the plains.62
The summer following his seventeenth birthday, Shelton graduated from the
county Teachers' Normal Institute, one of the bare-bones programs in which
teachers learned the basics. Self-supporting through modest state funding, the
county institutes were extremely cheap, allowing poor farm boys like Bert Shelton to gain proximity to education and the ideals of professionalism. Alberr
Shelton did just fine in the teachers' institute, passing his exam on July 1891
with grades that ranged from 40 for Grammar to 90 in Arithmetic, Physiology,
and Hygiene. In August 1892, he took the exam again, raising his score to an
average of 80 with an 85 in Grammar.63
By 1892, Bert Shelton was already active in Christian activities. An 1892 letter from the Ulysses First Presbyterian Y.P.S.C.E. recommended him: "You will
find him to be a genial warm heart, an earnest character, and has a sincere desire to show his colors on the Lord's side. . . . He has been an interesting, useful
and consistent member of the Y.P.S.C.E. . . . We trust he may find an ample opportunity to continue in the work of Christian endeavor wherever he may cast
his
Early in Grant County's settlement, Disciples of Christ erected a sod Sunday
school. As the bust devastated the settlers, they abandoned their soddie for
church meetings in various locales." In the winter of 1892, Disciples evangelist
Eric Newby and his son H. W. held a revival meeting in the Ulysses schoolhouse. They faced a dispirited and cynical group. It was two weeks before the
first sinner stumbled forward for confession. Eric Newby was so discouraged
that he cried when he returned to his lodging that night, convinced the meeting should close the following night. His son implored him to go on for another
week. During the next two weeks, eighty-five Christians came forward for baptism. Albert Shelton and his brother were among them.66 O n January 28, 1893,
the congregation gathered on the cold plains outside of town at a bend of the
Cimarron and witnessed a missionary minister immerse Albert Shelton and the
others in baptism."
The next winter Albert Shelton taught his first school in the Cimarron grasslands about twenty-five miles south of Ulysses. Morton County paid Albert
Shelton $25 a month for the four-month term. School boards often preferred
male teachers to handle the winter term when the older boys arrived for their

schooling." For the first time in his life, Albert Shelton was in position of some
authority and esteem, second in respect only to the local judge and ministers in
his frontier worIda6'
Shelton taught the standard curriculum of reading, arithmetic, writing, and
spelling, with lessons in grammar, history, geography, literature, and physiology
in a murmur of overlapping recitations, with the older children helping the
younger ones with their lessons. McGuffpy> RPadpr, with its combination of
morality, history, and classical learning, played heavily in the construct of rural
edu~ation.'~
Naturally, some of the learning was "taught to the tune of the hickory s t i ~ k . " ~ '
Once a month, when weather allowed, Bert Shelton walked the twenty-five
miles back home to Ulysses, leaving after he dismissed the students in the afierFollowing his first year of teaching, Shelton clerked for his uncle sixty
miles north of Grant County in the tiny town of Leoti, spending his free time
hunting antelopes and chasing wild horses.73
But Albert Shelton was not to be a small town merchant or a high plains
schoolteacher. The lessons of self-sufficiency and resolute respectability took hold.
In the fdl of 1895, when he was twenty years old, Bert Shelton lefi the shortgrass
country for the Kansas State Teachers' College in Emporia. He later wrote, "It was
a great undertaking and no one knew what would be the out~ome."'~
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My lifc is not worth too much and even f i t

war it coukint be grvcnjir

a better cause.'

-Albert

Shelton

Bert Shelton arrived in 1895 at Kansas State Normal in Emporia with $9.25 in
his pocket-"That lasted me for eight years," he wrote. The 1895-1896 K.S.N.
catalogue listed Albert Leroy Shelton from Ulysses, Grant County, in the C
Class. To his fellow students, he was "Shelly," a friendly, hard-working rustic
who favored a wide-brimmed hat with a red bandanna around his neck. Though
he was a frontier homesteader, his classmates considered him a genteel fellow,
never rough in speech or manners.
Emporia in eastern Kansas was a plump prosperous town, the townspeople
pleased with their accomplishments and sure of their values. Writer and town newspaper editor Williarn M e n White wrote a facetious essay summarizing Emporia for
the State Normal yearbook, The Kodak:"Every town in Kansas is noted for something. Topeka is noted for her boarding houses. Atchison for her smart men. WIchita for her joints, Lawrence for her history, but Emporia is noted for being a good
town. There are ten thousand people-more or les-in Emporia, and there is not,
among the ten thousand, a confirmed drunkard, not a budding criminal. The police court has not contained the name of a woman on the record of office for three
years. There has not been enough money collected by the police department to pay
for the axle grease of the fire department." White concluded his Emporia homily
by stating, "It rises at eight and goes to bed at nine, never is happy unless asleep."'

The town maintained an inordinate pride in its two institutions of higher ed.
ucation. The College of Emporia, a Presbyterian school, opened in 1882. The
state legislature founded the Kansas State Teachers' College in 1865, which became Kansas State Normal. K.S.N. was a "Normal" school, adhering to a
teacher-training curriculum that had its roots in France. The term referred to
the teachers' acquisition of society's highest standards of behavior, or "norms."3
The main college building housed eighty steam-heated rooms that were lit by
gas and electricity and guarded by an electric watchman system. Enormous windows flooded natural light into the building's high-ceilinged, airy rooms that included drawing and music rooms, a well-equipped gymnasium, and new
laboratories for the natural sciences. The college boasted a library housing over
twelve thousand volumes and touted the Albert Taylor Hall as "the finest auditorium in the state.""
local and long-distance phone system connected the
campus to Emporia and the world. It was a far cry from the dugouts and roughsawn, one-room schoolhouses of Shelton's experience.
After the genial though impecunious young man arrived from the shortgrass
country, one of Kansas' famous storms blew the roof off the main college building on September 8, 1895. The storm caved in the upper part of the north wall
and deluged the building with over eight inches of rain in the next few hours.
The lower floors flooded with water, and then the plaster fell with a sodden
thud. Everyone was pressed into service to clean up. Bert Shelton stayed on the
job all night, leaving just in time to change his clothes for 8:40 chapel5
By the mid-1890s, the school was relatively flush with state appropriations.
The college offered free tuition to all students such as Shelton in the teaching,
or Normal Department, and a rebate to the student if his or her railway fare exceeded $3. The college contended it was a "fine temple for the instruction of
teachers of common schools" that promoted "the highest welfare of the student,
physical, mental, and moral" with a "firm but mild and parental" administrat i ~ nThe
. ~ school's 1,735 students could find furnished rooms renting from $4
to $6 a month, and board in nearby private houses for about $3 a week. To stay
in school, Bert Shelton needed to find about $35 to $75 each semester for
books, board, fuel, and laundry, a substantial amount for a poor farm boy.'
Albert Shelton wrote, "During the years while I was in Emporia, I carried
the Kansas C i y Star, I did janitorial work, I cut corn, I took care of cows, I took
care of furnaces for some of the professors, and after I had finished the course
. " ~stuin mathematics, I did a great deal of tutoring for Professor ~ a i l e ~The
dent newspaper remembered that Shelton always "worked with untiring zed
even though many times he was entirely warnout [sir] with the long days of
work. He often worked into the night and started again at three o'clock in the
morning."9

Bert Shelton had a soft heart for helpless animals. At one point, he took care
of eight cats that he rescued from the Normal physiology classes, feeding them
in the back yard of a local woman he knew through the Christian Church. Even
as a young man, people noted Albert Shelton's concern for others. One of his
bosses, C. A. Boyles, recalled, "He always said he wanted to be a missionary to
the hardest field in the world-some place where no one else had gone."1°
The Kodak yearbook of 1898 captured the German Club, rwo dozen students
clustered together for the camera. Most looked to the foreground or away from
the cameraman, except one dark-haired dandy in the second row, curtly identified as "16. Shelton," who looked forthrightly at the lens. His hair was fashionably slicked into a small pompadour, and he sported a large black mustache that
dashed past his lower lip-a desperado's mustache, or perhaps that of an adventurous sheriff.

Come Back Next Winter: War and brnance
The K.S.N. spring term began on February 2, 1898. Bert Shelton took time
from his studies to write a letter to a young woman named Flora Flavia Beal,
with whom he had been corresponding for a few months. A fellow Hoosier
whose family had also migrated to Kansas, Flora Bed was the daughter of a prosperous farmer. The family farm was located near Parsons in the region of ample
water in southeastern Kansas. She was a few years older than Albert, born on
September 28, 1871.
As a child she was baptized into the Presbyterian Church and later was baptized into the Brethren Church. She continued her sectarian journey by being
baptized into the Methodist Church as well. Like Albert Shelton, Flora Bed's
early education was in Kansas's country schools. She attended high school in
Cherrydale and Independence, Kansas before attending K.S.N. Like Shelton,
Flora was also a Kansas schoolteacher.'
Bert wrote to Flora, who was teaching the winter term back in her home
county, "I rec'd your letter several days ago and how glad I was to get it. . . . I
read it twice without stopping and I won't tell how many times I've read it since
then but more than a few." Anxiously he inquired about her plans: "Will you
come back next winter? I hope you will for I expect I will be here until I am 80
or 90 years old probably."
Albert Shelton was twenty-three years old, in his third year of juggling several jobs to pay for his room, board, and books while slowly making his way
through college. His grades were excellent, ranging from the high nineties in
math- and science-related subjects to the low eighties in Music, Latin, and Penmanship. He was active in his church and a host of student clubs.

'

Early in 1896, a nasty struggle between Cuban rebels and their Spanish colonial overlords began to catch America's attention. For various reasons-political,
humanitarian, and economic among them-increasing numbers of Americans
decided it was their job to intervene. President McKinley, always ready to lead
by following the crowd, gave Congress the opening it wanted to declare war in
1898. Led by the jingoism of the yellow press, Americans quickly caught war
fever, as did Bert Shelton. "During those strenuous years, in 1898," Shelton
wrote, "the war with Spain came on. Against the advice of friends and professors I enlisted in Company H of the 22nd Kansas, which company consisted of
students from the three State institutions." According to the roster, one Albert
L. Shelton of Anthony enlisted on May 6 , 1898.12
Before leaving for active duty, Bert wrote a short note to Flora, and handdelivered it to her in Emporia. He wrote, "My Dear Flora, I have your dear flowers here by my side now as I write. . . . I will see you again so I can give you what
I have for you. Will you promise to take it Flo? It's no snake!" A smitten swain, he
signed OK "From one unworthy but who will strive to ever be true, Yours, Bert."
Two days later Flora wrote to her soldier fianct, "Such a strange beautiful
world you have led me into, I have been trying to realize that I am myser A
few times she referred to "my little ring and I." As her beau trundled toward the
war, she wrote, "The thunder is sounding out of doors and it makes me think
of cannon; merciful heaven why cannot such questions be settled without the
surrender of human life & the shedding of human blood!"
The same day Albert wrote to Flora's parents asking for her daughter's hand
in marriage: "Well, I never could make a speech so I'll not try it now. But here's
what I want. Won't you please grant it? Flo promised to be my wife at some future time and now I want your consent and blessing for me. . . . Hoping to receive a favorable answer at no very distant date. I am yours, Bert Shelton."
Amidst her rhapsodies, Flora began a refrain that lasted through much of
their life together: "Oh, Bert, please don't make so much of my little life, it was
such a wee thing to give to a noble man that I haven't gotten it into my head
yet, why he wanted me, and what he ever intended to do with me after he gets
me." Bert was equally in love, writing from Camp Leedy in Topeka: "I knew my
eyes were lookrng right out from my soul but I couldn't help it. And yet I didn't want you to know 1 loved you for I was afraid you would surely be pained
and that it would put an end to our delighthl friendship instead of drawing us
closer. . . . But 0 Flo I could hardly believe my ears as I looked into your dear
eyes and heard your words. And 0 Flo I do hope 1 can teach you to love me just
a little as the days go by."I3
Kansas contributed four regiments to the "splendid little war," including the
Twentieth Kansas Volunteers, who fought Emilio Aguinaldo's Filipino insurrec-
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of August, he wrote to Flora on tiny scraps ripped from a small ledger book:
"You ask 'why will I enlist?' Because Flo I want to always be on the sides of the
oppressed and helpless ~ e o p l and
e 1 couldn't stay at home and do nothing when
I have a chance to lift my arms in defense of some poor half starved man woman
or child of Cuba. Stay? NEVER! . . . My life is not worth too much and even if
it was it couldn't be given for a better cause."'"
Discussions of mission work began to creep into their letters. Flora mentioned Shelton's letter to the missionary supporter publication, Christian En&ator. He wrote to her about Christian missionaries in the biblical novel, Quo
Vadis, and a self-sacrificing Christian doctor in a lachrymose little volume entitled Beside the Bonnie Briar Bush. "Dr. McClure in the 'Bonnie Briar Bush' is the
richest man I ever read of," he told her. The missions held less allure for Flora
Beal. She wrote about friends in the Salvation Army: "I would much rather stay
at home than stand down there on the street.""
At the end of May, Shelton's company entrained for Camp Alger, Virginia,
but the war was already receding as Spain rapidly collapsed. The citadel of Santiago fell in mid-June. For a generation of young men raised on their fathers'
Civil War exploits, it was a bitter disappointment to miss the defining moments
of battle.
After the regiment underwent two months of incessant drill and other military instruction at Camp Alger, the troops marched fifty miles through the Virginia countryside to Thoroughfare, Virginia, camping on the way at Burke's
Station, Bull Run, and Bristow. Albert Shelton wrote of "weary steps."'8 Of%cials held the Twenty- first and Twenty-second regiments in readiness, but events
outpaced the troops. By late August, the regiment was on the move again, but
away from the war. After about six months of enlistment, the army mustered
Shelton's regiment out of service. Demoralized by the lack of glory, Shelton
dispiritedly wrote Flora about his discharge without action. He told her he had
sold his pistol, "so you needn't be afraid I'll shoot myself."'9
By September 9, 1898, the regiment was back in Kansas at Fort Leavenworth,
where the officers gave the soldiers thirty days leave. O n November 3, 1898, the
Twenty-second Regiment, Kansas Volunteer Infantry, was discharged, including
Albert L. Shelton of Anthony." Shelton returned to Emporia with some military training, transcontinental travel experience, and about a hundred dollars in
savings.

T h e Adventurous Professional Man
Albert Shelton prepared to complete his college education with a little monetary
cushion. "I put it in the First National Bank on Friday and on Monday the pres-

d e n t shot himself, the bank having failed. However, 1 was in no worse
tion than I had always been," Shelton recounted. He wrote a perky note to
Flora, who was then living and teaching back home in Iabette County: "'The
First Nat. Bank failed today at 12:30 that was interesting for Mr. Boyles and his
brother had all their money in and sweetheart it also got mine for 1 had deposited there as soon as I got to Emporia H o Ha! Not a very safe place was it?"
He went on to describe the bank president closing the doors and driving out to
his farm where he put a .38 caliber Smith & Wesson revolver to his temple and
pulled the trigger. "Poor man he could not face poverty among those by whom
he had been known as the wealthiest man in the community. It's awful awful but
enough of this." Only then did Shelton mention he had no money to visit her
at ~hanks~iving."
The loss of money must not have disheartened him, because the next spring
the couple completed plans for their wedding. O n April 2 1, 1899, he wrote
Flora, "Unless something of which I do not know now happens this is the last
letter I'll ever write to Flo
Later that week he took two days off to travel
to Parsons, Kansas, where he married Miss Flora Flavia Bed on April 27,
1 8 9 9 . Their
~ ~ wedding photo showed a slender bride in a high-necked cripe de
chine dress with wire-rimmed glasses perched on her serious face. A youthful
groom with a pompadour and handlebar mustache looked expectantly at the
The young couple returned on the evening train to Emporia, where a crowd
of four hundred students awaited them at the station, having "mysteriously"
heard about the wedding. "Amongst them were three or four of my former comrades in Company H, armed with a blanket," Shelton remembered, "and they
proceeded to blanket me right there on the platform." Blanketing consisted of
flinging Shelton ten or twelve feet in the air and letting him fall back in the
blanket. Unfortunately, they failed to make a catch and Shelton fell to the floor,
stunned but no worse for wear. After the friends succeeded in injuring the bridegroom, they proceeded to devour the balance of the wedding cake the new Mrs.
Shelton had brought, while "embarrassing us to the limits of their ability." The
schoolmates made it up to the newlyweds by presenting them with two rocking
chairs.25
In 1900, Shelton obtained a scholarship though the good graces of K.S.N.
President A. R. Taylor to attend the medical department of Kentucky University in Louisville. Unfortunately, Shelton was in such financial straits, he couldn't take advantage of the scholarship. O n e day as Shelton worked at his school
janitorial job, his supervisor, C. A. Boyle, asked, "Well, Shelly, what are you
going to do about that Medical School?" Shelton replied, "Well, Boss, it isn't any
use thinking about it because it can't be done." That afternoon Boyle appeared
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Figurn 3.2 Albert Lerv Shelton and Flora Flavia Beal nturtied in Parsons, Kbnsas on April 27, 1899. Photograph cowrtesy
the Still Family Archive. Reprinted with pertnissbn.

in the little room whm Shelton was working and laid a c$.& for S100 on the
table. "Nowget out of here," he mid "I don't want m see you uound hex my
more." C A. Boylc wrote a letter of rducnoe br Alben Shelton, which r e d
"He is hithhl md suifdy honest and will do whatever he is told to do.""
The summer following graduation from K.S.N.,Shdron put in hard labor m
pay back the money he owed C. A. BoyL. Travdng like a t m p in b o x u ~he
,
had to borrow money from a friend to get home &er he was thrown off a
"But the big thii wu Qne-I was out of debt again."
Shelmnb m d d school, Kentucky University, was m ourgmwth of BCollege in Georgctown, Kentucky, the first institution of higher ed~&#
bunded by the Disciples of Christ. The medical school had a frcuty of sixt-8
who,thc school bulletin ass&
war all uthoroughly competent, hnrmonio~
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and industrious." The school claimed its medical courses were taught with "the
latest and best appliances and apparatus for laboratory work." The catalogue's
Board of Curators' statement read, "It assures the medical profession, as well as
the general public, of its hearty cooperation and support of its faculty to it untiring efforts to elevate the standard of the medical education.""
The study of medicine was Shelton's second choice. He wrote, "During these
early years, I had a desire to be a preacher, but I had decided I wasn't good
enough to be a preacher, so I had decided to be a doctor, the alternative as I
thought, and the next best thing by which to live a life of usefulness."'"
Flora had good cause to be wary of missionary life, particularly in China,
which had the greatest concentration of American foreign missionaries. The nation's press thundered about the increasingly rebellious Chinese, and ministers
bemoaned the depredations visited upon the Christian missionaries. The American consul wired Washington that Chinese were stalking the missions to spear
sleeping women and children."
The anti-foreign Boxer Rebellion began to convulse north China in 1899.
The next spring, a Boxer placard appeared near Beijing's crowded foreign quarter that read in part: "The will of heaven is that the telegraph wires shall be first
cut, then the railways torn up, and then shall the foreign devils be decapitated.
In this day shall the hour of their calamities come."30
From all over northern China, missionaries and Chinese converts fled to the
high walls of the Beijing foreign legation. Thousands of Chinese soon assailed
the legation, where five hundred foreigners defended several thousand Chinese
and foreign civilians. It eventually took twenty thousand foreign military to lift
the two-month siege. Across China, the Boxers killed two hundred and fifty foreign missionaries, including fifty children, as well as thirty-two thousand Chinese Christian converts.31 America's inflamed media smeared the gory details
across the nation's front pages.
With his hopes for Spanish-American War heroism thwarted, Albert Shelton
saw the foreign missions as offering him a substitute test of courage. Flora accepted
his need, writing, "I do not fear your ever telling that you have lost all your manhood for you will never do that. And Bertie please don't let me be always alone, I
will not, could not let you go alone, either the downward road or one of ad,P
vancement. 0 darling please take me with you 'ever the ends of the earth. . . .
Albert did well in his first years of medical school, receiving high gades in
Chemistry Anatomy, and Materia Medica, though struggling a bit with Physiology, Morbid Histology, and Clinical Pathology. His senior year, he had stellar
grades: all A's except for a B in Gynecology.32 He paid his way through medical
school with the aid of the scholarship and by tutoring chemistry. Flora taught
for two of the years Shelton was in medical school.33
9
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In October 1902, Albert and Flora Shelton traveled to Omaha, Nebraska, to
attend the Disciples of Christ international convention. The keynote speaker
was the famous missionary adventurer, Dr. Susie Rijnhart, who talked about her
arduous escape from Tibet four years before. When she returned to America in
May 1899 to trumpet Christian evangelization in Tibet, Rijnhart quickly became a celebrity.34Churches and conventions clamored for her lectures, and in
1901 the missionary ~ublisher,Fleming H. Revell, published her book, With the
Ti6etan.s in Ent and Zmple, to widespread sales.35

Tibet and the Travails of Dr. Susie Rijnhart
To the Christian missionaries at the turn of the century, Tibet represented the
great apostolic challenge, a satanic coven of mythic dimensions that shimmered
in their imaginations. For more than five hundred years, the impenetrable city
of Lhasa was their grand obsession, their idCe fixe, the itch they couldn't scratch.
Long before Western emissaries and military men braved the Himdayan passes
onto the high plateau, their religious compatriots had pioneered the routes
through Tibet, enduring horrific hardships and risking martyrdom to preach
there. From the west, the missionaries struggled through the Indian Himalayas
to try to pierce the cordon that surrounded Lhasa. From the east, they struck
from Silk Road caravan cities in China's far northwest, plodding across the bleak
wastes of northern Tibet toward the city of dreams. From China's southwestern
provinces, the missionaries planned their most dangerous approaches, daring
the violent trade routes that ran across the wild eastern Tibetan region of
Kham-the passage that Dr. Susie Rijnhart survived.
That night in October 1902 Rijnhart told her rapt audience about her adventures in Tibet, a harrowing mission that changed her life forever. A Canadian
medical doctor, prim, pale Rijnhart had dreamed of becoming a foreign missionary. In 1895, she and her husband, Petrus, opened a Christian mission on
the northwestern Chinese border with Tibet, near the immense Tibetan
lamasery of Kumbum. While on an arduous caravan journey to forbidden
Lhasa, she, her husband, and their year-old son, Charlie, encountered tragedy.
First, baby Charlie died of altitude sickness. They buried his tiny body with his
hands clutching a bunch of wild asters and blue poppies at the foot of the bleak
Dang La mountains.
After being turned back by Tibetan guards a few days from Lhasa, the k j n harts stumbled back toward China through anarchic eastern Tibet. Tibetan brigands attacked them and drove off their horses. The next day, Petrus spotted a
nomad camp across a river and decided to swim across for help. Changing
clothes, he walked toward the river. "Then he followed a little ~ a t around
h
the
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rocks that had obstructed our way the day before, until out of sight," Rijnhart
recounted, "and I never saw him again.
Susie Rijnhart made it back to China, surviving the privations and dangers
of the long journey with pluck and periodic brandishing of her large revolver.
When she arrived at a recently established Christian mission in the border town
of Tachienlu, she was barely recognizable as a woman or a Westerner.
At the talk, she recounted the hneral of baby Charlie: "Around the little
grave we three gathered, and with a burial service in the native language the
body of the first Christian child was committed to the bosom of bleak Tibet."
Rijnhart glorified her husband's death: "Unknowingly he went to his death, for
he was murdered by those from whom he hoped for help. Brave and good, devoted to the people, his martyr's death has been a benediction to many, and a
missionary incentive to thousands who have, through his tragic death, heard for
the first time, of the needs of Tibet."
She concluded with a ringing cry for support: "The first work of the Disciples of Christ is to give the Gospel to a lost world. . . . O u r societies have both
the opportunity and fidelity, but they must have the support of a great people
to do their work. We have one million three hundred thousand members. . . .
This will probably be my last appeal to a large body of Disciples. A year from
now, if not in less time, I hope to be among the nomads of Tibet. Both opportunity and fidelity are my possessions through Him whose work I do. Yours is
the opportunity also. The fidelity, is it yours, too?"37One can only imagine the
impact of the speech on Albert Shelton's missionary dreams and his wife's attendant fears.3s
The Disciples of Christ and its Foreign Christian Missionary Society responded with a ringing endorsement. The missionary society gave Dr. Susie Rijnhart an appointment to Tibet in November 1902, and the Iowa State Disciples
Convention presented her with $600 for surgical equipment for her medical
work. Missionary society leader C. T. Paul wrote in 1903 about Rijnhart's mission: "She will open a hospital and school at Ta-Chien-Lu, an important town
on the Chino-Tibetan boundary, having mail facilities and a telegraph ofice.""
In February 1903, the Christian-Evangelist reported, "The Foreign Society is to
open a pioneer mission among the Tibetans this year. This work needs the
hearty support of the brethren. May I ask that the readers of the Evangelist will,
on the Sunday in March, remember this needy field prayerfully and liberally."40
C. T. Paul announced Dr. Susie Rijnhart's mission in the Christian-Evangelist
in May 1903: "It is hoped that the foreign society will be able to complete the
Tibetan party by August, and that Dr. Rijnhart and her co-workers will set out
on their long journey to Ta-chien-lu, an important town on the Chino-Tibetan
boundary, where they will at once begin their ministrations in the cause of the

gospel. Gradually, it is hoped, they will be able to establish other stations in the
interior, along the great caravan route to ~ h a s s a . " ~ '
Albert Shelton again pondered the call to a life of Christian action-this time
as a medical missionary. There continued to be resistance from his wife. In May
1903 he wrote a note to Flora Shelton about the call to mission: "You do not
like the peoples, etc. Yet they have the spark of the divine and are beautiful in
there."'* During his third year in medical school, he applied to the Disciples'
Foreign Christian Missionary Society in Cincinnati, a leading American rnirsionary organization. The society president, Archibald McLean, informed the
Sheltons by letter that it was impossible to send any more missionaries into the
foreign fields that year.
Albert Shelton gaduated from the Kentucky University Medical Department
in 1903 with an Allopathy degree, the medical system that utilized a variety of
disease treatments. Dr. Albert L. Shelton's medical school graduation picture
shows a confident young man, dressed in a tuxedo and white tie, still looking
clear-eyed and forthright at the camera.43With the door to medical missionary
work in China closed, Dr. Albert Shelton determined to form a medical partnership with Dr. J. H. Henson of Mound Valley, Kentucky, and strike out on
h'IS career.4 4
But his path soon changed. Shelton sent a letter in June 1903 from Louisville
to his friends back in Grant County, Kansas, offering warm greetings. He then
wrote, "As you see I will graduate in Medicine July 3rd, and then I will return
to Kansas for two months. Then I will go to China where I've been appointed
as a medical missionary to take charge of our hospitals there. I wish I could visit
Grant County before I have to go but I suppose it will be impossible to do so."45

The Pedect Apprenticeship
Albert Shelton had the ideal education for his life on the Tibetan border. Of
course, his medical training gave him a profession in great demand in the remote hinterlands. But his learning extended far beyond school subjects. His
boyhood and early manhood had helped him to accept hard labor and strenuous physical activity and sometimes to revel in it. He learned a broad range of
skills-construction, farming, foraging, hunting, soldiering, and teaching
among them-and a philosophy of self-reliance to go with it. H e saw diverse
cultures annealed together in conflict and cooperation.
The triumph of the Spanish-American War gave Albert Shelton faith in the
rising glory of the West, and America's celebration of middle-class respectability
gave him an ideal to strive toward. The Disciples' expansive style of frontier religion gave Albert Shelton a model of evangelism, and his parents' militant
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Christian activism offered him a vision that would sustain him his entire life.
Kansas also gave him his life mate, a woman of the prairie who knew hard work
and who accepted his romantic dreams of a mission.
Shelton learned adaptability on the plains of Kansas, and knew the human
tragedy of inappropriate cultural forms in an inhospitable land. If the high plains
gave him nothing else, they gave him a tolerance for ambiguity and the streak of
stubbornness that characterized those who eked out a living there. Albert Shelton
had earned his spurs on the frontier of the American West, and in the process had
developed a taste for the wild parts of the world.

C H A P T L R

F O U R

JOURNEY T O T H E BORDERLANDS
From the idw west to the ~imahyas

Up and up we go, and to the Xlnsas bred the mountains seem

vety high.'

-Flora

Beal Shelton

The Foreign Christian Missionary Society appointed Albert Shelton as a medical missionary with the words, "Well, Doctor, ~ o u ' r egoing to China." His first
post was Nanking (Nanjing), a bustling inland port on the Yangtze F b ~ e rStill
.~
excited by Dr. Susie Rijnhart's exhortations for Tibet, the posting deflated Shelton a bit, but FCMS secretary F. M. Rains told him, "Don't get discouraged. Remember the Lord's not dead yet."3
When Dr. Albert Shelton accepted his post as medical missionary to China,
he joined a select company. From ports of the South China Sea to the western
frontier of the Himalayas, from the bleak plains and Great Wall of northern
China down to the steaming rice paddies of the south, there were only three
hundred medical missionaries in the c0unt1-y.~Yet Shelton became part of a vast,
centuries-old, intercontinental enterprise involving thousands of missionary
workers in the field and supported by millions of Christians in Europe and the
United States.
Christianity in China dated back to the Nestorian Christians, who arrived
from Syria via the Silk Road early in the seventh century. After two hundred
years, there were a few thousand converts, mostly foreign traders along the frontiers.' It wasn't until late in the sixteenth century that Western curiosity and
technological breakthroughs precipitated organized missionary work.6 The Jesuits were the first to proselytize at the Manchu imperial court in Beijing.? Only
a half-century before, the Manchus had overthrown the decaying Ming dynasty
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and founded the dynasty known as Q ~ n ~ - - " p u r e Using
. " ~ Western scientific
discoveries as an entree, the Jesuits came to hold high technical and scholady POsitions in the Manchu government.
The emperor officially approved Christianity in 1692, though his successor
revoked consent in 1724. For the next century and a quarter, Christianity in
China functioned as a secret religion. There were estimated to be three hundred
thousand practicing Christians in 1705, dwindling by 1830 to less than two
hundred and fifty thousand despite a massive increase in the Chinese population. Without an evangelical upsurge, Chinese Christianity probably would
have drified into oblivion within a few generations.9
In 1807, Robert Morrison of the London Missionary Society stepped on the
docks of Canton (Guangzhou) as the first Protestant missionary. Americans
began arriving in Canton in the 1830s, still fired by the Second Great Awakening that had ignited the Ohio Valley and the founders of the Disciples of
Christ. Confined to the trading ports of Canton, Macao, and Hong Kong, the
Protestant missionaries had baptized only about a hundred Chinese by 1840primarily mission employees or students.
The treaties following the Opium Wars of the 1840s dramatically changed
the missionaries' situation as they happily followed the Western bayonets with
their bibles. While the Opium Wars treaties contained no provisions that directly addressed missionaries, they benefited from certain clauses. The British
annexation of Hong Kong and the opening of five treaty ports allowed the missionaries to expand on the mainland, and extraterritoriality gave missionaries
immunity from Chinese laws. While missionary work in the interior was still illegal, the worst an arrested missionary could suffer was transport to the nearest
consul. l0
With the protection of the unequal treaties, the foreign missions expanded
through the 1850s. After the French military invasions of 1857-1 860, the Chinese signed the Treaty of Tientsin, part of which removed all strictures against
Christianity from Chinese law. Because of the most-favored-nation clauses in
the treaties, the Protestant missionaries, though barely on speaking terms with
the Roman Catholic priests, were able to take advantage of the same rights."
Once the mission societies planted themselves on Chinese soil, they became
small bastions to be defended with all of the Westerners' powers.
By the last years of the century, the industrialized powers had effectively
carved up China into spheres of influence with the "Open Door" policy that dlowed all outside powers equal access to the booty. The American advance i n t ~
the Far East afier the Spanish-American War further captured the imagination
of the American missionary public. The missionaries took advantage of the
opening. Using Western organizational expertise, the mission societies trans-

formed themselves into the first modern large-scale multinational corporations,
with China as their largest market." Throughout the nineteenth cenrury, Western missionary investment in China far outstripped merchant investment."
Americans alone were contributing more than $5 million annually by the turn
of the twentieth century to spread the Christian gospel to the Chinese.14 At the
time, there were four times more American missionaries in China than there
were other Americans.15 "Whenever on pagan shores the voice of the American
missionary is heard," said the American missionary leader J. H. Barlow, "there
is fulfilled the manifest destiny of the Christian Republic."'"
By the time Flora and Albert Shelton headed for the Orient, a swarm of
Christian religions and denominations competed for Chinese converts. Five
Roman Catholic orders divided China, while sixty-nine different Protestant
sects maintained China missions, including the Disciples of Christ, which arrived in 1886." By 1905 the Protestant societies supported a total of 3,445 missionaries in China, 90 percent of whom were British or American. Despite a
century of enormous investments and heartrending work, the Chinese continued to resist the call of the missionaries. By 1900, there were only about a hundred thousand Protestant and seven hundred thousand Roman Catholic
converts in China-fx less than 1 percent of the total p o p ~ l a t i o n . ' ~
American missionaries like the Sheltons were primarily products of small
towns and rural backgrounds. They found China shared much with their previous lives: an illiterate peasantry, a mixture of peoples, and an agricultural pace
that coexisted with a bustling urban one. But with little knowledge of the East
save lurid tales, Sunday school homilies, and perhaps a traveling performance of
The Mikado, missionaries were hard pressed to see China as little but a Sodom
and Gomorrah of heathen idolaters.
As a college-educated medical man, Dr. Albert Shelton joined a new breed of
missionaries who incorporated the new scientific discoveries into a more modernist theology.19Seldom philosophers or theoreticians, missionaries were practical people, determined to Christianize the Chinese one way or another.
Aggressive and self-confident, they hurled their Western challenges at the ancient creeds and customs of the Orient.20

To the Tibet Border
While visiting with Flora's family in Kansas before leaving for China, a letter
from F. M. Rains caught up with them, asking if they would accompany Dr.
Susie Rijnhart to the Tibetan border instead of taking the post in Nanjing. 21 '<h
a matter of fact, Tachienlu sounded little farther than Nankin to us," Flora Shelton recalled, "and we telegraphed we would go."'2

Dr. Albert Shelton must have seemed an ideal candidate for the difficult T;betan post-young,
dedicated, and hardened by the American frontier. HiS
FCMS medical examination confirmed his robust condition, and the doctor
said, "If this man's qualifications in other lines are as good as they are physicdly,
he'll be all right, because he's the best animal I've seen in a long time."') Flora
Shelton was less certain about the missionary appointment, favoring her busband's proposed medical ~artnershipin Kentucky. She had recently learned she
could not bear children and was trying to persuade her husband to adopt. Given
the uncertainties to be found there, Bert Shelton contended that it was impractical to take a child to the Orient. His stand dismayed her, but Flora nonetheless supported her husband's de~ision.'~
The Sheltons arrived in San Francisco in late September 1903, where they
met their traveling companion to Tibet, Dr. Susie Rijnhart. As the group had no
ordained minister, a Disciples minister ordained Dr. Albert Shelton at the First
Christian Church in San Francisco. Following the common practice of medical
missionaries, Shelton received no theological training prior to the ordination.
The SS China sailed out of the Golden Gates on September 29, 1903, bound
for the Orient. Flora Shelton recalled the maladies of ocean travel: "AS the
steamship China left the pier and we realized that we were out in that big, big
water and America was fading way, it seemed very lonely, indeed, and we, that
is, I, was dreadfully homesick, but it soon changed to another kind of sickness
which kept us dreadfully occupied for a while."25
Before the Sheltons even reached China, they encountered exotic lands. Flora
wrote: "The island of Hawaii was the first stopping place, and the many new
impressions came thick and fast to the country-bred folk from Kansas. Tropical
sea birds and vegetation were seen. New and queer things were found to eat."16
Japan offered contrasting views. Flora thought the island country looked "like a
perfect jewel in its setting of sea and sky that is seen in no other place in the
world," while Albert stated, "The impressions of Japan were terrible."" In spite
of his homesteading boyhood on the Great Plains where women shared the hard
work, Albert expressed discomfort at the sight of Japanese women doing manual labor:"
Leaving Japan, the Sheltons took the short steam across the Yellow Sea,
tinged by yellow silt pouring from the mouth of the Yangtze River near Shanghai. Almost four thousand miles long, the Yangtze stretched across China to the
mountains of Tibet.
When the Sheltons' ship eased into the Shanghai harbor on October 237
1903, Shanghai was in full lascivious flower.'' Lorcas, scows, and tiny dinghies
flitted around the fleet of Western gunboats hunkered in the harbor, their brass
polished and glittering, cannons and machine guns at the ready.''

The quayside Bund was another bulwark of the Western world. Opulent
hotels such as the Palace and Victor Sassoon's Cathay stood alongside prestigious banks, trading houses, and men's clubs like the Shanghai Club. With
their classically styled columns and pediments, the buildings of the Bund
would have looked at home in London's Mayfair. Crisp white bungalows,
brick gudowns (warehouses), belching smokestacks, and steepled churches dotted the foreigners' trading enclave that stretched back from the Bund. At the
docks, half-starved beggars pleaded for a few coppers as prostitutes hailed
sailors veering toward the available charms of Blood Alley. Bare-chested
coolies jogged by with bamboo poles supporting baskets filled with everything
from piles of vegetables to honking geese. Rickshaw pullers yowled for passage
and workmen with wheelbarrows dodged the trundling trams ringing out
warnings. Street vendors cried out their wares as blind men rapped their presence on small pieces of wood.
But Shanghai was also the exotic Cathay of Western fantasy and leering legend: dragon-roofed temples and soaring pagodas, courtesans teetering on "lily
feet" over arch-backed marble bridges, luxurious silk and ceramics, ancient
~ 'was a cacophony of unfamilcourts of esoteric ritual and staggering ~ e a l t h . It
iar sounds, a blizzard of strange smells, a world wholly unlike anything the Sheltons had ever experienced. Shelton wrote his hometown paper: "The streets
everywhere were so densely crowded that required pushing to get through, and
were exceedingly filthy; hogs, dogs, cats, chickens, and ducks mingling promiscuously with the people. . . . We were also taken to one of the large opium dens
which were new to us then but which we see daily now, and which is one of the
terrible curses of China. . . . We were invited to have a pipe, which we politely
rehsed. "32
By the turn of the twentieth century, Shanghai was reputed to be the most
decadent, licentious, sin-ridden, and corrupt city on the planet-"the Whore of
Asia." One missionary stated, "If God lets Shanghai endure, he owes an apology
to Sodom and G ~ m o r r a h . "This
~ ~ sense endured in spite of the city harboring
"the biggest evangelical army in Christendom" from the entire panoply of missionary groups, all earnestly proselytizing their particular cant.

Yangtze Journey: Mission Life in China
By the arrival of the Sheltons, the influence of the West extended far into the interior of China. Flooded with capital from the Industrial Revolution, foreign
companies busily laid railroad track, constructed harbors and commercial buildings, opened mines, and jostled for the best chance throughout the Celestial
Kingdom's vast market. Across China, Christian missionaries strode out of their

walled compounds with religious tracts in hand to bring Jesus to the Chinese.
As they had for fifiy years, foreigners depended on the industrialized powers'
military might to protect their commercial and ecclesiastic forays.
From the Opium Wars on, the gunboats of the United States, Britain, Germany, Japan, and other Western powers cruised the Yangtze as far inland as
Chungking (Chongqing), thirteen hundred miles from the sea, keeping the waterway open for Western commerce and Christianity. Missionaries were always
at the forefront of the Western military and economic penetration of China's interior. When the first British navy steamships churned up the Yangtze, an Arnerican missionary fluent in Chinese, a Mr. Schereschewsky, went along to
translate, becoming the first American to see the rapids and gorges of the upper
river. By the time the Sheltons headed up the river, American warships had been
patrolling deep in the heart of China for a half-century.)'
The Sheltons took a small steamer to the treaty port of Nanjing where the
Foreign Christian Missionary Society Central China Mission had its headquarters. The FCMS station in Nanjing was a typical urban mission on the navigable rivers and eastern seaboard of China. Inside the mission's high-walled
compound, a multitude of Chinese servants looked after the comfortable Arnerican-style buildings and well-tended gardens. (As the missionaries tended to
lament the hardships of expatriate life for folks back home, the subject of servants was a touchy one.) Inside the compound, the missionaries ran both a day
school and a boarding school for boys. Aided by Chinese assistants, two missionary doctors ran the dispensary and a small hospital. Seeing Western medicine and hygiene as an essential tool of evangelism, the missionaries often
crowed that they were "conquering China at the point of a lancet." By Chinese
standards, the walled mission was a very posh environment. With extraterritoriality, it was a little bit of America where no Chinese magistrate would dare enforce his country's laws.35
The Sheltons encountered some flustered missionaries at Nanjing. "The
missionaries were expecting Dr. Shelton to stay in Nankin," Flora Shelton
wrote, "and were filled with consternation when they found he was going on
with Dr. Rijnhart to the Tibetan border."36 Nonetheless, the headquarters assigned two southern Chinese men to accompany them to the group's Tibetan
frontier post at Tachienlu (Kangding). Because of the Chinese military presence and ostensible sovereignty in the border areas, Westerners
to use
Chinese as guides.
One of the Tibet-bound party's escorts, Mr. Yang, was an English-speaking
Chinese scholar and Christian convert. "He was a most valuable man," Flora
Shelton wrote. "His preaching was the finest that ever had been heard in
Nankin, and great crowds came to hear him." An English-speaking cook, Chang

shao-yu, whom the missionaries nicknamed Johnny, completed the parry.37
~ ~ ~began
b t toscreep into the Sheltons' minds. Flora wrote, "Nanhn seemed
very far from anywhere; what would farther on seem like?"
The party's journey six hundred miles up the river to Hankou (Huangshi)
was a simple run by steamer. Even ocean liners could navigate the Yangtze that
far, and river steamers could sail for a thousand miles more.3' At Huangshi,
FCMS missionaries from Wuhan joined the Sheltons' party when it transferred
to a small steamer for the upriver trip to Yichang.
Yichang was another squalid, sprawling Chinese city, stinhng of odorous
mud.39At Yichang, Dr. Rijnhart and the Sheltons rented a Chinese junk with a
missionary couple for the British and Foreign Bible Society. Having loaded their
baggage on board the junk, the parry began the long haul through the dramatic
gorges of the Upper Yangtze to Chongqing.
"Square-nosed it was, like the rest of them," Flora Shelton wrote about
their boat, "high in the back somewhat resembling a duck, and a little room
at the rear the captain and his wife dwelt. The middle part was partitioned off
into three or four rooms for the rest of the party, while the long deck in front
was where the coolies stretched at night."40 Yangtze houseboats tended to be
somewhat similar on that stretch of the river. Made of pine and cypress
slathered periodically with tung oil, they were from forty to one hundred
twenty feet long and could carry as much as a hundred tons. The Sheltons'
junk was about forty feet long and fifteen feet wide, with a typical ribbed oblong sail, patched with a hundred scraps. The four-foot-high deck provided a
fair amount of headroom underneath. The interiors were also oiled, giving
them a neat and attractive appearance.4'
With the ritual dispatch of a rooster, the Sheltons' houseboat cast off on its
dangerous upriver journey. The voyage took them through deep gorges churning with rampaging rapids. Hull-gashing rocks and immense sucking whirlpools
picketed the channel. Between Yichang and Chongqing there were thirteen large
and seventy-two smaller rapids. Giant waves beat against the cockle skin of the
boat; jagged rocks passed a few feet from the wooden h J l s . The Chinese estimated one in twenty boats were destroyed annually. Each year one boat in ten
was stranded on the rocks and sand bar^.^^
The three-hundred-mile trip through the Yangtze gorges to Chongqing was
a determined tug against wild water that was codified and organized by Yangtze
riverfolk over hundreds of years. The Sheltons' voyage was indistinguishable
from travel centuries earlier. Forty coolies trod the shoreline trail, hauling the
junk's thick bamboo rope through deep grooves worn in the rock by centuries
of friction, crossing from bank to bank to "clamber on paths that seem impossible . . . where even a goat would find it hard to get a foothold," Flora wrote.43
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paths were often a few feet wide and twenty feet above the river. Occasionally,
the trackers were on paths so high they looked no bigger than flies as they
tugged over a thousand feet of hawser along the cliffside trails.44
In the perilous stretches, the missionaries disembarked, carefully carrying
their valuables with them. The gang bosses yelled and howled, and the trackers
bent double with the calls of "Ayah! Ayah!" Clutching rocks and earth for purchase against the unrelenting current rushing down from half a million miles of
Chinese hills and Tibetan peaks, the coolies slowly pulled upriver. When the
coolies' towing ropes broke, as they commonly did, the boats went spinning
down the river to disaster.45
While the Sheltons highlighted the lurid aspects of Yangtze travel for their
American audience, the reality was somewhat more prosaic. There were thousands of junks on the upper Yangtze, and more than a million people who built
them, manned them, supplied them, and towed them up the river." Most often
attached to riverside towns and villages, the junkrnen and trackers were organized by pilds. Wages for the long slog up the valley and back was a few
shillings and large bowls of greasy rice. Many of the trackers assuaged their arduous work with the comfort of the opium pipe. When the trackers hooked
themselves to their yokes and began their distinctive arm-swinging, shortstepped gait, they were hauling centuries of culture up the stream with them.
It took a month to travel from Yichang to Chongqing, during which the
Sheltons crossed into Sichuan, the west China province that was to be their
home. The unique inland province stretched from the stark empty yak pastures
of the Tibetan Himalayas east through the low hills and rolling plains that
formed the teeming rice bowl of China. About the size of France, the wealthy
province was a crucial part of the empire. Irrigated since 100 B.c., Sichuan's
name, "Four Rivers," came from the powerful rivers, the Minjiang, Tuojiang,
Fujiang, and Jialing Jiang that wound across the province. With wealth and
water transport came practiced facility at trade and commerce. It gave the
Sichuanese a reputation for being extremely polite-and
equally shrewd and
quarrelsome.47
Located at the end of the gorges, Chongqing was one of the sprawling metropolises of interior China. Sited on a high rocky promontory between WO
rivers, the streets were so steep no wheeled vehicles were allowed inside the city
walls. Coolies carrying sedan chairs called for passage. Countless water-carriers
hauled buckets of water up the broad stone steps from the river. Splashing
through the looming city gates, they scattered the pigs, dogs, chickens, and children in the dark noisy streets. In 1904, foreigners were still a great curiosity in
inland China. Crowds pressed round at every stop. With the crush of onlookers, their cooks could barely serve. The Chinese even followed Westerners into

[heir bedrooms, "exhibiting the curiosity of overgrown children," according to
one m i s ~ i o n a r y . ~ ~
with most of their fellow missionaries, the Sheltons found little to value
in traditional Chinese culture. Albert wrote, "I think my greatest trial was to
see the utter indifference to human suffering and the cheapness of life in the
They noted the trade in young girls as concubines. Chinese hygiene
and health appalled them. Flora wrote: "Mercy seems to have gone from the
earth; all things seem pitiless and men most of all always and always, wherever
we went there were misery and pain and suffering, especially among the women
and children, and there was just one thing to aid. That was opium, and it was
everywhere."50
Transferring to a smaller junk, the Sheltons took another three weeks to travel
up the Yangtze from Chongqing to Kiating (Leshan). They boated along the
great bend in the river through the Red Basin, an immensely fertile region that
rises toward the distant Himalayas. At Leshan, Dr. Shelton began his Tibetan
medical career, doctoring the first Tibetan he met-the king of Chala, whose
capital at Tachienlu was the Sheltons' destination. The king fortuitously happened to be in Leshan while on a pilgrimage to the sacred Buddhist mountain
of Emeishan near Chengdu. His traveling companion was China Inland Mission worker Theodore Sorensen, one of the missionaries Dr. Susie Rijnhart had
encountered in Tachienlu when she stumbled out of Tibet five years earlier. Dr.
Shelton recalled that he treated the king for a minor ailment. "It was thus that
I had my first Tibetan patient, and thus began a friendship which had lasted
throughout all these years."5'
At Leshan, coolies transferred the missionary baggage to bamboo rafts for a
voyage up a tributary of the Yangtze, a clear little river named the Taito-ho or
Tung (Dadu River) to Yachow (Ya'an).52 The missionaries gratefully left the
water to transfer to coolie-hauled sedan chairs. Dr. Shelton wrote, "This was too
much for me. I didn't mind having people work for me, but to be carried by
them was just a little too much, so I had the chair carried along, but I walked
most of the way."53 His decision to hoof it may have partly been due to the dubious pleasure of the sedan chair. When Williarn Gill traveled through Sichuan
thirty years earlier, he wrote, "I found the dignity and discomfort were in about
equal proportions, for one unaccustomed, the motion, especially in hilly country is very disagreeable."54
The Sheltons' transport and accommodation was a well-codified arrangement. A Chinese specialist that Westerners termed a "coolie-master" drew up an
elaborate agreement that specified each parties' responsibilities, such as destinations, places and periods of rest, and pay.55Every two or three days, the coolies
nceived a portion of their wages to pay for their fodder of corn cakes and dafi

ration of opium, which they rolled into pills for smoking during stops. Sedul.
chair-bearers walked single file, two in front and two in the rear, each with a
straw hat or turban on his head and spare straw sandals tied to his belt. The pole
that rested on their callused shoulders was tied to two ten- to sixteen-foot poles
that ran alongside the sedan chair. With a singsong cadence, the bearers pattered
down the trail, the lead man calling out obstacles in the road ahead. Each dafs
stage terminated at an inn, where the coolies retired for a hot meal and opium.
As the servants hung screens and prepared the missionaries' hot bath and dinner, the missionaries wrote letters or caught up with their diaries.16
The group took four days to travel to Ya'an, arriving in early MarchS5' In
some ways the Sheltons began seeing a familiar landscape. Flora wrote, "We
were indeed glad that the land looked and felt as it did in dear old Kansas,
though most of it did not smell the same."18 The sight of familiar crops like
mustard and beans growing in the small, tidy Chinese farmsteads charmed her.
She wrote, "Such a beautiful land it is!"19
The earthen houses of far western Sichuan were akin to the west Kansas
homesteaders' soddies, and the primary food of the region was corn, surely a
homey remembrance for the Sheltons after the long journey through rice-eating
southern China. For months after the autumn harvest, enormous wreaths and
clutches of dried corn festooned the Sichuan mountain houses in an exuberance
of edible folk art.60

The Brick Tea Route: The Jung Lam
After a few days' rest, the group started into the ~ i m a l a ~ a sThe
. ~ ' journey began
in the verdant tea-growing region around Ya'an, where patches of green fields fit
together like a living jigsaw puzzle. The last purely Chinese town before the Tibetan borderlands, Ya'an was an important entrep6t for the tea trade." The missionaries traveled along a caravan route named the Jung Lam-the Brick Tea
Route. The Jung Lam was part of the great central Asian trade route that commenced in Beijing and crossed China and the high Tibetan plateau to India. Fifteen hundred years old, it was the route of emissaries and merchants making the
exhausting eight-month journey between Beijing and Lhasa.
The Brick Tea Route segment of the road began in Ya'an and climbed into
the Himalayas to the Tibetan frontier town ofTachienlu. It then crossed the anarchic Kham region of eastern Tibet and the high desolate central Tibetan
plateau to the Indian trading town of Kalimpong, a journey of six months.
A conduit of central Asian trade, the Jung Lam was vital to both the Chinese
and the Tibetans. Commerce moved in an unending river along the winding
route. Countless goods made their way via this route, but by far the most im-
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portant was tea." Tea was China's most valuable export to the Tibetan, Turkic,
and Mongolian peoples who formed an arc at the periphery of the Cclcstial
Kingdom. The brick tea trade was integral to Chinese-Tibetan commerce, politics, military history, and social intercourse. The trade dated back to the late
Tang Dynasty (618-9071, when the first loads of tea wound along perilous Hirnalayan trails to Tibet. Brick tea became a vital part ofTibetan culture, so much
so that for centuries it was used as currency. For Tibetans, a steaming bowl of
yak-butter tea represented sustenance, social intercourse, and sustained culture.
Tibetans across the high plateau dropped chunks of brick tea into slender
wooden barrels that resembled pioneer butter churns, adding hunks of golden
yak butter and handfuls of salt, churning it with a sucking sound into a thickish salty brew. Each day the average Tibetan drank dozens of cups of yak-butter
tea. American explorer and diplomat Williarn Rockhill estimated the average Tibetan used five pounds of tea a month.64 Villagers and townsfolk drank it
around their low tea tables in kitchens and parlors. Nomads sipped tea bowls in
their black yak-hair tents. Novice monks in the densely populated Tibetan Buddhist monasteries ferried unending pots of tea to warm monks in study and at
worship. Yak-butter brick tea was fluid, caffeine, calories, and replenishing salt
all In one. 65
Many of the British travelers who passed through the frontier regions of
southwestern China were mercantile scouts sniffing around the borderlands.
They were attempting to determine if the Chinese monopoly on the Tibetan tea
trade could be supplanted with tea from the British Indian fields in
The British obsessed over Tibet, attempting to block Imperial Russia's rising
central Asian ambitions as Chinese political influence waxed and waned in
Lhasa. The machinations and maneuverings of the two powers came to be
known as the Great Game, which eventually ravaged the stability of eastern
Tibet. Given the commercial advantages of the tea trade to the monasteries, the
Tibetan authorities saw little reason to exchange the relatively loose laissez-faire
control of the Chinese for the far more intense and expansive control of the
British Indian colonial government.67
The brick tea moved up into the Tibetan regions in a dramatic fashion-in
enormous packs on the backs of men. The grotesquely burdened tea coolies who
transported the brick tea over the mountainous one hundred and forty miles
from Ya'an to Tachienlu never failed to catch the attention of traveling foreigners. "If one loaded a mule as heavily he would undoubtedly break down," British
explorer Henry Davies wrote. "Mules are occasionally seen with a load of tea on
them, but it is an accepted fact that an animal's load has to be much lighter than
what would be carried by a man." Davies noted the typical loads were approxis man, and he saw two men with seventeen tea
mately two hundred ~ o u n d per

packages apiece, three hundred and sixty-three pounds carried in towering loads
on their backs.68
With short, slow steps, thousands of tea coolies hauled their massive loads
over the hills and mountains between Ya'an and Tachienlu, one hundred yards
bemeen rests. The coolies marked their transit with a long, low whistle akin to
a mournful sigh, the sound of exhaling breath through half-closed teeth before
they gasped yet another deep breath.@ For their portage of twenty days through
the mountains, the coolies received a payment of four hundred cash Chinese,
about one shilling.70
When they left Ya'an, the Sheltons were eight days from their destination in
Tachienlu. In that transit they passed from a Chinese world to a Tibetan one. As
they moved west, the landscape abruptly shifted into a Himalayan environment
of scree and cloud-tearing mountains. Alpine plants replaced the lush agrarian
landscape of southern Sichuan.
To the Chinese, Kham and its Tibetan population was a land beyond the borders of the Middle Kingdom that the Chinese entered only with enticements or
under duress. The Chinese termed the Khampas, "Mantzu," considering them
descendants of the original ancient occupants of S i ~ h u a n The
. ~ ~ ethnocentric
Han Chinese tended to view the Tibetans as an inferior people, and accordingly,
most Chinese records from the beginning of history refer to the Khampas with
a variety of Chinese words that describe barbaric and uncivilized tribes.72While
under the Qing Empire's suzerain since the early eighteenth century, the Chinese saw Kham as the harshest of postings, a station of hardship and tearsn7)
The Sheltons' passage on the tea road crossed the country to Lutingchow
(Luding) where a three-hundred-year-oId iron chain bridge crossed the roiling
Dadu River to Kham. Constructed of thirteen stout chains with planks laid on
top on nine of them, the bridge was a swaying, precarious passage to the Tibetan
region. Almost four hundred feet long, the bridge swung fifty feet above the turbulent river. At certain times of the day, when the wind howled down the valley, the bridge was uncrossable. When the wind was down, special coolies
accustomed to the sway carried over loads and helped passengers and solidground coolies with the tipsy crossing.74
The Luding Bridge was a traditional farewell point where Chinese men and
their Tibetan wives said their final goodbyes, as few Tibetans could survive the
steamy summers and damp, misty winters of lowland China. Tuberculosis ofcen
took those who tried a life on the plains.75The Tibetans refused to allow any Chinese woman to pass into Kharn, not even the wives of the high ministers to Lhasa.
William Gill noted the rationale behind the custom: "The officials and soldiers . . . when in Tibet, take to themselves Tibetan wives. The children thus become entirely Tibetan. . . . The Tibetans in this are wise in their own generation,
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the Chinese to bring their wives with them, and raise Chifor if they
nese families, the country would soon become altogether C h i n e ~ e . " ~ ~
With as many as one-third of the Tibetan males in monasteries, there was an
imbalance between the sexes. The Chinese men who were posted to Tibet provided a provisional alternative for Tibetan women. A Tibetan proverb contrasted
the marital arrangements: "To be a wife of a Chinese is like the burning of
thorns; To be a wife of a Tibetan is like burning oak
There were two roads from Ya'an toward Kham, the shorter one crossing two
high passes that included the breath-wrenching climb over soaring Erlang
Mountain. Once across the Dadu River, the primary road to Tachienlu led up
the course of a tumbling mountain river, over difficult nine- and ten-thousandfoot passes slick with ice and snow. Flora wrote: "Leaving the tropical ferns and
bamboos, we go on up the mountain road of stone steps, climbing slowly, the
chair-men swinging the chair with a kind of rhythm. The bamboos grow smaller
and smaller, the ferns disappear; it is cold, and snow is on the ground."78 As the
party climbed toward the top of the pass, the wind rose, the chair tops blew off,
and the forever-chatting coolies grew quiet, afraid of rousing the wind devils
that inhabited the pass. Flora feared being blown off the sere trail into the treetops and cloudbanks below. "Up and up we go, and to the Kansas bred the
mountains seem very high," she wrote.79
As the Sheltons continued on the road, they passed old stone Tibetan fortifications in the river valleys, the remains of Tibetan hegemony that reached in historic times all the way east to Ya'an. The mountain pines and rhododendron of
the region near Erlang Mountain gave way to bare scree and steep austere slopes.
One day from Tachienlu, the party rested in a trailside inn tucked between huge
mountains. It was to be their last respite from high altitude, as the next day they
climbed from the tiny village at three thousand feet up to Tachienlu in the clouds.
"The next morning we were out bright and early and on our way," Dr. Shelton wrote. "After we had dinner at the half-way lace we were on again, and
about four o'clock in the afternoon, in a heavy snow-storm, we were met by Mr.
Moyes, who had come out a mile or so to meet us."80 James Moyes was one of
the China Inland Mission missionaries who had given succor to Dr. Susie Rijnhart when she stumbled into Tachienlu over five years earlier, and he had been
wooing her by post ever ~ i n c e . ~The
' chairmen stepped quickly through the
falling snow toward their long-awaited destination. "Tachienlu at last," Flora
Shelton e ~ u l t e d . ~The
'
Foreign Christian Missionary Society party arrived in
Tachienlu on March 15, 1904, five and half months after sailing from San Francisco, almost three and a half months after leaving Nanjing for their trip across
the breadth of China to the Tibetan border.

C H A P T E R

F I V E

T H E PORTAL
~achienluand the challenge ojkharn

A religious atmosphere pervades Tibet and gives it a singular sense of novelry.'
-1sabella

Bird Bishop

Tachienlu was like few places on earth, a point where two distinct and mutually antagonistic societies abruptly transitioned. After traveling two thousand
miles across the vast bulk of the Chinese Empire, the Sheltons quite suddenly
found themselves in the Tibetan world of yaks and Buddhist monks and the
snow-covered Himalayas. Tachienlu was the juncture beyond which China was
only a colonizing presence, and the culture and religion of the high Tibetan
plateau held sway.
The Sheltons and Dr. Rijnhart first found shelter in one of the local inns that
was primarily inhabited by Tibetan lamas and yak-caravan drovers. A man in
love, missionary Jarnes Moyes arranged for the walls to be freshly papered,
though the landlady couldn't condone washing the dirt-encrusted floor.' The
housecleaning didn't abate the bane of the travelers' inns-bedbugs. Fleas and
lice plagued the inns and virtually everyone in Tibet. When caravans stopped for
a rest, a good many of the travelers engaged in impromptu louse h u n t s - o n e
Englishman claimed it was the only blood sport in which the hunter provided
the blood.' "Did I ever have bugs on me?" Flora Shelton wrote her folks back
home. "Yes, fleas and lice. The lice poisoned me and made me nearly wild; they
got on my right arm, (there might have been only one) but it bit from the wrist
to the elbow and itched like 10,000 chigger bites, when I had it scratched. I got
Bert to pour ammonia on it. It burned like fire, but felt better than the bites. I
don't know if they are in my head again or not."'

Tachienlu was a little frontier city hustling with commerce. The exhausted tea
porters arrived at Tachienlu's eastern gate to pay duty before tottering on to the
dozens of tea-packing houses. As the tea workers prepared the tea for shipment, tea traders from Ya'an bargained with the Tibetan merchants. Chinese merchants called out their wares from their small stalls and shops. Tibetan y&-caavan
driven stumped through the streets with hands on knife hilts. Tibetan women ferrying tea loads called for passage. Tibet-bound Chinese soldiers and officials
walked the lanes, soaking up the last bits of China they would see for a while.
The Tibetan brick tea trade was Tachienlu's raison d'2tre and the lure for the
legions of Tibetans attracted to the town. Two major central Asian trade routes
passed through the trading post, and at eighty-five hundred feet, the town war
the lowest point the Tibetans would drive their yak herds. The highland animals
could not survive lower altitudes and could handle Tachienlu's relatively low altitude only for short periods, making Tachienlu the axis of the trade. The Chinese hauled the trade goods to Tachienlu by human power, and the Tibetans
carried it onward by yak, horse, and mule.
Tachienlu was the major Chinese portal into central Tibet. The Pei-lu, or
Northern Route, ran from Tachienlu through the northern Kham provinces of
Hor and Derge to Chamdo and on to Lhasa. The second trail was the Jung Lam,
the brick tea route, which ran from Tachienlu across Kham through the
monastery town of Litang to the ancient Chinese-Tibetan border near Batang.
Depending on season, avalanches, bandits, and wars, the two trails carried the
majority of the trade between China and Tibet.5
With emissaries and couriers in constant passage, the town was also a way
stop on the route of diplomacy.6 Every three years the Chinese ambans passed
through Tachienlu en route between Lhasa and Beijing, traveling with enormous trains of goods, returning laden with the wares of Tibet.' Likewise, the
Nepalese ambassador to the Imperial Court crossed Kham every twelve years
with his large retinue. Following the eighteenth-century defeat of the Nepali
army, the Chinese demanded an ambassador bearing tribute to traverse China
to kowtow to the Emperor. The Nepalese sagely turned the demand into an extended trading opportunity and took years to make their passage slowly across
China, doing business all the way.'
Tachienlu had been an entrepdt on the edge of the Chinese empire for centuries. By 1696 the Dalai Lama sanctioned a tea trade market in Tachienlu, and
the business grew from there. Traders paid duty on ten million pounds of tea at
Tachienlu in 1879, and additionally Chinese officials smuggled enormous
amounts. By 1895 Tachienlu contributed 79 percent of Sichuan's entire tea export duty to the imperial coffers.' As the Sheltons began their mission, fifv-four
hundred tons of tea entered Tachienlu annually.10

The Chinese traded tea, silk, and hardware to Tibet, and opium for the CIhiIlese workers stationed there. The Tibetans were so wary of Chinese currency
Sold by weight that they traded with Indian rupees emblazoned with the
crowned likeness of Queen Victoria, which they called "Lama tob-dun
(vagabond lama), believing the queen's crown was the headgear of a religious
mendicant.'' Coins were cut into halves, quarters, and smaller for change, along
with beads of turquoise and coral.
The Tibetans also traded horses, wool, fox, lynx, leopard, and lamb skins,
musk, borax, gold, medicinal plants such as yellow root and rhubarb, and large
quantities of yak tails. After tea, musk was the most valuable trade item in
town.'' For centuries, yak tails were a prime export item to the West, used on the
London stage for facial hair and in Europe and the United States for Santa Claus
beards. Beyond products ofTibet, the Tibetans also traded the goods of India and
east Asia such as pearls and precious stones, soap, and Kashmiri safTion.13
There were almost ninety packinghouses and warehouses for brick tea in
Tachienlu. At the packinghouses, workers broke the tea porters' loads of bamboo-wrapped yard-long blocks of tea into bricks called parka that were nine by
seven by three inches long. They then sewed them into yak-skin packages called
gams that weighed about forty-five pounds each." Before packing the gams, the
workers soaked the yak skins in water, which stiffened into cases that were hard
as horn. Tough cases were essential, as yaks had an instinctive ability to shed
their loads on the most precipitous of trails, and a well-prepared yak case
bounced like a football down the slopes and cliffs. No self-respecting yak could
be convinced to carry more than two gams, far lighter loads than the average tea
coolie hauled up from Ya'an.'
As their husbands were gone most of the year on caravan work to Lhasa, Tibetan women commonly owned and operated the caravansaries. The inns were
large structures with ample courtyards for the horses and mules and one or two
wings to allow the storage of Tibetan trade goods. Often, the women served as
brokers and traders, rivaling the men as m ~ n e ~ m a k e r s . ' ~
Once the traders made their deals, the caravan men herded the yaks fiom the
mountain pastures to the city gates where the tea porters deposited the loads.
Pegged beside the gates, the hairy brown and black beasts stolidly awaited their
'
wooden saddles
loads. The drovers quickly roped the gams onto the ~ a k srough
and whistled the caravan off for the high ~lareau.Not long after arriving in
Tachienlu, Albert Shelton inadvertently stumbled into thirty or forty loaded
yaks awaiting their drivers. H e was momentarily taken aback until he realized
tended to be aimed rather
they were quite docile. l 7 Being herd animals, the
than driven, making the six-month journey to central Tibet more of a long
grass-cropping meander than a hurried drive.''

P i p 5.1 YsAs carnmedthe brick tea j h m Tachicnlu across the Tibetan pkateau. The yaks wm imdispmabik t~the Tibetans,pmidingjF,od clothing shelttn; transport, andjFrcL Albm Shehnphotsgraph, ccorsrtq rkc CoIlectaon of TheNnusrk M w m , Reprintdd withpmisswn.

In a high, hsrd dimate with a soil that was primarily stony and infertile, the
yak was invaluable m the Tibetans, providing food, clothing, shelter, and fud."
As the bvffalo herds were vini to rhe lik of the Plpiplg Indians, the yaks WCR
critical for human awival in much of the Tibcm regiorr, Thmqh thct milk,
buner, and mat, yaks rme a primnr)r s o w e ofbodbThe nomad women d e
dothing from the hide nnd wool, waving dEc yak hnir into frbric ttw the Ion
bLdr renm that h h d mss the piatcm like c1l0-m black spiders.
horns carrid the KhPmpd snnff and p d r ; the d wrs a fly h e r and nddle tassel. E q d y important, yak dung w u the in&pensgb1c fucl hr the nomads, gathered ddrid r the Gnrt Plains Indims and homesteaders did with
buMo manure, m make a quick-buming, Mwflafned W?
The Shdtond new home of Tdienlu had about eight hundred Xbetan-s~le
wood-andatone houses crammed among the stalls, warehouses, and inns." It
sat Pf a stcepsloped vdley at the confluence of the Du and Tse rivers, giving the
town its ~ b e t p nm e , Dartsendo. Minya KO& s o d 24,900 fecr into h e
sky above the town, and a palisade of lesser snowupped peaks surrounded the
b r d dley." A massive &quake
in 1820 l o d a glacier that obliterated
the
in a deluge ofwater and debris. The neu m,nmr quite as lug@or
pmperow rs the firgt, rose a half-m& MW
dawn thc dly.u

The town had about nine thousand Tibetan and Chinese inhabitants, augmented by a floating population of traders, travelers, tea coolies, nomads, OKcials, and soldiers. Eight lamaseries with eight hundred lamas and acolytes were
through the valley. The population was a mixture ofTibetans, Chinese
men, and various blends of the two. There were very few pure Han Chinese
women to be found in T a ~ h i e n l u . ~ ~
In ancient times Tachienlu was known as the kingdom of M a o - n ~ i . 'In
~ the
early fifteenth century, the king came under the influence of the Ming Dynasty,
which decreed him a second-class native official. The Manchu Dynasty continued the relationship, though it awarded the chief only a third-class native official position. In spite of the imperial downgrade, the lung of Chala, the native
chief whom Dr. Albert Shelton treated for illness in Leshan, still controlled six
subsidiary chiefs, one chiliarch, and forty-eight centurions in a territory that
stretched far into eastern Kham." The king was independent until the 1870s,
when he had to seek Chinese military assistance during an insurrection. In exchange, the Chinese demanded the lung wear a queue and dress in Chinese
fashion.
British plant hunter and explorer E. H. Wilson found little charm in the trading town, writing, "Notwithstanding its great political and commercial importance Tachienlu is a meanly built and filthy city. It is without a surrounding wall,
save for a fragment which runs near the south gate, and it has no west gate. The
narrow, uneven streets are paved with stones in which pure marble largely figures, though this is only evident after some heavy downpour has washed away
the usual covering of mud and filth."27
By "filth," Wilson probably was referring to the human and animal manure
that dotted the lanes. Toilets and privies were unknown to the Tibetans, and
they relieved themselves wherever they felt the urge. Accordingly, people trod
warily down the lanes off the main street in fear of a misstep.28
Despite unsanitary streets, Tachienlu's shade trees, snow, and blustery spring
weather reminded the Sheltons of Kansas. "I would rather live here than in any
of the lower cities for we don't have the awful heat and have some winter and
there are mountains all around the town, and I can get to the snow almost any
times," Flora wrote.29
Language acquisition became the Sheltons' first priority, which began soon
after they arrived. The Sheltons secured a teacher from Chengdu, most likely a
down-on-his-luck Mandarin scholar. "Our Chinese teacher wears great big
glasses and looks like an owl and seems very learned to us when he reads so readily those mixed-up Chinese characters," Flora wrote." Missionaries commonly
spent five to ten hours a day studying, initially focusing on the vernacular
tongue, with the first preached sermon serving as a graduation ceremony of

sorts. Literacy lessons followed. After two years of focused study, missionaries
were expected to master written classical Chinese, spoken Mandarin, and the
local dialect that had from four to eight tonalities depending on the region. A
photo of the day portrayed the Sheltons and Susie Rijnhart dressed in Chinese
garb. Dr. Shelton wore a Mandarin outfit with a Chinese cap, loohng serious
and a touch un~omfortable.~'
Language was the great divide for missionaries. Those who learned the language could proceed with their work of evangelization and social work.
Those who couldn't absorb the new tongue either returned to their horne
country or worked under a terrible handicap. In treaty ports and other areas
where Westerners congregated, a rudimentary hybrid language emerged,
"pidgin" or "business" English, and practitioners could be found across the
country. But missionaries had to learn the language to do their jobs, as interpreters were rare.32
Because of its tonal system that varied from region to region, students needed
to learn spoken Chinese where it was heard in day-to-day usage. Mandarin, for
instance, had four tones while Cantonese had eight. While Mandarin was official language of the country and the common language north of the Yangtze and
in some of the south, it was unintelligible to native speakers from Guangzhou
or Shanghai. In part, the Foreign Christian Missionary Society chose Nanjing
for its China headquarters because the local dialect was understood in fifieen of
the eighteen provinces of China.33 There were no formal language schools or
protocols, the missionaries instead depending on trial and error for grammar
and the elusive t ~ n a l i t i e s Transliteration
.~~
from Chinese to English was haphazard. Interpreters used arbitrary systems of spelling, which lent a conjectural
quality to a portion of translated material.
However tidy they tried to make the Tachienlu inn, it was not a hospitable
place for the Sheltons. Flora Shelton became quite ill, perhaps from the insect
bites. Albert continually bumped his head on the low doorways and tripped on
the rough floorboards. Not long after arriving, they rented a house, Dr. Shelton
supervising local men hired to clean and remodel.35
Set on a narrow dirt lane, the Shelton's first house was a two-story wooden
and stone structure that was weathered dark.36 The Sheltons began to adapt
local foods to their tastes, procuring fresh yak butter to replace the rancid, wellaged cake they had received as a gift and refining the black Tibetan salt into a
product they could stomach. "You see, we are like pioneers in America," Flora
boasted to her in-laws." A charcoal brazier provided heat, and Chinese carpenters constructed furniture. "Strange chairs and strange beds and dressers, made
by the Chinese carpenters, but with matting on the floor and curtains at the tiny
window, we felt clean and ready for the new guest," Flora Shelton wrote."

The new guest, daughter Dorris Evangeline Shelton, joined the missionary
couple on August 25, 1904, in spite of the Kansas doctors' assurances that Flora
was incapable of bearing children. Dr. Shelton delivered the baby, assisted by Dr.
Susie Rijnhart. Dorris was born less than a year after the Sheltons left San Francisco on September 29, 1903. A change of scenery appeared to have worked
for the couple.

A Picturesque People: The -pas
Many Tibetans in Tachienlu spoke some Chinese, but it was essential for the
Sheltons to learn Tibetan to work with Khampas from the interior who spoke
no Chinese. Dr. Susie Rijnhart began her Tibetan language study on the northern borders with her husband Petrus. She wrote, ['As the lamas are the sole possessors of Tibetan letters, the great masses of the lay population being unable to
either to read or write, they were not pleased with the thought of communicating their sacred language to 'foreign devils,' and we had great difficulty in persuading any one to teach us." Eventually they secured a young lama, "rather
p o d looking," according to Rijnhart, who agreed to tutor them.
The Sheltons hired a Tibetan to teach them. Spoken Tibetan eluded Albert
Shelton as Chinese had not. His teachers happily translated into Chinese any
forgotten Tibetan words, but his progress flagged. In hopes of accelerating his
language acquisition, Shelton made his first foray into the Tibetan hinterlands:
"I went three days back into the country where there were no Chinese and
where it was necessary to speak Tibetan or not at all, and spent some weeks in
this way. During this time I learned the language as it was spoken."39
E. H. Wilson described the Tibetans who thronged Tachienlu as "a picturesque people."40 By inner Asian standards, the Kharnpas were very tall, the
men averaging a little under six feet, their slim waists, muscular chests, and powerful shoulders accentuating their height and strength.*' The men wore their
long black hair in a queue wound around their head, into which they wove
hunks of silver, turquoise, orange-colored coral, and elephant tusks. Both sexes
dressed in long robes called cbuba that hung to their knees, belted to form a
pouch from which unending objects seemed to emerge-bowls and implements
and bags of food. During the day the Khampas tied their cbuba like a kilt, leaving their shoulders exposed. At night, they wrapped themselves in its folds to
sleep.
Like most Tibetan people, the Khampa population divided themselves between drokpa, nomadic pastoral people, and mngpa, valley people who were
sedentary agricultural people. The Khampa farmers raised a variety of crops, depending on the altitude and weather of their particular land. Up to 9,500 feet,

the first crop was barley and wheat and the second planting was millet and buckwheat. Between 9,500 feet and 10,500 feet, farmers could still harvest ma
plantings, the first being barley and the second turnips. Above 10,500 feet, only
one
of barley and buckwheat could survive.42 Roasted barley, t ~ a m p ~ ,
was the staple food. Tibetans hulled the harvested barley with flails and then
parched it in an iron skillet, stirring the grains with a small whisk made of
When the tan husk split, the cook cleaned grain of the husk and ground it. The
Tibetans then stirred the rough barley flour into cups of yak-butter tea and
rolled the mixture into edible balls the size of walnuts.
Far more than costume or cuisine, the Buddhist religion was the great definer
of Tibet. Isabella Bird Bishop stated pithily, "A religious atmosphere pervades
Tibet and gives it a singular sense of novelty."43The Sheltons faced a formidable adversary in Tibetan Buddhism. A deeply rooted and acculturated religion,
Buddhism was the equal of Christianity in messianic and evangelical energy.
The Khampas were among the most devout of Tibetan Buddhists, supporting
hundreds of monasteries and thousands of lamas. Their religious power extended even to the great teaching colleges in central Tibet, where eastern Tibetans were respected scholars, high lamas, and revered reincarnates including
Dalai Lamas. William Rockhill wrote of the Khampas' monastic and domestic
devotion: "As night falls lamps are lit on the altars of every Buddhist temple, and
a short service is chanted, while lamas on the porch play a rather mournful
hymn on long copper horns and clarinets. This is the signal for the housewives
to light bundles of juniper boughs in the ovens made for the purpose on the
roofs of their homes, and as the fragrant smoke ascends to heaven they sing a
hymn of litany in which the men of the house also join, the deep voices of the
latter and the clear high notes of the former blending most agreeably with the
distant music of the l a m a ~ e r i e s . " ~ ~
Buddhism arrived in Tibet in the late eighth century, brought by the Indian
Adept Padmasambhava (also known as Guru ~ i m ~ o c h e ) Padmasambhava
.~'
"tamed" the indigenous Tibetan gods, harnessing their powers to the needs and
uses of the Buddhist dharma, though they remained only half-willing, a manifestation of the strong shamanist strain of Tibetan Buddhism, rooted in the old
nature gods of hearth, mountain, lake, and stream.
Long after the arrival of Buddhism, Tibetans moved from folk religion
deities to the Buddhist pantheon to the ministrations of pre-Buddhist
priests, utilizing whatever worked to assuage their worldly pains and desires
while attempting to improve their karmic lot and reach enlightenment The
pre-Buddhist gods included deities of the water, trees, soil, rocks, failed kings!
and evil monks. Dud, malevolent spirits who had been opposed to dhnrma in
previous lives, fed on human flesh and opposed the tantric practitioners.

Mama were ferocious goddesses who congregated in charnel grounds, while
jha, white gods who were well disposed to humans, counterbalanced the evil
deities.
~ ~ of the
d Buddhist
s
heavens formed the karmic system of rebirth that was
the Buddhist moral structure. These gods helped Buddhists with their past and
future lives. Based on the ideology of merit, the conditions of future lives depended on the actions of their present one. Tantric meditation gods such as Tara
and Avolakitesvara were the preeminent deities of the tantric religion, used by
meditating practitioners to manifest the celestial beings within themselves.
By Albert Shelton's time, there were four main orders in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition-Nyingma
(the Ancient), Sakya (named after a monastery),
Kagyu (Oral Tradition), and Geluk (Virtue Tradition), with each having its
monasteries, lineages, lamas, and immense canons of liturgy. In some cases,
competing schools and even rival reincarnated lamas within the same monasteries waged war against other factions. The monasteries' large populations, and
in some cases, extensive armories, made them the dominant institutions in
. ~ ~order arose during a historical resurgence of Budmajor areas of ~ i b e tEach
dhist vitality-a series of great religious revivals that canonized in turn the four
orders and codified Tibetan Buddhism's unique synthesis of clerical and
shamanist thought.
The Nyingma order was the first Tibetan order, contemporaneous with Buddhism's arrival in the eighth century. While Nyingma was still developing, the
Sakya order began in the valley of Sakya in the southern province of Tsang. A
guru, Konchok Gyalpo, and twenty-five disciples founded a monastery in 1073
to practice newly evolved tantric techniques. Tibet's union of spiritual and political power emerged in the Sakya order.
A layman, Marpa, founded the Kagyu order in the early eleventh century
afier traveling to India several times to study under the renowned Adept,
Naropa. Milarepa, a beloved Tibetan Buddhist bodhisattva and poet was the best
known of the Kayugpas, considered to be the first ordinary Tibetan to reach enlightenment in one lifetime.
The Geluk order, the most clerical of the four, arose in the eleventh century
during the same time period as Sakya and Kagyu. In the early fiheenth century,
the Geluk order built its great teaching monasteries (gompas) of Ganden,
Drepung, and Sera near Lhasa. Centered on the three influential institutions
near Lhasa (there were twenty-one thousand monks in the three gompas), the
Geluk order spread through Tibet and became the most powerful order in the
Tibetan world.
The Mongols and the Geluk lamas formed an alliance, and in 1577 the Mongol leader Altan Khan proclaimed the Geluk leader, Sonam Gyatso, to be the

third Dalai Lama. (The Geluks and Mongols recognized the first two reincarnations retroactively.)
In the mid-seventeenth century, the fifth Dalai Lama played off various
threats to the Geluk order by forming an alliance with the Qoshot Mongols led
by Gushri Khan. Following the war, the Khan declared the fifth Dalai Lama to
be the spiritual and temporal leader ofTibet. It was the first time the Dalai Lama
merged the role of monk-sage with that of secular political leader. His power extended from the high desert of the Koko Nor region in the north to the Himalayan ramparts in the south, and from Ladakh in the west to Tachienlu at the
eastern edge of Kharn. The fifth Dalai Lama proceeded to build the thousandroom Potola Palace on Red Mountain above Lhasa as a combination monastery,
temple, fortress, and office building."
At the turn of the twentieth century, perhaps 10 to 15 percent of the Tibetan
men were monks, with a smaller percentage being nuns.*' There were large
Geluk monasteries with thousands of monks in agricultural areas adjacent to
trade routes, controlling estates as large as twenty-one thousand acres. Some of
the largest teaching monasteries, such as Kumbum in eastern Tibet, existed at
the edge of a nomadic area, providing religious services for a wide, sparsely populated area as well as educating monks from all over the Tibetan world. Many
of the larger monasteries had several reincarnated lamas, with attendant devotees and students operating in communities almost independent of one another.
Some monasteries, particularly the larger ones adjacent to trade routes, became
heavily involved in trade. The major monasteries and the noble class associated
with them controlled a large proportion of the arable land in Tibet.49

Best Killers, Greatest Saints:The Kharnpa Warriors
While the Kharnpas were clearly devout Tibetan Buddhists, they were also
among the most bellicose tribes of central Asia. As unarmed men were considered almost undressed, Khampa men generally brandished daggers, swords,
spears, and matchlock rifles.50 One Khampa warrior, Aten, related:
In a land as lawless and uncertain as ours, a rifle was an essential part of a man's life. This
was due to a fear of bandits, who were bold and numerous, but also because of a prevalence
of interminable and bloody feuds. . . . O u r people were like that-they couldn't resist a
good fight. There is an old saying that gives a fair idea of how the people of Nyarong (and
other parts of eastern Tibet) behaved:

A blow on the nose of a hated enemy,
Is surely more satisfying,
Than listening to the advice
O f benevolent parties.5'

The dozens of political states in Kham were often entangled in internecine raids,
wars, and general strife, making violence a near-constant part of the region's life
and culture. Warrior monks with well-stocked armories added to the tensions.
Kham was also the friction point between the Chinese empire and central Tibet.
However connected Khampas were to the larger Tibetan religious and cultural
mores, their remoteness from Lhasa and Beijing engendered a fierce sense of independence and belligerence. Kham evolved into a society of devout Buddhist
warriors. Lhasa Tibetans said Khampas made the best killers and the greatest
saints.
As with Shelton's Scotch-Irish forebears in the borderlands, the Khampas' violent nature emerged from their uncertain life on the frontier. Not only did they
need to defend themselves from the periodic wars with the Chinese, they also
were endlessly engaged in factional disputes with neighboring tribes, albeit
sometimes incited by the Chinese authorities.
Over the centuries, brigandage developed into an off-season occupation for
many Khampas. Most raids against travelers and caravans were in the winter
when the nomads' yak and sheep herds were safe in encampments and the autumn-fattened horses were ready for hard riding.52 Travelers on the central
Asian trade routes that bisected Kham considered the region to be a wild and
lawless place, riven with bandits and extreme danger. Bandit attacks along the
trails of Kharn were so common as to be almost obligatory among Western
travelers' tales.
French traveler Andre Migot's account of his robbery in a Kham inn was
typical. He was accosted by "by a gang of swashbucklers of an unmistakably
criminal appearance; they were armed to the teeth and were busily engaged in
ransacking my luggage." The band of fifty Khampas helped themselves to all of
Migot's things, including his jacket and shoes. Migot wrote, "From time to
time some of the bandits would come back and run their hands over me, to
make quite sure that nothing had been overlooked; one of them gazed long and
wistfully at my trousers, almost made up his mind to take them, but finally decided (they were in a very dilapidated state) that I might as well be allowed to
keep them. "53

Kham: T h e Land of Deep Corrosions
With their devout Buddhist militancy and strong cultural cohesion, the Kharnpas ruled a high region of sweeping grasslands ringed by ragged mountains and
cleft by raging rivers. The Tibetans called Kham Ngam-grog-chi-"the
Land of
Deep Corrosions," a wild, turbulent place that was the collision point of geology and c ~ l t u r e . ~Sitting
'
astride the Himalayas where the Indian subcontinent

rammed the Asian continent 45 million years ago, Kham was a jumble of rnoun.
rains where four major Asian rivers-the Sdween, Mekong, Yangtze, and in
tributary, the Yalung-ran in deep, chasmed trenches parallel to one another,"
The great rivers crossed Kham for a hundred and thirty miles, racing through
gorges only fifiy miles apart before splitting apart to water a broad landscapeof
southeast Asia. Explorer J. W. Gregory compared the rivers' unique approach,
convergence, and dispersal to "the fasces of thunderbolts in the hand of Jovemn56
The general Eurasian east-west pattern of rivers, deserts, and mountain r m p
channeled the movement of people and ideas along the same axis. In contrast,
Kham's rivers and ranges ran with a north-south grain, making it the corner
central Asia where cultures from Burma to Mongolia flowed in a vast stream.57
When Albert Shelton arrived, nearly three dozen different semi-independent
states governed Kham-congeries of Tibetan states, nomadic tribes, and lamas'
principalities. The Khampas asserted a bristly autonomy in the face of pressure
from both China and central Tibet. The history of Kham's political relationships
with imperial China and the Dalai Lama's Lhasa government was complex and
subject to competing interpretations.
By the mid-eighteenth century the Manchu Chinese control over Lhasa and
central Tibet was weak, though the Chinese reasserted their power for a short
period following an invasion to expel a Nepalese Gurkha army. Accordingly, the
Chinese control of Kham in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was very
loose, and the rulers and inhabitants of Kham were independent of both the
central Tibetan and Chinese governments. Indicative of the complicated power
and control in the region, the Chinese authorities paid five thousand taels from
the Tachienlu customs to the Dalai Lama annually. The Khampas continued to
pay religious obeisance to Dalai Lama, though religion in Tibetan eyes was not
clearly distinguishable from political alliances. Until the end of the nineteenth
century, the Lhasa government generally cooperated with the Chinese suzerainty
in eastern Tibet. However, between the two nominal overlords, the Khampas asserted a bristly independence.
In 1894, the Qing Dynasty suffered embarrassing reverses at the hands of the
Japanese, who seized most of Korea, the naval bases of Port Arthur and D a r k
and eventually the island of Formosa. It set into play a series of uprisings by barder peoples culminating in antiChinese riots in Lhasa and uprisings in eastern
Tibet.58 In the upheaval that followed, the nomadic people of Nyarong invaded
the kingdom of Chala near the eastern border, precipitating Chinese troops to
restore order between the Khampas. Warfare spread to neighboring Derge.
where the local prince was preparing for war with his youngest son, who had de. ~ ~ Susie Rijnhart traveled through Kham a
cided to accelerate s u c c e ~ s i o nWhen
few years later, local strife was still rampant.6o

the turn of the twentieth century, Kham consisted of twenty-six different
eastern Tibetan states that were nominally under Chinese protection."' Another nine Khampa states west of the Yangtze fell under Lhasa's sphere of influence.62The political delineations generally related only to the collection of
''tribute" or taxes. Both the Chinese imperial government and the Lhasa government administered outlying regions minimally as long as the taxes continued to
West of the Yangtze River, the Khampa states included pastoralist hngdoms
in the north, Lhat'og and GyandC, five of which were ruled by revered Tibetan
lamas. Four lamaist states-Dragyab, Riwoche, Pagshod, and Charnd-were
in the center of Kham. A reincarnate lama known as Phagpa Lha, who was the
abbot of a large Geluk monastery founded in 1437, ruled Chamdo, the largest
town west of the Yangtze. Markham and Gonjo were in the southwestern corner of Kham. The southernmost state was the cantankerous state of Powo,
whose hereditary monarch, the Kanam Depa, chafed under Lhasa's rule.
A hereditary king or gyelpo ruled the kingdom of Derge, the largest of the
Kham states. Located in the northwest of Kham, it was the richest agricultural
and manufacturing state in the region, home to 32,000 people.a Derge was intransigently independent from both China and central Tibet, the populace
demonstrating a particular antipathy toward the Chinese who tried to take residence. The main town was famous for its sacred printing house that reproduced
Buddhist texts of all the major Tibetan sects. Derge was also renowned for the
quality of metalwork ~ r o d u c e dby its craftsmen, who forged highly valued
swords, guns, saddles, teapots, tinderboxes, seals, and bells.
North of the Yangtze River in northeastern Kham there were pastoral states
outside of Lhasa's oversight, such as Lingts'ang on the Yalung River and
Nangch'en with its busy capital of J ~ e k u n d owhere
,
Chinese and Mongol traded
yak hides, lambskins, musk, gold, deer horns, and wool." The five wealthy Hor
states were east of Derge, the boundaries overlapping as the rulers oversaw farnilies, not territory. The Hor states were the largest in size and wealth next to
Derge. As in other parts of Kham, Chinese administration consisted of a few
scattered outposts manned by dispirited officers and ragged soldiers with little
real power except as intelligence gatherers and courier-post guardians.66
East and northeast of the Hor states, the Gyelrong states were a collection of
small, partly Tibetanized states, variously enumerated as eighteen to six. There
were an additional five states in the region, including Sert'a, a Golok territory.
The nomadic Goloks were notorious for their violent, independent ways and intense dislike of travel er^.^' Commingling piety with their warlike nature, the
Goloks supported more than two thousand monks and one of the largest Nyingma monasteries in Tibet.

Another tribal area with a history of prickly independence was Nyarong,
which led a Kham unification movement. Most other states east of the Yangtse
were independent of Lhasa, including the kingdom of Chala with its capitalof
Tachienlu. The major states were Chala, Batang, Litang, Nagch'en, Mili, and [he
Gyelrong states. Kings also ruled the kingdoms of Chala, Nangch'en, Lhafog,
and Lingtiang, the largest of which was Chda. Most of the other states also had
secular rulers titled depa or ponpo.

The 1 s t Stronghold of Satan: Christian Missionaries in Tibet
In March 1905, Dr. Shelton wrote the Foreign Christian Missionary Society
requesting medical supplies for the dispensary, "which are needed very badly."
His request included more than fifty drugs such as adrenaline, balsam copbia, castor and cod liver oil, potassium bromide, and quinine. He also asked
for five pounds of chloroform, two hundred yards of gauze, ten spools of adhesive plaster, and fifty pounds of plaster of paris." By American standards,
the medical fees Shelton received were laughable-about
a nickel for everything from a sword wound to a leg amputation. O n e year Shelton's fees totaled
a quantity of eggs, meat, yak butter, gunnysack cloth, a few wolf skins, and
ninety-six rupees-less than twenty-five dollars.69
At first, Dr. Susie Rijnhart had treated patients while Shelton continued his
Chinese language study.70 However, emergencies soon flooded in the door,
pressing Shelton into immediate service. H e wrote, "Many cases of frost bite and
consequent gangrene were coming in at this time, sword cuts, gunshot wounds,
and attempted suicide by opium all were things that could not be let go, so it
was necessary to combine work with
O n e afternoon a band of frostbitten Chinese soldiers came to the dispensary. That day Shelton amputated
thirty-one fingers and toes.72 For many reasons, medicine was the only Christian work that the Tachienlu people would accept. While the new gospel was
unwelcome, the locals were more than willing to accept Western medicine when
ill or wounded.73
Christian missionaries had been evangelizing Tibet for nearly three centuries.
In 1625, two Jesuits, Antonio de Andrade and Manuel Marques, established a
mission in the remote western Tibetan kingdom of ~ u ~initially,
e . the
~ king
~
tolerated the priests, perhaps viewing them as Western-born bodhisattva~.~~
Over
the next few years, as many as a hundred baptisms took place, but when Andrade tried to expand further into Tibet, a revolt ended the Guge dynasty. The
mission closed in 1635.76
In 1716, twenty-seven-year-old Italian Jesuit Ippolito Desideri arrived in
Lhasa after an eighteen-month journey across western Tibet. Desideri lived in

the monasteries, studying language and religion to "arm myself to launch a
war."" He wrote a book refuting certain Buddhist teachings, which the lamas
found of great interest."
Lhasa at the time was in immense upheaval with conflict between the lamas
and the royal family. Allied with lamas of the Geluk order, a six-thousand-man
Mongolian army took Lhasa on December 1, 1717. To protect the empire from
the growing power of the Mongolians, the Chinese invaded Tibet in 1720. After
heavy fighting and thousands of casualties, the Chinese captured Lhasa and
Tibet. With the victory, the Chinese established a claim of suzerainty, which
they solidified with resident political officers called ambans and strong contingents of Chinese soldiers.
In 1724, the Dalai Lama permitted the Capuchins to establish a monastery
and church, most likely as a reward for their medical work.79 However, the following year the Tibetans besieged the Christian mission, the friars barely escaping with their lives. Eight years later, the friars withdrew from Tibet but returned
to Lhasa in the early 1740s to find the Chinese amban in attendance at the POtola Palace exercising Manchu power through the titular control of the Dalai
Lama." Within a year, the Tibetans yoked Christian converts into wooden
cangues and flogged those who didn't recant. Besieged on every side, the three
remaining Capuchins withdrew from Lhasa in April 1745. With the agreement
of its Chinese suzerain, Tibet then closed its doors to Western visitors. Tibet became the great shadowy land of magical Buddhism, ruled by a mysterious godking and forbidden to all who approached.
Lhasa remained barred to Christian missionaries until two French Lazarist
priests, Evariste Huc and Joseph Gabet, arrived from northwestern China in
1846. The Chinese amban harried them out of Lhasa a few months after their
arrival." Their journey back to China took them through the heart of Kham.
Once back in China, Huc wrote his widely translated Souvenirs d'un voyage
dam la Tartarie et Thibet. His book helped convince the next generation of
Christian missionaries that the eastern Tibetan ramparts along the Chinese
border provided the best point for launching assaults on the cloistered city of
Lhasa.
In the last half of the nineteenth century, Protestant missionary groups began
to assail the high Tibetan bastion of Buddhism. The Moravians were the first,
beginning to preach in the Indian Himalayas in 1856. The Church of Scotland
missionaries began evangelizing Tibetans around Darjeeling and Kalimpong in
1870. In 1892, the Scandinavian Alliance Mission established a mission on the
The
Indian-Nepalese border, the first American group aimed at the Tibetan~.~'
American-based Christian and Missionary Alliance established a mission in
northwestern China's Tibetan border region.83The China Inland Mission began
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reconnoitering eastern Tibet in 1877. Twenty years later the China Inland MiSsion opened station in Tachienlu, just prior t~ Susie Rijnhart's dramatic arrivd,R4
By the beginning of the twentieth century there was great optimism among
the missionary societies arrayed at the perimeter of Tibet. Missionary William
Carey wrote about the Future of Christianity in Tibet: "This apparently impregnable Gibraltar of modern missions is now invested on all sides but one, and the
siege is being
with vigour by several societies, working independently
of one another, but directed by a common aim and all cheered by the not distant hope of scaling the impenetrable walls and gaining the confidence of the
people.
To a great extent, the Chinese and Tibetans received Christian evangelization
in different ways. Though resistant, the Chinese better tolerated Christian missionaries, as they understood the benefits, such as legal assistance, that accrued
to converts. With their pragmatic ideas about religion, the Chinese often mixed
several faiths together. Espousing an exclusive and aggressively evangelical religion, the Christian missionaries found this mix-and-match attitude abhorrent,
using the term "rice Christians" to describe some of their less spiritually committed converts.86
Far more than the Chinese, the Tibetans resented the missionary cant, seeing
it as a distinct cultural threat. Missionary James Edgar was typical when he
wrote, "The religion of Tibet is based on false ideas of man, God, and natural
operations, hence, it is a fountain of superstition and magic. The fanatical belief
in malignant influences and evil spirits has blighted the national life of the Tibetans as an unseasonable frost withers their flowering wheat." He described a
Tibetan temple, "It seems that the mind of man could hardly conceive anything
so flagrantly obscene as the idols and decorations of this temple. . . ."87
As missionary newcomers in Tibet, the Sheltons thought little different. Flora
contended the lamas were "the strangest mixture of cunning, avarice, and SUperstition and religion I ever saw or read of."R8 She wrote of novice monks
placed by their families in monasteries under the care of "the big course men residing there": "They are taught to chant prayers from memory, or to read Tibetan meaninglessly, taught superstition to the highest degree, and given charms
to keep away disease and evil. It is not much wonder their lives are foul, for pure
thought has no soil in which to be born."89
Tibetan converts to Christianity were few and far between. During their
first seventeen years in Lhasa, the Capuchins had only seven Tibetan converts." In the western Himalayas, the few converts were either mission Servants or orphan^.^' Even British traveler and missionary enthusiast 1sabella
Bird Bishop had to pronounce the evangelical mission unsuccessful, writing
that a lama told a missionary, When you came here people were quite indifl <I

ferent about their religion, but since it has been attacked they have become
zealous, and now they know.'"92
The French Roman Catholics also had little success in their five decades of
in Kham, suffering instead ferocious attacks by Khampa tribesmen in
1865 and 1873.93 h 188 1 uprising in southern Kharn destroyed missions and
cost French missionaries their lives, including Father Briex who died in Batang.
In 1887, another general uprising ravaged the missions in Kham. Williarn Rockhill noted the Kharnpa rage even extended into the grave: "At Bat'ang the lamas
took from the grave the bones of Father Briex, killed in 188 I , filled their place
with ordure, and made a drinking-cup of his skull."94 In 1900, the Tibetans
again visited destruction and violence on the Kham missions.95 After the
Khampa villagers of Thorn Bundo near Jyekundo killed French explorer
Dutreuil de Rhins in 1894, the French insisted that the Chinese exact revenge.
The imperial officials roused themselves to behead three Tibetan villagers and a
lama and then demanded the villagers pay reparations to the French. Not long
after, Susie Rijnhart's husband lost his life in the same area.'6
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chao ~rh$ng and the Christian Missionuries
This is a dzferent work and must be done in a dzfment way.'
-Jarnes Ogden

As the Sheltons accustomed themselves to family life in the borderlands, open
rebellion erupted in western Kharn. O n March 26, 1905, rioting broke out in
Batang. Led by armed lamas, a crowd of over five hundred enraged Khampas attacked a field where Chinese farmers were working, killing those they found
there. The Khampas burned down several buildings in town as Chinese troops
vainly tried to restore order.2 Incited by the monks, a crowd of thirryfive hundred Tibetans pillaged the French Roman Catholic mission on the night ofApril
2, 1905. Capturing a French priest, Father Mussot, the Tibetans scourged him
with thorns before shooting him point blank. Later, they nailed his head and
hands to the monastery
As the night wore on the Kharnpas killed Chinese traders and soldiers, including the local garrison commander. The imperial Chinese official, assistant
amban for Kham, Feng Ch'uan, was in residence in Batang. Fleeing the outraged
mob, he and his men sought refuge in the compound of one of the Tibetan
chiefs. But the chief had already allied himself with the rampaging Tibetans, and
the horde quickly surrounded the house.' O n April 5, 1905, Feng and a contingent of soldiers and officials broke out of the compound to flee to Tachienlu.
Not far from Batang, the Tibetans ambushed Fengi party in a narrow gorge.
When the massacre was over, a hundred soldiers and twenty officials lay dead in
the defile.5Word soon reached the Sheltons in Tachienlu that the Tibetans cut
Fen@ body into pieces and threw them in the river.6

The revolt spread through western Kham, including Batang, Chamdo,
Nyarong, Sangen, and Litang. The Tibetans pledged "to exterminate all inhabitants . . . even the dogs and chickens, up to the least blade of grass."7 Another
priest, Father Soulid, lost his life at nearby Yaragong when a band of fifry Tibetans captured him in early April and killed him ten days later, burying his
corpse under a pile of rocks. A few months later, Tibetans in southwestern
ham murdered PCrts Dubernard and Bourdonnec, bringing B ~ u r d o n n ~ c ' ~
liver and head back to the large monastery at Atunze, south of Batang.* The Tibetans killed Christian converts who didn't recant, including some they sewed
inside of fresh yak-skins, which squeezed out their lives under the drying sun.9

Youogbusband and the Chinese F o m d Policy in Kham
The Khampa rebellion of 1905 had its origins in the final years of the nineteenth century, when the Chinese imperial government became increasingly
sensitive about its central Asian land frontiers. Embarrassed by the foreign powers' penetration of their country, the Chinese were determined to avoid further
subjugation by the imperial powers that encircled them-Great
Britain's India,
France's Indochina, Russia's encroaching central Asian conquests, and Japan's
new territories to the northeast. Seen through the lens of Chinese history, the
concern was justified: Asian nomads had repeatedly ravaged China when dynasties lost power and allowed their land defenses to weaken. There was no
greater indication of declining dynastic power than weakness in Chinese Inner
Asia.''
In the post-Opium War era, China maintained influence in the non-Han
Chinese native districts through native chiefs (tir-ssu), a system the Manchus inherited from the Mongols. But as the Western governments' power continued to
grow, the traditional system of ruling frontier regions through local chieftains.
kings, and lama-controlled states began to look like a foolhardy system, leaving
China open to hrther despoliation.
As a result, the Chinese government initiated its new frontier policies beginning in Mongolia. The Chinese authorities attempted to absorb the border regions culturally and politically into the greater Chinese polity through economic
development and educational schemes and the encouragement of Mongolian intermarriage with Chinese immigrants.
The Chinese were not the only imperial power concerned about their frontiers. In 1902, the British officials in New Delhi became alarmed by reports that
the Czarist Russians were gaining influence in Lhasa. The British were fearful
the Russians would continue their relentless expansion into central Asia, which
would have dire implications for British-held India. Accordingly, the British

Foreign Office approved a "trade expedition" to Tibet. O n December I 2, 1903,
col.Francis Younghusband crossed the border between British Imperial India
and Tibet, riding at the head of a seasoned colonial army of British, Gurkha, and
Sikh soldiers. The campaign has been called "the last forward move of the Great
Game," part of Britain and Czarist Russia's decades-long machinations for control over central Asia and the theoretically strategic high ground of Tibet.' The
dynamic thirteenth Dalai Lama ruled Lhasa and central Tibet at the time-the
first Dalai Lama to rule in his own right since 1757.
The Younghusband expedition advanced h a l h a y to its objective of Gyantse
without shedding blood, the Tibetans withdrawing in the face of overwhelming
But at the small village of Guru, fifieen hundred fighting monks from
Lhasa stood ready to do battle, armed with swords, bows and arrows,
matchlocks, and magic amulets blessed by the Dalai Lama to render them bulletproof.12 Surrounding them, the British began wresting weapons from the befuddled monks' hands. The Tibetan commander drew his revolver in frustration
and shot off the jaw of a nearby Indian soldier.
The subsequent carnage disproved the efficacy of the monks' amulets. When
the British finished firing four minutes later, seven hundred monks lay bleeding
or dead on the Tibetan plain, some shot as they wandered off in shock. One soldier wrote, "I hope I never have to shoot down men walking away again.'"' The
uproar in England was without parallel, one of the most unpopular moments in
the British Empire's long history of unequal warfare against the natives.
The British army marched relentlessly on, encountering their only stiff opposition at the dwng (fort) that towered over Gyantse. After finally subduing the
Gyantse fort, Younghusband and his troops marched forward to arrive in Lhasa
in August 1904, becoming the first Westerners in hundreds of years to enter
openly the forbidden city. The Dalai Lama fled to Mongolia.
As Younghusband and his army climbed into Tibet, the Chinese coincidentally embarked on a policy in Kham designed to bringing the recalcitrant border region under their control. The provincial Governor of Sichuan petitioned
the Emperor to give consideration to developing Kham with agriculture and
mining, utilizing Chinese colonists from overcrowded eastern Sichuan. The
Chinese governor foresaw Khampa resistance as the major obstacle, writing, "It
is very hard to show them reason and entice them with advantages because of
their arrogant nature. Military force must be used to suppress them; sternness
and favors both used."14 The governor recommended that Batang in western
Kham be the first area developed with Chinese farmers, since it was situated in
a relatively low, protected valley that already had Chinese officials in place.
In response to Younghusband's initiatives, the imperial government also appointed an assistant Chinese amban to Chamdo in western Kham, Feng

'

Ch'uan.15 Instead of traveling to his assigned post in Chamdo, which was be.
effective Chinese power, Feng made his headquarters in Batangm
cerned with the influx of Chinese colonists, the head lama of Batang's enormous
Buddhist monastery protested loudly, saying the land chosen for farming wy
suitable only for grazing. In spite of the Tibetans' objections, Feng impetuously
began to implement the imperial government's plan. A group of Chinese farmers arrived and began tilling a small field.
As Feng's moves inflamed the Khampas, he desperately needed seasoned soldiers. While Feng led a troop of Chinese soldiers trained in the latest foreign
military techniques, they were newly trained and untested in combat. Hoping
to buttress his forces, Feng organized a militia of local men, led by a Christian
convert. Oblivious to the growing unrest, Feng proceeded with plans to develop
Kham, including mines and the farming of ten thousand acres within three or
four years. As a final insult, Feng gave the French Roman Catholic missionaries
a land grant in Batang.16
Feng responded to the lamas' protests by decreeing there could be no more
than three hundred lamas in the town's monasteries and imposing a twenty-year
hiatus on new monks. With their large concentrated populations, arsenals, and
tea-trade importance, the monasteries served as a locus of Khampa religious,
economic, political, and military power. Any who refused to leave the monastic
life would be decapitated."
There were officially eighteen hundred monks in Batang, though Feng estimated there to actually be five thousand. Terming them "the parasites of the
population," who sheltered the worst outlaws in the region, he attacked the
monastery in mid-March, but the local people drove him off. Late that month
he breached the outer wall of the monastery and killed a number of monks."
Feng was still in Batang when Younghusband imposed his new treaty on the
Lhasa Tibetans. O n the strength of his military expedition, younghusband
forced the Tibetan regent to sign a new convention with the British on September 7, 1904, which recognized British hegemony in Sikkim, opened trade
relations with India, and assented to previously unenforced treaties signed by
Britain and China.'" As the Chinese were relatively powerless in both eastern
and central Tibet, they had little ability to enforce any treaties relating to Tibet.
However the subsequent European disgust with the Younghusband campaign
forced the British Foreign Office to demure on any further political initiatives.
This ultimately opened the door for China to reassert itself in Tibet.
The Lhasa agreements abruptly changed the situation for the Chinese government, unintentionally unleashing a firestorm in eastern Tibet.2uWhere the
Chinese previously saw Kham as a place for economic development, they now
saw it as a line of defense against European colonialism. While Chinese power

con-

in Kham had clearly declined from the mid-nineteenth century, the imperial
throne still maintained loose suzerainty." With the British having their way a
few hundred miles away in central Tibet, the Chinese determined to change
fundamentally their strategy towards Kham by attempting to bring the region
under their direct control.22As part of this plan, the Chinese aimed to shape the
culture and polity of the Tibetan borderlands, with the intent of finally bringing the independent Khampa tribesmen to heel."
Obstinate and short-tempered, assistant amban Feng quickly proceeded to
annex Nyarong, a rebellious state northeast of Batang previously under the control of ~ h a s aWith
. ~ ~ a maximum of saber rattling, Feng evicted of all Tibetan
officialsfrom the state and continued with his plans of conquest.15 The moves
precipitated the Khampa revolt the Sheltons encountered in 1905 that cost the
imperious assistant amban his life.

Chao Erh-feng and the Kham Ofhwive
The Chinese quickly responded to the Khampa revolt of 1905. The viceroy of
Sichuan appointed two men to bring the rebels under control: provincial
Commander-in-Chief Ma Wei-ch'i, and Chao Erh-feng, a magistrate in Ya'an,
who served as Ma's reinforcement. Ma Wei-chi mercilessly attempted to suppress the revolt in western Kham. T h e Tibetans retaliated by killing Chinese
oficials and soldiers and massacring an English b ~ t a n i s t . ~ W o u n d eChinese
d
and deserters fleeing back to China filled the Foreign Christian Missionary
Society (FCMS) dispensary. Flora wrote, "These would come into the dispensary literally soaked with blood, as one punishment was to cut off both ears
close to the head."27
Chao Erh-feng arrived in Tachienlu in late May 1905. A Manchu bannerman
from an influential family, the austere Chao was a formidable opponent for the
Khampas to confront. Chao and his column marched out of Tachienlu in midJuly to join Ma Wei-ch'i against the rebellious Batang Khampas.
Arriving in Batang in mid-summer, Ma Wei-ch'i rapidly overcame the local
resistance. He summarily executed the two rebel princes and exiled their families to Chengdu. To protect Ma Wei-ch'ii supply lines, Chao Erh-feng halted
halfway across the Jung Lam at Litang, reputedly the highest and dirtiest town
in the world. Situated on an enormous treeless plain at over thirteen thousand
feet high, Litang had a population of three hundred families. h immense
monastery with three thousand monks loomed on a hill above the town, golden
spires glinting in the cloudless blue sky. Litang simmered with rebellion. When
the local officials rehsed to ~ r o v i d etransportation for Ma's supplies, they jeopardized the Chinese campaign.28

In the face of the Litang Tibetans' refusal, Chao had an easy remedy, H,
quickly executed the recalcitrant officials and jailed the local tir-sru. supplies
moved along quite briskly following Chao's enforcement. The transport problem solved, Chao moved forward to Batang, arriving two months after Ma,
Ma and Chao collaborated on a harsh pacification in Batang. In a shady grove
near the monastery, Chao's efficient executioners beheaded local officials,
Batangi chief lama, and scores of K h a m ~ a s . 'The
~ Chinese buried some Khampas alive and boiled others to death in the monastery's enormous brass tea cauldrons. Monks received up to fifteen hundred blows with a bamboo flail,
effectively flaying them to death. The Chinese pillaged and razed the monastery,
using the Buddhist scriptures to resole their shoes. Turning to the surrounding
countryside, the Chinese proceeded with h r t h e r destr~ction.~'
With Batang momentarily subdued, Ma withdrew the bulk of his troops back
to Sichuan proper, leaving Chao to campaign against the remaining rebels.
Never stinting in aggressive action, Chao soon launched attacks on Khampa
strongholds in the mountains around Batang.

Back to China The New Evangelist
As the carnage roiled Kham a few hundred miles to the west, the young Shelton family headed back to China. Bert led the way on horseback as Flora followed in a sedan chair with baby Dorris in her lap. After eighteen months in
Tachienlu, the Sheltons returned to China to escort a new evangelist and his
wife, James and Minnie Ogden, to Tachienlu. The FCMS board posted the
Ogdens to Tachienlu as Dr. Susie Rijnhart's fragile health was rapidly failing in
the high altitude.
The new mission's first year and a half had gone fairly well. Dr. Shelton gave
his first sermon in 1905. The missionaries operated a chapel, dispensary, and
school for ten boys. Besides her medical work, Rijnhart gave midwife training,
women's bible classes, and industrial classes for women and children, as well as
preaching in the countryside. Rijnhart and evangelist Yang held nightly prayer
meetings for a few dozen Chinese and Chinese-Tibetans, some with hopes of
getting help with lawsuits or private quarrels. They baptized three people in August 1905. Three days later Yang was on his way back to Nanjing, leaving the
FCMS missionaries on their own.31
Over four years, the FCMS Tachienlu mission baptized about a dozen Chinese and Chinese-Tibetan people, as well as running a school for the same
group.32There were no conversions among the pure Tibetan population.33 Missionaries commonly adopted orphans to serve as bridges into the local communities. The Sheltons employed this stratagem, adopting a pair of orphan boys,

thirteen-year-~IdLi Gway Gwang and his six-year-old brother, Li Gway Yuin.
They were Chinese-Tibetan children, sons of a minor Chinese official and his
Tibetan wife who both had died. Vermin-ridden, filthy, and undernourished
,hen they arrived, the Sheltons intended to raise the boys for mission work.
'&We
him [Li Gway Gwang] in, had him shaved and washed, put clean
clothes on him, and kept him," Flora wrote.34
In spite of its isolation, the foreign contingent ofTachienlu still had its social
moments as it continued to serve as local experts and a haven for passing Western travelers. British botanist E. H. Wilson was a guest of the Sheltons in 1904,
and he lefi a botanical memento of his visit: Rhododendron sheltonae, a variety of
rhododendron that covered the mountain slopes around Tachienlu. "A very neat
species," Wilson wrote, "common on scrub-clad mountains near Tachienlu.
Named in compliment to Mrs. Shelton, wife of Dr. Shelton, missionary at
Tachienlu, to both of whom I am indebted for kind hospitality in 1904."35
The U.S. Consul at Chongqing, Mason Mitchell, also made a visit to
Tachienlu in search of hunting trophies. Hunting bonded Shelton and the
sporting foreigners who traipsed through Kham. The daily bag of game filled
the travelogues of the touring Westerners, and it was a rare day when at least a
brace of grouse wasn't noted.
Afier eight days of travel down to China to fetch the new evangelist couple,
the Shelton family parted at the tea town of Ya'an. Flora and the baby traveled
on another four days to Chengdu while Bert and a servant floated down the
Dadu River on an enormous bamboo raft. Sixty feet long and eighty feet wide,
the raft bobbed over a hundred miles of rapids in four days. At Leshan Shelton
and his servant switched to a small boat for the perilous journey down the
Yangtze rapids to Chongqing, writing, "many times the boat was lost control of
and we went around and around like a top, but fortunately we struck no
rocks."36 Shelton boarded a steamer at Yichang to travel the last thousand miles
to Shanghai. The twenty-four-day journey down the river to Yichang would require nine or ten weeks of hard up-river travel on the return trip.
In Shanghai he located the Ogdens, who were somewhat overwhelmed by
China. James and Minnie Ogden were Kentucky graduates of Transylvania
College, an affiliate of Dr. Shelton's medical alma mater, Kentucky University." Albert and the Ogdens prepared for the long journey home. "We trust,
however, that we shall have no serious mishap and will arrive safely in Ta Chien
Lu some time in February," Shelton wrote the missionary s~ciety.'~
The Sheltons reunited in Leshan and continued on to Tachienlu. Afier an absence of almost five months, the caravan arrived back in Tachienlu on February
3, 1906. Their retinue of sedan chairs and baggage included a church organ that
Dr. Shelton purchased in Shanghai. Slung between two poles, the organ made
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its ponderous way to Kham on the shoulders of coolies. The instrument repre.
sented the Sheltons' more liberal affinities. Conservative Disciples of Christ abhorred the use of instrumental accompaniment, as they found none in the
accounts of Jesus and the apostles.39

The Siege of Sampiling and Chao Erh-feng's Policies in Khan
As the Sheltons made their way back to China, Batang again ignited in rebellion. The new upheaval forced Chao to appeal to Ma Wei-ch'i for fresh soldiers
from Sichuan in November 1906. After Chao again conquered Batang, he
moved against the particularly aggressive Khampas of the Hsiang-ch'eng (Xangcheng) region south of Litang. With the independence-minded lamas of the
fortified Sampiling monastery providing political and military leadership, the
large nomadic state was a center of resistance to both the Chinese and the central Tibetan~.~'
A region of precipitous mountain trails leading to high remote
grasslands, the Hsiang-ch'eng was so unexplored that it was a blank on most
maps. The region sat strategically astride the Tachienlu-Batang Jung Lam trail,
allowing the tribesmen to cut the Chinese communication and supply lines dmost at will.
The Chinese had not dared enter the area since 1902, when they made a
punitive foray into the Hsiang-ch'eng to avenge the murder of a Chinese officer
and his son eight years before. Capturing the commander of the 1902 expedition, the Khampas flayed him alive, exhibiting his skin "in the Larnasery Museum of curios and wild animals," according to missionary J. H. ~ d ~ a r . ~ '
Many monks who survived the Chinese retribution joined the militant
monks at the Sampiling monastery, a vast walled compound that sprawled on a
remote tableland deep in the Hsiang-ch'eng. Chao invaded the Hsiang-ch'eng
in January 1906 with a troop of two thousand seasoned soldiers trained in Western-style military methods. Chao's army was equipped with German-made rifles
and four Krupp field guns. Afier fighting several engagements with Hsiangch'eng renegade tribesmen and fighting monks, Chao forced them to retreat to
Sampiling. With its twenty-foot-high, four-foot-thick walls and two thousand
monks, the monastery was particularly well suited to defense.
The combatants settled down for a long siege, the monastery proceeding with
daily worship as the Chinese languished on the barren plain.42 The siege was a
stalemate for several months until a captured Tibetan disclosed the source of the
monastery's water supply, which Chao quickly interrupted. By June the
monastery's situation was desperate. The monks dispatched a courier to plead
for reinforcement from another monastery, but Chao captured him. Recognizing the lamas would be expecting relief. Chao sent men disguised as Tibetan

warriors to the monastery. One of the Chinese soldiers managed to convince the
defenders to open the gate, and Chaoi men rushed in. Aher fierce fighting bcween the monks and the Chinese troops, Sampiling fell on June 19, 1906.
Chao ordered the surviving rebels be put to the sword. The slaughter of [he
became legendary among the Khampas, who gave Chao his nickname,
"Butcher ~ h a o . " ~ ~
With the Sampiling revolt crushed, Chao effectively ended the Khampa rebellion. He had ranged undefeated through much of southwestern Kham, in the
process earning a reputation for cruelty and severity across all of eastern Tibet."
the end of his first Kham campaigns, Chao had such a gory reputation that
Tibetan folklore began to embellish his already violent punishment^.^^ British
~ t Col.
. F. M. Bailey recounted one hyperbolic folktale: "Chao had killed a Tibetan at Batang by tying him up, cutting away the flesh and skin covering his
stomach, and nailing a flap of this to his chest while he amused himself with
watching his heart and interior workings until he expired; after which he ate his
head!"46 Chao wasn't ruthless just with the rebellious Khampas. He executed
eighteen hundred of his own men during the siege of Sampiling alone.
Once back in Chengdu, the Chinese officials bestowed high military honors
on Chao Erh-feng and confirmed his designation as Frontier Commissioner of
Sichuan and Yunnan with the rank of vice-president of a Beijing board, an appointment announced to be equivalent to that of the ambans in Lhasa.
China no longer saw Kham as a wild, near-useless borderland inhabited by
grudgingly subordinate barbarians. Rather, Beijing now understood that Kham
needed to be controlled and developed in a Chinese manner. Chao accordingly
promulgated a set of forty-three regulations in April 1906 regarding Chinese
colonization and economic development. First posting the regulations in Batang
and the Hsiang-ch'eng, Chao intended Chinese development to spread from his
pilot projects there, eventually Sinicizing all of Kham's Tibetan culture. The regulations declared the local population was subject to the emperor in Beijing.
Chinese officials had already replaced the local Tibetan authorities. The local officials who remained reported only to Chinese authority. The regulations
stripped the lamas of much of their power and sharply reduced the populations
in the Buddhist monasteries. The Chinese permitted only three hundred monks
in the Batang monasteries and completely proscribed the monks of the Hsiangch'eng region from living in monastic communities.
The regulations decreed major cultural changes among the Tibetans. Marriages had to be monogamous. Funerals, particularly those involving parents
who the filially devout Chinese held in high esteem, had to be according to the
Chinese custom. Tibetan children were required to wear Chinese-style pants,
and adults were urged also to wear pants to increase sexual chastity. Cleanliness

and civic sanitation were encouraged with the construction of public toilets.TL
regulations required Tibetans to adopt Chinese names and for the Thetvl men
to wear their in Chinese-style queues-"no one will be permitted to have his
hair in the disheveled state hitherto the custom, which makes men resemble living demon^."^'

Joumey to Batang: The First Itinemion
Chao Erh-feng was still in the Hsiang-ch'eng in the autumn of 1906 when
Albert Shelton and James Ogden followed behind his bayonets. Lured by the
dream of a station on the Tibetan border, the two missionaries left Tachienlu
on September 3, 1906, on a five-week trip to reconnoiter Batang. They rode
mules across the Jung Lam, with yaks carrying their provisions.48 Batang was
four hundred and sixty miles from Tachienlu, over fourteen high mountain
passes that were fourteen thousand to seventeen thousand feet high. It was
the longest journey Albert Shelton had made in Kham, the previous being
only three days from T a ~ h i e n l u . ~ ~
Within an hour of Tachienlu, the Chinese presence vanished and Tibetans
thinly settled the countryside-no more than twenty dwellings to be seen in the
next two days. Tiny villages and scattered tents populated the balance of the
stages to the high monastery town of Litang50 In the final days to Batang, the
missionaries encountered only about a hundred huts along the trail. When they
arrived in Batang, Shelton and Ogden found a small Tibetan-speaking town
with about three hundred and fifiy families. Except for a Chinese temple, all of
the architecture was Tibetan. "The large Lamasery, which was nearly as large as
the rest of Batang and had over 2000 Lamas, has been destroyed by the Chinese,
and all the Lamas driven out except about 200."~'Shelton wrote, "The Chinese
had been absolutely ruthless in their punishments. The innocent and guilty ~ u f fered alike, and executions would sometimes run into forty and fifiy in a day.""
While the prince of Batang was among the victims, his son welcomed Shelton
and Ogden, as did the local Chinese official, eager as they were to obtain Shelton's medical services.
Batang sat in a broad valley that was sheltered from the harsh weather by SWrounding
As with most missionary enterprises, finances were a vital
concern. Shelton and Ogden thoroughly investigated Batang's cost of living."
They found rent, land, and building materials to be cheaper than in ~achienlu.
though provisions raised in the valley were 50 percent higher. ~anufactured
provisions such as canned goods, candles, coal oil, and matting couldn't be Purchased at any price, and would have to be hauled in. Ogden wrote the FCMS
that it would cost 20 percent more to relocate the mission to

ata an^.^'
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withstanding the additional costs and obvious danger, the missionaries
Petitioned to move the station to Batang. Once back in Tachienlu, James Ogden

made the case: "It has not as many people as here, but it is in the main 'Tibetan,
the language Tibetan, and it is located on the main road leading into Tibet, and
is on the border. . . . The population is nearly all Tibetan and this district is as
populous as any portion of Tibet except a district in the southern part where
are not allowed to go."
Batang didn't have any Protestant missionaries, which was another plus. Missionary societies in China generally divided territory into evangelical fiefdoms,
and territorial overlap and Christian evangelical competition were frowned
upon.'6 The evangelism problems of Tachienlu would also be ameliorated, as
there were far fewer Chinese in Batang. Flora Shelton wrote, "The situation in
Tachienlu was very dificult. The Chinese were the rulers, and monopolized the
services, and the Tibetans refused to come and mix with them at all, for several
reasons. One was the position in which they were held by the Chinese, and the
other, their hatred of them."" James Ogden was not flippant about the challenges in Batang: "Should we go to Batang, or any place else, we are going to
find Tibetan work very difficult. . . . Tibetans will not assemble in a hall to hear
the gospel as the Chinese, Japanese, Indians, or Africans. This is a different work
and must be done in a different way."58
Illness and altitude problems plagued the Tachienlu mis~ionaries.'~
Theodore Sorensen and his child contracted smallpox. James Moyes suffered a
life-threatening bout with dreaded typhoid fever, nearly dying before Dr. Shelton stimulated his heart by injecting syringes of whiskey behind his breastbone.
Shortly after returning from their journey down to China, Flora also came
down with typhus, an endemic disease in China and central Asia.60 Albert
wrote: "It appeared impossible that she should recover, but at last, &er two
days and nights, during which time, at intervals of fifteen minutes, she had
been given a teaspoonful of water to prevent her choking as she lay unconscious, she began to show improvement."" Flora also developed an alarming
paralysis of the arms. For treatment, she retreated with her baby and Dr. Susie
Rijnhart to the lower altitude and warmer climes of a village further east on the
trail to Luding.
In the fall of 1906, a cable from the FCMS arrived in Tachienlu via China,
responding to the missionaries' Batang request. The society requested the
Tachienlu mission to close the station and relocate back to east China, citing
the perils of the road, the remoteness of the mission, and the difficulty in finding missionaries willing to be stationed there. In reply the missionaries cabled
back to the FCMS headquarters in St. Louis, "We'll go in, not out; forward
not back. "62

The Feasible Plan: Chao Erh-feng and the Christian Missionaries
In February 1907, Chao published a proclamation to all the district magistrates
in Sichuan, inviting settlement in the frontier region. "The over-populated state
of Szechuan renders the struggle for existence very difficult," the proclamation
read, "Why then do you not hasten to this promising land?" Like the glossy
promises of land promotions back in Kansas, Chao's proclamation painted
&wing prospects for homesteaders on the Tibetan frontier. Kham was inexpensive and fertile, awaiting the superior farming skills of the Chinese. Likewise
the hard-working Tibetan women: "A native girl taken as a wife will prove of
great assistance in the work, for these women perform all the carrying of waterl
cooking of food, hoeing of the ground, and cutting of firewood. Nor is any
dowry necessary, for all that is needed is garments in which to clothe her."
Acknowledging the dangers of Kham, Chao assured the potential settlers that
the region was now secure: "Armed posts have been established everywhere, and
death was meted out last year to a great number of thieves and robbers, so little
danger of violence is to be anticipated from these gentry."63
Chao's occupying army at times reached six thousand men. It was essential to
his strategy of controlling the Tibetans so Kham could be a defensive bulwark
against the encroaching British Empire. Kham also provided a forward position
to take Lhasa, an objective the Chinese saw as attainable in the post-Younghusband political vacuum."
With an inhospitable climate and a hostile populace, Kham was a wrenching
pioneer experience for the Chinese settlers. Chao shared his true thoughts about
Kham's potential for Chinese settlement on July 20, 1907. Kham was a difficult
area, he wrote, t r u l y a wilderness to be opened for the first time." He admitted,
"When setters first arrive, they need vast reserves to fill their stomachs. Otherwise there will be disastrous ~ t a r v a t i o n . " ~ ~
Discouraged by the poor agricultural prospects in Kham, Chao turned to
mining for development capital. Working from Chengdu from late 1906 to the
autumn of 1908, Chao organized the conquered states of Batang, Litang, and
the Hsiang-ch'eng into Chinese counties called hrien, governed by Chinese oficials. By the end of 1908, the situation in eastern Tibetan borderland looked favorable to the Chinese imperial government. A broad band of southern Kham
from Tachienlu to Batang was relatively quiescent. Colonization and administrative initiatives were in place. The British advance was checked, and the final
Chinese advance to Lhasa appeared imminentnG6
The Western missionaries saw Chao as a great conquering hero, a man who
could at last subdue the Tibetans and allow them to transmit word of the West
and its Christian God. Emissaries of a martial, muscular brand of Christianit~,

[he missionaries trailed the Chinese army into eastern Tibet, dreaming they
would accompany the Chinese legions into forbidden Lhasa.67 Lauding Chaoi
draconian policies as essential to his success against the unruly Khampas, missionary J. H. Edgar gave glowing reports of the effects of Chao's conquests:
the outcome of all this is a confidence in the Government, which is highly
beneficial to the Chinese and the Tibetans. Business is increasing rapidly trees
are being
in the waste lands; telegraph communication connects the city
[Litand with Peking; and the Roman Catholics have bought buildings for missionary purposes. All this suggests that Litang has entered a new era-an era
with orderly government, uninfluenced by Lamaism.""
Like the other Tibet missionaries, the Sheltons were enthusiastic supporters
of Chao's initiatives. Dr. Albert Shelton had few illusions about the Chinese advance. When he filled out an FCMS questionnaire, he acknowledged their brutal enforcement, noting the Chinese shut up three-quarters of the Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries and compelled the children "to worship Confucius."
However, when asked if the Chinese administration was beneficial, he answered,
"Yes (with some few exceptions)."69
Naturally, the Khampas disagreed with the Westerners' sentiments. They saw
their homeland as independent of both Lhasa and Beijing but wholly and totally
part of the Tibetan world. One Tibetan governor provided a mass of material
proving Kham was inextricably part of Tibet and stated, "All Eastern Tibet is inhabited by Tibetans, and the Eastern Tibetan is as much a Tibetan as a Yorkshireman is an Englishman."70
There were clear indications that Kham was far from pacified. In spite of the
total destruction of Sarnpiling, raiders continued to sweep out of the Hsiangch'eng. J. H. Edgar noted, "Although large numbers have been caught, travelers
within the last few days have been robbed, and at Lamaya, sixty li distant, success is only in its initial stages, for both the Embassy and the Lhasa Arnban have
been pillage. . . ."'l
One morning a messenger arrived to tell Dr. Shelton that a high Chinese official in the Tylin gold fields a hundred miles and five days to the north was
wounded and in urgent need of his services after a battle with the Tibetans.
Quickly mounting, Shelton and his guide rode through the rainy night and on
into the morning, arriving in Tylin at noon the following day.
The Chinese had opened the gold field in the face of Tibetan opposition.
Using primitive mining techniques, the Chinese miners shoveled dirt from holes
beside the stream into baskets and then washed it in the rushing stream for dust
and tiny nuggets. The lamas objected to the mining, contending it would disturb the nature gods. At the urging of the monks, the Tibetans drove out the
Chinese gold miners. When Chinese soldiers retook the field, the war settled

down to a series of bloody skirmishes that filled Shelton's dispensary
wounded men.7'
Once at Tylin, Shelton treated the officer's gunshot wound and spent ten days
treating the ailments of the camp. When it came time for Albert to leave, the official gave him two hundred rupees, a very large sum for the time. The official
also presented Shelton with a fine black mule, along with saddle and tack. "This
was the largest fee I had ever received," Shelton wrote, naming the mule Abe,
after Abraham Cory, his stubborn FCMS friend who led many fund-raising
campaigns.73 In the years to come, he rode his beloved Abe many thousands of
miles across Kham, and the mule became famous in America as a symbol of
Shelton's pioneering ways.

A New Home: The Sheltons in Kham
In the three years since their arrival in Kham, missionary life had transformed
the Sheltons. Albert was now a father and a frontier doctor, struggling to deal
with two new, distinctly different cultures and languages. With Dr. Susie Rijnhart gone, he was also the senior FCMS missionary in a turbulent and chaotic
war zone.
His paternal duties soon increased. O n May 27, 1907, Flora gave birth in
Tachienlu to the Sheltons' second daughter, Dorothy Madelon ~ h e l t o n . 'Flora
~
found Tachienlu a hard post and continued to wrestle with the travails of the remote station: "The snow falls early, and stays late, and it rains almost everyday
in the summer time. A dreadful shut-in place it seemed to those who had seen
only plains and broad field^."'^ She faced the challenges of new motherhood
without the comfort of her family. "I was homesick, deathly homesick yesterday," she wrote in her diary. "I wanted to take my babies in my arms 8r run
home for a few minutes, to see the farm & pappa & let him hold my dear little
baby."76 She often lamented her husband's absence while he was away on missionary work. She wrote, "Bert has been gone 4 days and it seems like a month.
& there are still 2 weeks yet until he expects to return to
With the arrival of the new baby, Dorris became "Daddy's little girl," accompanying him everywhere in his work. Flora wrote, "She orders him t~ play
bear sometimes, and growl like a baby bear she saw; then he must be a horse,
down on all fours while she rides; next with a t r a v bowl she is a whining beggar, and her father is putting cash in the
With the constant stimulus of Tibetan and Chinese domestic help, the two
girls learned the native tongues almost as their first languageeathe children
speak it just as naturally as the natives and learn it more readily that they do English, and more correctly," Albert reported.79
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After the mission society rejected the proposed Batang station, the Sheltons settled down in Tachienlu. Albert's medical practice found a ready clientele in the
war-torn region, and Flora managed their busy household. Though Chinese
came for Christian services, evangelization among the Tibetans continued to
yield thin harvests. Albert Shelton and James Ogden searched Tachienlu for
buildings to rent for the mission. Finding none suitable, they petitioned the
mission board in St. Louis for permission to build.
Correspondence was slow between Tachienlu and the FCMS headquarters,
letters and their reply often talung several months for exchange. So the reply
from the society president surprised the missionaries. Instead of responding to
the Tachienlu plans for construction, the president wrote that the society board
approved opening Batang as a mission station. Back in America, the board had
acquiesced to Shelton's emotional "we'll go in, not out" telegram of a few
months before.

The Mission to Batang
On July 7, 1908, the Sheltons' small caravan left for Batang. As he rode toward
the farthest edge of the Chinese empire, Albert Shelton was just one more spearcarrier in the grand campaign to take Christianity and the West to the world. It
was a heady time for Americans and their global mission. The same year

Theodore Roosevelt exhorted America and its missionaries to push to the farthest e& of the Orient: "The work of the missionaries tends to avert revoluis the time for the West to implant its
tionary disturbances in China. . . . NOW
ideals in such a manner as to minimize the chance of a dreadful future clash between the two radically different civilization^."^
The Sheltons traveled on Kham's northern trade route two days around the
wide shoulder of Ta-pai-shan mountain that stood north of Tachienlu. The two
Shelton babies were in one palanquin, Flora in the other. While sedan chairs
were relatively uncommon west of Tachienlu, Chinese officials and Christian
ladies hired chairs and coolies to haul them west through the mountains.3 A]bert rode his mule, Abe. Dr. Shelton had requested two hundred dollars from
the FCMS for "a caravan of twelve animals and a man to care for the same, to
carry silver, mail, medical, and other supplies."4
The northern route was one of three great trails across western China to
Tibet, but it was the only one usable at the time. The intractable Hsiang-ch'eng
tribesmen blocked the southern Jung Lam route. The far northern trail through
Gansu to Lhasa was a most roundabout route to Batang, and one subject to attacks by Mongolian tribesmen. The conditions left the northern route as the
preferred trail.
The trade routes across Kham were perennially difficult and dangerous for
travelers, particularly those journeying under the aegis of the Chinese authorities. One traveler reported, "We were told of robbers here who have a habit that
must be especially unpleasant in cold weather, of robbing a man of everything,
down to the last rag on his back, and leaving him absolutely naked." Bandits
were so thorough that in one case they cut a naked Tibetan's plait off to get his
hair ~ r n a m e n t So
. ~ generations of travelers nervously scanned the heights and
gingerly rounded the cliffside trails, always expecting to hear the "Ahhehehehe!"
of Khampa war cries followed by a volley of gunfire.6
The roads through mountainous Kham were themselves precarious. In Shelton's day, they were little different from the trails earlier missionaries described:
"fearful chasms from which the most intrepid traveler must recoil in horror,"
where "a single step spelt annihilation on the jagged rocks below."' Old Chinese
guidebooks discussed the difficult roads through the mountains. One read,
"The way is blocked by the great mountain Hsiao-kuan, in the profound gorges
of which heavy torrents of rain continually fall, and the flanks of which are always clothed in mist and fog."8
The caravan journeyed west through wildflower-strewn meadows and mountainsides for several days before turning south to Litang on the Jung Lam. The
great monastery town of Litang stood on its high plain. Chao's depredations had
reduced the population of monks considerably, and the once-proud monastery

now tumbledown and dere1ict.l A Tibetan folktde told of a Litang lvna
Chao had beheaded. Another head miraculously appeared in place of the old
one. This was also severed, only to have another grow in its place. The Chinese
executioner persevered through multiple heads, and, after incessant chopping,
the monk gave up.''
Each night the Sheltons stopped at the flat-roofed stone rest stations the Chinese had built after Chao's conquest. As their cook scurried to prepare supper,
washpans and combs emerged for the crucial family cleanup. Khampa caravan
teamsters formed a U with the unloaded baggage to protect them from the cold
mountain winds. While one drew water and another gathered dried yak dung
for fuel, a third constructed a fire ring of stones. One man sparked a fire with
dried moss and then used a huge leather bellows to keep the yak-dung chips
glowing
with a clear steady blue flame." Mornings brought the reverse of the
evening unpacking. Afier morning toilets and breakfast, the caravan mounted
for another stage across Kham, pausing at midday for the Sheltons' lunch break
and opium for the chair coolies.
Trading caravans between China and central Tibet shared the roads. Shaggy
black yaks and long-horned yak-cattle hybrids called dws meandered down
the trail carrying Tibetan wool, medicinal herbs, Chinese silk, and brick tea.
Herdsmen with swords and matchlocks goaded their malingering pack mules
and ponies forward. Pilgrims bound for Lhasa ambled by with prayer wheels
awhirl.12
West of Litang, the Shelton's caravan failed to cross the high Whangtogang
pass during the day's travel. Whangtogang pass, which translated as "the abomination of desolation," was a misery for travelers. That night the high altitude
prevented any sleep. Albert wrote, "We were simply like fish out of water. There
was not enough oxygen to in the air to sustain one at a retarded rate of respiration, so we sat up and managed to get through the night; but at three o'clock
got breakfast and were ready to move on."13

A Challenging Oasis, Batang
The Sheltons arrived in Batang on July 24, 1908. Batang, meaning "Plain of
Cows," was a fertile valley, sheltered by high mountains. The Chitsuen River
hugged the western mountain and the Taso River ran through the center of the
valley. Irrigation canals sparkled across the plain.14The relatively low altitude
of 8,500 feet, good soil, and consistent water supply made the town an agricultural haven-so intensely cultivated there was scarcely any room for trees."
The fields produced two crops a year, including oats, wheat, maize, barley, and
buckwheat, and the gardens abounded with vegetables that were exceptiond in

size and flavor. In arid Tibet, Batang was renowned for its fruit and nuts, including peaches, pears, grapes, and walnuts. Fresh meat, eggs, and milk were
available daily.I6
Farmers and herders brought their produce for barter and sale to the Batang
market, where central Tibetans and Mongolians traded borax, gold, furs, and
musk for tea and snuff.17 The market was on the main paved thoroughfare,
which was about half a mile long, with several side streets and lanes for three
hundred or so houses branching from it. The two- and three-story Tibetan
houses were made of pounded yellow mud akin to adobe.I8 Notched logs served
as stairways between the floors.
The climate was remarkably genial for Tibet. Though snow often filled the
passes in winter, isolating the valley, it was a rarity in the town. Spring and the
fall brought vivid blue skies and mountainsides of wild color. While verdant, it
was often hot and stifling in the summertime. The Tibetans considered Batang
to be such a propitious place that they used the town in a proverb representing
two lovers:
In the happy country of Bathang,
There are two crops in the summer time;
Where religion spreads in the cloister,
Whose cedar trees circle to the right.I9

It was a rough start. The Sheltons' cook had preceded them to Batang a few
months prior to rent and prepare rooms.20 He had difficulty finding a place, as
no one wanted to rent to the Westerners. Eventually, the Chinese officials requisitioned rooms for them, "the missionaries paying liberal rent to console the
unwilling landlord^."^' The missionaries couldn't go out at night for fear of attack. If they took some air on the roof of their house, Tibetans threw rocks at
them. Five months after arriving, the Sheltons found an old mill property to
rent. Perched beside the river that flowed past Batang, the property was near the
town's southwestern gate.
The Sheltons arrived in Batang at the nadir of Tibetan Buddhist power. The
great Batang monastery with its gilded roof and towers was demolished, the rich
Buddhist religious art looted or destroyed. The nine-acre courtyard inside the
monastery walls became a drilling g o u n d for the twelve hundred Chinese soldiers posted in the town. Chao turned the grove of cedar trees surrounding the
monastery into the execution grounds where weekly beheadings and floggings
took place.22With the lamasery in ruins, the most imposing structure in town
was the Chinese yamen (city hall) that Chao ordered built in the spring of 1907It was to be capital of his provincial administration of Kham, the center of a reparate Chinese province with thirty-six sub-prefectures.23

Knocking on the Iron Gates
With its proximity to the Tibetan border, the missionaries felt Batang was a
prime center for evangelization. The region had a relatively large permanent
population of seven thousand families, and substantial numbers of Tibetan
passed through. Tibetan towns such as D a y a were within itinerating distance.'' Batang had adequate provisions, and a livable altitude for foreigners,
and as a Chinese garrison town, it was defensible. There was even the hope for
q i d communication back to China. In the period &er Chaoi triumphs, the
Chinese strung telegraph wire from China proper all the way across Kham to

at an^.'^
The Sheltons' Foreign Christian Missionary Society station was the first permanent Protestant mission in Batang. After a half-century of Protestant evangelism, the FCMS mission in Batang was the nearest outpost to Lhasa. Dr. Albert
Shelton was "knocking on the Iron Gates."
However promising Batang appeared to be as a center for Christian evangelism, the missionaries faced a daunting task. Batang remained the most remote
mission on earth, two to three months by mule and sedan chair from river ports
or railheads, and then many hundreds of miles further to the coast. Even the famously inaccessible New Guinea mission of Ononge was only a week by pack
train from the coast.26The China Inland Mission in Tachienlu was the closest
Western presence to Batang, eighteen days travel to the east.
Beyond the remoteness of the region and the rigors of the high altitude, the
missionaries had to deal with the traumas of living in an active war zone and the
ongoing violence of the Tibetans. Jealousies divided Catholics and Protestants,
and there was confraternal squabbling among the rival Protestant groups. Missionaries spoke of "diversities of operations but the same spirit"; nevertheless,
negotiations over evangelical territories were often tense.17 Internally, the FCMS
missionaries in Batang also faced the tensions endemic to a small group operating in isolation. The quirks and idiosyncrasies of normal life often became magnified under the strain of life on the frontier.
Most critically, the missionaries faced the opposition of the Tibetan lamas.
While Chao had executed and dispersed the Batang monastery's monks, the
lamas retained political and moral power in the town. In spite of the oppression,
the Tibetans continued their Buddhist devotions. The rooftop chimney altars
still smoked each evening with the offerings of green twigs and evergreen
branches. The town still resonated to the dull beat of monks' drums and chants
of "Om Mani Padme Hum."
In spite of their hostility to the lamas, the missionaries had to come to a mutual understanding with them. Without it, the mission simply couldn't survive.

Albert wrote, "In these conditions, work was very difficult because in a way were
looked upon as being the friends of the Chinese. But we never made any change
in our attitude so far as it was possible to maintain it, telling them that we were
there to do good to every one, whether Chinese, Tibetan or half-caste, insisting
at all times, both to the Chinese and the Tibetans, that all men were brothers."28
In many ways, the missionaries' entrance into Batang was eased by the intercession of Gezong Ongdu, a wealthy Tibetan trader whom Albert Shelton recruited in 1908 to be his Tibetan language teacher and native agent. A sturdy
Khampa with a shaven head, open manner, and eyes creased with smile lines,
Ongdu was the former headman of the deposed prince of Batang21 On Shelton's behest, Ongdu traveled to Batang several times to plead the missionaries'
case with the Chinese officials and head lama of the battered Batang monastery,
emphasizing Shelton's value as a doctor.'O
Shelton and Ongdu became firm friends. "It has somewhat difficult at first
to secure a teacher," Albert wrote, "I was almost desperate and one day one of
my Tibetan friends came to visit me and I said to him, 'Gezong Ondu, I am in
an awful fix. Why can't you help me out with this Tibetan a little?' He said, 'Yes,
I'll help you out a little."' At the end of the month, Shelton stuffed what he
thought to be an appropriate amount of money into Ongdu's chuba. Shelton
wrote that Ongdu said, "'All right, if you don't want to be friends any more I'll
take it; but if you want us to be friends and want me to come back, you will
have to take your money back.' Thus I was forced to accede to his terms because
I could not get along without him."jl

Dr. Shelton and Tibetan Medicine
Two days after his arrival in Batang, Dr. Albert Shelton performed his first local
operation. A man from Yunnan followed Shelton five hundred miles across
Kham from Tachienlu. The man had traveled to Tachienlu seeking Shelton's surgical skills, but the doctor had already shipped his instruments to Batang. He
told the patient he would need to travel to Batang if he wished to have surgery.
Once in Batang, an old door on two benches became the operating table, and
an open part of the Sheltons' house served as the theater. Theater was a particularly appropriate term given the operation's considerable audience."
Shelton performed the operation under the close scrutiny of the crowd.
"Every one thought the man must be dead as he lay so still and uttered no moan
while the operation was performed," Shelton wrote, "and it was with great SWprise that they saw him at last wake up."" The man recovered and returned to
his home twenty-five days south in northern Yunnan, a round trip of seventy
days for medical treatment.

I
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result of Batanis polluted water.35Smallpox epidemics were common. Livingin
a high, dry environment where few bacteria could flourish, Tibetans had low
sistance to disease. While smallpox vaccinations barely "took with lowland ch;nese, Tibetans often had reactions that approached smallpox itself.36 In
iodine-poor Tibet, many suffered from goiters, a massive swelling of the thyroid
gland. Some grew so large the sufferers looked like three-headed monsters. A
simple treatment of potassium iodide was an almost immediate cure.
The Sheltons were deeply aware of the power of Western healing. Flora
wrote, "Perhaps the first thing of any importance that brought a knowledge of
foreign medicine to the Tibetans was the slight operation on the hand of a big
lama belonging to one of the lamaseries in Tachienlu." The lama arrived with a
needle broken off in the fleshy part of his hand just below the thumb. Dr. Shelton numbed the lama's hand with cocaine and prepared to cut open his hand to
extract the needle. The lama protested that it was going to hurt, and Shelton assured him it would be painless. "While the lama's eyes grew bigger and bigger
and those standing around groaned and asked if it did n't hurt, he said, 'No, it
didn't, but just look at the blood.' This small operation drove another small
wedge into this land in the shape of a needle," Flora wrote.37
The missionaries to Tibet had divergent views of the traditional Tibetan medicine that the lama-doctors practiced. One was appalled to discover the curative
pills the Tibetans sought were composed of the Dalai Lama's ex~rement.'~
Others saw the Tibetan doctors as rigorous clinician^.^^ British mission enthusiast
Isabella Bird Bishop was dogmatic: "Sorcery is largely used in the treatment of
the sick. . . . The doctors know the virtues of many of the plants of the country,
the quantities of which they mix up together while reciting magical formula^."'^
Susie Rijnhart found few good things to write about Tibetan medicine: "TheTibetans themselves having no medical science worthy the name, the treatment
given by the native doctors generally means an increase of agony to the patient."41 Flora concurred: "Perhaps there is no nation on the globe knowing so
much of the construction of the human body as the Tibetans, and who have so
little medical knowledge or so few remedies."42 Dr. Shelton had a more sanguine
opinion, acknowledging a boundary between his medical work and that of the
Tibetan lamas: "For work of a more purely medical nature such as fever, etc.. I
was not so much in demand, as they had methods of their own for treating
things, among which are the calling in of some eight or ten priests and the reading of prayers, the ringing of bells, the blowing of horns, and the beating of
drums, in order to drive out the devils."43
Tibetan medicine combined aspects of both Chinese and Indian systems of
medicine, mixed with a strong dose of karmic Buddhist teaching. The larger
monasteries provided multi- ear courses of study, during which monks learned
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trade routes and defending their territory against i n t e r l ~ ~ e r s "The
. ' ~ people are
wild and fierce, and live by robbing travelers," a Chinese guidebook stated.43
Despite this, Shelton agreed. T h e Jo Lama was the spiritual head of the
large monastery in Atunze before the Chinese destroyed it and exiled him to
Batangso The muscular, square-headed Khampa was another important contact for Shelton. While he had married and renounced his vows as a monk,
the Tibetans considered him a reincarnate manifestation of the Buddha
known as a t ~ l k u . While
~'
traveling with Shelton, Khampas lined the trails to
get his blessings.52
Shelton and the Jo Lama's party started for the Sangen before daybreak. Teetering along a cliffside trail two thousand feet above the Yangtze, the riders
reached the village at nightfall. The villagers insisted Shelton wait until the next
morning to see the wounded men. As they had been on the trail all day, the
travelers were sure to be carrying a multitude of road devils who could injure
the patients.
That night the men retired to a small room on the third floor of a Tibetan
house. Rain poured through the mud roof, and they huddled under oilcloth that
sheltered the bed. "After a night spent in discussing the different problems of the
Tibetans with the Ju Lama, morning came at last," Shelton wrote. "Ju Lama has
been a good friend to me through all the years."53A photo of the time recorded
the Jo Lama at a family picnic with two bored-looking Shelton girls in floppy
hats sitting at his feet. Wearing a fedora on the back of his head, Dr. Shelton sat
smiling beside him.14
In short order, Albert Shelton had situated his family and begun his work.
Naturally gregarious, he found allies among both the Chinese and Tibetan communities. With his medical skills and willingness to take them into the hinterlands, Albert Shelton had an entree into the Tibetan world.
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CONQUESTS, CURIOS,
AND CONVERSIONS

Finest week I ever had-traveling

and making f;irndc with many, many peoplr.

-Dr.

'

Albert Shelton

Dr. Albert Shelton's trip into the Sangen was the opening foray of his campaign.
With Lhasa as his ultimate goal, he planned to travel deep into the mountains
of Kham dispensing medical treatment and the gospel-itinerations the missionaries called the journeys. H e anticipated long ~ e r i o d saway from the mission. To free Shelton for his journeys, the Foreign Christian Missionary Society
dispatched a second Disciple physician to Batang, Dr. Z. S. Lofiis. He was born
in Tennessee and raised in Kansas before moving to Texas. After working as a
pharmacist for several years, Lofiis decided to devote his life to the Christian
missions. He graduated from Vanderbilt University's medical school in June
1908. Three months later he sailed on the SS Mongolia for China, finally arriving in Batang on June 17, 1909 afier a torturous journey up the Ymgm and
across Sichuan.'
He quickly immersed himself in the mission activities. A heavy rain washed
out the planned July Fourth picnic, but singing Chinese hymns in the mission
church service and dispensing Sunday school cards cheered Lofiis considerably.
He made friends with members of the great Nepalese embassy returning home
from Beijing as they waited for their immense convoy of eight hundred y h ,
horses, and mules to be assembled.' Soon after his arrival, Loftis began his medical work.

O n the political front, Chao Erh-feng's colonization plans unraveled a]most
as soon as they began. Chao promised Chinese settlers oxen, seed, and plows to
be repaid over three years at easy interest. He further offered land tax exemptions, paid travel expenses, and critically, protection from the T i b e t a n ~ . ~
In spite of Chao's efforts, by 1909 only two hundred Sichuan farmers took
the offer of Batang land. A year later eighty had died and another hundred returned to China proper.5 Chao had wildly overestimated the fertility of the soil
and mildness of the climate. With the exception of a few river valleys, Kham was
more suited to lightly peopled nomadic herding than it was to Chinese agriculture, and most of the best land for farming was already occupied. After a decline
from Chao's ruthless executions and depredations, the Tibetan population in
western Kham rapidly rebounded. Even in the Hsiang-ch'eng, the population
soon returned to pre-invasion number^.^
The Chinese settlers faced the unending enmity of the Tibetans, who resented the Chinese col~nization.~
The Tibetan lamas led much of the opposition. Nomadic tribespeople of Kham provided the primary financial support for
the monasteries, where the monks educated nomad sons and stored their collective wealth. The continuation of the traditional nomadic-agricultural mix was
essential to the entire Tibetan way of life.'
Nonetheless the Chinese authorities continued their attempts to strengthen
their hold on the region. When the British signed the Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1906, they retained only trade rights and reaffirmed Chinese hegemony
over Tibet. To increase their power, the Chinese extended their direct control of
eastern Tibet with plans to create new Chinese provinces. Chinese officials in
Lhasa began to overhaul the Tibetan government with Chinese-style boards of
mines, communications, agriculture, commerce, war, revenue, education, and
the like. Endeavoring to undermine the monasteries' power, the Manchu officials began organizing a modern forty-thousand-man Tibetan army. The Chinese imperial diplomats also decided to force the Dalai Lama to accept reduced
power in the Manchu hierarchy, while initiating a campaign to undermine
British prestige in central Asia by making claims on British-dominated Nepal
and Bhutan.'
The Dalai Lama, who had been in exile in Mongolia and Arndo since
Younghusband's invasion of Lhasa, was unsuccessful in his attempts to form alliances with the Russians or consensus with critical elements of the Tibetan hierarchy. He decided to seek rapprochement with the Chinese while
simultaneously improving relations with the British authorities in India. When
the Dalai Lama arrived in Beijing in September 1908, he hoped to address the
emperor directly rather than through the amban5 as before. The Chinese made
it clear they viewed him not as a sovereign ruler but as another subordinate

memberof the imperid polity-albeit
a revered and powerful one. After the
Chinese forced him to accept his new status, the Dalai Lama left Beijing in an
immenseentourage and slowly made his way back to Lhasa.
In 1909, Chao Erh-feng launched another massive offensive in western
fiam
with six thousand of his veteran soldiers. By 19 10 Chao occupied Derge,
Gonshon, Chamdo, Draya, and Markam, all located across the 1727 frontier
line in Tibet proper. War news began filtering down the mountain trails to the
missionariesin Batang: eighty lamas and forty Chinese soldiers were killed in
battle in northern Kham; the great Draya monastery was destroyed; atrocities
were rife across the battle zone.''
the Dalai Lama made his way back to Lhasa, it was apparent the Chinese
intendedto re-occupy his capital and take control. A month earlier the Chinese
even had the temerity to petition for passage of two thousand troops through
Calcutta and India to invade Tibet, though the British government quickly denied the request. While still en route to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama pleaded with
both Great Britain and China to rein in Chao, who was advancing on Lhasa."
When Chao's vanguard of forty cavalrymen and two hundred infantry
marched in one Lhasa gate on February 12, 1910, the Dalai Lama fled out another, this time escaping to the British in India.I2 While the Raj authorities gave
him safe haven in Darjeeling, their hospitality didn't stop the British government from recognizing the puppet government the Chinese set up in Lhasa. The
Chinese deposed the Dalai Lama and took control of the country.I3 Sir Charles
Bell, the sagacious consular official who handled British diplomacy in the Indian
Himalayas, wrote, "The Tibetans were abandoned to Chinese aggression, and
aggression for which the British Military Expedition to Lhasa and subsequent
retreat were primarily r e ~ ~ o n s i b l e . " ' ~
The British strategy regarding Tibet was a dismal failure. Instead of protecting the flank of British India, the Younghusband expedition had galvanized the
Chinese into an expansive military and political offensive. With Chao's conquests, China controlled eastern and central Tibet. To the great consternation of
British officials, the Chinese frontier was now in the Indian Himalayas. "China,
in a word, has come to the gates of India, and the fact has to be reckoned with,"
one British journalist wrote. "It is to be hoped that the Indian Government will
do what they can to retrieve the position, and use the presence of the Dalai
Lama [in India] as a lever for securing from the Chinese Government some concessions in frontier rectification."'5
With Lhasa removed as a potential deterrent, Chao was free to secure eastern Tibet under Chinese rule. H e quickly subjugated Derge in December
1909, exiling the deposed prince of Derge and his highborn Lhasa wife to
Batang.I6With the Jo Lama and Ba Lama, the progeny of the executed prince

of Batang, and now the prince of Derge, the little town of Batang had more
than its share of eastern Tibetan aristocrats and notables. One by one, Dr. A]bert
Shelton added them to the list of Kham personages who became his friends and
colleagues.
In the aftermath of his triumph in western Kham, Chao appointed Chinese
to positions across the district and opened 105 primary schools, located wherever twenty or more students could be found." The policy eased the way for [he
FCMS missionaries to open their own primary and industrial school in
Batang.'' However, Chao's campaign ravaged Kham's cultural and religious institutions. The vast majority of the taxes and revenues that previously went to
the Buddhist monasteries now went to the Chinese officials in the region. With
the region's monasteries destroyed and the monks killed or dispersed, most Tibetan families were unable to send their sons for education and training. Instead
they stayed with their agrarian and nomadic families, or became part of Batang's
floating population of orphans left in the wake of the Chinese invasion.19

Mission-Keeping in Batang

A few months after arriving in Batang, Albert Shelton began construction of
new mission buildings. After he secured the local magistrate's permission,
Shelton hired fifteen Chinese woodsmen to begin felling trees about fifieen
miles away, transporting the lumber to Batang by mule and donkey, the larger
pieces on men's backs. H e also hired workers to build two large kilns for the
firing of bricks and roof tiles. Shelton chafed at being tied down: "I do not
want to be the rest of my life building a house so I am doing all I can to get
things moving."20
While waiting for her mission house, Flora concentrated on bringing Midwestern order to her rented Himalayan home. "The floors were scalded and
scraped, and scalded and scraped again," she wrote. Servants whitewashed the
walls and papered them with pale brown Chinese wallpaper. Chinese-Tibetan
carpenters crafied furniture to their liking, based on designs cribbed from the
Montgomery Ward catalogue.
The missionaries purchased two cows so theY could have milk and butter to
their taste rather than in the Tibetan style. "At firsr we used their butter," Flora
sniffed, "but had to cook it and strain out hairs, etc., and it wasn't very good.
They don't wash the churns, either, so the butter does not smell very fresh; no
salt is used in it, and the cakes are patted out with bare hand^."^' The Sheltons'
food the first year in Batang was heavy on cabbage, yak meat, and tsampa. BY
the second year, gardens grown with American seeds flourished and the family
ate peas, beans, corn, and potatoes.22
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supervisingher Tibetan maids, Flora maintained rigorous standards, including crisply starched clothes for the family. Strict American-style housekeeping,
the gospel of stringent cleanliness, was a recurring theme in Flora's writing.
Through her control of an immaculate household on the Tibetan border, she
dSoexerted her female moral authority in both the domestic and social arenas.
Her determined domestic hygiene in the midst of an anarchic war zone provided
a distinctlydifferent mode of living to the local p~pulation.~'
With her patronizing views of the Tibetans, she mirrored many of the attitudes of Kansas hornesteadersand missionaries to the Plains Indian r e s e r ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~
Seldom traveling outside the mission, Flora lived in a narrow world. Banned
from a traditional economic marketplace and supplanted by her domestic help
from household duties that would have occupied her in America, Flora Shelton
searched for new meaning in her life. Increasingly, she commingled domestic
management and motherhood with spiritual work such as Tibetan translation to
gain a sustaining sense of accomplishment.
Sundays were the day for the Christian gospel, with a preaching service and
Sunday school in the morning and a small prayer meeting for the missionaries
in the evening. James Ogden taught the Chinese on one side of the room; Dr.
Shelton led the Tibetans on the other. After a few songs, Millie Ogden taught
the women in one room, while James Ogden instructed the Chinese men. Flora
recounted, "Dr. Shelton is in another room, sitting on the floor or on a low
stool, and thirty-five or forty dirty little children are squatted around him." In
the mission school, teachers taught religion and reading in the Tibetan language,
augmented by illustrations clipped from periodicals such as Ladies' Home journal. The school also employed a Chinese scholar to teach the Chinese students
the Confucian classics, "or they can never hope to be employed by the Chinese
government," Flora noted.25 The first Batang Sunday school consisted of ten
adults, thirteen local children cloaked in dirty robes, and two little blond Shelton girls with starched white dresses.26
Christmas 1909 was festive for the missionaries. The crowd of Chinese and
Tibetans who gathered for holiday largesse cheered them immensely. Flora
wrote her father-in-law back in Kansas: "On Christmas Day we fed about a hundred beggars in our courtyard. I wish you could have seen the old, and sore, and
blind, and dirty, and ragged, but all so well behaved. We fed them beef soup,
[samba, and a big buckwheat cake each. We had two hind quarters of beef and
chopped it up and made soup. It was good to see them eat."27
After the meal, the missionaries passed out religious cards to the crowd and AIben played Dr. Lofiis' phonograph for them. Shelton and Ogden told the crowd
in Chinese and Tibetan, "This is Jesus' birthday and he loves you."28After the meal,
the crowd stretched out in the sunshine beside the mission gate and went to sleep.29

As with Tachienlu, converts were made more easily among the Chinese [han
[he Tibetans. With her interweaving of Christian gospel and cleanliness, ~ l
like many missionaries, saw attempts to "clean up" as the first sign of interest in
the Christian teaching: "If the convert is a Chinaman, he will likely put a clean
gown over a dirty one, but it does n't matter, he is trying." She found the Tibetans more recalcitrant. "The Tibetans are a little slower learning to clean up
than the Chinese, perhaps because they have fewer clothes, and washing is such
a foreign element in their lives."30

Curios and Itinerations:Albert Shelton as a Missionary Collector
As the Sheltons packed for Batang in the spring of 1909, an ambitious German
anthropologist, Berthold Laufer, had arrived in Tachienlu." He was on a major
expedition, collecting Tibetan artifacts for Chicago's Field Museum. With an
enormous acquisition budget of more than forty thousand dollars, he'd already
collected thousands of objects in India and China. Mandarin-dressed, meerschaum-smoking Laufer quickly recruited two China Inland Mission missionaries in Tachienlu, Theodore Sorensen and John Muir, to guide him and
acquire objects. In the Himalayas, fine Tibetan tangka paintings went for two
to five dollars. A bronze statue of Padmasambhava cost about twelve dollars. A
copper image of Tara in Derge cost less than fifteen cents. For a hundred dollars, Laufer collected an enormous sacred book printed in Derge, the Ashtashasrikapprajnaparmita, which weighed over ninety-three pounds. The
further into the Tibetan hinterlands that Laufer traveled, the less expensive the
objects became.
Before returning to China, Laufer hired Muir to acquire Tibetan artifacts,
giving him a thousand taels (the standard Chinese currency, which was not a
coin, but one Chinese ounce of silver) to purchase the objects, a substantial
amount of money for an impecunious missionary in a war-impoverished region.32 In the small closed world of foreign missionaries, Laufer and his museum-funded munificence was sure to catch the ears of the entire community,
including Albert S h e l t ~ n ' s . ~ ~
As Laufer trudged across northern Kham, Dr. Shelton and evangelist Ogden
left on July 5 for a long itineration southeast of Batang into the Hsiang-ch'eng"the home of the fiercest tribe in all Eastern Tibet," Shelton wrote. The region
was relatively pacified after Chao Erh-feng's campaigns, though bands of robbers and rebels still made the journey a precarious one. Shelton and Ogden
made a great loop, riding through mountainous country on difficult trails. On
the return journey, they traveled west until they hit the ancient salt-making city
of Yenjin on the Yangtze and then turned north to Batang. Sheltoni friend, the
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jo Lama, accompanied the missionaries, making the passage of the parry an aus34

p i c i One.
~~~
~h~ ~ ~ i a n ~ - c h ' journey
eng
was a grand camping trip, with Sheltoni medical
treatmentsand OgdenPspreaching punctuating the days of discovery among the
black-tentnomads. Shelton exulted in his travel diary, "Finest week I ever hndtraveling and making friends with many, many people."35 In the course of the
journey, Shelton treated six hundred patient~.~%etreated sore eyes with boric
acid and a salve of yellow oxide; stitched up a harelip; doctored a man suffering
from a yak-goring; a Tibetan woman whose eye was gouged out by Chinese soldiers billeted in her house; a man whom the Chinese had beaten with bamboo
flails until the flesh was flayed from his bones. "Medicine is given out left and
right," Flora wrote, "while hot shots of Gospel are put in between doses of
calOmeland an to nine."^'
Albert Shelton began to enthusiastically collect Tibetan artifacts or "curios,"
as he termed them. They included fine Buddhist tangkas (religious paintings on
fabric), manuscripts, silver and bronze statues, and everyday items. The diary of
his trip in the Hsiang-ch'eng noted acquisitions among his descriptions of landscapes and people. "Bought a bracelet and bowl," Shelton wrote on July 17.
"Bought charm box from lama today for twelve rupees," he noted a few days
later. Later he purchased a Tibetan musket and accepted the gift of a Tibetan
holy-water vase from a Chinese official posted to the Hsiang-ch'eng. His collection included a belt taken from one of the Sampiling monastery's religious statues and a beheading knife acquired from a Chinese officer.38 Shelton also
included in his travel diary a description and inventory of the Buddhist
monastery in Yaragong (Yahaikung), located three days' south of Batang, that
the Chinese had also pillaged. Shelton acquired a number of objects at
Yaragong, including a Tibetan tangka that Shelton described as "Painting representing some of the licentious gods of the Tibetan~."'~
Kham was an ideal place to commence a Tibetan collection on a missionary
budget. Being a devout, relatively prosperous region on the Tibetan trade routes,
Kham was a major repository ofTibetan cultural objects. Shelton purchased material from local people including Gezong Ongdu, the Jo Lama, mendicant
priests and lamas in the Batang monastery, even the Ba Lama-"The Living
Buddha of Batang, the most exalted personage among the Tibetans in Eastern
Tibet," Shelton wrote.4'
But as other Western collectors discovered, it wasn't an easy task to acquire
Tibetan artifacts, particularly sacred objects such as statues and liturgical texts.
William Gill related, "As we were now almost out of Tibet I was very anxious
'0 buy a prayer cylinder, but the people had a superstitious objection to parting with them, and it was difficult to prevail on anyone to sell one."41 Even

non-religious objects could be difficult to acquire. William Gill wrote, "They
have a curious superstition also about their wooden bowls; they say that if they
sold the bowls from which they had eaten to a foreigner, their country would
fall into hands of a nation whose representative had bought them."42A Tibetan
woman near Litang also refused him. "The wife was always so gorgeously arrayed with strings of beads, from which great gold and silver ornaments were
suspended. . . . We wanted to buy the complete set, but she would not parr
with them, because she said it would be like dying before her time, and very
unlucky."43
The Tibetans' reluctance to part with artifacts was offset by circumstance and
their love of trade, particularly after Chao's conquest.44 The Chinese destroyed
many of the Buddhist monasteries and looted their religious artifacts and treasure. As a result, there was plenty of booty in circulation. When not buying from
Chinese officers, Albert Shelton used Gezong Ongdu and the Jo Lama as intermediaries for many of his purchases from the impoverished monks.
Albert Shelton wasn't unique as a missionary-collector in Tibet or most other
places in the foreign field. Ethnologic collecting was almost a cottage industry
among missionaries, a way for them to gather gold and glory far from home. At
the urging of the Vatican, Catholic missionaries were avid collectors for the
church muse urn^.^' Dr. Susie Rijnhart and her husband Petrus were collectors.
"We traded some Tankar boots for the kind used in the locale," she wrote about
her journey toward Lhasa, noting her retainer bought a prayer wheel made with
silver set with coral and stones.46American missionary and scholar D. S. Dye
collected thousands of objects from southwestern Chinese and Tibetan ethnic
groups, later forming the bulk of the Sichuan University Museum. A few missionaries became such ardent traders that there trading overshadowed their ostensible work. One Yunnan missionary "spent his early mornings trading horses
and rifles and after 10:OO A.M., was too exhausted for anything else."47
Missionaries collected "curios" for a range of reasons. Ethnic material helped
them understand the cultures they hoped to convert, serving as an academic
cache for philosophic and theological deconstructions. Cultural artifacts Jso
served as lurid attractions for missionaries supporting audiences back home, objects that could spice up a fund-raising meeting back in America and Britain.
And for foreign missionaries living on sparse salaries, collecting also offered a
way to pick up some extra cash from nouveau-riche Western museums and
wealthy collectors who had a taste for the exotic.
While Dr. Albert Shelton was a medical missionary who was intrigued by
new scenes and people, he was not an explorer in a geographic sense. He kept
little record of his journeys beyond patients treated and gospels delivered. But
even those notes added to the Western knowledge of the Chinese-Tibetan bar-

dedands Rather than exploration, Dr. Albert Shelton focused on medical treatand Christian conversion. Geographic matters related mainly to that goal.
she]tonshared the focus of most Protestant missionaries to Tibet. China Inland
~ i ~James
i Edgar
~ ~ was' characteristic
~
when he quoted the bible to explain the
of exploration in the missions: "Every place whereon the sole of your feet
tread shall be yours." Edgar asked, "For is not the pioneer missionary to
the Mission Boards what the scouts are to the armies?"48In their unrelenting
search for new souls, the missionaries sometimes uncovered new wonders. After
they were adventuresome, inquisitive people.4y Edward Amundsen discovered the great bend of the Yangtze while on an itineration in northern Yunnan.
James Edgar is credited with being the first white man to see a panda.50 In 1907,
Edgar and Muir became the first Westerners to see the great Sampiling
monastery in the Hsiang-ch'eng.
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Broken-Hearted Mission
While Shelton and Ogden doctored and evangelized on the trails, Dr. Z. S.
Lofiis treated a normal retinue of patients back in Batang. After treating an
opium overdose, Lofiis noted in his journal, "This morning the fellow was up,
sober and repentant. Another life saved by my being here."51 As the mission
awaited Shelton and Ogden's return from the Hsiang-ch'eng, CIM missionary
Theodore Sorensen entered Batang on a long journey through Kham, and he
later recalled, "I shall never forget the kindness shown me by Dr. Lofties [sic]
who came in the rain and met me, and insisted upon me going to stay with him
in the hospital where he was living at the time."52That same night Lofiis took
ill. A new virulent strain of smallpox had broken out in Batang, and though
Lofiis had been vaccinated a number of times, he contracted the disease from
infected patients. He was already suffering from dysentery and malaria. As he
weakened, typhus fever attacked.
Dr. Shelton returned from his journey and isolated himself with Lofiis.
Ogden retreated to the mountains with his family to try to escape the smallpox
plague. Ogden assured Shelton that with divine assistance Lofiis was sure to survive. Shelton wrote, "I was with him night and day and did in all in my power,
but when the secondary stage of the smallpox-the ~ustularstage-came on, it
was more than mortal could bear and he died unconscious, at 4 P.M., August
12th not having been here two month^."^'
Flora wrote of their despair: "I heard Dr. Shelton sobbing in the ~ a r dand
, he
died me, telling that Dr. Lofiis had gone. I could not go to him, and he dare
not come to us. I could only hug my WO little girls and cry. To say that we are
broken-hearted and that our work has seemingly come to a halt, is saying very

little."54 Ogden came down from the mountain about midnight in the midst of
a storm saying, "I didn't believe the Lord would let him die. We've waited and
waited and waited for his coming. But there he is."55
Loftis' death was a wrenching disappointment for S h e l t ~ nShelton
. ~ ~ yearned
to be breaking new ground, reconnoitering for his great race to Lhasa. Isolated
as Batang was, even its domesticity chafed him. With Loftis gone, Dr. Shelton
was again anchored to the mission station; the Shelton family could not even return to America for their scheduled seventh-year furlough. "We cannot come
home unless another doctor comes," Shelton wrote, "for we dare not leave the
station without a medical man, for here typhus, smallpox, and dysentery find a
thriving ground all year round."57
Responding to the pleas from the Batang missionaries to replace Loftis, in
June 19 10 the FCMS dispatched another physician, Dr. William M. Hardy. He
was a Disciple from Kentucky who received his medical education at the University of Tennessee. Now the Sheltons could return home for furlough. The
Sheltons timed their departure to rendezvous with Dr. Hardy in Tachienlu on
their way home.58
It was a clear, bright autumn day on October 8, 1910, when the Sheltons'
caravan ambled out of the Batang walls headed for America, seven years after
they initially sailed for China. Flora Shelton couldn't walk, so bearers carried her
down the steps of her home to the waiting sedan chair. Earlier she and a horse
tumbled down a mountain gully, and the animal had smashed her leg when it
rolled over her. While the mending leg made the journey difficult, the furlough
was vital as she needed an operation in A m e r i ~ a . ~ "
O n their way out of Batang, the Sheltons ~ a s s e dthrough a gauntlet ofwellwishers. Tibetan women stood along the road crying and offering the teetotaling Sheltons gifts of milk rather than the customary wine. Further down the
road, James Ogden waved with the schoolboys, and another few miles down
the trail Gezong Ongdu waited. Albert remembered, "I rode up, got off my
mule, and said, 'Well, good-bye, Gezong.' He then held out of his hand, but
tears came to his eyes and he couldn't speak, so I just got on my mule and rode
away."60

Going Home
The Sheltons' caravan arrived in Tachienlu two days before Dr. Hardy's sedan
chair made it up the mountain from Luding. The three missionaries spent a day
becoming acquainted before the Sheltons headed east and Hardy began his journey across Kham."'

The Shcltons retraced their steps to the China coast, taking eight days to
reach Yian. The first stage was a wild raft ride of a hundred miles downstream
[he Dadu River." The Sheltons moved back down the Yangtze River, visiting with missionary friends at Chongqing and Yibin. When the hosts brought
oil imps into their bedroom, Flora Shelron became alarmed that they might explode and blew them out. She had become so accustomed to candles, the only
illumination available in the backcountry, that oil lamps seemed frightening.6'
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T H I S GREAT AWFUL C I T Y
F U U ~ O U 1910-1913
~~,

I think no man ever made a deeper impression upon those with whom he had to do.'
-Archibald

McLean

In December 1910, the Sheltons strolled on deck as the SS Mongolia steamed
.~
and Dorothy flaunted large hair bows
from Shanghai toward A m e r i ~ a Dorris
and Flora sported a fancy hat. Albert was rakish in his Stetson and dark turtlenecke3The Mongolia sailed to Yokohama to take on additional passengers, including Edward N. Crane, the vice- resident of a booming bathroom fixtures
and toiletries company in Newark, New Jersey. Crane was also a trustee of the
recently established Newark Museum. O n board the luxury liner, Crane and Dr.
Shelton struck up a friendship. When Albert talked of his Tibetan curios, Crane
immediately saw the possibilities for a Newark exhibit while Shelton arranged a
final home for his collection.
Afcer eighty-nine continuous days of travel from Batang, the Sheltons arrived
on the West Coast in early January 191 1.* America had changed in the seven
years since the Sheltons departed for China. The country had added 10 million
new citizens since they lefi, growing to over 92 million Americans.' America
continued to evolve from a laissez-faire society overseen by a self-selecting elite
to a country run from ~ a s h i n ~ t oThe
n . ~ongoing war between labor and u p i td sharpened. Endemic strikes swept the country, accompanied by violence and
disorder. Industrialization and urbanization continued their frantic pace. As
Albert crisscrossed the country speaking to church groups, the frenetic syncopation of ragtime issued from the nation's player pianos and the avant-garde tangoed and turkey-trotted. Vaudevillians and proto-flappers with turbans, bobbed
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hair, and lipstick-smudged cigarette holders began to set the fashion tone for the
Roaring Twenties. America was on the cusp of the Jazz ~ r a . '
Manudlfir YoungMissionaries recommended a nine-month furlough every four
years, but because of the length of the journey from remote Batang, the Sheltons
had waited seven long years before their year of furlough. It was supposed to be a
period for rest, family obligations, additional training for the field, and fundraising work.8 Ultimately, most of the missionaries' furlough time was absorbed by
fund-raising, which became a source of internal criticism. An independent board
formed to investigate the conditions of the foreign missions chided the societies
for their exploitative fund-raising expectations and their failure to plan or finance
the furloughs, forcing missionaries to depend on their own families for help during their home leave.9 Missionaries on leave often stayed with relatives, sometimes
moving from one to the other in a string of forced hospitality. Afier years of decorous mission life with a plethora of servants, the home-leave missionaries suddenly
found themselves living on the road in endless lecture tours and fund-raising campaigns. Some missionaries broke under the strain of the expectation^.'^
Dr. Albert Shelton soon joined the ranks of foreign missionaries crossing
America on promotional tours.' l During 191 1 Dr. Shelton worked with the
Million Dollar Campaign, headed by FCMS leader Abraham Cory, the namesake of Abe, Albert Shelton's beloved mule.12 The campaign was an outgrowth
of the missionary society's inability to raise enough funds for larger capital projects in China. The goal eventually became $6,300,000 and a thousand workers
in the foreign mission field. By the end of the campaign, the monetary goal was
met and over eight thousand young people had signed commitments to consider
missionary work. l 3
Stephen J. Corey, the secretary of the Foreign Christian Missionary Society,
wrote Flora about her husband's fund-raising efforts: "Shelton's a good chap. He
stirs the people up greatly in the rally campaigns. A modest, sturdy, two-fisted
fellow that talks right from the shoulder and gets down to 'brass tack^.'"'^

Crowds and Curios: The Newark Museum
While Albert Shelton was on the missionary circuit, the upcoming Newark Museum exhibit that Edward N. Crane had arranged was on his mind.15 The exhibit of his Tibetan curios took place in the recently constituted Newark
Museum, located in two rooms on the fourth floor of the Newark Public Library. The Tibetan exhibit was the third one held in the new museum. It was an
imnediate success. From February 14, 19 1 1, to the closing a little more than
four months later on June 22, more than two hundred people a day thronged
the museum to peer at the exotica from the Forbidden Kingdom.
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The Tibetan exhibit had barely opened when Crane and the board of trustees
began Strategizing to purchase Shelton's collection, understanding they might
Shelton evidently mentioned the Field Museum as a likely
have
urchaser. On February 18, 19 1 1, Edward Crane wrote to John Cotton Dana
P
about a letter from Shelton, "You can see from his letter that it is fortunate that
acted quickly and had the articles sent on to us without delay, and you will
also notice that the Field Museum people lost no time after they heard abour it
from China sources, to write to Dr. Shelton and ask that they be given a chance
m acquire them." Crane urged quick action. "I do not think we can act too
quicklyin the matter and believe we can arrange terms of payment satisfactorily
ifit is the desire of our people to acquire the exhibit, although nothing has been
said to Shelton along these lines."16 Shelton responded to Crane's subsequent inquiry about terms, "I have no desire to go into this business abour the curios in
a commercial spirit whatever. My only object in bringing the artifacts to this
country at all was that they might go to some Amrrican institution.""
As the Newark trustees scrambled to place a value on the esoteric Tibetan material, they consulted the Metropolitan, the American Natural History Museum,
Columbia University, Chicago's Newberry Library, and the Library of Congress.'' The institutions directed the Newark to Berthold Laufer at the Field
Museum as the only authority on Tibetan material in Arnerica.l9 When contacted, Laufer confirmed the importance of Shelton's artifacts and indicated the
price was reasonable given the "great difficulty" of collecting in Tibet and the
high cost of shipment.20
With the Newark exhibit nearing the end of its run, the Newark and Shelton
jockeyed for position. Crane wrote Dana, "I have just received word from Mr.
Shelton stating it will be all right regarding the payment for the Tibetan articles
being deferred somewhat. That it doesn't matter $the museum people want
them, and he states it would be no use to re-ship them under these circumstances. His idea was that there should be some decision made either for or
against, so he will know what to do."21
But fate intervened. Edward N. Crane unexpectedly died in the summer of
1911. His widow and son considered purchasing the collection as a memorial.
On September 2 1, 191 1, Dana, writing as the Newark Museum director, sent a
letter to the widow, Cordelia M. Crane. In the letter he assured her of the museum'~permanency and specified the conditions of the proposed gift, which included the agreement the collection would always be exhibited under the name
of the "Edward N. Crane Memorial." The museum agreed to return the collection t~ the eldest male Crane descendant should the museum ever disband. O n
October 16, 191 1, the Cranes signed the gift document giving the Newark MUScum the collection of "curios, paintings, books, and other objects assembled by

,

Dr. Albert L. Shelton, in Tibet, illustrating the life of the people of that little
known country, and secured as a loan of the Museum by the late Edward N.
Crane of this city, to be known as the Edward N. Crane Memorial, on the conditions hereinafter m e n t i ~ n e d . "Albert
~ ~ Shelton received two thousand dollars
for the collection.
The Newark Museum incorporated the one hundred and fifty Tibetan artifacts as part of its permanent collection. Tibetan religious objects formed about
two-thirds of the group. The artifacts included skull drums, ritual clothing,
prayer wheels, a bell and dove (ritual thunderbolt), butter lamps, and charm
boxes. Many of the objects listed the "Living Buddha of Batang," Shelton's identification for the Jo Lama, as the source. Shelton also listed as sources "mendi,,
cant priests, priests at the lamasery at Batang," and "a half-breed interpreter,
resident in Batang," his term for Gezong Ondu. A number of objects Shelton
noted as coming from the "Lamasery at Yaragong," without identification of a
person.
The great treasure of the collection was the ornate silver Wheel of the Law
Shelton bought from the Jo Lama. The wheel was an ancient Buddhist emblem
of royal sovereignty. Almost two feet high, wrought of pure Chinese silver, the
wheel depicted in repoussk sixteen rays emanating from a spinning sun. The
wheel sat on a pedestal of lotus petals that was slightly collapsed by the weight
of silver above it. The Jo Lama told Shelton it was the symbol of authority of a
Tibetan king who ruled under the Dalai Lama and was stolen from the king's
palace during the Nepalese invasion of the late eighteenth century."
The household objects ranged from bowls and pen cases to teapots and wine
flasks. Personal objects such as jewelry, gowns, boots, belts, and aprons also
formed part of the collection. Under the heading "Implements of Warfare and
Justice," the collection included a yak-hair rope used to tie the hands of condemned men and a beheading knife that Shelton obtained from a Chinese officer in the Hsiang-Ch'eng.
Dr. Albert Shelton also provided two hundred negatives to the museum for
photographic printing. Using a large, boxy tripod-mounted Graflex camera,
Shelton found photography to be another enveloping activity, with Gezong
Ongdu often serving as his a~sistant.'~
The photos exhibited the range of Shelton's interests in Kham. They included photos of Khampa life such as holiday
scenes, nomad tents, pilgrims, lamas, women washing clothes, and a beggar by
his cave. He photographed Tibetan houses, monasteries, inns, and bridges,
well as yaks, pack donkeys, and coracles. Scenes of eastern Tibet included villages, mountains, streams, and grazing herds. Exhibit photographs included a
baptism. Shelton sewing up a harelip, and numerous pictures of Shelton with
Tibetans noble and common.
&<

Bade Creek and the Missionary Hustings
Albert Shelton continued negotiations with the Newark while he had an opera[ion at J. H. Kellogg's celebrated Battle Creek Sanitarium in Michigan.25The retreat was suffused with an air of sober morality that contrasted with the high-life
as Sarasota Springs, New York or French Lick, Indiana. Dr. Kellogg
was the inventor of modern breakfast cereal, as well as a popular author on nutrition and various moral philosophies. His surgical skills, particularly relating
to
gastrointestinal system, were renowned. By Dr. Sheltoni visit, the Battle
Creek Sanitarium had grown into a combination medical b ~ a r d i n ~ h o u shose,
pits, religious retreat, country club, chautauqua, and spa-a vast, six-story Itdian Renaissance resort for the prosperously infirm (or nearly so).26 With its
elegant Christian setting and proximity to potential donors, Battle Creek was a
favorite of foreign missionaries.
In May 191 1, Shelton was back in Anthony, Kansas, where his parents had
settled. Perhaps based on his father's advice, Albert and Flora Shelton purchased
160 acres in Harper County, Kansas, mortgaging it for six hundred dollars. In
November 191 1, after the sale of his collection to the Newark Museum, the
Sheltons went back into the real estate market, purchasing several properties in
Anth~n~.~'
Albert Shelton returned to the missionary hustings. In July 191 1 he spoke at
the General Convention of the Disciples of Christ in Portland, Oregon about
the "last heathen nation of earth," where benighted Tibetans suffered under the
In the early fall Dr. Albert Shelton was on the road again to New York,
receiving specialized medical training at the New York Postgraduate Medical
School for his impeding return to Batang.

Bedlam in the Borderland: The Chinese Revolution
However, the Sheltons were not to return to Batang on schedule, as the situation in China and Tibet dramatically changed. "In the early fall of 19 1 1," Flora
wrote, "Dr. Sun Yat Sen at last succeeded in bringing about the revolution he
had spent so many years in instigating. The Chinese were successful in overthrowing the Manchu dynasty that had ruled absolutely for almost three hundred years."29 China was in chaos, ultimately precipitating a major shift of
power in eastern Tibet.
The October 191 1 Chinese revolution swiftly changed the situation in Tibet
and the borderlands. When the Republican revolt broke out, the Chinese garrison in Lhasa mutinied and attacked the amban's residence, capturing him. They
called on their fellow soldiers in Tibet to mutiny as well and return to Lhasa.

From his exile in India, the Dalai Lama organized a secret War Department and
urged armed rebellion against the Chinese. Eastern Tibet soon rose against [he
Chinese. Several Chinese garrisons mutinied, including one in Litang
looted the town and monastery. The Hsiang-ch'eng tribesmen again thundered
out of their high grasslands in revolt.
A few days afier Sun Yat Seni revolution began, the Chinese magistrate in
Batang advanced funds for the missionaries to leave immediately for the coast.
With telegraph lines down and rebellious tribesmen controlling the trade
routes, Batang was isolated from Sichuan proper. Tachienlu's China Inland
Mission workers and Roman Catholic priests and nuns fled to Batang for
safety, but the disorder had already preceded them. "Whippings, executions,
and punishments of all kinds were occurring daily under our eyes in the city,"
James Ogden wrote.30 With China in bedlam, the U.S. consul urged all inland
American residents to move to places of safety, primarily foreign enclaves
along the coast. The FCMS missionaries in Batang had ten days to secure their
belongings and abandon the town. Gezong O n d u brought yak-skin boxes for
storage, and the missionaries assigned a Tibetan caretaker to each house. Li
Gway Gwang, the Chinese-Tibetan boy the Sheltons had adopted, remained
behind.
The missionaries traveled south by horseback and sedan chair through
rugged robber country. It was a harrowing journey as they continued south, finally reaching the French Indochinese port at H a i ~ h o n gThere
.
the missionaries made their way to Hong Kong, where they caught a steamer to Shanghai.
Exhausted by their experience, the Ogdens sailed for America on Christmas
Day, 19 11. Within the year James Ogden was also a patient at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium, a victim of a nervous breakdown from the stress of mission promotion tours." Dr. William Hardy remained in China, working with the Red
Cross and a Presbyterian mission.

Furlough Travels and New Institutions
Given the chaotic situation in Kham, the Sheltons chose to remain in the
United States until some order returned. Flora and the girls stayed in Kansas as
Bert again took to the rails, traveling across the country with his tales of the Tibetan frontier. He told his transfixed audiences, "Tibet is the last hermit nation
on earth. It is sometimes called the roof of the world, the football of the nations,
the keystone of the arch of Asia, the home of the pope of Buddhism. Nobody
wants it, yet nobody wants any one else to have it. There is lies, the last stronghold of Satan, where paganism is making its last stand against the onward march
of the gospel."32
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&ved his persona philosophy in a "Laughter is a Medicine and
be Taken7'lecture. "There are two things about which I will never worry
my self. They are yesterday and tomorrow." He concluded by saying, "If you
to talk to me of your troubles, very well, 1'11 do so. But never ask me to talk
ofmine,for 1 won't do it! Never!""
Albert Shelton's diary in January 19 12 illustrated his life on the missionary
circuit. His journey began just after the New Year. When he arrived in Marion, Indiana on January 5 at midnight, he had already spoken in Muncie and
Chicago. On January 6 he spoke in Daleville and on January 8 he was Cleveland. On the tenth, he was in Hartford City, Indiana, and on the twelfth he
rode a sleigh to Washington, Illinois through two-below-zero weather to give
a talk.34
After seven years of living in the wild nature of eastern Tibet, the Sheltons
found the modern life of America a major departure. Flora wrote, "We were
not used to moving faster than a man could walk, and we had traveled
through country where absolute stillness reigned, unless it was the roar of a
river or the slide of an avalanche."35 In place of his vibrant life on the Tibetan
frontier, Albert Shelton entered the world of the hurried urban man. Paunchy
from banquet food and sedentary furlough life, he appeared stiff and dyspepHe wrote Flora from a hotel room in Pittsburgh about a local woman
dying in childbirth, calling it, "the tragedy of this great awful city."j7
Albert spent most of the early spring at Foreign Christian Missionary Society
headquarters in Cin~innati.~'Flora joined him for the annual convention
downriver in Louisville, where Albert spoke on "The Tibetan Field."j9 The
upper South and lower Midwest continued to be the bastion of the Disciples of
Christ. With the Disciples' Butler University and the Christian Woman's of Missions (CWBM) headquarters, Indianapolis was a major center. In 1910 Shelton's
Foreign Christian Mission Society and the Christian Woman's Board of Missions jointly opened the imposing College of Missions on the Butler campus.40
The college trained missionaries for the foreign field with courses in Oriental
languages and culture, including Tibetan. Indianapolis, Indiana became one of
the first places in America where students learned to speak Tibetan
Through 1912 Albert continued to fund-raise across the country at the same
breakneck pace. He wrote his wife from the Montrose hotel in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa in September 1912, "Went with a banker to country club for supper and
stayed till 10 o'clock then caught sleeper to Chicago. Waited in Chicago from 7
to 9:30 A.M. and then got here at 3:25 P.M." With the relentless cycle of fundraising, he began to revise his worth as a speaker and leader. He found a new status as a celebrated missionary whose homesteader background and future on the
Tibetan frontier deeply affected his rapt audiences. He wrote to Flora about a

fund-raising event, "They never heard of a missionary till last Sunday though
last night we took their breath away.""
When not on the road, Albert Shelton stayed with Flora and the girls in
Kansas. Dorris had sprouted into a long, skinny blond nine-year-old girl, a playmate for five-year-old Dorothy. Flora was far from idle during the furlough. Be.
mothering the girls, she wrote two books. Early in the furlough she
organized and wrote an introduction to A Messageffom Batang, Dr. Z. S . Lofiii
diary, which missionary publisher Fleming H. Revell published in 1911. On
April 13, 19 1 1, FCMS secretary Archibald McLean wrote to Flora, "Revell is
getting out Dr. Loftis journal. That should have a good sale; it will if it does not
cost too much. But you should write your book also. That also will do g~od."42
She took his advice, writing Sunshine and Shadow on the Tibetan Border, which
the Foreign Christian Missionary Society published in 1912. The influence of
Kansas domesticity was obvious in her use of an old Midwestern quilt pattern,
Sunshine and Shadow, as part of the book's title.
Dr. Shelton also hoped to write a book while on furlough, perhaps before he
understood the demands of the lecture and mission promotion tours. By the fall
of 19 12, Albert Shelton was much more reticent about writing a book. He wrote
to his wife about a Pennsylvania Secretary of Education who urged him to do a
book after hearing him speak, "I appreciated his interest but told him when my
words were put on paper they were not the same, etc."43
Missionaries generally wrote different types of material shaped for different
audiences. First, missionaries wrote relatively candid reports and letters to the
secretaries and boards of their mission societies. In these reports, they discussed
the goals, accomplishments, problems, and internal conflicts of the mission.
Missionaries also wrote for mission board publications aimed at their supporting churches and churchgoers. Like other missionaries, Shelton generally reported a lurid and anecdotal portrait of his life in Asia that contained little of
the ordinary and prosaic parts of daily reality. In this regard, he gave the SUPporters back home what they wanted: a titillating slice of the wild and barbaric
Orient.44
While the missionaries used the language and techniques of early twentiethcentury business systems, such as enumerations of converts, medical visits, and
Sunday school attendance, to communicate with their boards, the information
imparted in the non-board writing was highly anecdotal. Self-criticism or airing
of internal mission disorder in church-oriented or general-public writing was so
rare as to be extraordinary. The writers and editors crafted the writing to appeal
emotionally to the readers' hearts and pocketbooks. As with other foreign missionaries engaged in collecting artifacts in the field, Dr. Albert Shelton also
maintained an extensive correspondence that related to his museum and ethno-

graphic work.45Though collecting constituted a significant part of their time,
he Sheltons rarely mentioned it in their mission-related writing.
Bert also maintained extensive correspondence with Flora when separated
from her. He was a romantic and deeply in love. From his early courtship rnissives to furlough campaign letters a dozen years later, he closed most ofren with
heartfelt message. ''Ilove YOU beloved wife-I just want m take you in my
arms and kiss you and look into your arms and kiss you and look into your eyes.
With 111 my hearts love my Flo I love you." he wrote in 19 12.46Flora, in turn,
deeply loved her husband, though she was insecure about herself throughout
their marriage and fearful of their life on the Tibetan border.
On February 1 1, 19 13, Albert Shelton wrote to Flora to try to calm her: "I
don't know why you're having to suffer as you do. . . . I'll never never leave you
$God don't want me to go either. You know I want to go but I can say to you
now Sweetheart what perhaps I could not 2 months ago. That if you're not to
go back Sweetheart I can stay at home without a

,

an^."^'

During the furlough, the political situation in central Tibet and Kham became
even more disordered. When Albert Shelton clopped out of Batang for America
in October 1910, China was still the dominant player in Tibet, with large garrisons in Lhasa and other major Tibetan towns. The Dalai Lama was in exile in
India. The imperial government controlled western Kham with contingents of
Sichuan soldiers. By April 1912, the Tibetans succeeded in driving the Chinese
from Lhasa, and three thousand Chinese survivors marched to India to await
repatriation. Compelled by the dramatic shift of power, the Chinese Republicans telegrarnmed the Dalai Lama in exile in India to apologize for the excesses
of the Chinese troops and to restore his Chinese titles. The Ddai Lama retorted
he hadn't requested his former Chinese rank and announced he was going to exercise temporal and religious authority in Tibet without reference to the Chinese
government. In January 1913, the Dalai Lama reentered Lhasa, free of Chinese
troops and officials for the first time since the eighteenth century.
Soon after his return to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama proclaimed Tibet's independence and outlined the new relationship between China and Tibet. Noting the
historic cooperation between the two countries dating back to Genghis Khan,
he wrote, "A few years ago, the Chinese authorities in Szechuan and Yunnan
endeavored to colonize our territory. They brought in large numbers of troops
on the pretext of policing trade marts." Noting his flight to exile in India, the
Ddai Lama explained his attempts to convince the Manchu emperor that the
relationship between the countries was that of ~ r i e sand
t patron and not one of

subordination of one to the other. "I, too, returned safely to my rightful and
country," the Dalai Lama wrote, "and I am now in the process of driving our
the remnants of Chinese troops from D o Kham in eastern Tibet."48
The news of the Chinese revolution had ignited rebellion all across Kham by
1912, in spite of the Sichuan government's ill-advised strategy of circulating
photographs of Chao Erh-feng's severed head around the region to prove the republic's legitimacy. Instead, the Hsiang-ch'eng tribesmen revolted and drove out
most of the Chinese soldiers. In 19 12 they attacked Batang in some force, but
the Chinese forces held them off.49 Monks and tribesmen revolted in the Sangen, Draya, Gonjo, and Markam. In Chamdo, three thousand monks of the immense monastery there besieged the Chinese garrison from a commanding bluff
above the town. The Khampas cut the Chinese communication lines from the
Mekong River all the way back to the Sichuan border at Tachienlu. Armed nomads harried Chinese couriers and traffic along the trade routes.
Recognizing the danger, the Chinese Republican authorities determined to
gain control of eastern Tibet. In June 19 12, the successor to Chao Erh-feng, Yin
Ch'ang-heng, ordered the invasion of Kham by a vanguard of seven hundred
Sichuan troops, part of an eventual army of eight thousand sent to pacify Kham.
When the Chinese populace gathered in Chengdu to send off the troops, Yin
Ch'ang-heng decreed himself and his army to be invincible. He told the crowd
he was the vanquisher of Chao Erh-feng and had little to fear from the barbarian rabble in Kham. "I exposed the head of Butcher Chao in front of the army,"
he shouted.
By late July, Yin took Tachienlu with four thousand troops. The soldiers engaged in an orgy of destruction, looting the royal palace of the previously deposed king of Chala and wreaking havoc around the city.'' The king retreated
to tribal havens in the interior of his former state. The Chinese commander at
Chamdo weathered the attacks of the monks and took the monastery, destroying it wholly. The destruction of the Chamdo monastery, one of the Tibetans'
most important religious institutions, was never forgotten or forgiven." In place
of Chao's strict discipline, Yin's men were unrestrained by their officers. Their
depredations lefi a particularly resentful legacy among the ~ i b e t a n s . ' ~
In early September, Yin reported to Republican officials that the main roads
east of Batang were open and he anticipated pacifying the country west of
Batang in short order. Yin, however, was not entirely candid. He lacked sufficient men to execute his strategy effectively against a hostile populace, and rivalries with other provincial warlords prevented reinforcement from Yunnan.
British consul Louis King informed his government that Chinese control was far
from unchallenged even in the environs of Tachienlu. By the end of 1912, repeated sorties by armed nomads had bogged down Yin's offensive. Armed with

modern dfles captured from the Chinese, the Hsiang-ch'eng tribesmen again
controlledthe Jung Lam, where Yin faced not only the insurgent Tibetans, but
Chinese troops still loyal to the Manchu imperial authorities.
Bowing to the realities of the situation, the Chinese abandoned hope of reLhasa. Instead, they revived Chao's dream of establishing the new Chinese province of Sikang (Xikang), which would encompass Kham and extend far
into central Tibetan territory previously considered to be the bailiwick of the
Ddai Lama's government. But the Chinese had little reason to believe they
could even hold the entirety of Kham.
The Tibetan fortunes, on the other hand, were improving. Prior to 1913,
[herewere only about three thousand soldiers in the Tibetan army, for the most
part untrained in modern techniques and equipped with distinctly out-of-date
equipment.As part of an overall program of modernization, the Dalai Lama ordered the expansion and upgrading of the army. He dispatched four regiments
to Kham under the command of the Kalon Lama to repel the Chinese forces.
He also gave instructions to raise local militia from among the Khampa tribesmen. In the military actions that followed, the Chinese were driven back from
their forward positions in the eastern reaches of central Tibet to a rough frontier line at the western edge of Kham. It was clear that the insurrection in Kham
and the Chinese attempt to suppress it had escalated into a war between the
Dalai Lama's army and the weakened Chinese forces.53After the opening actions, a stalemate emerged in eastern Tibet. Along the western border of Kharn,
the two belligerents faced one another. The Chinese defended a line defined by
their garrison towns at Chamdo and Batang while the Tibetans held a line to the
west on the divide between the Salween and Mekong rivers.54
Back in America, Albert and Flora Shelton faced some harsh realities as they
debated their return to Kham. The situation had radically changed. Chinese authority in eastern Tibet that the missionaries previously depended upon had
eroded to the point of impotence. The FCMS missionaries had to reach an understanding with ascendant Tibetans if they were going to reach their great goal
of Lhasa-or even continue their station in Batang.

Return to Tibet
In spite of her misgivings, Flora acceded once again to her husband's yearnings
for Tibet." As Albert Shelton prepared to return to Tibet, he began to order the
mountain of supplies to sustain them in the far hinterlands. The missionaries
had also decided to construct houses and a hospital on eight acres of land that
Ogden and Hardy leased from the local Chinese official in 191
Dr. Shelton
related, "We were to build and it had become necessary to ~rovidethe glass.
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hinges, screws, nails, roof, paint, etc., which could not be secured in the field.I
also took back with me at the time furnishings for the hospital-beds, an operating-table, medicine, etc."" While in Chicago on a fund-raising swing, Shelton arranged for the massive shipments from Montgomery Ward, the China
missionaries' great purveyor.
America was good to Flora and Albert Shelton. Crowds thronged his lectures.
With the publication of her two books and missionary periodical articles, Flora
Shelton had the verification she needed to continue her writing and translation
work. Albert Shelton's photography and Tibetan artifact collection opened new
doors. Not only did he have access to cultured museum people and a wealthy
group of collectors, the sale of his objects also brought his family some degree
of previously unattainable financial security. During Dr. Shelton's three- ear hrlough, his image changed. He was now a missionary-hero, revered and respected
by the good Christian ~ e o p l eof America, who opened their hearts and checkbooks to his message of Tibet. Shelton's past as a homesteader boy harkened
back to deeply held myths of the American frontier. His life as a pioneer missionary doctor in Tibet resonated with their hopes for an expansive American
future.

C H A P T E R

T E N

SHATTERED CHARMS
A N D N E W PERSPECTIVES

We're u d r war conditions and worse,'

-Alberc Shelcon

Wrapped in a sheet, Dr. Albert Shelton spent his first night back in China tossing and turning on the lawn of a Shanghai mission. Traveling in advance of his
family, who were visiting with relatives on the West Coast, Shelton arrived in
Shanghai in the torrid heat of mid-August. The east China heat drove him onto
the front lawn for some relief, but he found little there either: "Every mosquito
in Eastern China, hearing that I had just returned from America in rather a corpulent state, came to have a feast."2 The years of fund-raising dinners and train
travel had broadened the formerly trim frontier doctor considerably.
After only one night in Shanghai, he fled to the cool heights of Kuling
(today's Lushan), a summer resort that ~ e r c h e dat about thirty-five hundred feet
in the mountains of Jiangxi Province. A bit of the West in the Chinese mountains, Kuling was a foreign hill station of quaint limestone cottages, south German houses, little French-style churches, guesthouses such as the Fairy Glen
Hotel, and classic Victorian wooden manses encrusted with elaborate gingerbread trim. Thousands of missionary families and prosperous expatriates made
it their summer home, sequestering themselves by denomination and nationd'V into discrete enclaves.
Shelton rendezvoused in Kuling with his Batang colleague, Dr. W i l l i ~
Hardy. Hardy brought his new wife, Nina Pdmer Hardy, a Disciple of Christ

missionary he met while working in eastern China. Inspired by the heroic tales
of Dr. Susie Rijnhart, Nina Palmer attempted to volunteer for missionary work
to Tibet, but single missionary women weren't allowed in remote stations such
as Batang3 Another FCMS missionary couple bound for Batang, Harold and
Josephine Baker, joined the group at Kuling. The Bakers had volunteered for
Tibet duty in Nashville, Tennessee, traveling to China in 1912 to begin their
language study.4 Dr. Shelton's cook-cum-medical assistant, Johnny, also arrived
in Kuling, returning to the mission after a stint as a Chinese army doctor.5
The Republican revolution continued to roil China into 1913. Republican
president Yuan Shih-k'ai, a former imperial military man and head of the most
effective Republican army, dissolved the Republican parliament in early 1913,
replacing the democratic body with an administrative council. In spite of his
moves, Yuan retained the approval of the Christian missionary community. Ever
smitten by an iron fist, the missionaries saw Yuan as a powerful military link to
the Manchu government's Westernizing reforms.
Though the Republican revolution profoundly altered Chinese society and
politics, it had little effect on Chinese policies or attitudes toward Tibet. The
year prior, Yuan Shih-k'ai had decreed his concept of the "Five Races": Chinese,
Manchu, Mongol, Muslim, and Tibetan together peopling the territory of
greater China. Yuan stated the Chinese would stop oppressing the Mongols and
Tibetans and would institute a policy of strict egalitarianism. In turn, Yuan demanded, "Mongolia and Tibet should therefore all the more follow the wishes
of the people as a whole, and should maintain peace and good order." In August
19 12, the Chinese government revived Chao Erh-feng's dream of establishing
the new province of Xikang in the eastern Tibetan borderlands.
O n August 25, 19 13, the Batang missionaries convened the organizationd
meeting of the Tibetan Christian Mission (TCM), as they named the reconstituted FCMS Batang station. From China Inland Mission workers in Kham,
they learned Chinese soldiers had looted the dispensary and the Ogdens' house
in Batang. "If this is true," Dr. Hardy wrote to Archibald McLean, ~t means
that all of our instruments are gone-a very serious loss indeed-and also our
stock of drugs as well as Mr. Ogden's house personal belongings."6 The group
debated returning to Batang, eventually deciding scouts should ~roceedwith
care to Tachienlu.' A few days later, Dr. Hardy wrote the American consul apprising him that the Shelton and Hardy families were returning to Tachienlu, as
they couldn't assess conditions from Kuling.'
In October 1913, Flora and the girls arrived in Kuling. A few days later, the
Hardy and Shelton party began the gueling trip back to Tibet. The Bakers lingered behind as their young baby was too frail to trave1.l The missionaries
steamed the thousand miles up the Yangtze to Yichang, where they dighted to
(G.

the mountain of baggage and freight. Their thirty tons of cargo included
their personal belongings, materials for the new hospital, two dwellings, and the
immense
of supplies for years on the frontier. During their Yichang
,~,s one of the large warehouses in the foreign treaty port burned, threatening
all of their belongings. The missionaries carried their steamer trunks from the
blve md sat on them to prevent thefi while watching the firefighters. Flora rejoiced, "the invaluable flannel underwear for ourselves and babies, which
not be bought for love nor money in the interior, were still with us."1°
Western technology had conquered the Yangtze rapids in the interim since
their first ascent of the river, and the Sheltons took a small steamer, cutting the
journey from thirty days of junk travel to five by steamboat. However, the slow
argo boats necessitated a two-month stay in Chongqing to await their baggage.
In January 1914, Albert wrote from Chongqing to a Disciple in America, "Lots
of executions these days here over 100 decapitations this month so far. We hope
to get to Batang before April.""
await

The Simla Convention and the New Tibetan Army
With the Chinese-Tibetan borderland in bedlam and the political situation in
Tibet in uncertain flux, the British attempted to become ostensible mediators in
the Chinese-Tibetan dispute. The British hoped to calm a situation on their Indian flank by forcing the Chinese to clarify their rights and intents in Tibet, particularly in regard to the borders between China, Tibet, and Assam. Accordingly,
the British ~roposeda tripartite conference composed of China, Tibet, and
Britain. Tibet readily agreed to the conference in mid-19 13. With some reluctance from the Chinese, all three arranged to attend the conference at Simla in
British India.
In October 1913, the three governments' envoys convened at Simla. The
military situation had dramatically changed since the summer. Undermanned
and harassed, the Chinese army was on the defensive in Kham. Expansive afier
their triumphs in eastern Tibet, the Tibetans at the Simla conference demanded
complete control of their internal affairs. With the exception of bona-fide merchants, all Chinese were to be barred from Tibet, even the ambans and their escort. The Tibetans further claimed territorial administration over Kham all the
way to Tachienlu, thousands of square miles of land the Chinese had controlled
for more than a century.
The Chinese envoy, Chen I-fan, countered with terms that included a claim
on Tibet "as an integral part of the Republic of China." Tibet should have no
bilateral foreign relations except through the Chinese government. Further, the
Chinese retained the right to station an amban in Tibet with an escort of

rwenty-six hundred soldiers. The Chinese also contended the Chinese-Tibetan
boundary should be at Giamda, a bare hundred miles east of Lhasa. East to west,
the two claims for the territorial boundary differed by about a thousand miles.12
The British and Tibetan interests overlapped in many regards but differed in
some important ones. The British had little interest in a truly independent Tibet
that could form unilateral alliances with countries such as Russia, favoring instead a self-governing Tibet that was nominally under a tightly circumscribed
Chinese influence. Seeing Tibet as some sort of medieval Himdayan Switzerland whose faux neutrality they could control, the British wanted to be Tibet's
exclusive Western relation. To accomplish their goals, Britain sought to maintain a paternal oversight over Tibet, filtering in appropriate news of the outside
world, keeping a watchful eye out for unhealthy intrigues, and discouragingdisruptive guests such as sportsmen and missionaries.13
Initially the British government supported the Tibetans' boundary line just
west of Batang. Senior British diplomat Sir Henry McMahon proposed a
boundary line between China and the Dalai Lama-controlled Tibet that was
along the east bank of the Salween to the west of Batang. In turn, the Chinese
would give up religious control in southern Kham, with the monasteries at
Litang and Batang regaining their authority. The British home government approved McMahon's territorial concepts, but the proposals were less appealing to
the Tibetans and Chinese.
McMahon managed to keep the Chinese at the bargaining table only by noting the Tibetans' desire to return to combat in eastern Tibet (perhaps with
British aid). McMahon further insinuated the British intent to negotiate a bilateral agreement with Tibet should the Chinese withdraw from the conference.
By the end of April 1914, after months of fruitless negotiations over boundaries,
the hopes for the tripartite conference came to naught. When the Chinese stuck
to their original territorial claims, the Tibetans withdrew some of their previous
concessions. In spite of last-minute British maneuvering, the Chinese foreign office repudiated the agreement and boundary line that emerged from the conference, which British and Tibetan envoys had signed and the Chinese envoy
initialed.
The British persevered with their diplomatic efforts into July 1914, signing the
trade agreements with the Tibetans along with an understanding relating to the
Tibetan-Assam border. Ever the mercantilists, the British left the Simla conference
with some commercial rewards. The Tibetans agreed to allow British trade agents
to carry on their business throughout the country. The agreement established market towns in Tibet that acted much like extraterritorial inland treaty ports, Lhasa
implicitly permitting Indian tea to be imported. The nineteenth-century British
tea scouts had at last undermined the ancient Chinese brick tea monopoly."
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However, a bilateral agreement Was not going to be sufficient in the long
term. T~ build a strong, ostensibly independent Tibet capable of resisting the
Chinese and acting as a buffer state for the Indian border, McMahon recommended the British supply the Tibetans with several thousand rifles and a halfmillion rounds of ammunition. McMahon further suggested the British send
military instructors to train the Lhasa army, along with British surveyors, geologist~,
and physicians.l 5 By September 19 14, the arms and instructors were on
the way to Lhasa. Soon a revitalized and well-equipped Tibetan army marched
,at to Kham. It was a uniquely Tibetan-British model. Dressed in British uniformswith puttees, pith helmets, and polished Sam Browne belts, British- and
lndian-trainedTibetan officers barked commands in English. Scottish bagpipes
swirled out the marching music for the Tibetan conscripts shouldering their new
British rifles.16 However, the traditional yak trains of wives, children, and household baggage still accompanied the Tibetan forces, which resembled "a migrating Tartar horde," according to one British officer. l'
With the Kalon Lama, the governor of eastern Tibet and commander of the
Tibetan army, at loggerheads with the Sichuan forces in Kham, the British recognized that to be the flash point. To keep tabs on the region, consular official
relied on the missionaries to be intelligence gatherers in the borderlands, just as
the U.S. War and State departments used the Batang missionaries to keep an eye
on the frontier.''
Missionary-spies were not such a startling idea given the interweave of militarism, trade, and religion that characterized Western imperialism in China.
From the early days of Western colonialism in China, missionaries served as interpreters and guides for diplomats and military men. As with the central Asian
explorers, missionaries were a hybrid species who served, depending on the circumstances, as geographers, political agents, commercial scouts, linguists, diplomats, soldiers, and spies. Given Kham's location on the outskirts of the Chinese
empire, the Western foreign services depended on the missionaries for regular
appraisals of political and military conditions. The few Western diplomatic and
military men sent into the Tibetan marches relied heavily on missionaries to act
as guides and translators. l 9

The b a d Home to Kham
The upper Yangtze remained intractable as ever as the Sheltons took houseboats
from Chongqing to Leshan. At Ya'an, they transferred to sedan chairs for the upcountry journey to Tachienlu, followed by three hundred coolies toting the mission's thirty tons of freight.*' Crossing the great iron link bridge at Luding, they
turned west over the snow-covered passes. Flora recorded in her journal, "Snow
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cold & lonesomeness everywhere but withal grandeur untellable: We reached
Tachienlu March 17th & were glad to get there."21
"It was like going back home," she wrote.22 But Tachienlu was a different
home with a new name-the Republicans had renamed the town
h.
riving in the wake of the Republican Chinese invasion, the missionaries found
parts of the city burned and the king's palace in ruins. In addition, British consul Louis King, who pioneered Kham for the Foreign Service, had taken up residence. Initially sent to Chengdu, with secret instructions to travel to Tachienlu
and report on Chinese troop movements, King opened the Tachienlu station in
1913. He traveled widely in the marches intelligence gathering.23 Flora wrote,
"Mr. King the English Consul located at Tachienlu is a queer piece indeed."24
Suspicious of Britain's incursions into Tibetan affairs, the missionaries feared the
British might close their eastern gateway into Tibet as they had done on the Indian side.
The entire mission finally assembled in Tachienlu when the Ogdens and B&ers arrived about a month later. Slowed by convalescences, the Ogdens hadn't
sailed from the United States until January 1914. Without the impediment of
the mission freight, however, the Ogdens and Bakers had traveled much faster
than the Sheltons and Hardys.
O n June 15, 1914, the Tibetan Christian Mission convened for a meeting,
electing James Ogden president and Nina Hardy again to be secretary. With his
new language skills, Harold Baker took the task of Chinese evangelism while
Jarnes Ogden assumed responsibility for Tibetan evangelism, the school, and direction of language study. Minnie Ogden took the assignment for work with the
Batang women. Fettered by their lack of early language training, the Hardys
were assigned language study. Flora took responsibility for teaching the missionary children and music. Albert was put in charge of medical work and house
repair, and he received approval to itinerate for a year.25
A substantial missionary contingent was returning to Batang. Whereas only
two families worked in temporary quarters before, eight adults and five children were now planning to be in a large mission post constructed to their
specifications. But given the problems of transport and dangers of the road, it
was too large a group to travel together. "It was decided that one family at a
time should go over the road, because of the number of men and the size of
the caravan, and the smallness of the rest houses," Flora wrote. The Sheltons
prepared to go by the northern route again. Albert noted it was the only alternative, "as the Chinese officials absolutely refused permission to travel by
the southern route, one of the French Fathers having been killed near Lira%
by robbers the day previous. He was not only killed, but his body was badly
m~tilated."~~

~ ~ ~ ~by Chinese
~ ~ ~soldiers,
n i thee Sheltons
d
and Hardys slowly proceeded
west by muleback and sedan chair." It was a hard trip for the Chinese coolies.
unused to the high altitudes, they had only thin clothes and no bedding or covJames Baker wrote, "We gave them everything we could spare, but they still
had to sleep at the end of the hard day's work with nothing on their bodies save
one thickness of summer clothes. O n the other hand we had woolen blankets
and bedding in abundance, SO much, in fact, that at times its weight made sleeping uncomfortable."28
The mission's freight caravan of 169 yaks was sent the shorter southern route.
Men and transport animals conscripted under the ukz system provided the baggage transport. Ukz was a Tibetan system that required each locale along Kham's
trails to provide a predetermined number of pack animals and tenders for a
nomind sum (often less than half of the true value) to officials and travelers who
held government permits. A British official noted, "Missionaries and other foreign travelers in Chinese Tibet often employ ukz, for unless they employ their
own caravans no other means of locomotion are available. This does not tend to
increase their popularity with the natives."29
It was a lurching, spasmodic journey to Batang, filled with trepidation. In
one village, they encountered a French priest who had survived being tied to a
monastery gate for eighteen days. Caravan workers told them about tortures the
Tibetans inflicted on Chinese prisoners: "Some were skinned alive. Others cut
in pieces when they were alive & fed to the birds & others rolled in a green s h n
& laid in the sun."30At one monastery town, Flora quaked when she found herself surrounded and without Albert. "I was truly frightened, for hundreds of
lamas come around the doors and gateways, staring at the queer white people."31
Nina Hardy suffered a particularly hard passage. Her chairmen ran off after
six days, and she had to ride a horse. Unable to handle the horse, the missionaries hired Tibetans to carry her chair, but that failed. Eventually the missionaries made a seat out of a washboard and suspended it from poles. She rode the
washboard the last three hundred miles to
After twenty-nine days of travel across Kharn, the Sheltons arrived in Batang
on July 17, 1914. They had been gone almost four years. "We were home once
more," Flora wrote, "but there was dust and dirt everywhere." The baggage also
arrived safely, with the exception of Flora's new cook stove, which robbers u p t u d . Flora wrote, "I presume they thought it was ammunition and strewed it
over the mountainside. All that reached Batang were the lids, legs, and
lif~r."~
There
'
had been fighting around the city, and thieves had looted the
Shelton house of everything except books and pictures.34 The robbers, primarily Chinese soldiers, also stole the medical supplies and dispensary instruments.
Following precedents dating back to the unequal treaties after the Opium Wars,
*,,

the missionaries petitioned to the Chinese government for reparations,
the Chinese government eventually paid after the missionaries withheld
payments.35
The Sheltons moved back into the mill house beside the river, and the other
missionaries scattered through town in rented quarters. Once back in Elatang
dealing with house rehabilitation, Shelton's aversion to construction must have
resurfaced. At the November 2, 1914 meeting, the Tibetan Christian Mission
resolved, "That Dr. Shelton be released from repairing Tibetan houses."36

Disorder in the Borderlands
A serious revolt broke out in Draya in the summer of 1914, coinciding with another uprising in the Hsiang-ch'eng. The Chinese suppressed both revolts. They
used particular brutality in Draya, where they surrounded the large monastery
of Yemdo and burned it, exterminating a mass of Tibetans talung refuge there.
Following their conquest, the Chinese laid waste to the surrounding villages and
c ~ u n t r ~ s i d eAt
. ~ the
' request of a Chinese general, Dr. Shelton traveled ten days
to the northwest to Draya, where many were wounded. Anxious to move
quickly, Shelton requested a fast-moving escort of fifty Chinese soldiers. Unwilling to wait for one swollen river to recede, Shelton's group crossed the river
behind a breakwater of a hundred yaks driven into the stream by villagers to
break the current.
Once he arrived in Draya, Shelton performed operations for ten days.'' He
was practicing medicine in a medieval war zone. Around him were the horrors
of vicious warfare. Heads of victims dangled from tree branches, and the Chinese had used a giant iron tea cauldron to boil three Tibetans to death." "Three
of them had one after another been placed in this cauldron in cold water, tied
hand and foot, but with their heads propped up, and then a fire built under the
cauldron and slowly brought to a boil. The skeletons were lying bare on the
stones near by, the flesh having all been eaten by the dogs." Some of the Tibetan
prisoners had been covered in oil and burned to death; others were drawn and
quartered by ~ a k hitched
s
to arms and legs. The Chinese had sent the balance
of the Tibetan prisoners back with their hands cut off.
While returning home to Batang, Shelton encountered a caravan worker
whom robbers had attacked a half-hour before. The man was beside the road
with a long deep gash in his head where a knife had passed through his skull!
leaving his throbbing brain in plain sight. Shelton cleaned and sewed the
wound, leaving him lying on the grass where they found him. "Such is some of
the medical work that a doctor in this outpost, with no other doctor within
seven hundred miles, is called upon to do.040
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Kham was not the only part of the Tibetan-Chinese frontier in upheaval, nor
were the Tibetan Christian Mission workers the only missionaries in peril. In the
Gansu grasslands to the north, Muslims revolted against Chinese Republican
rule and attempted to form alliances with the Tibetans along the northwestern
borderwith China. In the Tibetan ethnic region of Amdo, William Christie and
his Christian & Missionary Alliance missionaries suffered the attacks of [he warlord White Wolf's renegade army during his hdf-year rampage. Besieged by
White Wolf's men in a mission compound, William Christie escaped death only
when a Chinese Christian woman gave herself to the bandits. The Chinese Republican army killed White Wolf by chance in 1914, and his brigand army
melted away. The same year the Chinese sent a punitive column into Amdo after
a bandit raid by a Tibetan tribe, an action that threatened to escalate the dispute
into a northern border war. Acting as an intermediary, missionary Christie was
instrumental in negotiating a cease-fire.4'
By the end of 1914, Sichuan Viceroy Yin Ch'ang-heng was no longer a factor in the Tibetan marches. Republican officials summoned Yin to Beijing,
where they summarily deposed him. His successor was Chang Yi, another warlord whom the Republican government expected to light a fire under the Chinese forces in eastern Tibet. Instead, Yi was notable in his timidity Ten thousand
freshly trained and well-equipped Tibetan troops stood along the eastern Tibetan border facing a demoralized and bedraggled Chinese army.42
The Chinese continued to control major parts of Kham, dispatching officers
who proved to be interested in little but feathering their nests with onerous taxes
. ~ ~ some precarious order in central and eastern Kham, the
on the T i b e t a n ~With
Chinese enticed the Tibetans to the conference table in Tachienlu, though little
came from the talks. During the summer, the Chinese foreign office in Beijing
also approached British diplomats with an offer to sign the Simla draft agreement earlier worked out. Afier considering the offer, the senior British diplomats chose not to reopen the discussions. Failing to convince the British to open
negotiations, the Chinese again approached the Tibetans, particularly in eastern
Tibet. The Chinese overtures in eastern Tibet alarmed the Dalai Lama's government officials, who didn't want to give up their military advantage until they
had resolved the boundary issues with the C h i n e ~ e . ~ ~

The Pure Air of J@g
In spite of the simmering hostilities along the border, the Tibetan Christian M ~ s sion began settling down, except for the itinerating Albert Shelton. "The year
began as many do," Flora wrote in her diary, "Bert not at home as he had gone
'0 Atunze on Dec. 29tk1."~' Bert traveled south to Atunze to get cash, as currency
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could be transported only with large and heavily armed escorts from the faraway
money centers. Local merchants in Atunze, Tachienlu, and Batang would take
promissory notes in exchange for cash, except when bandit tribes swarmed the
roads.46 Flora wrote in her diary, "Hope the time he is away has no excitements,
I do not care for anything out of the ordinary, but would like to live a very uneventful life with no rash doings intermi~ed."~'
Albert started the journey by whirling down the rushing Yangtze in a large
yak-skin coracle, a round boat made of a frame of lashed branches covered with
skins. In two hours, he traveled farther than he could have in five or six hours
on horseback. The second day he climbed out of the valley. "At that time of
it is very cold but the sun is usually bright and the air dry, so that it is very pleasant," he recalled." Atunze, the monastery town where the Jo Lama had previously lived, was a caravan town, where trails crossed from south in Yunnan and
west to Lhasa. O n the trail, Shelton encountered some of the violence plaguing
the country-a
young child bayoneted and thrown to the side; a partially
burned grandmother lying dead, one of a dozen family members slaughtered in
a tribal feud. The road through the Mekong canyon was sometimes a hundred
feet above the river, nothing more than rough planks laid on stakes driven into
the stone. "Occasionally a man goes over, horse and all, and when he does, there
is just the plunk," Albert wrote.49
Hungry for a change from their monotonous diet, the missionaries especially welcomed Shelton's return to Batang. H e brought "some fruit, oranges,
raisins, beans & rice," his wife noted. In June the mission voted to buy the
Shelton's mill house from the Chinese official.50They also decided to move forward with the great building project on Japoding Hill, which included a hospital and two residences.
Shelton again managed a crew of woodcutters in the forests above Batang, as
well as twenty mud builders, cement makers, lime burners, plasterers, and carpenters. The problems of construction again bedeviled Albert Shelton. Flora
Shelton confided to her diary, "Housebuilding is too much for Berti nerves, &
he has just about to quit sleeping. They are so worrisome & steal so much of the
wood."51 A few days later she wrote, "Bert is up in the mountains for a day's rest
to see if he could forget a few cares while he is gone."52
Through the spring of 1915, the construction on Japoding Hill continued.
The missionaries arranged to build their Christian bastion on an old Chinese
cemetery.53Ogden and Hardy had the graves dug out of the jumble of rocks and
brambles before the fleeing from the revolution. During the revolution, more
bodies were buried there. In early May 1916, the missionaries sought estimates
from the Chinese official to disinter the new graves.'4 The Westerners use of old
cemeteries was another source of tension in China. In 1874 there was a riot I n

shanghai when the French attempted to put a road through a cemetery. Similar
brawls erupted when foreign railroads tried to drive tracks through Chin=
In the Chinese view, foreign desecration of a cemetery disturbed the
bones of venerated ancestors, a sin as heinous as disrupting, the omnipresent
fpng-shui.
The missionaries contracted for workmen to grade and terrace the hillside,
levelingit into small fields, building sites, and gardens.55 As the hill was without natural water (which indeed was one of the reasons the Chinese authoriries
were willing to lease it), the missionaries arranged for a flume to be built from
a tributary of the Batang River that was more than a mile away. For the cost of
under a thousand dollars, the builders curled the wooden water race around a
diff face and spanned gullies and washes with wooden aqueducts to bring water
to the compound. The watercourse ran right in front of the hospital. From
there, the mission workers hauled the water into the buildings.56 The water
quickly raised the value of the land and allowed the missionaries to cultivate
lawns of Kentucky bluegrass, ornamental shrubs, and an orchard of apple trees
that later became the basis of one of the valley's major cash crops.
On the advice of an English missionary Shelton met while steaming up the
Yangtze, the T C M decided to build in a somewhat amended Tibetan style. The
missionaries ~ o s i t e dthe buildings would be more familiar to the local people,
who would theoretically then be amenable to visiting the mission for services.
The missionaries also felt their construction techniques would teach lessons in
Western sanitation, aesthetics, and building.
High mud walls began to rise on Japoding Hill as Tibetan workers swarmed
the scafFolds, pounding adobe into wooden forms. In place of the muchmaligned Tibetan mud roofs, the missionaries erected Chinese-style tile roofs
and metal roofs hauled from the United States. Glass windows, carefilly shipped
from America, filled the wooden window frames. The Tibetan Christian Mission was a Western outpost on the far Tibetan frontier, another expression of the
grand presumptuousness and unfettered idealism that characterized so much
missionary business in China. "What a change from the stench of the streets to
the pure air of Japoding!" Minnie Ogden wrote. "Presses to hang your clothes
in, cupboards in the kitchen, a pantry, and a bath room!"57
The missionaries began a number of programs. They included a kindergarten
and Women's and Children's Work, which involved home visits by Minnie
Ogden and a local woman to new mothers and babies. Jarnes Ogden ran the mission school for thirty-two students, teaching basics and industrial training in coloring, soap- and shoe-making. Harold Baker established a rug-making business
with the idea of developing a self-sustaining business. By the summer of 19 15
there were over two hundred rugs in inventory-idence
of high production

and low demand. The annual report stated, "Mrs. Shelton did an excellentjob
translating. A booklet on wine-drinking has been printed."
Baker and Ogden continued their evangelical work in the valley. Harold
Baker focused on distributing tracts to local Tibetan leaders, both lamas and laymen, and gave Sunday services in Chinese, attended by sixty to one hundred
people, most soldiers from the fort. The annual report noted, "50 have a desire
to become Christians, mostly merchants and working men, but they have
rior thoughts."58 Flora reflected on the missionaries' attempts to regiment the
Tibetan children with Sunday school, "Such a lot of Tibetan kids as we get at
S.S. We are trying to teach them to march but its like getting a swarm of bees
to keep time to music."
The T C M also funded Dr. Shelton's travels, with Dr. Hardy taking over all
Batang medical work so Shelton could concentrate on itinerati~n.~'
His journeys took him through areas where no Westerner had ever set foot, doctoring,
collecting artifacts, and dispensing the gospel in equal measure. His retinue
most often included his teacher-interpreter Gezong Ongdu and Li Gway
Gwang. Once encamped, the missionaries erected a large white tent with Tibetan characters on the side and began healing and preaching.60 With his native
language skills, Li could preach in either lucid Tibetan or Chinese.ll
By the fall of 19 15, the hospital construction became daunting. A buckwheat
harvest the missionaries had counted on for construction wages failed due to an
early frost, necessitating a slowdown in work. In November Shelton's medical assistant, Johnny, resigned, the first of a number of instances in which he or the
assistant Bu quit his position. By December, in spite of the labors of 300 coolies
and 169 yaks, the builders began to run short on materials.
In spite of new quarters, Batang continued to be a perilous post. A sharp
earthquake shook the town in 1915. Led by a rebel Chinese officer, Hsiangch'eng tribesmen and mutinying Chinese soldiers revolted again at the end of
1914. The winter brought no respite, as the Hsing-ch'eng used the traditional
raiding season to attack the trade routes. In the spring, they broke out of the
Hsiang-ch'eng and captured Tachienlu. Louis King and two CIM missionaries
stepped forward to negotiate with the rebels who swept down the Jung Lam.
The rebels responded by firing several rounds in their direction and kidnapping
them. When the rebel leader threatened them with death, King archly advised
him of 'the inadvisability of allowing the expression of such opinions." Negotiations were successful. Tachienlu escaped major destruction and the Foreign Service lauded King for his daring. But once again the foreigners were pawns in the
complex games of the border.62
The rebel force continued east on the Jung Lam from Tachienlu into Sichuan
proper, eventually dissipating into the bands of brigands who preyed on the
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riches of the Sichuan plains. When the rebel force finally dispersed, the Chinese
retook ~ ~ ' h i e n land
u the trade routes, more by default than by f0rcc.~3
Batang faced more than the renegade Tibetan tribesmen and newly strengthenedTibetan army. The Republican soldiers in Batang, perennially unpaid and
restive,revolted against a Republican officer. Perhaps seeking some peace from
[he unrest, Flora gloried in the aftermath: "Some 200 of the military men in the
rebelled against the usurper, he got the best of them & beheaded the
whole 200! Such ability is worthy of Chao Er Feng!""
In the summer, the Chinese authorities recalled many of their officers out of
the Khampa country and the Tibetan army officials incited the tribesmen to revolt, fraying a few missionary nerves in the process.65As in other parrs of China,
[he threat of kidnapping hung over the mission. The Catholic mission in Batang
once again burned, driving the aging French priest into a fit of terror. Flora
wrote, "The poor distracted old priest was being held by the Chinese soldiers so
that he could not throw himself in the flames and be destroyed." Concerned
that the fire might frighten Flora as her husband was away, the Chinese commander sent eight men to reassure her. When they found the gate barred, they
broke it down to ask if she was afraid. "With my teeth chattering, I assured them
that I was not, but the truth is I was more afraid of them than of the Tibetans
or of the fire either."66
The local Chinese garrison proved to be a seasonal menace. Long before the
harvest each year, the starving Chinese soldiers predictably threatened mutiny
unless the town gave them grain or cash or preferably both. And each year the
missionaries and town leaders scurried to round up the provisions to quiet the
unrest .67
The Chinese official asked Shelton to travel to Derge with the Chinese army
to treat wounded soldiers, which he did on June 3 in spite of Josephine Baker's
typhus and advanced pregnancy. The day after he left, the Baker child was born
prematurely, dying the next day. A few days later, the Sheltons' cow died. Flora
fulminated in her diary. "This is Berti 40th birthday & he goes serenely on not
knowing of the cow or Mrs. Baker or anything but what he is doing. . . .,968 A
week later the mission sent a messenger to retrieve Shelton, though Josephine
Baker had recovered by his return. In August, Shelton again traveled to Derge,
in spite of a heavy bout with malaria. "Bert getting ready to go on his trip but
is very ill. It seems impossible to get the malaria out of liver at all."69 The group
returned two weeks later."
In the summer of 1917, Shelton traveled north two hundred miles to the
monastery town of Peheu (Pelyul). Like some Cubist hive of Buddhist sanctity,
the monastery's flat-roofed dwellings were stacked on top of one another as they
rose up the mountainside to the apex of a three-story temple." Shelton doctored

about two hundred people on the trip and encountered a few robbers, though
he didn't encounter serious trouble. It was also a profitable trip for Shelton,
as he collected a number of fine Tibetan artifacts in the war-torn tow11 and
monastery.72
The incessant travel took its tolls. "Bert came home ill 8( has been very bad
all day. . . can't tell what is the matter with Bert," Flora wrote. He was bedridden for days with an undiagnosed illness. "Doesn't eat a bite & is under marphine most all day.""
Flora Shelton also suffered from a variety of ailments. Her failing eyesight
kept her from language study, and neuralgia plagued her.74 Her broken leg never
set correctly and left her with a distinct limp. Already a big woman, Flora Shelton was gowing heavier, adding to her health problems in the stress and tumult
of the high-altitude war zone.

Sichuan: The Devil's Cave
In 19 16, the telegraph between Tachienlu and Batang went down again-always
an omen of disorder--destined this time to remain out of commission for five
years.75Republican president Yuan Shih-k'ai died the same year in Yunnan after
his failed attempt to restore the Chinese monarchy by naming himself as the
new dynastic emperor. The monarchist coup defeated, the Republicans reaffirmed their government under a new constitution. The new intrasocietal upheaval prevented the Chinese from attempting to resolve the Tibetan frontier
questions, and the Khampa borderlands remained in contentious dispute.
Bound by the Simla agreement that prohibited offensive action unless the Chinese first broke the truce, the Kalon Lama held his army in check west of
Chamdo through 1915 and 1916, declining to exploit China's political and
military ~ e a k n e s s . ' ~
In the wake of Yuan Shih-k'ai's death, Yunnanese warlords began to dominate
Sichuan. A Yunnan frontier commissioner commanding a troop of Yunnan soldiers took over administration of Tachienlu in October 19 16. By mid- 1917, the
two neighboring provinces were locked in a violent civil war, with Yunnan
troops burning Chengdu before withdrawing to Yunnan. Sichuan had a long
reputation for disorder. The Sichuanese were famous in China for their aggression and independent nature. Isolated deep in the interior of China with its wild
terrain, riven with civil and tribal warfare, the province earned its post-revolution nickname, "The Devil's Cave."77
In the Tibetan marches, the Sichuan-Yunnan war had disastrous repercussions for the Chinese administration, which divided Kham into independent
and mutually suspicious bodies. Chinese generals beholden to Sichuan corn-
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mandedat Batang and Chamdo. Yunnan controlled Tachienlu. When the Yunarmy retreated back home, the Yunnan commissioner and his soldiers in
Tachienluwere forced to flee to northern Yunnan. The remaining Chin= garrisonswere isolated and leh without provisions or ammunition u ~ as
British consul Eric Teichman wrote, "they had degenerated into little better than
brigands, helping themselves to food and money by plundering the natives of
the loc~ities
where they chanced to be ~ t a t i o n e d . " ~ ~
In February 1916, the Tibetan Christian Mission elected Harold Baker over
Albert Shelton for chairman. The group then voted to suspend hospital construction for ten months while waiting for funds and materials. They arranged
to begin construction on a tall stone and mud fence that eventually walled the
cornpound. As was the case in most mission meetings, finances dominated the
discussions.
Two months later, Dr. Albert Shelton resigned his elected office as treasurer.
The missionaries refused his resignation, but he "declined to act." Like most foreign mission groups, the T C M suffered from dissension and internal tension,
perhaps natural to a group of well-educated, zealous people living in a powder
keg far from home. Albert Shelton was a willful man who had his own sense of
mission. William Hardy termed himself a grouch, and his letters were marvels
of irascibility. Flora Shelton wrote in her journal that Harold Baker was an ass
for his machination^.^^ Most likely suffering from a bipolar disorder, James
Ogden was often in a rage, occasionally beating his wife. Flora wrote, "Another
week begins & opened up with mission meeting. But I'm afraid I don't like them
very well, they are too s t r e n u o ~ s . " ~ ~
Batang seethed with intrigues. Starving Republican soldiers plotted mutiny.
Anti-Chinese secret societies and Hsiang-ch'eng rebels conspired with officials,
lamas, and townspeople in cabals of increasing complexity.81 At the outskirts of
the little city, renegade tribesmen ravaged the roads and attacked any caravans
foolish enough to travel. In four years, only three Westerners attempted to travel
the Jung Lam east to Tachienlu, and one was killed in a bandit attack.82To the
west and north, the conflict between the Chinese Republican forces and the
Ddai Lama's Tibetan army was about to flare into full-scale war.

Reading, Writing, and Accumulating
With the help of Gezong Ongdu and the Jo Lama, Shelton had become an aggressive collector. The Newark Museum had contracted with Shelton to continue his acquisitions, advancing him two hundred dollars. Other foreign
collectors began to seek him out. Flora helped out with translating and organizing.'' She recorded, "Finished 1 1 of Bert$ big Tibetan books, that is finished
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reading and listing their contents in all in which the contents are listed. inHer translation work was both curatorial and evangelicd,as
teresting
the translation introduced her to Buddhist concepts for eventual Christianrebuttal. "Began reading the Kanjur today . . . it is like the bible & they say [heir
religion is just like ours!" she wrote.85
Collecting from the Tibetans continued to be challenging. Flora wrote: "lt is
a difficult matter to purchase things from the Tibetans, as they keep them hidden away, and seldom bring them out for anyone to see. If they have anything
to sell, they usually bring it hidden in their gowns, or after night." Albert She]ton and the other missionaries were wealthy people in the backcountry of
China. As such, they were one of the only potential sources of cash for those that
needed it, whether for food, land, or opium.86 Increasingly, Shelton's acquisitions came to him in Batang, rather than being found on itinerations, as the
growing warfare made collection diffi~ult.~'Even Batang was not secure. Dr.
Shelton reported to the mission that robbers broke into a shipment of Tibetan
artifacts he had collected and stole a quantity of objects. In May 1916, Shelton
wrote to John Cotton Dana about the lost objects. "I had to send you the later
letter saying they [Tibetan objects] could not be sent. We're under war conditions and worse. Robbery is everywhere. I lost a good part of the colle~tion."~~
In spite of the difficulties of collection and losses to theft, the Newark Museum purchased twenty secular objects from Shelton in 1914. The objects included a sheepskin coat, a yak-butter tea churn, and household objects such as
Later in his second Batang posting, Shelton acquired two official documents
of great historical and religious significance to Batang, magnificent ~ellowsatin
'
scroll came from the Batang
scrolls that he shipped to ~ e w a r k . ~One
Monastery. It was an early nineteenth-century imperial court document sent
from Beijing by the third Changya Huktuku, a learned lama and advisor to the
emperor. The decree congratulated the monastery for its excellent teachers and
high level of Buddhist study. Paintings decorated the perimeter of the scroll, including a lama in Chinese robes and Mongolian-style ~ o i n t e dhat, and an image
of Lhamo, patron goddess of Tibet, astride a mule framed by flames hovering
above the waves of an ocean of
Shelton obtained the second scroll from the scion of the deposed and executed prince of Batang. Though he was a recidivist opium smoker and alcoholic,
the Sheltons sheltered the well-connected young man for about a year. The second scroll was a decree from the Lhasa government to the second prince of
Batang in 1680. Issued in the name of the fifth Dalai Lama by his regent Sangye
Gyatso with the approval of the emperor of China, the document reflected a
chapter of the historical relationship between China and Tibet, as well as the en-

demic disorder of the borderland. The scroll was addressed to: "all men of the
kingdom, to all followers of Tsong-kha-pa, to priests, to $1 Chinese, *Lbetans and wild tribes . . . to land-holders, to those who holds the fields (for the
ckrgy),to all who are in power, to everyone who is born or walks, ro soldiers,
banditr,travellers, merchants, pilgrims. . . . All officials under the second prince
of Batang, receiving his authority from the Dalai Lama who is now in his fifth

It noted the Chinese emperor sent a Beijing official to quell the
border strife in Kham when he heard of conflicts over land and local governance,
and he outlined the prince's authority and re~~onsibility.'~
1916, Albert Shelton began an important relationship with the National
Geographic Society, when it purchased a collection of his Tibet photographs,
arranged through a missionary supporter and friend of Shelton's, 0. A. Rosb ~ r o . 'The
~ cachet of his Tibetan collecrion and experiences began to shifi Alben
Shelton's self-image. Accordingly, he sought out organizations of exploration and
geographythat reflected his new persona. In 19 16 he joined the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, which was dedicated in 1823 to "enquiring
into the History, civil and natural, the Antiquities, Arts, Sciences, and literature
of Asia." In November 1916, he became a fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in London, the preeminent club of explorers, joining storied adventurers
such as Sir Richard Burton, Mountstuart Elphinstone, and Lord Curzon, viceroy
of ~ndia.'~
The society application listed Shelton as a "Medical Missionary and
Traveler."95

The Western Temple: The Hospid
In the spring of 19 16, the laborers completed the Shelton home on Japoding
Hill, and in the summer the family moved into their new house. Their previous
mill house home became the mission school. Perched near the brow of the hill,
the new Shelton home was a large, two-story timber and adobe house in the Tibetan style. A shady columned porch and second-floor veranda overlooked the
Batang Valley. Following Tibetan custom, the Sheltons set aside the lower floon
of the house for storage. Albert also had his photographic darkroom there. The
Sheltons lived upstairs in six comfortable rooms where Tibetan rugs lay on dark
polished wood floon. Framed lithographs from America decorated whitewashed
plaster walls crowned with a frieze of elaborate Arts-and-Crafis wallpaper.
Wicker lounge chairs and a curio cabinet with a bronze Buddha on top stood
beside a pump organ and music stand. High Himalayan light flooded in the
long wind0ws.9~
By the fall of 19 16, the Shelrons had neighbon when the Ogdens moved into
their new house. The Bakers and Hardys continued to live near one another in

Figure 10.I The Sheltons' Tibetan-style house had a cozy American-style parlor with a pump
popular lithographs, and Tibetan rugs and art.

organ,

the Jwafulng neighborhood across town from the miaaion compound, a Long
d k around the town walls after the soldiers shut the dty gates. Given threats
that the near-besieged town fixed, the gates shut promptly each evening and remained dosed ihmgh cbe night In the & of growing anarchy, the missionaries soldiered on with their mrk.
In the s u m of 1917, as &c Chinese garrison at Chvndo planned its gat
drive to i l w a , &c TCM rnisdonaries1 prepared for the bngawaid opening d
their hospid The medid fPciliy war n new-inoomprrhauible apmsion of
wegtern t a h d o g y wrought on the w i l k fiomier in cxmtrd Asia. Viitors to
the hospital cornpod dimha! up the hill fmm the BPwg River m the ast
e r e of the walled e o m p ~ where
d
r gamnvl vemd p e s t s . As rhry wnllrcd up
h e compound road past the tidy beds of shrub6 and flowers with terraces o f a
c h d and gardens below, the hospital loomed above them. Built of Tibetanstyle rammed emh, the hospital was a U-shaped building thne stories hi& with
an interior courtyard. A lug+ Chinese sign hung from rh upstairs bslm~
The hospital was a mnple of Wwtern medicine+the only medical kdity for
a region the size of California. The newest compmb1.t hospitals wac in Y h
a d Kunming. The dispensary where the doctors and medical w i r w n ~&Ivc
m d d cur was on the first floor, m airy wejlCIigbadroom with long shdd
atpburdp bldiqij d w n s of bodes lined up by she, A shiny mbhg tabk s m d
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in frontof [he ~ a b i n e t . ~Operating
'
rooms were on the second floor above the
with glass windows facing out to a walkway so family and interested
localscould observe the surgeries. The third floor held the isolation wards where
withdrawingopium addicts often paced the floor. There were beds for more
[han fifty patients, though the hospital averaged thirty patients a day. The fee
for
was ten cents, with a third to a half of the patients receiving free care.
Chinese soldiers constituted the bulk of the hospital's patients. The payments
fromthe Chinese government for the medical care were a substantial portion of
theTCM revenues generated in China, about twenty dollars a month when the
Chinese officer had money.98The patients received both medical care and evangeliation, as the missionaries dispensed tracts to outpatients and preached the
gospelin the wards for those who were bedridden or confined.99
The hospital was the culmination of fourteen years of missionary work on the
Tibetan border and three years of hrlough promotion, during which Dr. Shelton raised a good part of the hospital hnds.'OO Initially, the missionaries planned
to name the hospital &er their fallen hero, Dr. Z. S. Loftis, but in the eternal
way of fund-raising, the hospital eventually came to be named in honor of one
of the major donors, Sue M . Diltz."' Casting a wide net, Shelton also applied
for funds to the China Medical Board, John D. Rockefeller, Jr.'s ambitious charity that supported institutions all across China. In his application, Shelton
stated that the hospital provided "Surgical of all kinds for an area 500 miles
square," noting Batang's proposed designation as "the capital of the new
province."'02 Albeit interrupted by revolution, war, and disrupted mission finances, the hospital construction stretched back almost five years to Albert Shelton's initial woodcutting and brick making.
The hospital opened in July 1917 with a gala celebration. Three hundred
men attended the first day, including a small coterie of thirty monks-Flora attributed the light ecclesiastical showing to the local abbot's sudden headache.
Five hundred women attended the next day, many with babies. The missionaries gave a large banquet for the local Chinese authorities. Dr. Shelton wrote,
"The military and several officials, as well as several others, brought scrolls with
complimentary sentiments written in white and gold on three large boards, extolling the virtues of the hospital and what it was able to do." An old man fell
off the second floor balcony and broke his legs, allowing them to admit their
first patient. '03

Medical missionaries in China labored in a hard field. Studies of the China
medicd missionaries by benefactors such as Rockefeller were not positive. In
genera, observers characterized missionary doctors as overworked, underequipped, and woefully outdated in their techniques. One missionary, Randolph
T. Shields, testified at a conference of China medical missionaries, "Given the

Figure 10.2 Built with donationsfiom American mission supporters, the Batang hospital was a bation ofWestern values deep in central Asia. It sewed a region the size of Calz$rnia. Albert Sheltonphotograph, courtesy the Col&ction of The N w r k Museum. Reprinted with permission.
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insufficientlyequipped hospital & up to 100 patients a day.
It is remarkable
how our medical men held up under [the] b d e n and kept up practically m
date and done some fmnt ders work." Though he conceded, "many men haw
Men into rut and haw mn kept up to due."lo4
and
At least the TCH do&dp~edictableailmenm of chronic
violence-xelated a m .h w d cua and bullet w a d predarninated in the
firet month of h w i d operation. In November, treatments for .uri**g
opium addicts were ttrc most wmon evtms~t.'~~
T d e r Jam- Ogden r e p d , "Undera d v m mndltions due m war
unfav-ble public apiaioa, the school has ye^ made a d ~ o e s . "Fdty s t u b
amded the fPcliity, talcin8 foursea in Tibaon, Chinese, English, and B&k
Study Most paid their tuition with various types of work, such ns sewing, mtoring, and writing.
The TCM evangelists continued to labor, finding whatever sucass they did
among the Chinese in Batang. Harold Baker l& for the China coast to e s ~ ~ f l a
new +h,
Roderick MuLeod, to B a q . In his absence, Li Gway G m
did m a t of &c preaching to the l d , both in the mission chapel and in their
hamu. The convats the mission mmc2ed indudai r leper who
b m

he had heard the biblical story of Jesus healing the afflicted such as he. A blind
and his wife joined the church after he had a momentous dream of his rock
stove falling down and another rising in its place, interpreting it to mean reliion. "one-legged Joe" became a trusted Christian rug-maker af'r Shelton am-

,,,

g
putatedhis frostbitten lower leg.'"
The Protestant missionaries made inroads among the Tibetans in the post~ ~ ~ ~ lyears
~ t by
i odistancing
n
themselves from the worst depredations of RePublican-era Chinese subjugation of Kham. In the heady days after ChaoBs
invasion, the Christian missionaries thought they could use the Chinese power
to reduce the monasteries and the control of the lamas. In the years following
the revolution the worst sort of freebooters and carpetbaggers arrived in Kham
as Chinese officers and officials. As they warily watched the corrupt officials, the
Protestant missionaries began to forge relationships with the Tibetan leaders.
Nonetheless they still couldn't make converts among the Tibetans. In general,
the TCM missionaries couldn't even convert their own servants and long-time
associates, such as Gezong Ongdu and the Jo Lama. But Shelton put the best
face on it, informing his mission supporters that the Jo Lama had no faith in his
own necromancy. Shelton later wrote to his church audiences that both the Jo
Lama and Gezong Ongdu were Christian believers but could not publicly convert because they feared persecuti~ns.'~'The T C M failure wasn't unusual, as
mission employees across China willingly accepted their salaries while deftly
side-stepping c o n v e r s i ~ n . ' ~ ~
Mission finances became tighter through 1917 as World War I cut the exchange rate of the dollar to the Chinese rupee in half. Finances began to dominate the mission meetings. The mission compound required substantial
amounts of money to maintain, and the hospital cost substantially more to run
than the dispensary. Without a market for its products, the Rug Industrial continued to founder financially. The missionaries had taken a 10 percent salary cut
in 1916 to help with the budget. By October 1917, they were all on half-salary,
a fighting prevented any transport of currency to Batang.Io9

A Rigorous Domesticity
After their return from fudough, Flora Sheltoni work revolved around housekeeping and gardening, educating her children, holidays, and social relations
with the other missionaries and townspeople her husband knew. She filled her
daily diary with notations about supervising wallpapering, new matting in the
cleaning, laundry, and other domestic tasks. Her husband's itinerations
ofkn triggered major cleaning projects, sometimes undertaken consciousl~to
asuage her fear and loneliness. She managed their large landscaped grounds that

canm order hr
saved both n hnvm for her b i l y and a showp1ace of W
i d s . l l0
AS wnr the czcc with many mloninlr, her aonils d e n included o c m p 6
lms, dbeir ones sp&c m China. "Cook 8r coolie will both have to go I m,
cook eats all the opium he CM find and the coolie is buying & s d l L y
&c wrote, adding a f
kdays later, "Ihe new cook comes tomorrow if he &&lt
get JCMd at the plcs the old ones tell of how hard the work is at that plr~c.~*ll
With fm exceptions, the foreign missionaries to China began to
their children at the age of six or seven. Acutely a m of the potmtial
cap their children faced in being so removed from Western education and culture, &c missionaries made education a priority.112In the large urban mm~,
the missionary sent their children to boarding schools. Missionaries isolated in
interior sutions o h used the home instruction materials provided by the
Calvert School in Baltimore, Maryland, an upper-crust day school that began
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providing home-schooling materials in l906 to expatriate families suttered
aroundthe globe.' l 3
With her background as a schoolmarm, Flora Shelton taught her own
daughters,instructing them in the academic basics with curricula she obtained
from stateside schools. The home schooling began in Tachienlu after their refrom furlough. She reported a few years later, "School going nicely again
& the girls had a good test this time."'" The regime continued to work well,
as Flora noted in her journal the year following: "Girls working hard. Dorothy
learningviolin. Dorris organ. . . . I had the tests sent from home & they both
pwed very well."
When Dr. Shelton was in Batang, after a leisurely breakfast he would leave to
check on the inpatients while Flora conferred with the Chinese cook and the Tibetan cleaning lady and gardener. The two girls went to their desks at opposite
corners of the room to study for an hour until their mother arrived for the day's
lessons. When Dr. Shelton returned from his hour or so of rounds, he taught
Dorris Latin and math. Afcer the family lunch at noon, the girls were free to play
with their Tibetan friends, who included the two daughters of Gezong Ongdu.
In the periods when he served as the dispensary physician, Dr. Shelton returned
to the hospital in the afternoon and hoisted the American flag, signaling to the
valley that he would see patients. Afcer lunch Flora retired to rest until the arrival of Gezong Ongdu, who assisted her with translations until four o'clock
teatime.'
The Shelton girls straddled two worlds in Batang, mediating between
both.'" "I think Dorothy and I helped the people of Batang overcome their fear
of foreigners," Dorris wrote. "We enjoyed speaking their language and showed
them that we wanted to be friends and we didn't even think of them as being
different from ourselves." The children loved Tibetan food such as tsampa and
yak-butter tea, to the dismay of their mother."' After Dr. Shelton learned the
Tibetans preferred foreigners to dress in their own fashion, the girls wore Arnerican clothes purchased from the Montgomery Ward catalogue or sent in the
"missionary barrels" that came across Kharn by yak from the supporting
churches back in A m e r i ~ a . "During
~
the Tibetan holidays, the Shelton daughters sported Tibetan costumes to cavort with their friends. At one point, Dorris
attempted to dye her blond hair with black ink to blend in with her friends."'
Holidays, including minor ones like Washington's Birthday, were a joyous
time for the family, and the Sheltons celebrated them with a passion. With its
religious significance, Christmas was a particularly feted day. Flora wrote of their
first Christmas back in Batang: "The man went up on the mountain for the tree
it was a very nice little one. Then we got it set up & and it was ready to trim.
Such lots of fun we had trimming it with bells & ropes & flags & little birds. . . .
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We put the candles on but didn't light them as we were afraid of the fire but lit
the lamp. It looked very pretty."'21
The T C M mission in Batang provided a comfortable retreat for the missionaries, with visits, tea parties, and dinners constantly exchanged. The mission
compound's croquet and tennis courts sat amidst the gardens, allowing recreation to be intenroven with responsibilities. Hunting was a favorite pastime of
the men.'22
Beyond holidays and informal mission get-togethers, entertainment held little allure for Flora, even feasts with Chinese dignitaries at the yamen: ''0 my,
such a lot of slugs & eels & pork & liver etc."'23 Albert socialized with a broad
range of people in Kham, and his wife shared the responsibility. It was essentid
to both his mission and collecting work that Albert Shelton maintain strong
connections to the Tibetan community, particularly as China's power waned in
the Tibetan marches. As the military and political situation changed, the missionaries increasingly needed the Tibetans to continue their work. Bound by
mutual respect, affection, and necessity, the missionaries interacted with the Tibetans in a way that was wholly different from their fearful early days in Kham.
Albert averred, "The Tibetans are a kindly, generous hospitable people when you
know them, but sometimes dangerous when you do not."12*
Far more than he did during his first Batang posting, he reached out to the
Tibetans, inviting them to mission dinners and offering gifts. Shelton thanked
his contact at the National Geographic for the extra copies of the society's Lhasa
issue, as he had given his copy to the Ba Lama. "He says it is like a return trip
to Lhasa where he spent some 10 years for his education."125

Changing Ways: The Missionaries and the Tibetans
The Tibetans returned the hospitality: "Bert & the children went to see the
Lamas & dance at the 'Yaba' temple," Flora recorded.'" Shelton became a familiar face at Tibetan temple festivals, chatting with the lamas and laymen,
snapping photographs, nurturing new contacts. Roderick MacLeod wrote of
their visit to the Batang Monastery's New Year's festival, where the lamas pitched
a tent for the missionaries' comfort for them to watch the religious dances the
monks performed.I2'
Afterward, the lamas led the two Christian missionaries into the dimly lit
temple where hundreds of monks gathered for scripture and chanting. "As we
entered, we heard a low rolling sound like that of a gigantic electric-fan,"
MacLeod wrote describing the monks' low sonorous chanting. He went on to
tell of the service, the temple, the accoutrements of the ritual, the recitations and
music, all conveyed in neutral expressive language, without the ~ejorativessuch
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One winter when "Teacher" was gone on an itineration, she queried in her diary
"I wonder if he is as happy as I wish him to be."129
Flora and Albert began Tibetan language study soon after their return
Batang, again utilizing Gezong Ongdu as their teacher. While Albert$ other interests and responsibilities kept him from the classroom, he spoke both Chinese
and Tibetan well, with a clear understanding of idiom and nuance. He learned,
he wrote, "By hiring a native to teach him so many hours every day and by constant daily association with the people."'30
Albert Shelton never did learn to read Tibetan or Chinese script. "Tooold to
learn reading-no literature suitable for beginners," he wrote a mission supporter. This was in spite of owning a number of Tibetan primers published by
missionary s~cieties.'~'
Albert's inability to read or write Tibetan caused little
difficulty with the mass of the illiterate Tibetan population, but it was a barrier
with educated Tibetan clerics and nobility, who placed scriptural and religious
writing in high esteem.'32
Soon after beginning her language study in Batang, Flora Shelton found her
life's work. Early in her study, she harbored few aspirations, but she later began
to formulate some modest translation goals. "Am at work in Tibetan & hope to
do something. Perhaps a primer & a first reader for the use of the churches."133
Within the year, her Tibetan language study and translation dominated the
hours she could wrest from her domestic responsibilities. "This Tibetan study is
so intensely interesting," she wrote. "I wish my eyes & nerves would let me
study it 5 to 6 hours a day instead of only 1 or two besides the 'other things."'13'
Her journals filled with notations of her satisfaction with the work.135Though
mission-bound, Flora was able to ruminate on Tibetan culture and character
through her translation of Tibetan religious books. "These Tibetan hymns are
full of their belief & customs. It would be easy to be a Buddhist as there is little responsibility for sin."136
Beyond tasks of home and family, Flora began to chafe at any deflection
from her translation and study.13' In time, even the enforced idleness of Sundays became a burden. "Work again and glad to be at it again," she ~haracteristically wrote on Mondays. "Sunday always seems to be a hard day.""'
Translation became Flora's obsession, and she began to formulate ~ l a n to
s write
three books in Tibetan. In the period after her return from furlough, she prepared Tibetan translations of a songbook of one hundred and fifty hymns, a
primer of geography and astronomy, a child's book of thirty-WO stories,
kindergarten songs, as well as extensive translations of biblical phrases into Tibetan. Given the importance the Disciples and other foreign missionary societies placed on providing literature in the vernacular language, she found
support for the translation work.
1
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Flom learned to read and write Tibetan well, though being isolated from dayto-daylife outside the mission, she lacked her husband's glib facility in
SWken language. While continuing to find fulfillment in domestic management,
Puenting, and the reflected glory of her husband's celebrity, Flora Shelton
sought recognition for her own independent translation work, a literary field in
which her husband clearly demonstrated a lack of aptitude.

White Mind-Albert Shelton as Mediator
~ r William
,
Hardy's furlough required Dr. Shelton once again to become the
mission doctor, perhaps unwillingly. Itineration and his dream of ministering in
Lhasa remained his first priority. Shelton grumbled about his hospital work in
his annual report to the FCMS: "The work is engrossing and tends to be confining."139While Shelton took over the responsibility for the hospital, he also
began immediately training eight medical assistants to do treatments, in hopes
of discovering a few promising candidates.
Dr. Albert Shelton began acting as a translator and intermediary between the
Chinese officials and the Tibetans.140A translator in a war-torn, antagonistic region such as Kham was a crucial position, though open to manipulation and
trickery. With the hard-won respect of both communities, missionaries like
Shelton could serve as impartial interpreters.
Shelton came to his position after a local translator falsely translated to both
sides to profit from his position. Very few Chinese officials learned Tibetan and
instead relied on Chinese-Tibetan translators who attached themselves to every
yamen."' In general, the translators had a bad reputation and the Tibetans held
them responsible for many of the abuses of Chinese rule.14' When the Chinese
officialslearned of the translator's duplicity, summary execution soon followed.
Though somewhat insulated by his American citizenship, Albert Shelton took
up the dangerous job.
The countryside around Batang was in complete chaos, and brigand tribes
prowled the trade routes. In search of arms and ammunition, bandits attacked
even the small outlying forts around Batang. "Human life was worth nothing
at all," Albert wrote, "nor where the rights of property in any way respected."'43
Faced with their eroding power and the receding hope for reinforcement, the
local Chinese officials decided to act in a conciliatory way toward the rebelling
Tibetans."' Hoping to utilize Dr. Shelton's reputation for fairness, the Chinese
official petitioned him to act as a middleman with the brigand tribes of the
Sangen.
Shelton and his well-armed escort left in September 19 16 in the midst of an
exuberant Kham autumn.''5 Bert was characteristically giddy at getting on the

road into new territory: "I longed to go into this place from which so many
bands of brigands had come."'46 Two Sangen lamas who were interceding in
Batang over the matter of a recent murder and robbery accompanied the caravan, providing some hope of safety. Three Chinese soldiers and a sergeant served
as Shelton's Chinese escort. "In many ways it is embarrassing to travel underescort, but it was this or not go, and 1 would have put up with many more inconveniences rather than not go," he wrote.
The caravan entered the Sangen by passing through a beautiful valley, past a
cliff where the Sangen brigands always paused before a raid to burn incense to
the resident deity. That night the Shelton party camped with the black tent nomads. Shelton ingratiated himself with the Tibetan women by distributing
mirrors. For the balance of the trip, the news of his largesse preceded him, "and
I was reminded by being told how nicely I had treated the ladies of the last
place."
Shelton spent the next night at the small lamasery that was the home of the
two lamas. After a period of reticence, the villagers emerged to inspect the first
foreigner they had seen. An impromptu concert ensued. "The Tibetans have
good voices," Shelton wrote, "and sing much better than the Chinese." Shelton
spent two days in the lamasery, discussing with the abbot the problems of the
Chinese depredations that had destroyed so many monasteries in eastern Tibet.
He left on "quite friendly terms" with the Sangen people, who told him to return and hunt the "Great Blue Sheep" with them. The caravan was forced to
take a detour because the Chinese had destroyed the next village in retribution
for a recent Sangen raid. The people of the village came down from the mountain to tell Shelton angrily of their troubles. The headman demanded Shelton
represent them with the Batang official or they would provide no ula. Shelton
insisted that "it was none of my business." After a few days the headman relented, probably in part because Shelton had treated his ill son.
Shelton passed through a region of nomads and villagers, all of whom were
inquisitive about the foreigner. "Of course our time was taken up mostly at each
place with preaching to the curious crowds that would gather round. . . ." Shelton doctored as he went, making friends and allies in the process.
The road home was across the Yangtze in an alarmingly leaky boat. ''MY
mule, poor fellow, thought his end had come and brayed ~ i t i f u las
l ~they shoved
him off behind the boat for the last trip and he had to swim." From there She]ton traveled east through dramatic mountain ranges. After another ten days his
party hit the well-traveled trail that led south to Batang. Shelton wrote, ''On this
trip 1 visited nearly fifty towns and villages never before visited by an American
or European, but in all my travels I have never visited a district or people that
appealed to me more than the robbers of the Badlands of Eastern ~ i b e t . " " ~
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h Shelton
~ was~ unsuccessful
~
h in armnging a cessation in raids, at least he

,
free from attacks during his weeks of mediation. Eventually, he made three
into the Sangen. The Tibetans responded to his attempts and men provided him with a safe passage letter: "We have understood the meaning of the
letters which you have sent through this messenger," the Sangen letter read,
telling Shelton to come "to see US in a short time with a 'white mind,"' meaning honesty. "dso we give you guarantees to a safe journey, not to have disturbmce and robbery by our army."'48 Though the Chinese strategy of unilateral
appeasement might have been flawed, Shelton's trips to the Sangen went well,
he solidified his position as a territorial leader and an impartial arbiter between the warring sides.
Albert Shelton was the first Westerner to travel in the Sangen.I4' As was most
often the case in his journeys, Shelton doctored as he traveled, treating dozens
of cases in the remote mountains and valleys. He relished the journeys in the
high mountains and narrow defiles of Kham, marveling at the awesome landscapes and exotic lifestyles that he encountered. Shelton prided himself on his
outdoor skills and shooting prowess. Returning down the Yangtze Valley during
one Sangen trip, he shot a large Tibetan wolf. He recalled one of the escorts exclaiming, "Whenever he draws down on anything with that gun, the horse is in
the barn."'50

The Most S a d Thmg in the World
Though Albert Shelton had dramatically altered his view of the Tibetans, he still
remained rooted in his Western world-views. He was a man in transit, slowly resolving his conflicted ideas. In his dealings with the Tibetans, he vacillated from
compassionate tolerance to waspish ridicule.
Promulgating the power of Christianity and Western ways over Buddhism
and traditional Tibetan culture remained the dominant theme of Shelton's work.
While on a Sangen trip, a Batang acquaintance of Shelton's accompanied the expedition, hoping to recapture some horses taken by some Sangen rustlers. As it
was a lawless region, the man was well armed and protected by his ga'u, a silver
charm box around his neck that was filled with amulets and prayers. The second day out Shelton challenged the effectiveness of the expensive amulet box.
The Tibetan insisted it had saved his life. "I've been shot at seven times and have
never been hurt yet," Shelton remembered the man saying. "The bullets can't go
in. They will sometimes penetrate my clothes or make a black and blue mark on
my skin but they never go in." Shelton offered to test the charm box for the
man: "YOUstand out there and let me shoot at you once and if I hit you, YOU
name your own price, because if the thing works it is worth any amount of

money." The Tibetan declined the opportunity to be a target, even though she,ton offered to doctor him for free if the charm box failed to deflect the buller.
The two eventually decided to first test the charm box on a goat. If Shelton
failed to shoot the goat, the Tibetan could have his pick of the shotgun or rifles
Shelton carried.151 Gezong Ongdu pulled Shelton aside, telling him the man
was going to get his best rifle as he was never going to hit the goat. The Tibetan
carefully picked the shotgun for Shelton to use in his attempt at shooting
enchanted goat, which baa-ed on the hillside wearing the charm box around his
neck. "Well, it was only about ten seconds before he was gathering up the remains, for I had smashed the charm box as well as killed the goat. He was the
most disconsolate man I ever saw," Shelton wrote. "He sat fingering over the different pills, pieces of cloth, etc., that had been contained in the charm box, the
very picture of despair."' 52
The tale of Shelton's destruction of the charm box preceded him to Batang.
Once home, a Tibetan friend, Adam, came to ask if the story was true. When
Shelton assured him that he had shattered the charm box in the Sangen, the
Batang man insisted that Shelton make the same wager with him. Shelton related the man said, "There was no chance of my hitting the goat with his
charm box tied on him, and he proceeded to tell me the story of its wonderful power of protection." To make doubly certain, the man tied two silk kata
scarves blessed by high lamas around his charm box before hanging it from the
goat's neck. Shelton aimed at the charm-protected animal with an old Mauser
the Tibetan loaned him, as he thought Shelton's armaments might have special powers.
Shelton wrote, "The goat had no more chance than the former one, and
when the man was sorrowfully removing his charm box he was very discouraged
and much bepuzzled." As the man's friends began to harass the Tibetan, Shelton
walked over to console him. "Adam," Shelton said, "it is not with any intention
of making fun of you or of ridiculing your religion, for a man's religion, no matter what it is, is to him the most sacred thing in the world. But you have some
things in yours that are false, and your ought to get rid of them. These charm
boxes are false."153After relating the story in her journal, Flora wrote, "It must
be dificult, to have all your faith knocked out of you by a bullet 8r no new faith
to which to cling. The backbone of the lamas' power is broken here."'54

C H A P T E R
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THE NEXT LIVINGSTONE
~ h e l t o nin ham, 1918- 1919

To be an official is to lead a hard life.'
-Tibetan

Proverb

The lamas proved to be more resilient than Flora Shelton anticipated. The Tibetans coped with the Westerners much as they did with the Chinese, merely
persisting in their culture until the colonials absorbed their Himalayan ways.
Flora wrote: "The Tibetan race Tibetanizes the Chinaman who makes Tibet his
home. He learns to think, and feel, and act, and live as a Tibetan. This is a tribute to the persistence and individuality of the Tibetan."2
Afier a decade in the Tibetan highlands, the Sheltons began to make the same
shifts. They lived in a Tibetan-style house and worked with Tibetans. Their children dressed in Tibetan clothes for Buddhist holidays, and played and gossiped
with young Tibetan friends. Esther MacLeod wrote that the Shelton daughters
"are real Tibetan girls, so far as the good qualities of Tibetan girls are con~erned."~
The Shelton girls ate Tibetan food when they could manage to get it.
Albert Shelton became wholly accustomed to the local fare and relished his
tjampa as much as the next Khampa resident. He traveled like a Tibetan and
lived, for the most part, like Tibetans while on the road. He relied on Tibetan
proverbs to make his points. Like most Tibetans, he yearned to visit Lhasa.
Through trusting relationships with Gerong Ongdu and other Khampas, even
Flom began to make her peace with the Tibetans.
On the battlefields of western Kham the Tibetans asserted a more aggressive
kind of power. As the authority of Republican China continued to wane, the
Lhasa government prospered in their new freedoms. British military support

began to have a telling effect in the China-Tibet borderlands. A minor incident
near Riwoche in western Kham eventually precipitated renewed warfare between Chinese and Tibetan troops. In the fall of 1917, a Chinese detachment
was cutting grass in a disputed border area of red rock and high grassland. &
' h'en
two Tibetan soldiers arrived to complain, the Chinese carried them off to
Chamdo.
The Kalon Lama attempted to avoid military action, sending letters to Chinese General P'eng Jih-sheng demanding the soldiers' release. P'eng failed to acknowledge the first letter, and his reply to the second was filled with dung. P'eng
answered the Kalon Lama's third letter with an announcement the Chinese were
advancing on ~hasa.'
Released from their pledge by the Chinese invasion, the Kalon Lama
launched a Tibetan counterattack. P'eng anticipated a replay of the easy victories of Chao's day. Instead, he encountered a formidable Tibetan army. With the
British assistance, the Dalai Lama had substantially reorganized and strengthened the Tibetan army in the four years since the initial Chinese Republican offensive~into Kham. The Tibetans routed the Chinese advance. The Tibetans
quickly captured Draya, along with two mountain guns and several hundred
Chinese soldiers and their rifles. When they took two strategic passes on the
northern Derge road, they completely surrounded the Chinese garrison town of
Chamdo and laid siege to the thousand Chinese soldiers trapped inside. Clearly
in control of the field, the Tibetans advanced into the southern Kham region of
Markham west of Batang and drove out all of the Chinese troops. When the
Chinese troops retreated, the Tibetans advanced to the historical frontier line on
the Bum La, within easy marching distance of Batang.

The Only Thing to Do: Shelton as Mediator
The threat of invasion by the Tibetan army terrified most of the inhabitants of
Batang. Remembering the horror of Chao Erh-feng's retributions in 1905 and
long accustomed to Chinese rule, the Tibetans in Batang were less inclined than
the rest of Kham to erupt in rebellion. They figured they would be the ultimate
sufferer^.^ The Chinese commandant in Batang, General Liu Tsan-ting, the Tingling,was concerned, as he expected his unpaid and ill-fed soldiers to rebel if the
Tibetans a t t a ~ k e dHe
. ~ had further problems because he was getting rich by selling off land Chao Erh-feng had seized from the Tibetan noble families and the
lamas in 1905.
Liu met with Dr. Shelton to discuss his inability to protect Batang and the
missionaries. Afier the missionaries decided to stay, Shelton agreed to intercede
with the Tibetan forces.' Albert Shelton was always ready to travel, however pre-
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the circumstances. However, until a replacement could be found for Dr.
Hardy,he was tied to the Batang mission. He clearly chaffed at his mission fet,,. He felt time was growing short for his dream of Lhasa. Shelton wrote, "IVm
,,[ing old and a few more years will put me out of the business for the long
g
of mule-back mountain work."*
In late January 1918, he wrote an impassioned personal letter to Archibald
McLean, $eading to be allowed to itinerate to central Tibet with Lhasa as [he
god-"I want now to be set free."l Given the political realities of the frontier
and his few remaining years on the border, he thought the time was right for his
great foray into Tibet.
In another letter to FCMS's Doan a week later, he made the same forceful
Albert Shelton wished for another doctor to be assigned to Batang so
,hat he could reach Lhasa. He assured Doan he would be careful and not risk
his life. "I glory in it and rest assured I'll never I'll never needlessly throw mine
away. " O
The same day he wrote a formal letter to the Executive Committee, requesting permission for his family to return home in the fall of 19 19. "I regret this
step and so does Mrs. S. but there seems to be no other way that is just-the
children must go home to school. They will be 16 and 13 respectively when they
reach home." With Dorris and Dorothy now reaching maturity, it was time for
them to return to the United States for schooling. Most missionaries hastened
to send their children back to the home countries before their teen years, fearing the taint of exotic romance and lack of new ideas." Shelton also requested
to itinerate exclusively until his own furlough was due.12
The hostile Tibetan forces waiting across the Yangtze in March 1918 clearly
presented less threat to Albert Shelton than his fear of inaction and futility. At
the behest of Chinese General Liu Tsan-ting, Albert, accompanied by the Ba
and Jo lamas and Gezong Ongdu, crossed the Yangtze on a journey of mediation. In the bright sun of early Kham spring, they climbed past the boundary
stone on the 13,500-foot Bum La pass into Markham. They stopped at a small
village three days from Batang where there was a detachment of twenty-five
frightened Chinese soldiers. There they stopped to send letters to the Tibetan
governor asking if they might come. One of Shelton's men reconnoitered west
and discovered the Tibetans had killed many Chinese and taken a large number
prisoner. The scout reported that a band of Tibetan soldiers had been seen that
day at the top of the pass and were expected at any moment. The news sent the
Chinese into a panic, and they begged Shelton to arrange animals for a hasty retreat back toward Batang. By 4:30 the next morning, the terrified Chinese soldiers a d their families were scurrying back to Batang on the animals Shelton
had found.'3

'

The next &moon, the governor sent a curt note d i n g Shelton and his party
m comc on to G m k (Tmgka)." 'We were not greatly enoour~gcdby the m m
of the letter," Shclmn wrote, "but mpdc p n p t i m to go on the Eollming
morning." They condnusd west into 'I'ibct pfra n quiek r d to BPding for tw~
days ~ o cmore
l
p u s s mupld the seat of the governor at G d
As Sheiton's ppcc caravan plod& w w d Gm& thcy had no s e a afthe
reception they would receive*Arriving In Gatuk, they found a nar-medid
e n c a r n v t of rhe T i k m y milling in thc Aar grmsy d s y that lay a
about 12,500 fat S m d y b e d d m$armed Lhasa ~ddienmarched m
unihrrned bagpipen, the lcgulw vwp d n h r d by "a p t horde of du unkempt a d &my nomads in the sheepskin dothes and d caqdng the old firelocks of the country," as Shclton wrote. A d d e of fighting l& m m of
previously bustling G m k burned. Little remained but a modest monastery and
the dP;oftgthe Teji M w W s official residence where Shdton and his interpreter Ongdu wen to meet the gownor.
The governor of lower Kham, the Teji Markham, Zas Z h h pa, was a
digniW Tibetan official with a long,hangdog h.
Except for the Knlon
thcTeji M a r k wm the most imporant penonage in Khpml*"V& watt
a d mmxived in a vay fiigid m~~lu;'
SMtm wrote. 'He .ms,
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to me." Shelton's mission was simply to arrange a parley bercrupu~ous~y
wee, the two commanders. He told the Tibetan governor that General Liu had
sent him to see if they could arrange an armistice until the Chinese-Tibetan affairs could be settled by diplomacy. Shelton also told the Teji he deplored the
loss of life on both sides, "and for the sake of humanity I would like very much
ifit could be arranged so that there need be no more fighting."'"
~h~ Teji Markham responded by saying the Chinese could simply surrender
all of their arms and ammunition and the Tibetans would spare their lives and
givethem safe passage to Lhasa. Looking only for a parlay, Shelton told the governor a surrender on those terms would endanger General Liu's life. If a parley
couldn't be arranged, he would return to Batang in the morning. The Tibetans
were as anxious to arrange a truce as the Chinese were. Shelton related, "'Oh,'
he said, 'don't be in a hurry; let's talk some more about it."' Discussions lasted
until midnight, when the Teji Markham proposed that Shelton send a letter requesting an armistice to the Kalon Lama encamped a month further west at
Chamdo. The governor indicated he would abide by the Kalon Lama's decision,
though Shelton needed to wait for it in Gartok. The Teji Markham pledged to
hold off an attack on Batang in the interim, and he also agreed to Shelton's request to spare the mission, the larnasery, and the homes of the common people
if an attack did occur.
The next morning a Tibetan courier cantered off with the express mail, and
barely twelve days later the reply raced back into Gartok. Shelton wrote, "The
answer was very gratifying, the Galon Lama saying that he was glad to know that
I was interested in seeing the fighting stopped and that now whatever I should
say would go."'7 However, Shelton, simply trying to facilitate the meeting,
lacked the authority to negotiate.
Accustomed and emboldened by more than half a century of confrontation
with Chinese political authority foreign missionaries like Shelton were well prepared to act as mediators. As an American, Shelton had the further advantage of
being perceived by the Chinese as more respectful and less aggressive compared
to other foreigners.'' Given that American foreign policy toward Tibet was
ove~helrnin~ly
passive, private individuals in Tibet such as Shelton served an
outsized diplomatic role between the two countries, increasing his prestige with
the Tibetans.l 9 However, the U.S. State Department had categorically stared
that American citizens residing abroad should refrain from interfering in the internal affairs or political issues of an international chara~ter.~'
Shelton sent the good news to Batang and told General Liu to come to Gartok for discussion^.^^ Liu was reticent to travel into Tibetan-held territory. Beyond his fear of falling into Tibetan hands, Liu had no authority to negotiate
with the Tibetans as he was cut off from his superion in Chengdu and Beijing.

Albert sent increasingly impatient letters to Liu, which Flora couriered to [h,
yamcn. "I don't like diplomatic affairs at all," she opined in her diary.22
Liu continued to linger in Batang. Over several weeks the Ba and Jo lamas
badgered him, and even Flora began haranguing the commandant to get a move
on. She noted, "He had a hard time with me as I was as unreasonable as a
woman knew how to be & of course being a woman made it worse."*Wr. Shelton finally sent an ultimatum: either Liu arrive by a certain day or he was returning to Batang. "This had the desired effect and a few days later he arrived
and was very generously received with all honors by the G ~ v e r n o r . " ~ ~
During the several weeks of negotiations, Dr. Shelton remained in Gartok
and doctored the wounded. While he was there, the Tibetans continued to mete
out the rough justice of the frontier. Large firing squads blasted men into bits
with volleys of musket balls. Swordsmen lopped off the hands of convicted traitors, whose friends waited with bowls of boiling butter to cauterize the bloody
stumps. Severed hands festooned the front of the governor's residence. "I was
kept busy all day caring for these people," Shelton wrote, noting that he approached the Teji Markham first to see if he had any objections to the doctor
treating them. "'He said, 'Not at all. When I get through with them you can do
as you like."'25
While in the camp, Shelton met one of the leaders of the large robber bands
operating in Kham, a raffish Tibetan self-named General Lozang. Lozang had
traveled to Gartok to ask permission to sack Batang. With Shelton's intercession,
the governor declined Lozang's request, indicating he would take Batang himself when the time was ripe. Shelton and Lozang became friends during their
hiatus in Gartok, exchanging visits and companionship. One day Lozang proposed that he and Shelton become brothers through the custom of the country,
by pledging themselves to mutual aid with a written contract. Shelton said no"you kill people and you rob, and you drink whiskey and do a great many things
against our religion." The bandit chief stormed off in a huff. A few days later he
returned, asking what Shelton's religion would allow, and Shelton gave him "our
conception of Christ's teaching."26
After another few days of contemplation, Lozang returned with an agreement
written by a lama, which indicated that he would join Dr. Shelton in taking an oath
to not kill, rob, or drink whiskey and that henceforth they would be brothers. The
contract closed with the caveat, "Furthermore, this is to give notice that if any of
you ever molest Dr. Shelton I'll bring a thousand men to wipe you off the face of
the earth." It was "a pretty good passport in that country," Shelton wrote."
During his two months in Gartok, Shelton grew close with the Teji Markham. They made a distinctive pair: Shelton in his Stetson and wool suit, the governor with his silk jacket's long Tibetan-style sleeves hanging below his waist.
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~h~ Teji Markham learned of Shelton's desire to build a teaching hospital i n
~h~ and his years of frustration at being unable to find anyone to u r r y his reto the Dalai Lama. The Teji Markham told Shelton to write it and hc
wouldforward it with his endorsement.
A few days after the arrival of General Liu, Albert Shelton trotted out of Gartok on his way home. Afcer he had witnessed four years of Republican Chinese
freebootingon the frontier, Shelton's sympathies clearly lay with the Tibetans.2B
with General Liu still in Gartok and the threat of invasion hanging over Batang,
the streets of the town were quiet and tense. O n May 3, 1918, Shelton returned
from his long s o j ~ u r n . ' ~
Shelton began writing letters in a bold, excited script to the society officials,
1 far cry from his grumpy mission-bound reports earlier in the year: "I had a
great time with the Lassa people. I spent two days later with the Lassa General to the west of here and he is anxious that we open a hospital in Lassa and
he forwarded my request to be permitted to do so to the Dalai Lama with his
endorsement."30

4

The Worst Proposition: The Battle of Chamdo
Ten days after Albert Shelton's arrival back in Batang, a letter from the Teji
Markham brought news that the Chamdo Chinese garrison had capitulated to
the Tibetans after a siege of several months. With half of the Chinese garrison
killed by illness and the Tibetans, General P'eng surrendered the surviving soldiers, fourteen hundred rifles, and two mountain guns to the Kalon Lama in
April 1918.
Following P'eng's defeat, the remnants of China's once-vaunted frontier force
consisted of a few worn-out battalions, a ragtag garrison at Batang, a few detachments along the Jung Lam, and a brigade at Tachienlu. Torn by civil war internally and demoralized by the Japanese externally, the Republican central
government was in no condition to assist its forces in the borderland^.^' Indeed,
the w u in Kham was almost exclusively a Sichuanese-Tibetan afFair.
However localized and ~rovincialthe war appeared to be, the British rightly
messed it as a potentially explosive event that could ruin the border strategies
hey had promulgated at the Simla conferences. They dispatched their west
China consular officer, Eric Teichman, to Chamdo to try to defuse the situation.
A tireless, taciturn man with a kindhearted nature, Teichman was a veteran of
the Chinese-Tibetan borderlands. His toneless Chinese was infamous in the
Foreign Service, though better than his Tibetan, which was nonexistent."
Teichman rode through a war-devastated region, where huge vultures gorged
on dead horses, yaks, and men. He arrived in Chamdo in May 19, 1918, finding

a low mud town perched on a spit of land where two rivers joined to become the
Mekong-a strategic intersection of five main roads and two long cantilevered
bridges that connected Tibet to Sichuan and Yunnan. The town bustled with immense caravans carrying army supplies from central Tibet.
Teichman met with the Kalon Lama, Champa Tendar, in his Chamdo residence." It was a small wood and mud structure topped with a fluttering yellow flag of Tibet that carried the sun, moon, and a white snow lion. Teichman
wrote, "The Kalon Lama himself, who has been at the head of the Tibetan
army on the frontier for the past five or six years, is a middle-aged monk
commanding appearance and stature, with features showing great intelligence
and refinement."34
Teichman's mission was to stop the Tibetan advance toward Tachienlu: "Ifwe
are unsuccesshl in doing so, years of bitter border warfare will ensue; for the
Chinese will never agree to surrender their claims to these districts, which they
profess to regard as part of Szechuan; while the Lhasa Tibetans, once they have
seized all the country up to Tachienlu, will never retire willingly from regions
which they hold to be part ofTibet." He hoped to stop the fighting at the western edge of Kham, near the historical boundary that ran between the Yangtze
and Mekong. The British thought that there was a reasonable chance both sides
might accept the de facto situation and that they could continue their policy of
using Tibet as a buffer state for their Himalayan Indian territories while placating China by not supporting Tibetan i n d e p e n d e n ~ e . ~ ~
The Tibetans argued that they were independent from China because their
tributary relationship terminated when the Manchu Dynasty fell.36 It took
much persuasion on Teichman's part for the Kalon Lama to agree to discuss an
armistice. However, it was difficult to determine who could negotiate for the
Chinese. The Chinese administration of Kham, such as it was, consisted of a
number of mutually independent, suspicious, and even hostile military rulers.
Beijing had little influence of the border regions and was primarily indifferent
to events there.
In the meantime, Chamdo overflowed with injured soldiers, many suffering
suppurating bullet wounds from massive soft-lead Mauser slugs.37 Teichman
suggested that the Kalon Lama invite Dr. Albert Shelton to treat the wounded.
Shelton's work at Draya and Gartok was well known, and the Kalon Lama readily agreed to the idea. Teichman quickly forwarded a letter to Batang.
Though critical of Christian evangelism, Teichman had great respect for the
missionaries' humanitarian work. He singled out the Batang Tibetan Christian
Mission for praise: "To evangelize the people in their present state is merely to
add to the load of superstition with which their lives are already burdened. The
Protestant missionaries at Batang appear to realize this, and educational and
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,edd work stands in the forefront of their pr~grarn."'~He lauded the Batang
,irsionarie~for their humanitarian work: "They are surpassed by no mission in
JIChina in respect of the amount of good they do and the sensible manner in
which they do it."39
In search of a Chinese official who was willing to talk peace in Lower
Teichman left for Batang on May 22, 19 1 8, leading Chinese civilian refugees
back to
The journey to Batang was a laborious one as the Chinese
rehgees slowly made their way with families and baggage stretching down rhe
[rail for miles-"beginning
to resemble the exodus from Egypt," Teichman
wrote.41 After almost two weeks on the trail, the caravan arrived in Gartok in
early June, where Teichman was surprised to find the Chinese General Liu. Teichman took advantage of the presence of the two principals to convince the Teji
and the Chinese commander to sign an agreement to refrain from hostilities for
a month. In the interim, Teichman hoped to contact the Sichuan authorities via
telegraph to arrange a more permanent peace.
Teichman left Gartok with his steadily growing band of refugees. The Teji
Markham allowed the former magistrate and other civilians to join the exodus.
Teichrnan crossed the Bum La into the Batang region. They were in the neighborhood of Kungtzeding when they encountered Dr. Albert Shelton hurrying
for Charndo.
Shelton received Teichmani request on June 5, 1918.42The threat hanging
over Batang strained the townspeople since Shelton's return, so the request for
his assistance was a relief. By the next day Shelton was on the trail to Chamdo.
"We got them packed & fed & off by one o'clock. Surely things did buzz," Flora
jotted.43
Shelton spent his forty-third birthday on the trail. He passed through Gartok, where the Governor insisted he stop for a feast. The next day Shelton's caravan proceeded north toward Chamdo. A man assigned by the Governor acted
as an advance man to secure lodgings and food for the travelers. "It was the only
time for years," Shelton wrote, "that I had been permitted to travel unaccompanied by an escort."44The absence of an armed escort was testimony to the relative security of the Tibetan-ruled country compared to the anarchy of the
Chinese-ruled regions. It was also a reflection of the relative safety enjoyed by
the foreign missionaries in the interior of post-Rvolution China. The foreign
missionaries' position and security improved dramatically in the period following the Republican revolution. As Teichman stated, "since the Revolution of
1911, while no Chinese but brigands, soldiers, or the poorest of coolies can
travel on the mads of Northern Shensi without great danger to property and life,
a missionary or other foreigner can circulate where he pleases with comparatively little danger of being attacked."45
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Unbeknownst to Albert, he also had some secret allies watching his back in
Batmg. With the Chinese administration essentially powerless to protect [he
city from Hsiang-ch'eng raiders, mutinous soldiers, or local bandits, Batangmen
formed the Twan Shang secret society. "This was sort of combined secret society, town meeting, and home guard," U.S. Major John Magruder wrote. The
members took a blood oath by drinking chicken blood, and they armed themselves with old weapons and the extra rifles that General Liu sold them on [he
sly. The '~ritishconsul in Yunnanfu reported that the Twan Shang had secretly
elected Dr. Albert Shelton into their society without his knowledge. Shelton received this honor because he had saved society members' lives who were
wounded in a fight.46
As Dr. Shelton raced for Chamdo, Teichman was busy in Batang. When he
arrived in Batang, the Sichuan telegraph he expected to find was in its normal
inoperative state. The Jung Lam swarmed with brigands, rendering it irnpassable. He had no alternative but to draft a treaty in Batang and use General Liu
as a representative of China. With no Tibetan language skills, Teichrnan turned
to missionaries for assistance with writing the agreement.47 The timing was beginning to look crucial. The Chinese soldiers guarding a nearby village post disappeared, and the Batang garrison erupted in another mutiny over food. The
missionaries once again paid enough money to keep the soldiers fed. Gezong
Ongdu and James Ogden finishing drafting the treaty for Teichman a few days
later.
O n June 30, 1918, Teichman and Colonel Liu left for Chamdo with the proposed treaty. While Liu was in no way empowered to negotiate a treaty on behalf of the Chinese Republican government (or even the Sichuan one), he was
all Teichman had at the moment. Flora felt it was too late: "The Tibetans have
gone too far & have too much power in their hands now."'*
When he arrived in Chamdo, Dr. Albert Shelton found a nightmare. He
rode into town through a gauntlet of wounded Chinese prisoners: "Such of
them as were able to drag themselves out had come and lined themselves at
the side of the road to show their respect." After securing a stove for hot water
and tables and benches for surgery from the Kalon Lama, Shelton set to work.
He dealt with wounds not less than two months old-"rotten, stinking," he
called them. "It was one of the worst propositions that I have ever had to undertake. We began with the worst and for ten days, beginning between seven
and eight in the morning, I operated as long as I was able to stand up, being
assisted by the three men who were with me."49 During his time in Chamdo.
Shelton performed forty major surgeries and many small operations of all
kinds, besides training Chinese and Tibetan doctors how to dress the wounds
Western-~t~le.~~

Shelton continued to mingle with the luminaries of the eastern Tibetan
world.The Kalon Lama invited him for dinner each afternoon when Shelton
finishedhis surgeries, and he spent the balance of the ahernoon in conversation
with him.51Once again Albert Shelton had an opportunity to revise his estima[ion of the Tibetans. Shelton averred, "I was never better treated anywhere-the
Tibetan attitude has entirely changed towards the foreigners in two years."'2
well-educated and sophisticated Tibetans filled Chamdo and the fighting
front. Many of them had studied in India, carried Kodaks and field glasses, slept
on camp beds, and wore foreign clothes. Eric Teichman was startled to encounter one Tibetan commander dressed like an Anglo-Indian sportsman in riding breeches, tweed coat, and pith helmet. "Tibet is now an independent nation,
and is developing with remarkable if not astonishing rapidity," Shelton en[bused. "The Tibetans want foreign goods and foreign ~ivilization."~~
Shelton made the best of his time in Chamdo, teaching, distributing tracts,
and working to build relationships to further his mission. "I was mobbed in a
friendly manner while distributing tracts because 1 couldn't hand them out fast
enough."54At the conclusion of his medical work, the Kalon Lama gave each of
Shelton's assistants fifty rupees and Shelton three hundred rupees and a pair of
finely wrought Derge vessels ornamented with gold and silver." He also asked
Shelton to consider opening a hospital in Chamd~.~"helton wrote McLean:
"My opinion is that Lhasa is open for mission work, right now. This recent
progress and friendliness is radiating from Lhasa. It is a call to go up and possess the land."57

The Truce of Rongbatsa
The departure of Teichman and Liu for Chamdo in late June did little to ease
the tension in Batang. While the Teji Lama promised to hold off hostilities for
a month, time was running out and his Tibetan forces massed near the old Bum
La frontier line prepared to overrun Batang. Another Tibetan column advanced
south from Derge with Batang in its sights. The restive Hsiang-ch'eng tribesmen
threatened from the east.
With the normal trade routes cut off and its larders diminished by extraordinary numbers of Chinese soldiers and refugees, Batang faced starvation. The situation for the Chinese was little better in northern and eastern Kham. The
Tibetans held Chamdo, Drays, Markham, Gonjo, and Derge and were moving
east and south toward Kanze and Batang. The rapid advance of the Tibetans finally roused General Ch'en Hsia-ling, the Chinese frontier commissioner in
Tachienlu, from his inactivity. Realizing he had best make a strong move toward
the west or the Tibetan army would soon be knoclung on Tachienlu's door, he

commanded his brigade of two to three thousand men to proceed west immediately to engage the Tibetans. But the Chinese reliance on ula undid the offensive. The Khampa tribesmen in the Yilung grasslands that sat astride the
route west of Kanze emptied the country of transport animals from Kanze to
the Yangtze River. The withdrawal mired the Chinese at the village of Rangbatsa, one long march west of Kanze in the green and well-watered Yalung
h v e r valley.58
The Chinese were sitting on a powder keg. Teichman wrote, "While they
were sitting in Rongbatsa, comfortably billeted in the houses of the village, and
contemplating the inhospitable wastes ahead, they awoke one morning to find
the Lhasa Tibetans, who had advanced rapidly after the fall of Chamdo, streaming down the two valleys along the roads from Dzenko and Y i l ~ n ~ . "Sharp
~'
skirmishing ensued. The more mobile Tibetan forces began encircling the Chinese forces from the rear to threaten their communications and supply lines
back to Tachienlu. Teichman wrote, "Another month or two would possibly
have seen several thousand more Chinese prisoners in Tibetan hands, and the
Lhasa forces in possession of all the country up to Ta~hienlu."~'
A day's march from Chamdo, Teichman and Liu were relieved to receive a letter from the Kalon Lama halting hostilities all across the front. He would wait
until they arrived in Chamdo. Liu immediately sent copies to all of the Chinese
frontier officials and officer^.^' They arrived on July 15 to a formal reception.
"All Charndo had turned out to see us," Teichman wrote, "including a number
of the Chinese wounded, legless, armless, and otherwise mutilated; these latter
representing the handiwork of, and owed their lives to, Dr. Shelton, who had
come and gone during our absence in Batang."62
After two weeks of Tibetan diplomatic soirees, Teichman and Liu finally received instructions from the Chinese authorities. The governor of Sichuan and
the frontier commissioner agreed to a truce, with the Yangtze as the proposed
frontier line. The Kalon Lama agreed to start discussions on the first auspicious
day. In spite of the cessation of hostilities, the two armies remained poised at
Rongbatsa, ready to begin fighting at the least provocation.
The next day Teichman and Liu received a panic-stricken communiqut from
the Chinese official still in Batang, imploring the Tibetans to allow them to
evacuate the city and retreat to Litang or Tachienlu. Isolated from any news except by courier, the Batang missionaries were also concerned. A week later a letter arrived from Teichman telling them negotiations were progressing, though
Liu was still awaiting instruction^.^^
O n September 1, 1918, Liu and the Kalon Lama came to an agreement
whereby each side maintained the territory it held at the time of the truce. In
spite of the agreement, the two armies at Rongbatsa were still at loggerheads.
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-j-he Tibetans nearly surrounded the Chinese, and their barricades f a a d one another across a small shallow stream barely a stone's throw apart.64
With the agreement in danger of being destroyed by precipitate actions,
diplomats at Chamdo tried to arrange for a mutual withdrawal a day's march
,part. ~ u itt only increased the tension as each side accused the other of initiatTeichman wrote, "The Chinese will insist on treating the Tibetans
ing
naughty children; while the Tibetans, who consider that they have taken the
measure of the Chinese, at any rate for the time being, are itching to renew the
conflict."65The antagonists finally withdrew as autumn settled in. Local farmers scrambledto bring in the harvest as the two armies warily awaited further instructionsfrom distant superiors.
The king of Chala arrived in Charndo with news for the Kalon Lama and Teichman of the situation in Rongbatsa. The king proved to be a vital element in
the negotiations. While he represented the Chinese case, he was a Tibetan himself and understood the Tibetan mentality. The Chinese negotiator was far more
prone to alternately berate or patronize the "barbarians."
On October 10, 1918, the couriers returned bearing approvals. Traveling to
Rongbatsa, the Kalon Lama and the Sichuan frontier authorities met in the conference tent erected between the two lines. After the treaty ceremony, all retired
to a big tent the king of Chala had ordered set up beside the stream and spent
three hours feasting on the jolliest of terms. The Rongbatsa truce ended the organized fighting between the Tibetan and Chinese armies.66
The truce laid out the provisional boundary lines giving control of the area
generally east of the Y a n p , including Batang, to the Chinese, while the Tibetans controlled the region to the west of the river. This necessitated the withdrawal of the Tibetan forces from their forward lines in Kanze and Nyarong. The
Chinese agreed not to station troops in Hsiang-ch'eng or Nyarong. If the tribesmen failed to restrain themselves, the Tibetan government agreed to not interfere
with any Chinese actions against them. The Chinese agreed that Dalai Lama had
control of all matters relating to monasteries and the "Buddhistic religion" in the
Chinese-governed regions of K h m , including the right of appointing "all high
and other monastic functionaries." Section Six permitted traders and travto cross the border without interference. The truce gave amnesty to both
forces and agreed to empower the British consul to mediate future
On the Chinese side of the cease-fire line, the brigandage continued unabated. The cessation of organized warfare between the Chinese and the Tibetan
army exacerbated the Khampas' antagonism toward the Lhasa government.
While the Khampas welcomed the Tibetan army as brothers-in-arms, they resented the condescending attitude of the central Tibetans, who viewed them
uncouth country bumpkins.68
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As Batang continued to suffer in terrifying isolation and privation, townspeople considered evacuation. Flora wrote on December 9, 1918, "Rumon of
all kinds that the Shangchen people are coming & that the Tibetans have to furnish 5 months grain for the Chinese soldiers here which they say can't be done
at all & all will starve to death."69

Mission Life,1918-1919
In spite of the chaos that surrounded them in 1918-1 9 19, the Tibetan
tian Mission operated from its strongest position yet. Protected behind its
foot-high walls, the T C M mission compound was a model of Western order, the
hospital a beacon of scientific healing. In spite of laws prohibiting it, the missionaries continued to add to their land holdings.70 Their influence on SinoTibetan politics was at its peak, with Shelton, Ogden, and Gezong Ongdu
mediating and crafting diplomatic documents. The teachers taught a curriculum
to a growing group of students. With the support of the mission, Flora carried
on with her translation projects. The rug factory floundered on amidst growing
controversy among the missionaries. Increasing numbers of orphans found their
way to the care of the missionaries.
Converts continued to be a scarce commodity after a decade in Batang, in
spite of techniques designed to appeal to Tibetans, such as painting biblestory banners in the style of Tibetan tangka paintings.7' The few native
Christians who did convert were Chinese or Chinese-Tibetans, though
crowds of Tibetan beggars still clustered for Christmas dinner and Tibetan
children gathered for the entertainment and food at Sunday school. Despairing of progress among the adults, the missionaries redoubled their efforts
with orphans.72
The T C M wasn't alone in its frustration. Afier twenty-three years on the Tibetan border and the distribution of 115,000 tracts in Tibetan, CIM missionary and Tibetan scholar Theodore Sorensen counted ten Tibetan converts in
T a ~ h i e n l uThe
. ~ ~ tracts the missionaries struggled to send into forbidden Tibet
were often used by the Tibetans in ways not intended by the Christians. Travelers wrote of seeing them commingled with Buddhist prayer flags on bridges and
trees, the Tibetans figuring that one more prayer fluttering in the air surely
couldn't hurt. James Edgar huffed, "1 have seen the pages containing Matt
1: 1-1 8 posted on rods and erected on the housetops, where they were supposed
to act as spiritual d i ~ i n f e c t a n t . " ~ ~
Though laboring in Ladakh since the mid-nineteenth century, the Moravian
mission also struggled with a paltry congregation. The missionaries contended
that the intense social pressure of the Tibetan culture and religion prevented

would-beconverts from joining the flock. In the Moravians' field on the warem Tibetan border, Christians were held to be ritually unclean, preventing their
into a Buddhist household where the household god might
The
Khampa even found the missionaries' pale eyes and big noses to be terrifyingly
dien, prompting the children to run in panic.76 At best, the Tibetvls maintained a wary distance from the missionaries, save for instances in which they
be useful to them politically or financially. Being staunchly Buddhist, they
viewedChristianity as an alien religion that threatened their very existence as
beings.
In January 19 18 evangelist Roderick MacLeod and his wife Esther arrived
in Baung to join the T C M . He was a Scotsman from Prince Edward Island
who graduated from Butler University in Indianapolis and received his divinity degree from Yale. Esther MacLeod was a daughter of the heartland, born
in Lawrenceville, Illinois. She graduated from an Illinois college and then
earned her masters in mathematics from the University of I l l i n ~ i s Back
. ~ ~ in
America, the TCM's parent society underwent a major change in 19 19 when
the two Disciples of Christ missionary societies, the Foreign Christian Missionary Society and the Christian Woman's Board of Missions, merged into
the United Christian Missionary Society (UCMS).78 Headquartered in St.
Louis, the new entity strengthened the mission societies that were struggling
with America's post-World War I materialism and the increasing volume of
the Jazz Age.
With Dr. Shelton spending much of 19 18 on the trail, his Batang medical assistants handled large patient 10ads.~' While Shelton was in Gartok, Johnny and
his three assistants reported that they served 1,027 patients in Batang. In September, a smallpox epidemic hit Batang. There were two hundred deaths in the
city, and almost twelve hundred patients were treated. After making his own
smallpox vaccines with cowpox, Shelton and his men vaccinated all who would
take it, though many chose to forgo the treatment after the lamas counseled
against it. Some Tibetans resorted to casting lots to see who should take the inoculation. The aftermath was clear. "All those who cast lots are dead while those
who were vaccinated are alive."'O
By early 1919, a cholera epidemic added to the caseload. When the Spanish
influenza arrived in March 1919 via the mail courier from Atunze, fifty local
people died. The Ogdens, the MacLeods, and Albert Shelton came down with
the illness. Shelton also suffered pneumonia-''bad
sick," the TCM reported.
By the summer of 1919 the dispensary had settled down. August was "quiet
medically," with only 519 cases. "It is rather fortunate," Shelton wrote, "that
there is no more sickness as in many lines the hospital is entirely out of medicines-not a pound having arrived in 2 years."81

Dreams of Lhasa
In the meantime, Shelton waited impatiently for the Dalai Lama to reply to his
Lhasa request. Lhasa was Albert Shelton's all-consuming dream, the mythic civ
guarded by the iron gates. He had devoted his life to the quest, having followed
the Chinese army, learned Tibetan, forged alliances, and used Christian doctrine
and Western scientific doctrine as rationales to get there. From the time he heard
Dr. Susie Rijnhart speak of the place "high and lifted up" when he was a young
man, Lhasa was his great goal.82
His fellow T C M missionaries shared his obsession. Nervous about another
denomination beating them to the prize, Roderick MacLeod wrote to McLean
a few weeks after Shelton's return from Chamdo: "It is heartbreaking to stand at
a door which has been recently opened. . . . the Pentecostal Mission is waiting
for a chance to enter. A wealthy Englishman is financing the mission. Should
this mission enter before we do, our work will be much more difficult. They are
a particularly emotional people who speak with tongues, and cast out de~ils."~3
In August the good news came via courier. The Dalai Lama sent a letter with
his distinctive red seal. Albert Shelton wrote, "It is as far as I know the only letter ever written by the Dalai Lama to a missionary. It runs somewhat after this
fashion: 'I know of your work and that you have come a long way to do good,
and so far as I am concerned, I will put no straw in your way, providing there
are no foreign treaties to prevent your coming."'84
While the Dalai Lama's letter was a standard Tibetan diplomatic missive, it
was an exceptional document. The Dalai Lama had never extended an equivalent invitation to a Protestant missionary, in spite of a hundred and fifty years
of entreatie~.'~Other missionaries were skeptical of the letter, thinking the
compliments formulaic and the invitation fatally compromised by the reference
to existing treatie~.'~
Dr. William Hardy wrote about the letter, "My Tibetan
Teacher says that the Tibetans when writing say so many nice things that it is dmost the same as lying."87 Fire-breathing CIM missionary James Edgar denigrated the invitation to open the Lhasa hospital, writing, "It might be pointed
out that medical missionaries had been invited to Lhasa by the Dalai Lama.
'Yes'; and so would engineers of any race if they would introduce cheap dynamos
to turn praying machinery.""
As Shelton reveled in his new hopes for Lhasa, the UCMS's McLean responded
to Shelton's earlier request to itinerate by writing, "the committee is quite willing
that you should spend a year or two itinerating through Tibet, and reaching Lassa
if that be possible. It will be a great thing if you can enter that pagan stronghold
with the gospel message and with modern medicine. . . . Like Livingstone, you are
ready for any movement, provided it is a forward movement."

Dr. dbert Sheltoni itineration to Lhasa hinged on whether an existing treary
rohibited a Christian missionary from entering central Tibet and Lhasa. It

,P questionof some delicacy. While there may have not been treary language bar-

the British, through their support of the Dalai Lamis gov,ing
ernment and armed forces, had an enormous say in which Westerners were
dlowed access to Lhasa. They were determined to bar foreigners who might
,,pet the status quo, such as missionaries.
Tibet's isolation had changed little since the 1840s. Some contended that the
Tibetans didn't care if visitors came, but the Chinese demanded that they prohibit entry to most foreigners. Fifty years later, missionary WiUiam Carey saw
[he Chinese and Tibetans conspiring to maintain the isolation: "Two persons
watch the border with sleepless eyes. One is a Chinaman, and the other a lama.
The lama p a r d s his monopoly in religion, and Chinaman his monopoly in
trade.y'89
British explorer William Gill argued that the Tibetans were wary of the missionaries because they feared they were part of the West's imperial ambitions and
"they naturally fear for the supremacy of their faith."90 British India officials of
the Great Game era debated whether China or Tibet served the true arbiters of
Tibet's isolation." While the Chinese policy of Tibetan isolation was centuries
old, the Tibetans themselves had an unalloyed reluctance to admit foreigners.
The Dalai Lama's government rejected American consular official and explorer
W. W. Rockhill's request for a passport three times, despite the entreaties of Chinese ~ f i c i a l s . ~ ~
The rise of British influence in Tibet following the Republican revolution
certainly didn't lower any of the Tibetan barriers to Christian missionaries. As
they wanted to maintain Tibet as a quiescent buffer state, the British discouraged missionaries from entering Tibet. As early as 1896, the British officials
barred Theodore Sorensen from entering Tibet via Sikkim.
Into the twentieth century, the British Foreign Ofice authorities in London
cast a balehl eye toward unrestricted travel on the Himalayan plateau. They
even fretted about their diplomatic "frontier men," concerned their overzealous
consular officers might stir up trouble. Accordingly, the London officials prohibited border crossings by any Europeans into Tibet except exploratory expeditions by well-vetted military men. In 1905 the British issued a standing order
that barred travel into Tibet by British subjects without prior permission.93
In the precarious diplomatic balancing act of the post-Chinese revolution,
when quasi-independent Tibet and warlord-torn Republican China vied for
diplomatic attention, missionary exclusion became the British government policy. In an internal discussion note in 1922, the Government of India's foreign
Secretary, Sir Denys Bray, stated that passports into Tibet should be given freely.
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to sportsmen, missionaries, and undesirables." Anticipating a firestorm
from British church leaders, Bray proposed that the British consult with Lhaa
authorities when missionaries applied for entrance into Tibet, shifiing the
sponsibility for denial onto the Tibetans. The Tibetans, on the other hand, were
attempting to steer a course between two powerful neighbors. Hence, both the
British and the Tibetans found it politically expedient to blame the other for the
shared policy that excluded Protestant missionaries from central Tibet.Y4
The Dalai Lama's invitation to Dr. Albert Shelton with its caveat regarding
foreign treaties begged the question: Did any treaty bar Shelton from entry into
Lhasa? While Younghusband's convention that Great Britain and Tibet signed at
Lhasa in September 1904 had long since been overshadowed by events in Lhasa
and Beijing, one section stated that no foreign power would be allowed to intervene in Tibetan A i r s , and "no representatives or Agents of any Foreign
Power shall be admitted to Tibet. . . ."95 Given the role the TCM missionaries
played in U.S. military and diplomatic intelligence and British-led negotiations,
it could be argued Shelton was an agent of the Western governments. Subsequent conventions were no better in defining whether Shelton would or would
not be allowed entry.
The missionaries hung their hopes for central Tibetan itineration on the
Rongbatsa Agreement, however discredited and rejected it became. Section
Six stated that "Peaceful traders and travellers shall be permitted to cross the
border without interfernence [sic]."96 Since the Kalon Lama and the British
Consul both signed it, the missionaries thought it gave them some potential
for hope.
So as Albert Shelton and the United Christian Missionary Society celebrated
the Dalai Lama's invitation to Lhasa, the thorny issue remained: How were the
officials in Lhasa and Britain going to interpret the phase, "providing there are
no foreign treaties to prevent your coming." The UCMS contended there was
no problem. "So far as the officers of the Foreign Society know," a World Call
article stated, "there is no treaty that would stand in the way of an American
missionary traveling anywhere in Tibet. This being true, the last obstacle in the
way of entering Lhassa is rem~ved."~'
The question stood: The Dalai Lamas letter may have been nothing more
than a polite acknowledgement of Shelton's work and a diplomatic though nonbinding response to his request to come to Lhasa. The only way Dr. Albert She]ton was going to find out the Dalai Lama's intent and his power to execute it
was to ride west to Lhasa. Ever optimistic, Shelton felt that the growing power
of the Tibetans offered a grand opportunity for his mission to reach for Lhasa.
Albert Shelton quoted Li Gway Gwang: "The devil must be having palpitation
of the heart these days.""

,

~h~ devil wasn't the only one suffering health problems in Batang. ~

l

,ical condition was rapidly deteriorating. Her eyes and facial neuralgia torP ~ Y

mentedher. Her limp continued t~ keep her generally mission-bound. Almost
forty-eightyears old, Flora Shelton was carrying a lot of weight, particularly in
B ~ oxygen-deprived
~ ~ ~ + nine-thousand-foot altitude. She was five feet, seven
inches tall and weighed 235 pounds." Her cardiac problems began to concern
her husband and impede her translation work: "When my heart misbehaves it
is difficult to work 8r do clear thinking. But hope to complete what I have
begun.""' In eady 1719, her husband wrote Corey, "Mrs. Shelton has been having a great deal of trouble with her heart this fall. Whether it is the altitude or
her time of life I am unable to state, but a month ago I was greatly alarmed."'0'
The Greatest Menace: Dr. Shelton and the Opium Campaign
Along with his medical, political, and ethnologic work, Albert Shelton remained
focused on the long-time issues of the Western missionaries. "Last spring," he
wrote in 1917, "there came to Batang, in the planting of opium, what appeared
to us to be the greatest menace that had ever come our way."'02 When Shelton
encountered a man planting opium and learned that a group of men planned on
growing a large crop, he burst into activity. He convinced the local Chinese official who condoned the cultivation to order the poppy crop destroyed. With
Shelton's continuing insistence, the growers uprooted all of the fields, except for
two owned by the local banker and a prominent merchant. When they asked
Shelton if there was some way he could be persuaded to let them harvest the
opium, he replied, "I told them there was just one way, that was to hire some
one who was interested to shoot me."
Sichuan was a primary opium-growing region of China in the nineteenth
century.'o3It became an alternative crop for the Sichuanese farmers after the urival of Standard Oil's kerosene reduced the demand for Sichuan's traditional export of candle wax and imported chemical dyes impacted the vegetable dye
production. Many foreign observers estimated (undoubtedly with some degree
of exageration) that 80 percent of the Sichuan population smoked opium.'"
In 1876 missionaries helped organize an anti-opium league to investigate the
problem and agitate for anti-opium measures. In 1707, a nationwide campaign
against opium began afrer the emperor issued an imperial edict eliminating the
growing of opium poppies within three years. The anarchy of the post-Revoh[ion warlord period again spurred the cultivation of opium poppies in western
China. By 1913, poppy cultivation in Yunnan was four-fifihs of pre-suppression
levels. Remote Sichuan soon followed, as opium became a major revenue source
for local and provincial warlords as well as a source of shakedown money. The

~

would encourage peasants to grow the poppies and then arrive when the
flowers
were in full bloom to demand fines and part of the crop.
1919, opium was rampant in the hinterlands of Sichuan.lo5 As [he remaining Batang poppies continued to grow, Shelton issued an ultimatum to
Chinese official to order the destruction of the crop or Shelton would report
him. Goaded into action, the magistrate ordered the banker and merchant put
in chains and marched down the main street to jail. The opium fields were
burned. Shelton reported, "The total result this year is that there will be no
opium grown here and that I have made forty or fifty good enemies."'06 She]ton said he expected to be "plugged" for his campaign against opium.lo7

The Next Great Hero
By early 19 19, the UCMS publicity machine began touting Shelton as the next
great missionary hero. "The Way Open to Lhassa!" a headline read in the February World Call, the article touting the Dalai Lama's invitation and the planned
offensive into Tibet. The magazine called for missionary volunteers to join Dr.
Shelton in his great endeavor. "Surely the Holy Spirit is urging even now some
of our finest and biggest men to leave places of prominence and leadership and
answer this call of Tibet."
In June, World Call published a long feature on "Shelton of Batang," with a
large photo of him astride his famous mule, Abe. It celebrated Shelton's family,
his compound ("He has a good croquet ground in his yard and also a tennis
court"), medical practice, itinerations, and evangelizations-even his harmonica
and lefi-handed violin playing. The article portrayed him as a hybrid species of
frontiersman-saint, a well-armed Paul stalking the borderlands of Tibet with a
gracious panache. The article ended by linking Shelton with the missionaries'
great exemplar: "To him 'the regions beyond' mean Derge, Chambdo, Leh, Gartok, Tankar, Shigates, and even Lhassa. Lhassa is as much a passion to him as
was the heart of Africa to David L i ~ i n ~ s t o n e . " ' ~ ~
The UCMS wasn't alone in heralding Shelton's invitation to Lhasa. A Kansas
newspaper headline of the time blared "KANSAN INVADES TIBET; FORBIDDEN LAND O F T H E EAST." The article spun the heroic Shelton ofTibet
tales along with a picture of him posing on Abe."' Shelton's supporter in
Chicago, 0.A. Rosboro, also informed the National GeoFaphic in April 1919.
In May, the National Geographic offered Dr. Albert Shelton an assignment to
write a four- or five-thousand-word article on eastern Tibet, to be published
with his photographs. The editor additionally requested Shelton to purchase Tibetan daggers, swords, and knives to add to his ~ersonalweapons collection.
The National Geographic provided Shelton a prestigious promotional opportu-

pubnlty. With its distinctive yellow-framed cover and massive circulation,
liarion reached the good churchgoing, middle-class citizens of Ameriu as well
,S its most wealthy and influential people. In October Shelton accepted the S,ignment, "should everything go as well as I trust it W ~ I I . " " ~
*

Going Home

fiera stint in the army during World War I, Dr. William Hardy finally decided
to return to Batang. In early April, Doan cabled an urgent message to Shelton:

"Hardyand another doctor sailing A ~ g u s t . " ~Dr.
' ~ Albert Shelton was free to
itinerate in Tibet. The news also eased Albert Shelton's concern about his ailing
wife, knowing she soon would soon be returning to America. He reported to
Doan in the summer that her heart got better with the warm weather and she
would be gone from Batang before the hard winter weather.'12 In any use, the
UCMS began raising h n d s for Shelton's Lhasa expedition."'
Though July, Shelton organized the caravan to the China coast and planned
his expedition to Lhasa, worrying that his time was running out: "a man's ability to ride a mule over 17000 ft mountains declines rapidly after he is 50 yrs old.
But I thank God the man and the opportunities come together.'"14
In February 1919, Albert traveled south to Atunze to attempt to get cash
for the mission. In the autumn he traveled with his daughters and Roderick
MacLeod to Gartok at the invitation of the Teji Markham. It was yet another
five-day journey by Yangtze boat and mountain mule to the little Tibetan garrison town. Dorris was fifteen at the time and Dorothy twelve. Just as they
began their last day's journey, a messenger from the Teji Markham arrived to
advise them that the stars were not auspicious for their arrival. H e begged
~
them to not to come to Gartok until the stars were more f a ~ o r a b l e . "When
they arrived at the outskirts of Gartok two days later, they found an honor
guard of two hundred soldiers drawn up in formation on a vast bleak plain to
meet them.l16 The soldiers accompanied the missionary party into Gartok,
loosing three volleys in welcome, an honor reserved for high officials. The
troops stood at attention beside the entrance to the Teji's residence as the missionary party entered.
Soon after their arrival, a long line of men began to bring the Teji's gifts to
his friend Shelton, including thirty pounds of ~ a butter,
k
twenty pounds of tea,
a quarter of beef, a mutton carcass, a keg of honey, and even barley for the mules
and pack animals. Between elaborate feasts, the girls visited with the Teji's wife,
swapping stories of Lhasa and America, speaking in the Shelton girls' preferred
Tibetan. Dorris wrote, "One day we asked her if she had ever jumped rope.
She'd never even heard of such a thing, so we got a rope and taught her; we all
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had lots of fun. It wasn't easy for her to do because she wore long skirts downto
her ankles, and often would get caught on the rope.""'
Dorris ran to get her rope one day and overheard a wealthy Tibetan asking
her fatheis consent for his son to marry her. Her father thanked the Tibetan for
the marriage offer, as it was a great compliment from a powerful family: "Ir is
not our custom for to decide who our daughters are to marry. And you, Sir,
know how important your customs are, so you will understand. Please respect
my need to refuse this great honor."l18
After many festive banquets enlivened with bagpipe music, the Teji Markham
sent them on their way with great pomp and three horseloads of gifts-mutton,
rice, butter, and honey. He asked them to write to him monthly, so that he
might be kept apprised of conditions in Batang. Once again the authorities
looked to the missionaries for intelligence reports, only this time the missionaries were thrilled that the oficials were Tibetan.
While Kham was free of organized armies in battle, the peace was shaky. The
Rongbatsa truce started to unravel as Chinese provincial and national officials
began to question the document. When the frontier commissioner repudiated
the truce, General Liu was forced to flee Batang to Atunze to escape arrest for
signing the Rongbatsa truce, taking the town's civil authority with him. The
Twan Shang secret society was the only real authority remaining in Batang. The
society had evolved from a home guard into more of an anti-Chinese organization-though one happy to work with restive soldiers. One of Batang's Chinese
officers began to conspire with the Twan Shang through the Ba Lama, who was
influential in the society and the de facto administration of the town.'" When
no higher authority would sign it, the Rongbatsa truce became a dead letter on
a formal diplomatic level, though it continued to act as a working agreement to
halt hostilities along an agreed line.120
In China, further anti-foreign agitation such as the May Fourth Movement
presaged the end of the special privileges and protections enjoyed by foreigners
that dated back to the unequal treaties of the nineteenth century. Their foreign
passports gave the missionaries a certain protection in western China by dint of
the Republicans' embrace of Western institutions and the Western governments'
continued military superiority over China. The Tibetans involvement with the
British further gave the missionaries some immunity. However, the power of the
Western cannons did little good in the backcountry of western China, where
mutiny and brigandage was rampant. The U.S. State Department issued dispatches to the west China missionaries in 19 19, warning them the Sichuan barder was "fraught with danger for f ~ r e i ~ n e r s . " ' ~ '
The Sheltons planned to leave for the China coast in December 1919. The
way home through Tachienlu was still deemed too dangerous as bandits were

,ife.

Hardy and the Bakers had done, the Sheltons planned on traveling south
Yunnan Province to the French railroad at Yunnanh. Though southern
md Yunnan bristled with bandits, it was considered more orderly than

[he wild Jung Lam.
was customary, the departing Sheltons sold and gave away their household
oods, much going to the relative newcomers, the MacLeods. It was an awkward
g
leave-&ng, with Flora and the girls setting off for America permanently and
Albert returning to Batang for his great lunge toward Lhasa. "It was 19 19," Flora
"almost time for another furlough, but we didn't want to leave. This
last term of service, in spite of the unsettled state of the country, had been such
a happy one; we loved the people, and they loved us; they had ceased to f a r and
come to trust
The Shelton girls resisted the move homeward with all their
powers. Dr. Shelton reported, "It is a far greater trial to Mrs. Shelton and the girls
to leave than most realize, and the girls have put forward all sorts of propositions
and schemes to delay or prevent the leaving to go home."123

The Finest Collection
Beyond escorting his family to the China coast, Albert Shelton also intended to
transport his trove of Tibetan treasures for the Newark Museum. Following his
return from furlough in 1914, he acquired Tibetan artifacts with a passion, both
in Batang and in the areas where he itinerated. While awaiting an opportunity
to ship his artifacts, he packed his growing collection in wooden shipping crates
from America, storing them in a shed on the mission property. He acquired a
diverse collection, several hundred objects both sacred and secular. While doctoring at the burned and ruined Draya monastery, Shelton collected several
pieces, including a dorje (celestial thunderbolt) and piece of a statue frieze that
Chinese soldiers had 1 0 o t e d . l ~In~ Gartok, Shelton acquired a religious costume
from the head lama of Batang-"I took it in payment of a debt owing me from
himanI25
The sacked Chamdo monastery was another rich source of artifacts
where Shelton collected the monastery's Chinese vases.':"
In Batang, Shelton again ~urchasedartifacts from the Jo Lama, the Ba Lama,
and Gezong Ongdu.12' The turmoil of fifieen years of warfare in Kham loosened sacred and precious objects from their moorings, and made them available
to be purchased by the Sheltons. "The lamas dug up their silver vessels, that they
had had buried somewhere on the mountains, and sold them to buy back the
l a d that had been taken away from them by the Chinese. . . ." At night, the
lamas would slip in the mission gate to sell the objects to Albert Shelton.
As with the Batang scrolls he sent to the Newark Museum in 19 16, Shelton
purchased a number of objects from Gwei Tsen Chi of Batang's noble family."'
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Beyond the ancient scroll the young man sold Shelton, he brought the Sheltons
ornate tea bowls, "used by very wealthy Tibetans," a royal gown spun from gold
and silver, and other family heirlooms that Shelton termed "treasures."l29
In August 1918, just after his return from Chamdo, Shelton wrote an expansive letter to the Newark Museum. "I have the finest collection of Tibetvl
things," he wrote in a large bold script that could barely fit on the page. He donated the Batang scrolls he shipped in 19 16, and stated the material he collected
would add immeasurably to the museum's Tibetan holdings, "I'd like to see it
the finest Tibetan collection in America." Shelton noted that his wife was returning to America in late 1919 and that he could ship the artifacts when she
traveled. 130
As with the first purchase, Shelton and the Newark Museum delicately maneuvered for bargaining position. Dana asked for a list of materials and queried
if two thousand dollars would cover it.13' Shelton countered with "not less than
$2,500."132
To raise the boil at the Newark a bit, Albert Shelton concluded his letter by
writing, "I would like to see all of it go with what I brought home before, otherwise I would sell everything in China, as oil men and British and French are
very keen for these things and I have constant inquiries for them."133The
Newark soon responded, "it is entirely possible that the museum will want to
purchase all or least a good part of Dr. Shelton's new collection . .
In November 1919, the Sheltons' journey to the coast was imminent, and the
Tibetan Christian Mission began a flurry of activity. After organizing the Batang
Christian Church to be run by local Christians, they formally ordained Li Gway
Gwang into the ministry. With a crowd of bareheaded Chinese and Westerners
in pith helmets and fedoras witnessing, he baptized the Shelton girls and
twenty-nine other new Christians in the murky waters of a mission pond.135
The mission made a resolution: "Moved that This Mission wish to express
their sincere appreciation of the faithful service the Sheltons have rendered the
Cause of Christ in Eastern Tibet. Dr. Shelton for his Medical, Mission, and public services; Mrs. Shelton for her Literary, Musical, and Translation work, and
Dorris and Dorothy for their tender and loving help and example as workers for
Jesus in Social and Sunday School circles. May God's richest blessings go with
them, and may the many ties not cease to bind them to this land of eternd
snows, and to our loving hearts for Jesus Sake.''136
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THE DEVIL'S OWN CAULDRON
Yunnan,1919-1920

I am nearly finished.

'
-Dr.

Albert Shelton

Escorted by Chinese soldiers, the Sheltons' caravan crept out of Batang early one
November morning in 1919. Since Flora Shelton hated teary goodbyes, she had
spent the day before offering her friends what she pretended was a preliminary
farewell. Instead, the Sheltons quietly prepared the caravan to leave before dawn.
In spite of the Sheltons' plotting, that night their friends discovered their ruse
and traveled to various places along the trail.2 Instead of avoiding farewells at the
city gate and down the road a bit, Flora Shelton ran an emotional gauntlet for
twenty miles that lasted the entire day. It was a particularly difficult parting for
the two Shelton girls and their Tibetan friends. "The girls were almost ill from
sorrow. It was very touching to see Dorris and Dorothy with Tibetan girls leaning on their shoulders and weeping sad farewells," Roderick MacLeod wrote.'
The Sheltons' large caravan included a number of Chinese returning to
China, including Dr. Shelton's long-time assistant Chang Shao-yu, whom they
called Johnny. Tibetans carried Flora in her sedan chair and Dorris and Dorothy
rode mules.' Packed on the jostling herd of ~ a k and
s mules were a dozen and a
half wooden boxes containing Albert Shelton's collection of Tibetan artifacts
bound for Newark, and six hundred dollars worth of mission rugs to be sold in
Yunnanfu.5
As he guided the enormous caravan south to Yunnan, Dr. Albert Shelton was
an important man, in control of his environment and destiny. Recognized as a
central Asian leader, his reputation extended from Lhasa to Beijing. Diplomats

in London, New Delhi, and Washington knew his name. His sprawling Batang
mission was one of the largest non-Buddhist compounds in the borderlands. His
fame as the designated successor to Livingstone had spread from America's rnission supporters to a broad audience across the country. Journalists, ministers,
and lecturers lauded his Christian spirit and American forthrightness. To many,
Albert Shelton embodied a new kind of ~ i o n e e r . ~
The Sheltons' caravan proceeded south along the Yunnan Road trail that
connected Chamdo and Atunze-the
familiar path to Gartok for Albert
Shelton and his daughters. The Sheltons intended to travel south through
brigand-infested Yunnan to the provincial capital of Yunnanfu (Kunming),
In the post-Revolution era, it was the least precarious route out of western
Kham.
While the trail through Yunnan was perilous, it was clearly less dangerous
than the route across the Jung Lam, which was perennially menaced by the
rebels from the Hsiang-ch'eng. Even if the caravan managed to avoid misfortune
on the Jung Lam, the Yangtze Valley was a raging channel of anarchy that few
travelers chanced. Warlords vied for control, and unpaid troops formed bands
of well-armed mutineers who preyed on the river traffic, particularly steamers
flying foreign flags.7
After a month and a half of arduous muleback and sedan-chair travel, the
Sheltons could look forward to a comparatively painless forty-hour train ride
through the mountains from Yunnanfu to the French Indochinese seaport at
Haiphong8 After the French wrested mining concessions in Yunnan from
China late in the 1890s, they began construction on a narrow-gauge railroad
that ran 473 miles through the mountains. Finished in 1910, the line was a rnarvel of engineering, snaking through tunnels across territory previously thought
impassable.
The caravan climbed out of the upper Yangtze Valley into the highlands.
O n the sixth day, they began to crawl along the snow-covered trails, climbing
T'sala Mountain's ice-covered sixteen-thousand-foot pass. One of the mules
tumbled off the trail toward the river eight hundred feet below. While the
mule managed to stop, the boxes it was carrying hurtled all the way down to
the water.9
The Sheltons' journeyed south through the Tibetan regions of southern
Kham that stretched across southwestern Sichuan and northwestern Yunnan.
Many nights the family slept in remote tribesmen's cabins or under the stars,
sheltered by oilskins when the skies opened. Flora wrote, "There were little
rivers winding here and there, temples stuck up on the mountain sides,
hm.series of Tibetan monks hidden away, always wildly beautiful, very quiet,
and intensely interesting."I0

When the Sheltons arrived at Lijiang in northern Yunnan, thqr found bundredsof patients there awaiting matment. "Some people who had heard of our
coming had come some two or three days' journey in order to be there as we
went through, wanting operations." Dr. Shelton wrote. "I was not able to do
at the time, but promised to stop on my way back in artend to as many as
possible in a week or ten days.""

Yunnan in the Warlord Era
A high rumpled tableland between British Burma and French Tonkin, Yunnan
ws
populated primarily by various mountain tribes. The Chinese considered it
[heir most backward province.I2 As the Sheltons traveled further south into
Yunnan, they began encountering Han Chinese towns mixed with the tribal villages.'' In the period after the Republican revolution, the province was relatively
calm, though travelers wrote of the appalling rural poverty, noting half-clothed
women, naked young girls, and endemic starvation. As late as 19 14, Yunnan was
still relatively free of banditry, but as the revolution devolved into militarized
provincialism, warlord battles and brigand raids roiled the region. Heads hung
in the trees, and tales of mass butcheries filled the air.'* If Sichuan was the devil's
cave, by 1919 Yunnan was the devil's own cauldron.
The west China hinterland had become the warlords' main battleground. In
spite of enormous numbers of soldiers, brigand bands swarmed Yunnan. Dozens
of brigand bands with hundreds of bandits commanded the countryside around
rich centers such as Yunnanfu.15 The boundary between brigand and soldier was
a highly permeable one, as most brigands were former soldiers, and vice versa.16
"Brigand by night is soldier of morning," the Chinese said." Unless spurred by
the foreign consuls, the warlords seldom bothered with bandits, preferring not
to risk their troops.
As the Sheltons made their way south through Yunnan, they were dependent
on the fragile order held together by the military governor and warlord of Yunnan, T'ang Chi-yao. T'ang was an imperious ruler who boasted a genealogy that
extended back to the T'ang or Ming Dynasty. In the turbulent warlord era,
T'ang managed to maintain his power with alliances formed and broken with
Machiavellian genius.'8 By 19 19, T'ang was involved in numerous struggles for
power. Yunnanese "guest armies'' were embroiled in conflicts with neighboring
provinces, straining T'angi ability to maintain order. An officers' rebellion chdlenged T'ang's overall command. The
finances were in shambles, and
T'ang was increasingly dependent on the opium trade for funds. With the treasury near empty and much of T'angb army outside of the province, Yunnan
teetered on the edge of anarchy.

A Heavy Heart
Five days south of Lijiang on December 2 1, 1919, the Shelton caravan encountered Dr. William Hardy and his family in the ancient walled town of Ddi. ~h~
Hardys were traveling north to Batang with an immense caravan of goods for [he
mission. They were returning after an absence of over two years, part of which
~~d~ spent as a U.S. medical officer. The missionaries visited for a day, [he
Hardys' sharing the good news of a raise for the Batang missionaries. When it
came time to move on, Albert hired three sedan chairs for the Shelton women.Il
The Sheltons turned east toward Yunnanfu along the old caravan route that
extended west into Burma. O n January 3, 1920, their fortieth day of travel, the
Sheltons were three days from Yunnanfu when they stopped for a midday med
in the village of Lao Yoa Gwan. The local military official received Dr. Shelton's
travel papers and arranged for their escort. When the caravan prepared to leave,
four desultory soldiers sauntered out as their sole guard. Flora asked her husband if that was their entire escort. Insouciant from his many journeys through
unsettled country, Albert assured her that their escort was the magistrate's business and the number of guards was his concern.
As they descended a pass beyond the village, the Sheltons' caravan stretched
for more than half a mile down the mountainside trail, the three sedan chairs
leading the way.20 Riding Abe, Albert followed fifty yards behind with the four
soldiers. The baggage animals carrying the Tibetan artifacts brought up at the
rear of the caravan.
Someone suddenly screamed, "Robbers! The robbers are coming." Shots rang
out from three sides. As bullets began to hit the chairs, the chair coolies dropped
their poles and fled. One bullet passed through Flora's chair, smashing a thermos under her seat. Flora and the girls quickly jumped from their chairs and
crawled into a little ditch.
Albert wrote, "One of the four soldiers that were with us jumped in front of
my mule, stuck his gun in the air and pulled the trigger. Bang! He jumped behind my mule again, and away the four of them went just as fast as they could
go."" Shelton pulled his rifle from the scabbard but, realizing he was done and
the bandits many, decided not to resist. After returning the gun to its scabbard.
Shelton jumped off his mule and ran for the chairs. Robbers poured down from
the mountain bluff to the left of the trail, quickly surrounding him. "One man
who had tried to make himself look as scary as possible by putting a big smear
of black across his face, stuck a big pistol in my stomach," Shelton wrote. "He
looked so grotesque that I laughed."22
Carrying his rifle and saddlebags, the bandits herded Albert Shelton toward
his family. "Ho ja H o ja (quit shouting)," he told the robbers. The bandits began

,ifling [heir bags and pockets. stripping the rings from Dorothy's fingers before
~~~~i~ demanded they return them. "We were surrounded h everything
grabbed,"Flora wrote. "but the head robber said for them not to take our things
g~ they put them down." A half-mile back, the robbers broke into a couple of
[he Tibetan artifact boxes. They smashed the box with a rare and precious volume of the sacred Buddhist scripture, the Kanjur, but abandoned the crates after
a perfunctory browse."
The bandits insisted that Albert Shelton accompany them to their leader.
Flora Shelton wrote, "They said to Bert 'Come on & and send the soldiers back
and we will give the boxes safe passage.' Bert started & I said-'0 don't leave
us.' He said, 'It's all right, you don't need to be afraid.' & was gone."24
h he walked back up the mountain with them, one of the brigands demanded Shelton show him how to work the camera that he'd just stolen. At the
top of the pass, the brigand leader, Yang Tien-fu, waited with twenty of his men,
fingering Shelton's Winchester shotgun. He likewise insisted Shelton teach him
how to use his new gun.
As Shelton showed him how to work the gun, a shot whizzed from the valley
below. Roused by the four guards, government soldiers rushed from Lao Yao
Gwan. Yang told his men to withdraw up the mountain, taking their hostage
with them. Yang quietly informed Shelton that he was being held for ransom.
"This was somewhat of a surprise as I had expected to be allowed to return to
my family," Shelton wrote.25 "My mule and two of the animals of servants having been brought up, I mounted and we started. It was with a heavy heart."2G
Albert Shelton could see the chairs on the valley road below. One of the men
called for the chairs and women to be brought along. One commentator wrote,
"Mrs. Shelton says the robbers also tried to hustle her up the side of the bluff but
she is a large woman and it was impossible for her to climb the hill. Then they put
her in her chair and commanded the chairmen to carry her up but they too said
it was an impossible task to climb the steep mountain side with such a load.""
The bandits and Shelton hurried up the mountain with bullets flying overhead. As they climbed miles into the mountains, the sound of shots became
fewer and fewer and finally died out completely. After dark, the band regrouped.
"1 counted seventy-one there at the resting place." Shelton wrote."
At ten o'clock that night they began to move again, traveling for five hours
to reach a small village. At daylight they were up again, but it was raining with
a heavy wind so the bandits decided to linger for breakfast. Shelton tried to care
for his mule, Abe, but the bandits insisted he be left saddled. Nor would they
allow the fastidious Shelton to remove his clothes to wash himself.
M e r the robbers rifled his bags, Shelton was lefi with little but his horse
blankets, a few clothes, his watch they inexplicably missed, and three books-

the New Testament, a copy of Robert Service's Rhymes of a Red Cm Man, and
Ian MacLaren's Beside the Bonnie Briar Bush, a lachrymose tale with chapters
such as "The Doctor's Last Journey." With little chance of escape and his family safe, Albert Shelton sat down in an old shed among the bandits and began
write a diary in the margins and blank spaces of MacLaren's small volume.
Dr. Albert Shelton began his journal of capture and kidnap: "4 January, Have
no idea how things will turn out and does not matter much just about me. Glad
loads were not taken and Flo and girls allowed to go."29Yang Tien-fu told Shelton he hoped to use Shelton to get his family out of jail in Yunnanfu and to get
a ransom of fifty thousand dollars of arms and ammunition from Yunnan governor T'ang Chi-yao. After Shelton told him he wouldn't be party to such a high
ransom as it would put every missionary in Yunnan in danger, Yang softened his
requirements to one hundred and twenty guns and control of the road from
Yunnanfu to Dali.
Yang led a successful band of six hundred brigands that consisted primarily
of mutinied soldiers and starving peasants.30Yang was a tall former army officer
under Governor T'ang-"a
born leader," one missionary said. After a defeat,
T'ang cashiered Yang, who began his brigand ways. Shelton noted in his diary:
"Dark pleasant face when in good humor and smiling, but smile turns to wolfish
snarl when he is angry. . . . Utterly bad in a most plausible way."31
Yang and his men eventually wearied of their life on the run. Months earlier
Yang appealed to a local French priest, Father Claude Bailly, to intercede with
Governor T'ang for pardon and reinstatement of him and his men. After T'ang
refi~sed,Yang hit on the idea of seizing a foreigner to use as a bargaining chip.
Yang told Dr. Shelton that he was kept informed of the caravan's progress across
Yunnan, as he had targeted Shelton as the man to be captured.32
After Shelton's abduction, the brigands began to travel day and night
through the steep mountains to avoid the pursuing soldiers.j3 Near the village
of Mi Tsao, the bandits took one of Shelton's cards to the Catholic mission and
returned with a card reading "Claude Baill~."They told Shelton the priest had
left for the nearby town of Lao Yao Gwan to take the Shelton family to Yunnanfu and would return in five days. During the robber band's headlong flight
the first night with Albert Shelton, they passed within a mile of his family in
the village."
The next day dysentery struck Shelton, making the incessant flight an ordeal.
His exhaustion and feelings of desolation alternated with his determined attempts at Christian example. In his makeshift journal, Shelton scribbled, "awful
spell of blues this A.M. wrote Flo to go on home to amer. But doubt if they
will."35 In spite of his anger and frustration, Shelton began to pray for grace to
t v to help his captors, adding, "There are several whom I am beginning to like."
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The wild fugitive life of Yan+ band continued, and on January 10, Shelton
"1 am nearly finished." His despair was complete. "Wish I could die withcommitting suicide." In spite of his depression, Shelton began to doctor
those around him, primarily wounded brigands along with a few ~illagers.3~
OnJanuary 12, the bandits received a letter from the Yunnan government
telling them could submit a list of demands. "They want six things granted over
the government sea before releasing me. (1) Pardon for all past offenses. (2)
Restoration to citizenship. (3) Reinstatement of soldiers. (4) Release of head
rnank family. (5) Two hundred rifles. (6) Twenty thousand cartridges."" Buoyed
by the news, the bandits accorded Shelton a newfound regard, and he began to
and teach the brigands, including the leader Yang. "Many of them
when they come around me want to show off and sing Do re mi and Jesus loves
me and many other hymns." By January 15, Shelton thought the entreaties of
the French consul and Father Bailly to Governor T'ang were working, and he
would soon be released. "They promised me last night to let me go as soon as
Yang's family is turned over to them."38
During the day the bandits could sometimes hear faint bugles, part of the two
thousand Yunnan troops who chased them. Traveling under the cover of darkness, the band continued its endless flight, moving south through the steep
mountains and narrow valleys of central Yunnan. Rather than expose themselves
on the valley trails, the brigands ofien climbed straight up over the ridges. Some
were so steep Shelton could only slide down on the heavy leather cowboy pants
he was lucky to be wearing when abducted.
Afier a few weeks on the run, Shelton noticed a small tumor starting to grow
in his neck. The long marches, poor food, and sleeping out in cold and rainy
weather began to aggravate his condition. Even his mule Abe was worse for wear.
"My poor mule is all in. He may pay for my being caught, but I can do no
more. "39
Shelton clung to his faith for solace. "We've been camping here since ten this
morning," he recorded on January 18, "and I've been rereading as a whole all of
Paul's letters. They were giants in those days. What a wonderful man, and what
stimulation to emulation!" A few days later, he found inspiration in the eighth
chapter of Romans: "For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present not things to come. Nor
height nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the
love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our ~ o r d . " ~"Amen,"
'
Albert Shelton wrote
in his journal.
The brigands traveled through a countryside that was sometimes hospitable
and sometimes hostile. A notably successful politician, Yang curried favor
among the mountain people, which allowed the band to find supplies and
W
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shelter in many villages. When the village was uncooperative, the briganda
rampaged. "The captain came through the village with a Colt Automatic in
one hand and Mauser Automatic in the other. The people ran like rabbits before a pack of hounds." Shelton noted the pitiable sight of Chinese women
wobbling off on tiny bound feet carrying their babies. Dead men littered the
route. The bandits hustled trussed merchants along with them, threatening
execution unless they acceded to their ransom demands.

The Lord is My Shepherd
Late on the night of January 21, Father Claude Bailly, the French priest who
mediated between Yang and T'ang and escorted Shelton's family to Yunnanfu,
came to the hidden mountainside temple where the band was holed up. A
thirty-year veteran of the Yunnan missions, Bailly was as respected among the
Yunnanese as Shelton was among the Khampas. Shelton described him: "He is
rather a short man, round and fat, with a long white beard, a kindly smile, a
twinkling eye, and a bald head."4' Bailly stayed until 1:30 in the morning discussing terms with the brigands. He told them that T'ang had released Yang's
family and they should reach the bandits by the following day.42
Letters moved back and forth between the Sheltons almost from the beginning of the kidnapping. The day after his capture, a letter from his wife arrived
telling him the Newark shipment was essentially safe and Dorothy, who had
been ill, was better. Flora Shelton thought he might be free within a week.')
Later in the day, letters from both Dorris and Dorothy arrived, "which I was
very glad to get," Shelton wrote. A postcard to his wife went back: "Hadn't you
and babies go on home as there is no telling when I'll get out."" He wrote Flora
on January 18: "Half a month gone and no sign of anything so far as I can see
for the first week we traveled on average 12 to 15 hrs in the 24. . . . Plans for yr
spoiled. . . . I'm helpless-I can't expedite matters in any way."45
Through January, Father Baily attempted to mediate between the two prevaricating s i d e ~Governor
.~~
T'ang continued to dispatch soldiers after the brigands in spite of his pledge not to do so, while Yang reneged on his promise to
release Shelton after T'ang released his family. "They are like all Chinese," Shelton jotted, "don't want to keep their part of the bargain."
As Shelton sat nearby, the bandits discussed tactics one day. Should they kill
him? Yang, who hoped to be governor eventually, decided against it, as he
thought it would turn the vital foreign consuls against his rule. Should they capture the French consul and demand ten thousand guns as ransom? ''They are
desperate. Will go to any extreme. Flo and the babies are safe, so the worst they
can do is to kill me."47

February a hundred mutinied soldiers joined Yang's group. The
,inforcements and the seemingly imminent deal may have softened Yang, as he
requestedShelton to educate his son. Shelton agreed. "If I were a young man I
wouldlike more than anything else to go with these men and be their pastor. It
would be a great opportunity to do the Lord's work. Oh, why wasn't I born a
or a triplet?"*'
~ uShelton's
t
spirits were at a low ebb. O n February 3 he wrote a "last letter"
to his family, saying the running over the mountains had done him in. "My business affairsso far as I know are in perfect order-I owe nothing on anything."4'
~t was a sickening fall for Albert Shelton, from his pasha-like situation in Kham
to a point at which he was little more than a powerless pawn. Instead of having
servants to do his bidding, he had to follow the orders of men who repeatedly displayed their powers of life and death over him. It was a devastating experience that
eroded the very foundations of his faith and will to survive. But Father Bailly encouraged Shelton, telling him the negotiations were almost complete. Within a
few days, however, the deal fell apart when the government refused the terms.
Pursued by soldiers, the bandits traveled for two days straight. The next day,
exhausted and dispirited, Shelton talked to Yang. "Asked captain to shoot me
this morning and quit running around. Told him this was day for me to go back
or be killed." Yang assured Shelton they were traveling to Wuting to turn him
over to an official friend before resuming their headlong flight. "Seems Government is after them with lot of soldiers."50
The next day Shelton attempted to incite the band to rebellion. "I spoke to
the whole two hundred. A very seditious speech. Asked the captain to stand all
of us who wanted to go back against the wall and shoot us." Shelton figured at
least fifty of the men wanted to leave the bandit life and return home. His twoweek bout with dysentery was worsening, and the tumor in his neck was growing alarmingly. With the growth pressing on a major nerve, Shelton was in
considerable pain. "If something doesn't come off soon I'll fight Yang for leadership of the band. I can command small half
Albert Shelton wrote a long rambling letter to his family on February 12:
"Dear Ma, Pa, and all of you, I've been a prisoner now for 40 days and the
prospect of my release is not as good as it was a month ago, so it is quite likely
that I'll not get out." H e told them of his gatitude that his family escaped, and
for the French consul's fruitless work. Shelton railed against the American government lack of action. "It is a notorious fact, known all over the world, that the
U.S. will do less for its citizens in foreign countries than any country on
Earth. . . . This should be chanced." He stated that the reason the bandits kidnapped him was because the Yunnan government had failed to pay its soldiers.
"SP ! I! D
r dof
officials a responsible."52
Just before

The Grave Situation
Shelton was correct to be concerned about Washington's lack of urgent action.
Washington first received notice on January 8, five days after his abduction. T~
weeks later the Beijing chargk d' affairs notified the State Department thatTYang
was negotiating with the brigands on the basis of amnesty.53 O n January 27, is
Shelton continued to be a prisoner, the charge d' affairs wired Colonel W, S,
Drysdale, the military attach6 in Saigon, to go to his assistance. Drysdale sent
preliminary report to the State Department. "Shelton well. Assistance is not required. Negotiations, release progressing slowly. In my judgement there is not
much cause for anxiety."54
Instead of rushing to Yunnanfb, Drysdale traveled to Guangzhou to consult
with the American consul. O n January 24 he wired Governor T'ang in Yunnanfb, who assured the consul he had everything under control. "Every means
had been used to convince them with the result that they now have been subjugated and [the captive] may be out of danger in a few days."55T'ang's forecasts
flew in the face of the inept military and duplicitous diplomatic realities.
As Albert Shelton suffered his trials in the Yunnan mountains, a groundswell
of concern back in America raised the ~rofileof his kidnapping at the State Department. Reports of Shelton's plight began appearing in newspapers around the
world soon after his capture. The Associated Press had it on the wire by January
7. O n January 13 the New York Times reported, "Chinese Bandits Hold AmeriReuters also found the Shelton capture newsworthy enough
can Mi~sionary."~~
to put out on the worldwide wire. By mid-January the Times ofLondon reported
in its "Imperial and Foreign News Items" column: "An American missionary,
Dr. Shelton, was captured on January 3 near Laoyakuan, two days from Yunnan
Fu, by brigands."57
Shelton's missionary supporters rallied to his cause. World Call alerted its
readers in its February 1920 issue with an article carrying the Associated Press
story. A January 17 telegram from Corey explaining the State Department efforts accompanied the article, which concluded by stating, "All indications point
to Dr. Sheltoni ample protection."58 It was the first story in the magazine's
monthly coverage of the kidnapping with each succeeding month's article growing in size.
Concerned letters poured into UCMS headquarters from missionary supporters across the country. One penny postcard from John Nelson in Wooster,
Ohio, was representative. "We are anxious but hopeful," it read. "Tibet is my favorite mission field. May God presenre him whom we have loved and henred."^^ Letters of inquiry from senators, congressmen, and governors to Acting
Secretary of State Frank Polk began arriving at the State ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . ~ '
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lt was not surprising that missionaries closest to the scene of Shelton's ordeds
evincedmore ambivalent sentiments. A Yunnanh correspondent to the West
china Missionary News wrote, "The more the authorities give in to the robbers,
hemore value will be set upon the capture of a foreigner. Not to make any commotion about capturing a foreigner would decrease his value of his capture, but
would be most unfortunate for those who are in their hand^."^'
With a competent foreign correspondent in Shanghai, the Chicago Tribune
jumpedon the kidnapping. By February, journalist Frederick A. Smith was hot
on the Shelton kidnapping. H e and East China missionary Dr. E. I. Osgood
sailedfrom Shanghai on a coastal steamer to Hong Kong en route to Yunnan.
After a quick stop at G u a n g h o u to consult with the American consul, the two
men intended to sail to Haiphong where they would get the train to Yunnanh
and proceed via "chair or donkeys to meet the bandits." Osgood and Smith intended to try to ransom Shelton with funds advanced by the Disciples of
Christ, "which the Christian church will then try to collect from the Chinese
government.""
Smith and Osgood made interesting traveling companions. With his dapper
fedora, cigar, and hard-boiled demeanor, Fred Smith was almost a caricature of
an adventuresome foreign correspondent. Dr. E. I. Osgood was a tall, lean man
topped by a dark crest of hair. When Flora Shelton frantically searched for help
after the collapse of negotiations, she wired the East China mission. The missionary oficials deemed Osgood as the man best suited for the assignment, as
he had successfully negotiated with Chinese troops to save the city of Chuchow
during the r e v o l ~ t i o n . ~ ~
Colonel W. S. Drysdale didn't arrive in Yunnanh until the evening of February 23. He then began making the rounds, meeting with the French and
British consuls, Flora, Father Bailly, "various members of the American community," and a number of Chinese oficials and influential men. Both consuls
recommended harsh military action against Yang's troop, lest its success at ransom embolden other brigands to attempt additional attacks against foreigners.
Dvsdale concurred, contendng that acceding to the bandits' demands would
have "resulted in strengthening this band of outlaws and giving them control of
what is known as the Western District in the ~ r o v i n c e . " ~ ~
After weighing T'ang's distinct lack of success apprehending Yang or afecting Shelton's release, Drysdale decided to negotiate with the bandits directly. TO
get the governor's cooperation, Drysdale sagely recommended that T'ang permit
Yang and his men to migrate to Sichuan. Four days &er his arrival in Yunnanh,
Dvsdde proposed his draft settlement to Governor T'ang. He recommended
T1angcease troop movements against Yangi brigands, and offer them a complete pardon, free passage to Sichum, money for resettlement, and a position of

battalion commander for Yang, who would be allowed to organize his brigands
into a troop. T'ang agreed to the terms and Drysdale's proposal to deal with
Yang directly.

Carry On,My Soul
Life was not getting any better for Albert Shelton. Weeks after he had confronted Yang and plotted to seize control of the band, Shelton was still in captivity, living like a wild animal in the mountains. "I know I ought not to feel
so," Shelton wrote in his diary, "but how I long for death!"65Time and again the
governor promised conciliation, only to send attacking soldiers instead. One
government ambush pinned Yang and his band in a building where soldiers besieged them for several hours, killing several of the brigands. Yang ordered a
bodyguard of twelve men for Shelton, who moved him to an upstairs hall for
safety. In spite of the pitched battle raging around him, Shelton was so tired he
lay down in the hall and went to sleep. Sometime around four in the morning,
the shooting almost ceased. Yang discovered the government soldiers couldn't restrain themselves from dividing the captured loot and had withdrawn about a
mile away to divvy up the plunder. Yang quickly took advantage of the opportunity, and the surviving band slipped into the night with Shelton.
By now government soldiers continually shadowed the band, making travel
a series of running battles. When not in the saddle, Shelton spent much of his
time doctoring the sick and wounded. Even when not moving, the pain in his
neck prevented sleep. One entire side of his head was numb, and pain shot
down into his shoulder. By February 25 even his faith deserted him. "I am in
the depths today. God seems to be gone. My God, my God, why hast Thou
forsaken me?"66
That night the pain was so great he cried like a baby before falling asleep in
a dark hole he shared with a dozen bandits. The morning and the promise of
two days' rest brought hope and renewed faith. But the band was not to have a
relief. At nine o'clock that night word came the soldiers were tramping toward
them, and once again they raced into the darkness. "The Governor is an awful
double-faced fellow," Shelton huffed before leaving."67
Shelton was declining rapidly, no longer able to sit on his mule. When the
brigands lifted him onto Abe, Shelton just crumpled up and rolled off the saddle. The bandits hauled him through the mountains for five days on a crude
litter called a whagen. Even Yang took a few shifts bearing Shelton. After a]most two months of captivity, Shelton was sick, exhausted, and enveloped in
suffering. "The pain was so great that I took a dose of opium last nightOpium dream^."^"

h darkness fell word came that more than two thousand soldiers surrounded
[hem and were closing the noose. During the night Yang's men slipped into the
with Shelton on his whagen. That evening they reached Tanao, a
smallLaka tribal village five days' journey from Y u n n a n f ~ . ~ ~
&dy the next morning Yang and his men started on their way again, but
before locking Shelton in a low-ceilinged barn loft behind mounds of hay.
Three tribesmen looked after him.70 For five days Shelton lived in the lofi that
was barely high enough for him to sit upright. He began to think his neck
growth was quickly becoming an inoperable cancer. The only light came from
a hole where his keepers loosed a brick. At least the fresh straw made a comfortable bed.71
h Shelton slowly recovered some of his strength, Yang's men lodnapped
George E. Metcalf and C. G. Gowman, two CIM missionaries from Taku,
about a dozen miles from Shelton's barn at T a n a ~ . 'During
~
the night, Gowman
succeeded in escaping when his exhausted guards fell asleep. According to Gowman, when Shelton's health declined so dramatically, Yang sent his men to
abduct the two CIM missionaries to be substitute hostages should Shelton die.73

A Redtacted Limelight
On March 3, Dorris and Dorothy went to the city gate with their Tibetan servant, Andru, to see the rescue caravan off. The girls instinctively chose gruff Fred
Smith as their champion, and Andru insisted that they translate his instruction
that they quickly bring Shelton back, Dr. Osgood remembered, "I couldn't have
answered if I had had to. My throat got full of something. 'Just tell Andru we'll
bring back his master' was all Fred Smith said."'74
The caravan bristled with special troops from the governor's own bodyguard.
Chinese writers, servants, and swift runners accompanied the mission. Knowing
the perfidy that plagued Father Bailly's negotiations, Drysdale remained in Yunnanfu to thwart betrayal by T'ang if indeed the negotiators arranged a deal with
Yang. A private phone line snaked across Yunnan with them, connecting Drysdale and the mobile conciliators.
As the relief caravan wound across Yunnan, the Chicago Tribune ~ r i n t e da
lengthy summary of the kidnapping, accompanied by large photographs of the
Shelton family. Entitled, "Missionary Prisoner of Chinese Bandits," the story
balyhooed Shelton as the great Christian emissary to Lhasa, "the first white man
ever invited to the city."75Additional reports included, "Hear Shelton is 111'' and
"Tribune Man on Way."
Shelton's celebrity began growing as scores of major U.S. newspapers and
hundreds of small ones began picking up Smith's stories on Shelton's saga from

[he fiibi.neYsforeign news service.76The service widely distributed Smiths
of [he kidnap diary that Shelton succeeded in sending to his wife. By Smith account, the diary told a highly colored tale of grit, heroism, and Christian
courage. "The diary alternately inspires tears and laughter, telling how the bandits kindly gave him $7 to spend as he pleased, and he bought crude sugar for
his faithful mule," Smith wrote. He depicted Shelton as some latter-day Paul,
teaching his tormentors the ABC's and Christian hymns while racing through
the mountains. Like a good publicist, Smith neatly excised Shelton's rage with
the American government and his wrenching crises of spirit.77
Papers in the heartland of missionary support followed the abduction closely.
In Cincinnati, where the FCMS headquarters had long been, readers found a
flamboyant article accompanied by a six-panel cartoon portraying Shelton in
heroic light that began, "Like a chapter from a novel or an episode from a
thrilling movie. . . ."78 With Shelton's celebrity from the Newark Museum exhibit and New Jersey's Standard Oil connection, the Newark News covered the
case extensively. One story headlined "Acts to Free Dr. Shelton" highlighted the
rescue efforts of J. l? Thornton, Standard Oil's man in Y ~ n n a n f u . ~ ~

Thy Will Be Done
Back in China, the rescue column headed for Wuting, three days to the north
of Yunnanfu and closer to Yang's territory. When the entourage reached Wuting,
the authorities immediately dispatched more than twenty runners to try to contact Yang.
In Tanao, Yang posted a guard to prevent escape. As Shelton recovered some
of his strength, his guard left to tell Yang his captive could travel again, leaving
Shelton in the care of some village men. Shelton's weakened physical condition
limited his options. He could barely stand for more than five minutes without
shaking like a leaf. Months of bad food and arduous travel had emaciated him
into a gaunt, pain-ridden man, forty pounds lighter than when he left Batang8'
After a short respite, the sharp pain in his neck returned with a vengeance. "The
pain last night was worse than it ever has been. I'm awfully sorry, but had to take
opium again as a consequence."
Spent with pain and exhaustion, Shelton began to reconcile himself to his
new fate and search for the meaning in it. "It appears that God did not want me
to go inside to Lassa. It looks as if the end of my work was at hand. I hoped to
accomplish so much, only to wind up in a hole like this. Thy ways, 0 God, are
past all finding out, but help me to say, 'Nor my will but Thine be done."'"
O n March 9, the old man who served as Shelton's caretaker came crying into
the loft. Soldiers were coming, he said. Terrified of the soldiers' reprisals, all the

,illlgers scampered off into the brush, taking what belongings they could. ~ u t
no
arrived. Instead, a minor government official and his servant sent to
investigatethe kidnappings stood blinking at the sight of the long-sought Shd"He was geatly astonished at finding that 1 was there. The authorities had
been using every effort for more than two months to secure my release, and here
I now was in his hands.""
Still in grave danger from Yang who prowled nearby, the official told Shelton to immediately move on to the mission station at Taku. Unable to find
any transportation, the men in the neighboring village twisted together a
rope and towed and tugged a tethered Shelton up a steep mountain for three
hours before he collapsed. "Being unable to walk and having no method of
conveyance. Two of the huskiest men came, one on each side, and with their
shoulders together, liked me up, and I was able to wiggle my legs and away
we went."83 He arrived in Taku after midnight, only to find the mission
nearly deserted. Fearing bandits or soldiers in Shelton's great torch-lit processional, all the villagers fled except one ancient couple. After determining
the bewhiskered "Bolsheviki" was not a Russian, but rather the famous Dr.
Shelton, the villagers returned to help. Shelton slept for an hour and a half
before setting out with two tiny ponies. He alternated riding each pony, with
one man leading it and another keeping him propped in the saddle. Other
men scouted the trail ahead and behind, watching for Yang who by now
knew of the escape. There was no telling when Yang might leap from the
darkness to recapture his prize.
Afier twenty continuous hours of flight covering forty miles, Shelton
reached the relative safety of a magistrate commanding a small garrison at
Yenrn~.'~There he encountered Gowman, one of the kidnapped CIM missionaries who had escaped. "Thank God! Thank God!" was all that Gowman
could say." Shelton replied, "Well, this is the first word of English I have h e a d
for sixty-six days."86
But the threat from Yang remained. If anything, the few soldiers guarding
Shelton represented an opportunity for Yang to gather additional arms and ammunition along with his captive. A few days prior, Yang had fought a pitched
battle with the local militia on a plain near Yenmo, and the garrison thought he
might return to capture the lace. Indeed, Yang's fight was probably the reason
he failed to return to Tanao to retake Shelton. The telegraph at Yenmo quickly
transmitted the news to Flora in Yunnanfu, and she alerted the governor.
Fearful of losing Shelton, Governor T'ang immediately dispatched additional
troops to guard the group as they moved four days closer to the capitd. By the
time Shelton met Dr. Osgood on March 11, there were about eight hundred soldiers guarding the open chair with the shrunken, bearded doctor.
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In a hard rain, Shelton traveled on to Wuting, where he used the phone to
speak with his wife. After almost two and a half months of near-fatal caprivicl
Bert Shelton was at last able to talk to Flora again.
Early the next morning the column guarding Shelton moved on, and
days later Albert Shelton reached ~unnanfu." "About four o'clock in the hernoon we topped the last pass and could look down into the great plain and in
the distance see the great lake, on whose shore Yunnanh is s i t ~ a t e d . "At~ the
~
outskirts of town, he met his daughter Dorris. The first thing she said was,
"Papa, God does answer prayer, doesn't he?" Haggard and near collapse, Shelton
quietly replied, "Of course he does."89
Thanks to Smith, the State Department, Standard Oil, and the telegraph,
news of Shelton's escape flew around the world. O n March 10, the State Department wired the UCMS the heartening news, "State Department received
telegram from military attach6 saying it was reported Shelton was released and
Newspapers and magazines across
he expected confirmation of report
the country echoed the news. The Chicago Tribune carried a lengthy story from
Smith, "Chinese Troops Find Dr. Shelton in Bleak Stable," which covered
Smith's heroics as much as Shelton's release. The New York Times reported, "Ban~ ' Times of London headlined, "Outrages by Chinese
dits Free Dr. S h e l t ~ n . " The
Bandits. "92
Back in Yunnanfu, the French consul assigned a small hospital to the family,
which Flora Shelton prepared for her husband's arrival. A half-hour after entering the city gates, the coolies carried Shelton into the hospital where Flora
waited. She wrote, "He was with us once again, but so broken, in such pain."93
The next morning a French doctor, assisted by Dr. Osgood and another
physician, removed part of the tumor in Shelton's neck. But it was only a temporary remedy. Shelton continued to suffer terrible pain, sleep coming only with
morphine. After the surgery, Shelton fumed to Stephen Corey in a letter he dictated to his wife: "But now have a tumor on the side of my neck which seems
to be quite serious. But there does not seem to a doctor in this place that has the
grit to take it out. It gives me a great deal of pain and everyone is insisting that
1 go home. I am somewhat run down and under the circumstances, it seems the
only thing to do."94 While Shelton's doctors found no sign of cancer in the
turnor, Dr. Albert Shelton was certainly not going to Lhasa. He was going home
to America.

C H A P T E R
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THE HERO RETURNS

Dr. Shelton is not posing ar a hero or martyr, but his s t o y is so gripping and intensely
interesting that his services are in p a t demand'
-South

Bend Tribune

As Father Claude Bailly again passed through Yunnanfds city gates, the good
luck bells tinkled in the upturned eaves. This time he came to visit Albert Shelton rather than intercede for his life. Nursed by Flora, Shelton was slowly recuperating in the French hospital. Within a day or two of his arrival, well-wishers
began dropping by-Chinese officials, the French consul, Colonel Drysdale,
Frederick Smith, J. I? Thornton, and assorted merchants and missionaries. Each
mealtime, the Shelton girls trooped in to visit their father. Dr. E. I. Osgood was
a frequent companion, keeping constant pressure on Shelton to return to America for treatment. Osgood wrote that Shelton suffered from "a serious nervous
condition because of the awful strain of his experience."' One day, when Shelton insisted he was instead going to Lhasa, Osgood rebuked him: "You don't
seem to think that the Lord can manage things as well as you can."3It worked,
as Shelton resigned himself to a m e d i d Furlough.
Nine days after being carried half-dead through the gates of the city, Albert
Shelton was ready to travel home. Dr. Osgood accompanied the family, shepherding them so solicitously that Dorris nicknamed him, "Patience and Longsuffering." Coolies carried the party from the French hospital to the railway
n ~ .they
~
station, where the little narrow-gauge train took them to ~ a i ~ h oThere
caught a coastal steamer to Hong Kong, where Osgood left them to return to
Chuchow.
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They departed Shanghai on the Empress of Aria on April 10, 1920, the same
day seventeen cases of Tibetan artifacts left Hong Kong bound via the pmma
Canal for the Newark ~ u s e u m Albert
.~
Shelton wrote the museum from the
ship: "I trust there will be no great delay in the matter as I am in need of [he
money the collection represents. I have been in the hands of bandits for 2 112
months and at great expense I am proceeding at once to Mayo's for an operation,6
The Roaring Twenties were in their nascent days. America had changed in the
war years, and a brash new attitude suffused the land. To the horror of missionaries, flappers brazenly smoked cigarettes in short dresses. As the missionaries
for shipboard Sunday service, the hedonists swam and played shuffleboard. For missionaries sequestered for years in the interior of China, it was a
bewildering experience.
After a voyage of sixteen days, the family visited Flora's mother in Glendale,
Oregon, before Flora and Albert traveled to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.' Like Battle Creek, the Mayo Clinic was a paragon of modern medicine
that catered to a well-heeled clientele.' The Mayo surgeons removed the tumor
from deep in Albert Shelton's neck and, to relieve the pain, severed a major
nerve.9 Flora wrote the Newark Museum about the operation, "It was a hard and
dangerous one & very deep on the neck, but it was not cancer, for which we give
gateful thanks & hope to give the devil one more battle for Tibet before we are
out of the running."10
In late May, the Sheltons traveled to Enid, Oklahoma, to stay with Albert's
parents. While their daughters remained with the grandparents in June, Albert
and Flora again took to the hustings.' They traveled to Chicago to stay with Albert's literary and photographic agent, 0. E. ~ o s b o r o . 'From
~
there they traveled to Washington, D.C., where Albert met with Associate Editor John 0.
LaGorce at the National Geographic Society.13 LaGorce contracted with Shelton to write his article on eastern Tibet and deliver two lectures at the society in
December for four hundred dollars.'*

'

A Very Remarkable Group of Things:Newark and Pomona
By late June, Shelton was working with Abe Cory in New York on his book, Pioneering in Tibet. When his collection arrived in Newark in early July, the museum staff began organizing the material. Shelton arrived a few weeks later to
help. In mid-July J. C. Dana wrote the Newark trustees to urge the acquisition
of Shelton's new collection: "the Association must acquire this collection. It is a
very remarkable group of things."15
The Newark Museum administrators continued cataloguing the material and
discussing the cost as Albert Shelton traveled across the country seeking treat-

from doctors in Pomona, Los Angeles, and Detroit.16 In late July She]ton
,,demerit osteopathic treatment in Detroit. Though his shoulder was getting
better, his neck continued to trouble him and he worried that the growth was
comingback.I7
Through the summer the museum trustees again sought verification of the
valueof Shelton's collection. Berthold Laufer at the Field Museum assured them,
" ~ the
s first collection purchased by you years ago of Dr. Shelton was satisfactory, I see no reason why the second instalment should not be equally good.n18
The Newark Museum paid Shelton $3,000 for the six hundred Tibetan objects,
adding another $91 for his p h o t o g r n p h ~ . 'Dana
~
was soon crowing that the
Newark Museum's Tibetan holdings constituted "the largest collection in the
country."20
It was a substantial amount of money. In 1920 the average minister in Arnerica made about fifteen hundred dollars a year, a public school teacher less than
a thousand. Back in Kham, $3,100 was a staggering fortune. In 19 17 the Batang
mission budgeted $60 for a year of coolie labor at a rate of 20 cents a day.
Gezong Ongdu earned $120 for his year's translation and teaching work."
The money received from their Tibetan collection and photography supplemented the Sheltons' approximately $1,500 annual ~ a l a r ~ . ~ T h o
the
u ~mish
sionary society paid the Sheltons' salary, housing, medical expenses, and
transportation, as well as the bulk of Albert's itineration expenses, the Sheltons,
like most missionaries, also relied on donations from missionary supporters, particularly "Living L i n k churches that pledged ongoing financial commitment^.^^
Albert and Flora spent most of August at his parents' home. O n August 21,
they left for California where Flora was scheduled to speak. By the end of August, the Sheltons were settled in Pomona, California, a leafy town of thirteen
thousand in the orange groves near Los Angeles, then a small provincial city of
a little better than half a million.24 During the summer the Sheltons purchased
an imposing three-story Shingle-style house with a wide wraparound porch. Located at 381 N. Gibbs, the fine turn-of-the-century house was within walking
distance of the Disciples of Christ church and the railway tati ion.'^
Through the summer Albert continued working on his book, which the respected missionary publisher F. H. Revell contracted to publish. Albert Shelton
wrote a book in the style of many missionary accounts. W ~ t ha plethora of colo r f ~ ldanger-filled
,
stories, Shelton ~ o r t r a ~ himself
ed
as a courageous, self-sacrificing Christian hero. Tales of adventure, lucky Christians, ignorant benighted
hope of the gospel and Western ways filled the
heathens, and the
book. It was resolutely positive.
In spite of his commitment to his ethnologic work, Shelton made almost
no note of it in his book. He noted only his explorations as itinerations for

evangelical and medical work. There was no mention of his work for the N ~ tional Geographic Society or his explorer society memberships, though his
pride in his explorer life was evident.26
However famous he felt, his new California style of living was causing some
financial discomfort. In September 1920, Shelton contacted the Newark
scum about some other objects to consider: part of his wife and daughte& Tibetan jewelry collection. Shelton sent thirty-nine pieces of gold, silver, pearl,
ruby, coral, and turquoise jewelry. "One piece is especially valuable," he wrote,
referring to a gold and pearl bracelet set with eight hundred pieces of turquoise.
Asking a thousand dollars, he wrote, "Would really prefer not to sell as it represents the combined heartaches of the female portion of the family. Only the difficulties of buying a home induces me to sent [sic] it at all."27 Citing lack of
funds, the Newark Museum declined to purchase the jewelr~.

Every Village and Hamlet: T h e Celebrity of Albert Shelton
In mid-September 1920, Flora scribbled a note to Archibald McLean that ran
akimbo across the page: "You are certainly working Dr. Shelton too hard. He
spoke twice yesterday & came near fainting in the street today. Don't you think
it is too much to keep him busy the next two months with no rest. . . ."
Evidently McLean didn't, as Albert spent most of the fall speaking for
churches and service clubs from California to the lower Midwest. He started
at the Long Beach Convention of the Christian Churches, where two thousand people gave him a "great ovation."28 H e spoke at the Christian Church
in Emporia, Kansas, where he had graduated from Kansas State Normal
School. The college paper reported that he told the audience about his kidnapping, his destruction of the Tibetan charm box, and his passport to
"Thassa [sic], the Thibetan religious stronghold where no white man had ever
entered. "29
After his kidnapping ordeal, Albert Shelton obsessed about his willingness to
give his life to Christianity, echoing both the Disciples' and China missionaries'
long tradition of glorifying m a r t y r d ~ m . ~When
'
Albert Shelton spoke in Emporia, someone in the audience asked him if he was going to return to Tibet. He
replied, "I shall return to Tibet if it costs me my life that men might live. Why
shouldn't I?"31
In October, he thrilled the crowds at the Disciples of Christ annual convention in St. Louis with his stories of adventure.-12His talk completed a circle that
began when he and Flora first heard Dr. Susie Rijnhart speak of far-off Tibet at
a Discipleb convention. The St. Louis papers gave the Sheltons big play.33The
J'ost-Di$patch trumpeted the upcoming speech with a long story and a recent

that showed the effects of Sheltoni ordeal. The article ballyhooed his
ph
drive to return to Lhasa: "He said, 'I should be here in Lhasa now, and here I
,,, 12,000 miles away from my work."'24
The St. Louis Times gave the story even more ink, running three stories in as
many days. The paper carried a report of an interview with Shelton held in his
room at the Marquette Hotel. The reporter gushed. "The famed physicianmissionaryarrived yesterday and was seen by a reporter for The Times, to whom
he gave a thrilling story of the sufferings he endured in his difficult mission field
for 17 years and of the hardships he underwent while with the robber band for
NO

Shelton's fame grew with every speech and press release; every breathless
newspaper story and magazine article. Flora wrote, "When he returned to Arnerica the last time he was a celebrity. The newspaper reporters sought him out and
gave him wide publicity of the 'front page' character. His pictures were featured
in the great dailies of America. He was hailed a hero."36
Motion picture companies began to inquire about putting the Sheltons on
the big screen. Corey at the missionary society worried that the film companies
would ignore the "spiritual side of things" and "simply set forth a d ~ e n t u r e . " ~ ~
However, Corey went on to make the case for transforming Dr. Albert Shelton
into a movie star: "I know how you hesitate about publicity but the whole matter has been featured in the Associated Press throughout the country until every
village and hamlet knows something of your experience. It will mean much to
the cause of Christ and for poor, old Tibet."38
To an increasingly urban, industrial America, Shelton represented a throwback to burly frontiersmen who shouldered civilization into the wilderness with
their families in tow.39 Dr. Albert Shelton was an American hero, a sharpshooting missionary-doctor who took Jesus to the heathens; an adventurer who
coaxed and cajoled Tibetans out of their curios for America's elucidation and entertainment. He was a family man who kept his daughters' hair ribbons crisp on
the frontier, a good Christian who had a stalwart church organ pumping in the
wilderness. Albert Shelton was Teddy Roosevelt, a modern-day Paul, and Tarzan
rolled into one.40
In spite of its operant myth of isolated agrarian life, post-frontier America
was rapidly becoming a country of urban-dwellers in an era when the very
essence of American manliness was questioned. Men of Shelton's generation
missed the great bloodletting of the Civil War that framed their fathers' macculinity. As Albert Shelton experienced, the Spanish-American War scarcely
lasted long enough to test a nation's manly courage. Growing women's rights
and corporate power that eroded individualism further threatened the masculine
mystique.

Shelton7slife in the wilds of Tibet assuaged America's threatened mvculinr
identity.4' Part of the American public turned to missionary heroes for its
of virile, civilized masculinity in the wild. Like Dr. Livingstone m d Britain\
Cambridge Seven before him, the media catapulted Albert Shelton into the pantheon of heavily publicized religious celebrities.42

The Highlanders:Albert Shelton and the Tibetans
As he made his way around America, Albert Shelton still railed against Tibetan
"devil-worship." But after fifteen years in Kham he spoke differently about the
role of Christianity and the West in Tibet. "Come on!" he still exhorted his audiences, but now he talked of helping the Tibetans solve their problems rather
than conquering Satan's last great redoubt.43 Shelton's newfound respect for the
Tibetans is obvious in his essay, "The Highlanders," in which he went so far as
to link the Tibetans to the Scotch-English borderland Covenanters who begat
the Disciples of Christ: "The Highlanders of Tibet, like all Highlanders, are
poor; but will never ask for your pity. They dared to be poor with stout hearts,
choosing the grim, stern, inhospitable rehge of the mountains rather than surrender to the conqueror of the plain. Loyal to lost cause, they stand like Elijah
on Mt. Carmel, the Albergenses on the Alps, the Huegunots [sic] on the Pyrenees, and the Covenanters of Scotland. Save your pity for the beggars of the
plains; the Highlanders deserve your admiration. . . . Tibet only surrendered to
the spiritual power of the Buddha. Our task in Tibet is a spiritual
After his long Himalayan experience, he had a nuanced perspective on the Tibetans. Describing the polygamy, polyandry, and naked children of Batang,
Shelton termed the town "un-moral, not immoral."45H e had learned subtle differences among cultures and peoples, noting, for instance, that the Tibetans felt
clothes represented social position, not modesty.46Abstractions had become real
people; vile customs made sense as comprehensible adaptations.
In the course of fifteen years, his political relationship with the Tibetans had
also changed. When Shelton arrived in the Tibetan marches, he saw the Chinese
as the phalanx to follow to Lhasa. By 1920, his position was wholly different.
Now he was an independent agent who served as an intermediary between the
Chinese and the Tibetans. Indeed, the Tibetans increasingly used the Americans
in concert with the British to parry diplomatically with the Chinese. If he was
going to Lhasa, it was with the help of the Tibetans, not behind the bayonets of
the Chinese.
Shelton's initial contempt for the Tibetans and their culture was transmuted
into respect. His desire to uproot Tibetan Buddhism had tempered into a grudging admiration for the resilience and steadfastness of Tibetans' faith. Rather than

expectingto sweep Buddhism from the high plateau in his lifetime, by 1920
AJbert Shelton hoped to offer modern medicine to the Tibetanoperhapr
a
of ~hristianity.~'

The Sarred and the Pro&: Tibetan Art in America
Therewere more than six hundred Tibetan objects itemized in Shelton's second
collectionof Tibetan artifacts. Because of Batang's position on a major central
hian trade route and the extensive clerical travel between Kham and central
Tibet, Shelton's collection included an extraordinary range of Tibetan art. Tibetan Buddhist art's primary function was to act as a religious meditation tool
for the Tibetans' esoteric Vajrayana Buddhism. This apocalyptic strain of Buddhism sought to bridge the gulf between the fleeting world of the senses and the
higher absolute truths. Vajrayana Buddhism was a ritually complex form, using
meditation devices such as mandalas and tangkas to help human beings facilitate
the discovery of their Buddha natures, most ofien with the help of a guru or
teacher. In Tibet, where Buddhism overlaid various indigenous religions, the imagery exploded into a wild proliferation of deities that sprang from the rubrics
of Buddhism, Hinduism, Himalayan folk traditions, and the other religions that
filtered ideas over the central Asian trade routes.
The Tibetans developed a unique style that confidently mingled the various
artistic elements of its component influences." Ritual images, implements, and
portrayals of mythical and historical figures dominated art production. Tibetans often revered the portraits as icons, considering the deities' spirits to reside in the object, particularly when an association, such as a learned lama's
handprints, were afixed. When sanctified, the portraits served as potent meditation tools.
The collection of Tibetan art that Albert Shelton transported to America included forty-four portable cloth tan& paintings: religious depictions of Buddhas, lamas, fearsome deities, complex heavens, and fortune-telling charts.
While the checklist of Shelton's acquisitions generally included dry descriptions,
the cataloguer occasionally lapsed into whimsy, describing Item 33 as "Satan (in
his Sunday clothes.) Demonic majesty riding a horse, which tramples human
beings. Various mounted attendants and demons surround
In the Tibetan view, once consecrated, the divine spirits depicted on the
tangkm occupied the art, making the paintings nesting places for the spiritual
energies. The artist, most often a commissioned layperson, crafted the painting
to serve as an intermediary between the mortal and divine world. In order for
the sacred objects' spirits to remain alive, it was vital for them to have an ongoing relationship with practitioners.50
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Mandalas, whether two-dimensional wall paintings, sand paintings, paintingon-fabric tangkas, metal sculptures or even the monastery complexes themselves,
represented the entire sacred cosmos to the Tibetans, objects in the Tibetanview
that were actualized three-dimensional realities. They all acted as teaching tools
to guide initiates through religious ritual and practice. The repetition and symmetry of form served to impart a vision of the ordered universe to the guided
practitioner. One of Albert Shelton's tangkm depicted the ancient central ~ j betan monastery of Samye. It was far more than a souvenir of a lamis
mater. It was a depiction of the monastery's mandala-derived architecturd plan,
which in turn reflected the mythic land of Shamabhala, the Pure Land where the
enlightened apocalyptic future lay, to be discovered in the present only by those
free of anger and illusion. Both the two-dimensional painting and the three-&mensional monastery served as a portal into meditative reality of the universe,51
The Shelton collection included a dozen textiles, from saddle blankets and
liturgical coats to a wealthy lama's brocade door curtains. A New Year's costume
of fur-trimmed satin brocade and silk was another family heirloom that was we]]
over a century old. Tantric skull bowls and a lama's ceremonial apron made of
human bone commingled in the collection with decorative arts crafted from
jade and a small assembly of guns, arrows, and equestrian gear, including a rare
nineteenth-century saddle richly wrought with tooled silver, dragons, and flora
motifs.
Fifty-five books included medical texts and a wooden printing block, as well
as a precious sacred Buddhist text, the Prajnaparamita, the most popular volume
of the 100- to 108-volume Kanjur, the Buddhist scriptural canon. Collected from
the noble family of Batang, the Prajnaparamita's words were written in raised
gold and studded with turquoise and pearls.52 Shelton spent a year trying to see
the book and then another two to acquire it. "I've been in the Tibetan country
15 years and it is the finest thing we've seen," he wrote the Newark n use urn.^'
Shelton collected forty-two silver objects, including butter lamps, holy water
bowls, trumpets, and tea holders and pots. Approximately a hundred works in
metal ranged from brass bowls, daggers, pen cases, and inkpots to prayer ~heels)
cymbals, and charm boxes. Tibetans made extensive use of ritual objects such as
phurpas, triangular-bladed daggers to assault demons magically and delineate sacred ground, as well as bells (associated with female energies) and dojes (maleassociated thunderbolts). When used together in Tibetan Buddhist ritual, the
bell and doye represented the paired opposites of female wisdom and male cornpassion, both essential forces for spiritual enlightenment.
Shelton had acquired sixteen valuable Tibetan Buddhist bronze statues."
They included statues of high lamas, protectors, and Buddha in various manifestations. One two-foot-tall sculpture ofTara, the bodhirama who helped dew-

overcome obstacles to enlightenment, proved to be over seven hundred
ears old. The lithe figure was wrought of gilded copper and embellished with
Y
silver wire and jeweled inlay.
In spite of the disapproving references to the "obscene" art of the Tibetm
monastede~
in both his and his wife's writings, Shelton collected a gilt-covered
seventeenth-~ent~ry
yab-yum (yab-yum, literally "father-mother," depicted pairs
and female deities in sexual union) statue of Padmasambhava embracing his mystical consort in ecstatic sexual congress. Shelton's notes delicately described the statue as "Gold plated, seated figure on elaborate rectangular base,
holding second figure on lap, right hand raised, lefi hand holding small rodent."55The paired figures expressed a fundamental Buddhist concept of the essential need to join female-associated wisdom with male-associated compassion.
The Tibetans believed the ancient tantric teachings provided a practical system
for manipulating the human libido to focus on a transcendent object. The
overtly sexual imagery of the yab-yum served as a linkage to intense unconscious
drives that in turn delineated and sublimated the conscious and unconscious instincts into a powerful visual metaphor.56
With Shelton such a big success as a field agent, Dana cast a wider net for
missionary collectors. In May 1921 he sent a circular letter to foreign missionaries appealing for artifacts. Dana told a newspaper reporter, "Through our missionaries we have secured good things, especially good in many cases because
missionaries live close to the common people and are familiar with the things
which make up the substance of the their lives, not merely curious things."57

High and Mighty Worthies
Albert Shelton arrived at the Newark in early December with "some high and
mighty worthies," as the curator Louise Connolly called them. When Shelton
requested she notif) his friend in New York when the exhibit was ready, Connolly asked for the name. "The name he gave me was Mrs. J. D. Rockefeller Jr.!"
she reported to J. C. Dana. "I told him he should have no doubt whatever that
we would notify her."58
The previous night Shelton had dined with John D. Rockefeller Jr. and his
family at their palatial nine-story Manhattan mansion at 10 West 54th Street.
Rockefeller was a voracious collector and had crammed his house with rare EUropean furniture, French tapestries, Renaissance paintings, antique Persian rugs,
and his collection of seventeenth-century K'ang porcelain. Albert spent the
evening in the sumptuous home regaling the Rockefellers with his tales of the
Himdayan borderlands. Before the evening was out, he managed to dmp the
fact that he had some Tibetan jewelry for sale.59
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Rockefeller was deeply involved with the Interchurch World Movement,his
attempt to unify all missionary and benevolent efforts of the major Protestant
denominational and church-related groups into a single unified organiationa kind of evangelical cartel that would operate with businesslike efficiency,
omy, and scientific administration. Rockefeller had tapped veteran mission
promoter Abraharn E. Cory, the namesake of Shelton's mule, as the business
manager of the campaign. Cory had arranged Shelton's dinner engagement by
touting Shelton as an illustrious missionary hero who survived capture by Chinese bandits, served as the most remote missionary on earth, and had the singular honor of being invited to Lhasa by the Dalai Lama. "I will be glad to meet
Dr. Shelton," Rockefeller wrote, "because you want me to as well as because of
what he is and what he has done."60
A few days after the dinner, Dr. Shelton sent a polite letter from Pomona to
Rockefeller thanking him for the evening. Shelton also noted, "RE: the Tibetan
jewelry for Mrs. R. last evening. The charge will be $700."
Rockefeller quickly replied, "While you mention $700. as the price of the
various articles which Mrs. Rockefeller selected, we are glad to enclose herewith
check for $1,000, which we hope you will accept with the assurance of our best
wishes for the success of your work."6' Rockefelleri wife, Abby, also sent a note:
"The beautiful Tibetan painting arrived safely yesterday. I have never seen one
in such perfect condition."" Albert sent a second exuberant thank-you note,
concluding: "I greatly appreciated the opportunity of meeting yourself and good
wife and especially the boys.-I've never succeeded in growing up myself."63
The Newark Museum's Tibetan exhibit opened on December 6, 1921. Albert
Shelton chose three hundred objects that he felt best represented Tibetan life. It
included a range of ecclesiastic, political, and everyday artifacts, from prayer
wheels and Kanjurs to swords and magic charms. Shelton included his great treasures of the silver Wheel of Law and the prince of Batang's yellow satin eighteenth-century Tibetan scroll.
The museum exhibit catalogue stated two reasons for the Tibetan exhibit: understanding and control. Firstly, following J. C. Dana's philosophy of popular education, the exhibit intended to help Newark citizens to understand life in Tibet.
"These people are our cousins," the catalogue read. Secondly, the museum expected the exhibit to help Americans understand the challenge they faced S they
spread their doctrines wide. "And these people are, on the other hand, closely a]lied to the oriental races whom we must understand if we are to keep a hand
upon the reins which shall guide the Great Civilization that is to be."64
Shelton's collection of Tibetan material and the Newark Museum's subsequent exhibition reflected a shift in aesthetics that dated back to the turn of the
century. Prior to 1900, museums and art connoisseurs most often viewed non-

Western objects such as Shelton's Tibetan artifacts as "curiosities." With the rise
social sciences in the twentieth century, the material was seen as
specimens," and avant-garde such u Pablo Picasso began incorPonring the non-Western aesthetics into their art. Exotic curiosities began their
journey into "primitive art," later given context and valorized by Western cuIof

[Ura]

institution^.^^

The objects Shelton collected conferred an authenticity and authority that
embellishedhis status as a Christian missionary. Shelton could use the objects
to penetrate the upper strata of society he aspired to emulate, but his success as
a ftted explorer-collector presented him with a conundrum: How could he balante his ideal of sacrifice with his upper middle-class individualist aspirations?
was a quandary he never resolved, ultimately leaving him a man a u g h t in
the borderland between a secure social position and an adventurous independent life.

A Universal Chord: The National Geographic Society
After his triumphant Newark exhibit and dinner with the Rockefellers, Shelton
moved on to Washington for his lectures at the National Geographic Society.
His talk was a smashing success. A World Call correspondent wrote: " I must tell
you what a success Dr. Shelton's lecture was. . . ."66 The WarhingtonPost reporter
winnowed some odd tidbits from the lecture, writing of the Tibetans' bagpipes
and habit of boiling captured enemies alive. "Tibet, whose people are modern
enough to use Enfield rifles but benighted enough to believe charms will protect them from enemy bullets, was the subject of a lecture before the National
Geographic Society by Dr. A. L. Shelton," the story read.67
Aside from the lecture, Shelton had been writing his National Geographic article with Rosboro's help. Shelton's piece depicted a wild and exotic Kham, a
land of robust nomads, rapacious lamas, happy polyandrists, and unyielding
warriors. Shelton opened his article: "Where East meets West on the border line
between China and Tibet, the broad roles that have come to be understood by
those brief terms are completely reversed. There it is the East, personified by
China, that has represented the greater progress; and Tibet, which stretches far
to the west, that has referred to exist for centuries behind the woddi greatest
rampart of mountains, inhospitable to the knocking of ideas more modern than
its own." Thirty-five large photos accompanied the article, beginning with a reproduction of Shelton's invitation from the Dalai Lama to visit Lhasa, a "unique
distinction," the caption stated.
Shelton portrayed everyday Khampa life with hair-raising photos of precarious cantilevered wooden trails crudely hammered into cliffsides and a one-rope

slide bridge across the Mekong with a man and a tethered donkey hurtling
across in a sling. A band of Tibetan archers, two convicts with l ~ ~ ~ ~ d - ~ f f l
and the brass tea cauldron the Chinese used in Draya to cook Tibetans depicted
Kham's brutal, bellicose conditions. The cauldron caption read, "Loversof
peace, haters of war and militarism, the Chinese are capable of extraordinary
barbarities, which seem as natural to them as holding a chisel with their toes,"
In his text Shelton described the lawless conditions, banditry, and endemic
warfare. He portrayed little of his admiration for the people or the friends he
made. Gezong Ongdu was identified as "the old man who taught me the Tibetan language." For his U.S. audience, Albert Shelton recycled several of his
mission-promotion stories such as his conversion of the bandit leader in Gartok
and the mutual vow he and the Kalon Lama took to "work together for the good
of our brother men."68 Shelton touted his upcoming publication in the highly
respected National Geographic in his lectures and writings. "It struck a universal
chord," he wrote ~ a ~ o r c e . ~ '
In August 1921 LaGorce returned Shelton's photographs and acknowledged
the receipt of the edited eastern Tibet story. H e wished Shelton bon voyage.
"With all good wishes and the hope that when you make the your Lhasa trip
you will write the story for The Geographic." Tucked among the advertisements
for American Express, Victrolas, and Old Dutch Cleanser, Shelton's thirty-onepage piece, "Life Among the People of Eastern Tibet," came out in September
192 1, one of only two articles in the issue. Seven hundred fifty thousand issues
of one of America's most prestigious publications made its way to homes and offices across the country. Albert Shelton was a household name."

The Hero's Journey
As Albert Shelton recovered from his surgery, he reveled that he could make his
life-defining journey to Lhasa-in spite of his wife's entreaties. "I tried in every
way, but he could only see the ideal in the completion of his life's work," Flora
~ r o t e . By
~ ' December 1920 Shelton was feeling much better, though the severing of the nerve made his arm almost useless. He felt confident the growth in
his neck was not going to return.72 In April 1921 he reported, "I am doing fine.
I can work all day and night and enjoy it."'"n
spite of the nation's acclaim and
adulation, Albert Shelton never lost his drive to return to Tibet. A minister recalled Shelton saying in a fancy Detroit hotel: "I'm dead tired of it all; I'm
aching to get back to Tibet. I am needed more there than I am here. I can't say
I am at home here; I know I am there."74

As the Disciples realized their hero was continuing his great quest, his supporters became even more enthusiastic. Among the multitude of donations and
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honors, Gotner College in Nebraska conferred a Doctor of Law; the South
Dakota Christian Missionary Sociery donated an electric generating plant; Sue
M. Diltz contributed five thousand dollars; Fred Haslam & Co. of Brooklyn
offered government surplus medical instruments; and a Kokomo, Indiana
church proudly sent surgical instruments made of noncorrosive Stellite,
Kokomo product."75
In early June 1921, the Sheltons attended the College of Missions' commencement in Indianapolis. The college was graduating one of its largest
fifty-one new missionaries. A Lhasa-themed pageant dedicated to Dr. Shelton
highlighted the conference afterward. Inspired by his adventure and example,
MO missionary couples pledged to follow him back to Tibet: J. Russell and
Gertrude Morse, and Marion and Louise Duncan. In a post-commencement
speech, Albert Shelton promised, "Every Christian force in the last century that
has gone against the rock of Tibet has crumbled. The Disciples of Christ are not
going to crumble. When we go by the board, if you don't send out somebody
else, we will come back and ha'nt you."7"

The Crows' Cry: Chaos in Batang
Albert Shelton was returning to a Batang ravaged by warfare. In January 1920,
when Yunnan brigands captured Shelton, a new Chinese military commander,
Yang Teh Shih, arrived in Batang, replacing General Liu, who had fled to Yunnan in disgrace &er Republican officials repudiated his signature on the Rongbatsa treaty. General Yang quickly attempted to institute order by disarming and
disbanding the town's Twan Shang secret society, which had become the de facto
government.
Yang, however, miscalculated the depth of historical hostility simmering in
Batang. With one of his ongoing land deals, General Liu had sold the town
yamen (city hall) back to the widow of the Prince of Batang. Confiscated earlier
by Chao Erh-feng, the yamen previously was the Prince's palace. The Prince's
widow arrived in May 1920 to reclaim her palace, but Yang refused to vacate.
The leader of the Twan Shang, A'tso, wrote to Yang telling him to move out
of the palace within three days or the society would drive him out. Yang had
only twenty loyal men among his restive two hundred soldiers, with one particularly suspect contingent commanded by Major Wen Han Chin. In spite of his
uncertain forces, Yang responded to A'tso's threats by sending men to arrest him.
A'tso and his men in turn fired on the soldiers.
An attempt by the Ba Lama and the Catholic priest to mediate a compromise
only allowed A'tso and his followers to escape. In the early hours of June 19, fiso's
men attacked Ratang, breaching the town walls near a barracks." The Tibetans
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spread through the town with house-to-house combat, killing the ChineseCiviliVl
official.When looting broke out, Wen's soldiers joined in the pillage. soont h e ~ i betans attacked the yamen and invaded the T C M mission compound. While he
missionaries cowered behind the thick walls of their houses, the Tibetans
mandeered the mission school to fire salvos on the town.
Yang tipped the balance by deploying a small artillery piece on the roofof the
yamen to fire into the attackers. From time to time, the Chinese sdlied forth to
set fire to the Batang houses sheltering the Tibetans. Their cover destroyed,[he
Tibetans began to withdraw. Seeing the tide had shifted, Major Wen and his
vacillating troops joined the fight and slaughtered many of the retreating Ti.
betans. When the smoke cleared, half of the town was burned down. The Ba
Lama fled town and the Chinese once again confiscated the monastery properv.
Grisly reprisals and beheadings wracked Batang. The heads of A'tso and another
leader soon hung on the town gatepost.
After a decent interval, the Ba Lama returned with amnesty, and the Chinese
reinstated his properties. Most of A'tso's men refused the offer of amnesty and
became bandits. One observer wrote, "The roads leading to Batang, never quite
safe, became even more dangerous."78
Major Wen again mutinied in July, marching south to Yunnan to join up
with the former General Liu. Soon Liu was stirring up trouble with the Hsiangch'eng peoples.
The roads around Batang became increasingly treacherous. When General
Yang sent seventy soldiers on the Jung Lam to escort an official back from
Tachienlu in October, Hsiang-ch'eng raiders ambushed the returning column.
Forty soldiers died before the Hsiang-ch'eng men allowed the balance to escape
in exchange for rifles. Esther MacLeod wrote Flora: "0Wi Gi ge just poked his
head in here, showing himself geatly disturbed, to remark that the crows are all
making the sort of cry that means trouble is coming. I guess it is safe to prophesy trouble for Batang, whatever the crows say."79
The countryside around Batang was in anarchy. Nina Hardy wrote Flora in
February, "One week there were three robberies and one murder committed
within shouting distance of Batang . . . and never a soldier stirred outside of
town."80 Even the Tibetan officials suffered. A servant of the Teji Markham
came to town for supplies for the Kalon Lama. At the top of Khuyuk La pass on
the way to the Yangtze crossing, robbers attacked and killed the servant and the
ula drover. Two days later, two servants were robbed at the same place. Nina
Hardy wrote, "Things have been bad in Batang but never this bad since we have
been here-since the trouble last summer no one seems to discern between right
and wrong."" The Chinese authorities dared not confront the rebels, withdrawing into secure bastions in Yerkolo and Batang. An American consular of-

ficer cited the "more or less chronic state of unrest which exists along the Thibetm border," stating that restive Tibetans were gathering west of Batlng
preparingto attack."
Allied with the Hsiang-ch'eng, tribesmen from Sangen region took advanrage
,f the disorder to drive stolen cattle audaciously past the northern walls of
Batmg, with the Chinese garrison refusing to challenge the rustlers. O n April
19, Tibetan battle shrieks rent the night as shots rang out. The Tibetans called
for the surrender of the Chinese garrison. The battle sent bullets buzzing past
[he TCM mission buildings as one group fired from near the Ogden house on
one side of the river and a second group shot from across town near the Hardy;
home in Jaranong.
Prior to an attack, Hsiang-ch'eng men tried to lure James Ogden into a kidnapping, but when it began, the raiders protected the mission. As they continued to enjoy some immunity, the missionaries once again escaped injury.83The
Teji Markham even sent them notice that the attack was coming, reassuring
them they would be protected as b a t he could manage.84 Minnie Ogden wrote
Flora, "The Shang Chen soldiers were here & were so nice as could be. They
knew we would be afraid of them, so told us not to fear they wouldn't touch us
or our stuff.''
By August 1921, the conflict subsided enough for trade caravans again to
make their way north from Atunze. One T C M intelligence agent reported to the
U.S. War Department, "In general the country is more quiet than it has been
for several years. Salt caravans from Yangen [Yerkolo], opium and general caravans from Atunze, and tea, rice and soldiers goods from Tachienlu, all have been
moving for a month."85
During the TCM annual meeting, the missionaries debated opening a mission station in Charndo. The missionaries had apprised the British government
of their intent but worried that the Tibetans would fail to protect the station and
they would lose their lives like Petrus Rijnhart. William Hardy said, "We have
looked upon Batang as a strategic center for preparing workers for other places
in Tibet when the time comes that these other laces can be opened. As such,
Batang is a miserable failure."86
Back in America, Albert responded to the discussion by writing to Abe Cory
that the TCM was somewhat "discouraged." Shelton felt they were strugling
with the endemic border uncertainties and the residual effects of the internal
disputes. The missionaries were additionally frustrated when the TCM rejected
a long-awaited Batang missionary doctor who was found to be an alcoholic. In
spite of the grumbling, Shelton was resolute in his drive to go forward to
Lhasa." In September the Batang mission learned Shelton was returning with
the two new missionary families. James Ogden prepared to go on furlough- Dr.
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Willjam Hardy reported in his typical acerbic manner, "The work here is about
as rotten as it ever was. We have not set the world on fire."88

Taxi to Tibet
Dr. Albert Shelton was a complex creature: a man who craved both adventure
and social esteem; a doctor who practiced medicine intermittently; a missionav
who seldom preached; a devout family man who endangered himself and his
family in a perilous post. He was a martial man with numerous guns who espoused a gospel of love, a zealous Christian who came to admire the spirituality
of the Tibetans.
Flora was herself a complicated mixture, a conservative Christian wife and
mother, yet a hardheaded woman who pursued her chosen career of translation
with a willhlness and determination unusual for her time. While deferring to
her husband's fame and career, she never lost her own drive to excel and be recognized for her contributions. Her work as a de facto diplomat and general goad
during her husband's kidnapping and diplomatic mission in Gartok displayed
her grit and competence. Her interpretation work with the Tibetan artifacts her
husband collected considerably enhanced their value. Though Albert was the
primary collector, she occasionally acted as a dealer herself.89
But it was her translation work that fired Flora Shelton with the greatest zeal.
Confident of the worth of her seven-year-long Tibetan translation project, she
never faltered in her desire to publish her books. The best place to print the
books was in Calcutta at the Baptist Mission Press, which had the requisite Tibetan type fonts. Her intent was to travel there to supervise the publication.90
In May 1921, Flora Shelton leaded with the missionary society to allow her
to accompany her husband to China when he returned to go to Tibet. From the
China coast she would continue on to Calcutta to supervise the printing of the
books, "as they were needed so badly on the border."" Although the missionary
board turned her down, Flora Shelton found a woman in Pomona who agreed
to donate $2,000 for her trip and the publication of her m a n u ~ c r i ~ t s . ~ '
As Flora and Albert prepared to return to Asia, they organized domestic
arrangements for their daughters, who would be staying in America to attend
high school. Albert's parents arrived in Pomona to care for the girls while Flora
was in Asia. After her Tibetan books were completed, Flora planned to come
back to Pomona and wait a few years for her husband's triumphant return from
Lhasa. A well-earned retirement in sunny southern California would be their
future.
The Shelton girls had made a smooth entry into Pomona, immediately becoming involved in the local church and Pomona High School. But as their fa-

[her prepared to return to &tang, they felt an understandable longing. "1
wvlted to go back to Tibet with my father," his daughter Dorris wrote. "When
parents' taxi started to leave, I hung on m the window and made one lur
to go with him." Albert Shelton gently loosed his daughteis hands and told
her she needed to stay and study, in order to be of more use to her friends in
Tibet. "You know I love you." he said as the taxi pulled away.9"

C H A P T E R

F O U R T E E N

It was a great journty All dlfiiculties melted at our approach.'

-Dr. Albert Shelton

Flora and Albert's journey across the Pacific reminded them of their first voyage.
'(A honeymoon it was," Flora wrote, "far happier than the first one in 1903, for
I was not homesick-he was my home."2 When the Sheltons landed on the
Shanghai wharf, they only had a couple of minutes to say goodbye before he had
to return to his ship. They clasped one another, and Albert shuddered with a
great sob.) "God be with you," were his parting words.'
As Flora sailed on to Calcutta, Albert shepherded the four new missionaries
across French Indochina and western China. J. Russell and Gertrude Morse
were from Oklahoma. Russell was a slender, dark-eyed city kid from Tulsa who
was inspired by Albert Shelton while still a teenager. Round-faced Gertrude was
a frontier girl who was given to shy smiles. They were traveling with their sturdy
baby, Eugene, who often commanded the group's attention. Marion D u n u n
was a tall, intense orphaned boy from rural Ohio and Louise was a German farm
girl from near Niagara, New York. Considered an ideal candidate for Batang,
Marion Duncan had testified at his commencement, "When God is in Tibet, all
will be right with the world."
Leaving Shanghai, the missionaries sailed for fifteen hours through a tropical
typhoon to reach Hong Kong. They made a final provisioning foray before
boarding a steamer loaded with cement for a choppy ride to Haiphong.' Arriving on September 4, 1921, they stayed for almost a week at the Grand Hotel Du
Commerce while French customs officials examined their baggage endlessly.
The tons of baggage included enormous quantities of medicine as well as Shelton's meticulously chosen barter and tribute goods that included pocketknives,

mirrors, and cheap watches, and the jewels he packed for high lamas and ~ i betan 0fFicia1s.~
After an additional delay for landslides to be cleared from the tracks, the
parry boarded the French narrow-gauge railroad for Yunnanfu. By day [he rnissionarie~trundled west, first through the palms and rice paddies of Indochina,
then up into the Yunnan mountains. Each night they stayed in the cornfortable
French hotels that dotted the line. Compared to the laborious journey up the
Yangae that the Sheltons had faced in their first journeys to Kharn, the new
missionaries had a relatively easy passage. However, they still faced the cultural
jolts that told them they were in the Orient.'

Batang by Christmas
O n September 23, 1921, the little wood-burning locomotive pulled into the
Yunnanfu station."' Shelton began the laborious negotiations and arrangements
to outfit the caravan for the long journey to Batang. Sedan chair makers constructed two jou dzi for the foreign women, structures made of thin wood and
woven bamboo, topped by stiff black rainproof material. Two twelve-foot-long
poles extended from each chair for the four coolies to carry. Gertrude Morse had
a small basket made to fit over the armrests to keep baby Eugene close at hand.
There was some concern as Louise Duncan was several months pregnant. The
journey was a race with the stork, as the baby was due almost to the day of their
scheduled arrival in Batang. For crossing the Himalayan passes in winter, the
women purchased full-length lambskin coats, with the fluffy white wool facing
out, which gave them the appearance of an exotic species of upright sheep.
Albert Shelton found a surprise when he arrived in Yunnanfu. His faithful old
black mule, Abe, was waiting for him. When his kidnappers hid Shelton in the
barn, they broke his heart by taking Abe. Flora recalled, "he felt he would have
died if he had not the dear old mule to love and sleep against."l After Shelton
left for America, bandit leader Yang Tien Fu wrote the magistrate, "I do not
know where the doctor had gone, but I am sending his mule to you and trust
you will see that it gets to him." Once in Yunnanfu, Governor T'ang had made
sure the mule was well tended.'' Albert wrote Dorothy, "My old mule is fine.
and it does seem good to get on him once more-I
haven't a new one." A few
weeks later he wrote an update: "I'm going to get a new mule tomorrow. His
name will be Abe.""
In late October Shelton wrote S. J. Corey, "The rains are over now and we
have before us fifcy-five days of the best weather of the year in which to reach
Batang by Christmas."12 The caravan left Yunnanfu at sunrise on October 31,
1921. AS a curious crowd looked on, five missionaries, one baby, fourteen

coolies,over one hundred pack and saddle horses, and unburdened and dotedupon old Abe headed west toward Dali. Dr. Shelton led the caravan on his new
red Abe. After Shelton's earlier peril, Governor T'ang took no chances, disan escort of malnourished but well-armed soldiers to accompany the
P
group. The escort varied from fifty to over a hundred men.
Shelton worried about Yang Tien-fu recapturing him. In the fall of 1920, Father Bailly wrote to Shelton telling him that Yang was waiting for his return."
Shelton wrote to Archibald McLean, 'Seems as though Yang Tien Fu is waiting
for me to came back and resume my stay with him."14 But in June 1921 Shelton learned that Yang could no longer be his tormentor, nor could Shelton be
his redeemer. He was dead, executed by Governor T'ang.15 But danger remained
on the trail ahead. The same gang of brigands continued to operate where they
previously kidnapped Shelton, and rumor had it they planned on capturing him
again.16Shelton was startled one day to see his captors. He wrote Dorris, 'I saw
WO of them in Yunnanfu; they saw me too, but hurried away.""
The missionaries plodded through the Yunnan hills in drenching rain and
mist for ten days. The route was a muddy path through flooded rice terraces that
rose as many as five fields high above the trail." O n the second night they encountered James and Minnie Ogden and their two children, who were returning
to America on their second furlough. The Ogdens were suffering road weariness
and James Ogden was near nervous collapse.19 Gezong Ongdu accompanied
them, giving the new missionaries their first glimpse of a Tibetan in typical
Khampa dress.20Each day Shelton and his party traveled ten to thirty miles closer
to their goal. As they neared the ravine where the brigands had abducted Albert
Shelton, the missionaries' trepidation increased. Worried about another capture,
T'ang ordered an additional sixty soldiers to join the caravan. Perhaps scared off
by the show of force by the Chinese officials, the bandits never appeared.
At the village of Ch'u Hsiumg, as Shelton sat writing a letter to Dorris, his
little terrier, Jack, climbed into his lap. The old mule Abe ambled over and also
put his head in Shelton's lap. Not wanting to be displaced, the terrier climbed
on the mule's head. Aker feeding the two of them sugar, Shelton told Dorris his
new Abe was working out well.
"If he carried me till I have doctored and reached to as many people as the
old one has, 1'11 pension him too. I suspect, though, that he will last longer than
I will."21
After two weeks of travel, the caravan reached Ddi, where they turned north
through fields of indigo toward Lijiang in the lower reaches of the Himdayas.
Villages along the trail were tinted a ubiquitous blue by the rotting plants. ''Blue
everywhere." Duncan wrote. "I almost expected to see a race of blue people
creep out of the besmirched one-story shacks!"22

The trail crept upward into increasingly mountainous terrain. Glacien
in the high mountains. Misty peaks rose in the far horizon. The carsvan reached the white walls of Lijiang on November 19. The new missionaries
availed themselves of a Pentecostal missionary's hospitality, while Dr. Shelron
took shelter with the Lees, a wealthy Yunnanese family, where he treated patients, often long into the night.23
The Lees made Shelton a guest of honor at a family wedding. The following
banquet consisted of dozens of courses, including some that made the freshfrom-the-Midwest missionaries squirm-whipped chicken brains, cow's stomach, shark fin, and snake among them.24After four days in Lijiang the caravan
moved west toward the Yangtze. The missionaries cached one hundred and fib
boxes of their baggage to lighten their load, as Louise Duncani pregnancy required them to move at a faster pace.25
The trail led on through the Chinese town of Weishi, where the missionaries
intended to hire twenty-five animals. Unfortunately, the local magistrate was
opium-addled, forcing Shelton to send his caravan leader twice a day to remind
him before the mules finally arrived. The expedition relied wholly on Shelton's
hard-learned pastiche of borderland skills that he used to bargain, cajole, flatter,
and mildly threaten to accomplish his tasks. Duncan wrote, "All along the road
there were evidences of the high respect and warm feeling with which the people regarded him. A quick trip would have been impossible with the power established by this friendly feeling."26
The caravan was at the southern reaches of Kham now, moving north toward
Atunze. O n the last day of November they followed a small stream down to the
canyon of the Mekong, along which they traveled for two week2' Albert wrote
his wife in India, "My Beloved, We arrived here yesterday, after having traveled
along the Mekong for fifteen days in from Wei Shi without having lost a single
box or any serious accident whatever. The Lord surely looked out for us.""
By now Shelton was pushing the caravan with fair dispatch. Louise Duncan's
due date was rapidly approaching, and he wanted her to be in Batang when the
baby came. After arranging transport in Atunze, the caravan clambered up a
steep grade out of the town's north gate and climbed a high stony pass into a
rocky valley. Suddenly, Albert Shelton was back in Tibet. Yaks gamboled in the
high pastures. Bright blue skies opened above him. Snow-capped ~ e a k sparkled
s
in the clear light. Buddhist monasteries and giant ~ i l e sof thousands of Mani
stones inscribed with sacred texts were common sights. Spinning their prayer
wheels, chanting pilgrims passed the caravan, heading for Lhasa and orher holy
sltes.
Six days later the caravan was in the salt-mining town of Yenjin, where
throngs of happy people greeted Dr. Shelton with outstretched palms. His
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skill and gregarious nature had won the Khampas over." The mayor
,fyenjin honored Shelton with another lavish banquet, twenty courses of food
still exotic to the new missionaries. Marion Duncan recalled, "The walnuts and
Peus were welcome but the sour, hairy cheese, the limburger butter, the l a t h ery dirt-encrusted pancakes were passed over to the servants, although Dr.
She]ton,who had become accustomed to such food would often help eat these
last four articles."30
After a short break at Yenjin, the caravan pushed on, rising from the river
plain into a deep canyon. It was December 17, and they were on their last leg
to Batang, seven days' march north. The next day, the caravan climbed to the
top of a 15,600-foot-high pass, the highest on the trip. As the missionaries
gasped for air on the barren pass, the Tibetans celebrated with yells to the mountain gods and stones to the mani piles.
Within a few days they began seeing burned hulks of houses along the trails
and mountainsides, stark reminders of the unending violence in Chinese-controlled Kham. Warfare and bandits had depopulated much of the high region.31
A few days later Dr. Shelton treated a woman whose toes were sloughing off
h e r bandits had thrust her feet into boiling water.
At Cluysalung, the missionaries ferried across the Yangtze on what was the
largest craft on a thousand miles of the Yangtze: a giant flat-bottomed johnboat
that was over fifty feet long and nine feet wide. Six men manhandled three immense oars, using the rapid current to hurl the boat across the river. The missionaries trooped into the village of Lipa that evening. It was to be their last
night on the road. They were only a few hours' trek from Batang.
They awoke to a beautiful day, though intensely cold. The women walked
the high mountain trail to warm themselves. When the intense Himalayan sun
rose in the blue sky at midday, they shed their coats and swept, jubilant, along
the trail.
They climbed the steep trail to Khuyuk La pass, the infamous "Robber
Hill."" As they picked their way down the other side, they encountered William
Hardy and Roderick MacLeod riding out to meet them. The TCM women arrived soon after with their children, who rode donkeys led by their Chinese servants. A crowd of Chinese and Tibetans followed-mission orphans, soldiers,
and townspeople of all descriptions.
That night in the T C M mission the travelers took baths in their folding tubs
md ate strawberry ice cream made from snow Tibetan servants hauled down
from the mountains." The Duncans and Morses slept in the mission's clean
beds, and marvcled at the contrast with their long dangerous journey through
west China. In just fifty-four days Albert Shelton had shepherded his group
from Yunnanfu to Batang, the quickest trip ever." He reported to S. J. Corey.
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"It was a great journey. All difficulties melted at our approach."35
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her 29, Herbert Franklin Duncan was born. ''The stork had lost the race by six
days," proud father Marion Duncan wrote.36
The new missionaries found Batang to be a town of over a thousand including a gowing number of lamas and declining number of Chinese soldien. ~h~
ongoing lawlessness continued to erode the Tibet-China trade that passed
through Kham. "Batang is awfully poor now and robbers all around," Shelton
wrote his daughter." In the thirteen years since Shelton first moved to Batang,
the Tibetans and Chinese had developed it into an agricultural paradise, with
terraced fields and orchards covering the valley. The fifry-acre Tibetan Christian
Mission constituted one of the most formidable institutions in eastern Tibet,
The T C M missionaries resided in their walled compound on Japoding Hill and
in other mission houses in the walnut-shaded northern suburb of Jaranong.38
The mission hospital was a dominant structure in Batang, rivaling the Buddhist
Monastery, the Chinese yamen, and the remains of Chao Erh-feng's crumbling
palace. The T C M orphanage sheltered almost forty children, and a hundred and
twenty students attended the mission school.39With the new missionaries, there
were fourteen American missionaries posted to Batang, and another eight stationed in Tachienlu, mainly with the CIM mission there.*' But Christian conversion among the Tibetans remained as elusive a goal as ever. %er thirteen
years in Batang, there were only twenty-five converts in the T C M congregation,
and few of those were Tibetans.*l

The Saddest Day. Shelton in Batang
With the MacLeods now living in the big house in the compound, Albert stayed
in the mill house that had been his family's first home in Batang, a dark, dank
dungeon of a place beside the river.42 O n December 26, 1921, he wrote his
daughters from his room as his servant Drashi cleaned a gun for him: "Christmas at the church had about four hundred people, but they couldn't handle
them very well. Dorris and Dorothy, nearly all the girls cried when they saw
your pictures, and they asked how long it would be before you come back. 1
cried, too, I am so so lonesome for you all. I kept looking around for you and
Mammy all day." He told them about the attack on Batang and his planned trip
to see the Teji Markham after the New Year. He closed his letter mournfully, "It's
awfully lonesome being here all alone and I must keep moving to keep from getting homesick. I can't stand it. I think yesterday was about the saddest day of my
life. I love you so much. Pappy."43
Dr. William Hardy wrote, "A month ago yesterday Dr. Shelton hit Batang on
the run. He had been running hard over since he got his freight in ~ u n n a n f u . " ~ ~

She]ton toured the Batang Valley to visit with old friends, who came running
i t h smiles and gifis. He prepared a report for the TCM annual meeting in JanShelton dealt with the mission affairs as elder statesman. He had
back from America a certified hero, well financed for his upcoming leap into the
Pantheon of Christian heroes. At the meeting, Dr. Shelton contended that the
mission could not determine the feasibility of opening a station in Chamdo
until the mission understood the conditions inside Tibet. M e r some discussion,
the missionaries decided to postpone further talks on the Chamdo station until
Shelton returned from his meeting with the Teji Markharn. Shelton told his colleagues that he arranged the Gartok trip, but further travel in Lhasa-controlled
Tibet was dependent on additional permissions from the Dalai Lama.45
The missionaries continued to worry that the British might arrange to have
them barred from Tibet. The British diplomatic corps kept a close eye on the
west China approaches to Tibet, with a particular focus on itinerating missionaries. The British worried that the Teji Markham's protection of the mission
against the Hsiang-ch'eng raiders represented a major expansion of the Arnericans' power in eastern Tibet. The British diplomats were also concerned that the
Batang missionaries were publicizing "the road through Gartok, Draya,
Charndo, and Derge, all under the Lhasa Government, is open to travel and
missionary work." Concerned about events that might follow, Tachienlu consul
Louis King kept close tabs on Shelton's progress as he made his way through
west China. "Now, it is well known that Dr Shelton proposes to try and proceed
to Lhasa shortly after his return to Batang. Further, Mr. Sorenson here is also desirous of proceeding to Lhasa and will no doubt follow Dr Shelton if the latter
succeeds in getting through." King urged his superiors to permit him to travel
at will in Lhasa-controlled Tibet for "the Consular officer's personal mediation,"
in the expected event of a crisis caused by evangelizing Christian missionaries or
other destabilizing foreigners.46

To the Gleaming
As Albert prepared for his Gartok journey, Flora worked on her books near

Cd-

cutta. After separating from her husband in Shanghai, Flora spent a month touring
eastern China, traveling first through a region devastated by drought, flood, and
starvation to Nanjing. Following a stay in Nanjing, she took the train to ~ e i j i n ~ . "
On October 1 she was back in Shanghai to sail on the Empress of Russia
bound for Manila and Hang Kong. Flora disembarked with the other passengen. She found Manila to be a noisy American city with a few old Spanish structures and a business class dominated by Chinese merchants. At midnight the
ship traveled on to Hong Kong4'
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En route to Calcutta, Flora stopped in the Malay city of Penang. The formerly timid traveler now explored the city fearlessly, searching out fellow ,issionaries, fruitlessly searching for traditional Malay handicrafis in a town of
British goods, and, escorted by other missionary ladies, seeing the Penang
including "the local den of heathenism, a snake temple."49 By the next day the
ship was plowing though the South Seas toward the Bay of Bengal and Calcutta.
Calcutta was the ultimate Indian city, a densely populated tangle of urbanity
on the Hooghly River. Capital of the British Raj for a century and a half, the
city had evolved a highly educated class of civil servants to handle the sahibs'
needs and attracted a churning mass of the desperately poor to scrabble for the
remaining scraps. Flora's destination was the hill station of Darjeeling, located
in the foothills of the Himalayas. Atfiuent foreigners most often took the
overnight Darjeeling Mail, the fastest train in India, which rocketed along at
fifty miles an hour. In the early morning hours, Darjeeling passengers disembarked in Siliguri to catch the tiny Darjeeling Himalayan Railway train that
climbed the fifty-five miles to Darjeeling along a serpentine route of loops,
switchbacks, S-curves, and chasm-spanning bridges.
Founded in the nineteenth century to provide a cool respite from the heat of
India, the town grew to be, like China's Kuling, another calming island of Westernism in an ocean of exoticism. Founded in a Tibetan Buddhist region, Darjeeling's name derived from dorje, the iconic thunderbolt of Vajrayana
Buddhism. The town was filled with Christian mission activity, particularly
schools that educated the children of middle-class colonial expatriates and
upper-class Indians and Bhutanese. Flora Shelton worked on her three books at
the Baptist Mission Press, which began in 18 18 to ~ r o d u c epublications for the
missionary market.50 The press was one of the few Western ~ublishersthat possessed Tibetan type fonts.
As Flora transformed her many years of translation into books for the Tibetan
field, her lonely husband in Batang sent forlorn letters to friends and family in
America. In February as he prepared for his journey to Gartok, Albert Shelton
wrote a letter to a Pomona minister. "I have not dared tell how lonesome 1 have
been, and if I ever meet with Mrs. Shelton again we will never be separated until
we come to the gleaming."51

The lifp of all living things is like bubblps of water.'

-Tibetan Proverb

On the afternoon of February 16, 1922, Albert Shelton led his caravan back up
the cliffside trail toward Batang. Instead of returning to the mission, he expected
to be on his way to Gartok. There he hoped to finalize his Lhasa expedition with
the Teji Markham. Though he felt immune to borderland banditry, Shelton
scanned the mountainsides for highwaymen.
The previous morning Shelton had saddled up in Batang for his journey. Before leaving, he rode over to the mission to say goodbye. He played with the
Hardy children for a bit and then walked to the MacLeods. While he was gone,
the children ran out and tied a Valentine on his saddle. When he found his card,
he came up to "kiss the one who did it," but the children were off playing
Cupid. So Albert Shelton mounted up for his trip to G a r t ~ k . ~
Nina Hardy noticed how healthy he looked: "When Dr. Shelton first came
back, he seemed tired and not very well. But in the seven weeks or so, there was
such a change. He was feeling fine or least he seemed to be. He looked well, and
he was so jolly, and, as always, the life of all our gatherings together."'

A Peach Tree Over There
Conditions around Batang were wildly unstable as renegade tribesmen prowled
the trails looking for booty. The local military commander gave Shelton a pro
forms warning that the roads were unsafe, but Shelton assured him he traveled
armed and he knew the people of the region. In spite of Shelton's certainty, the
commander ordered an escort for Shelton's ~ a r a v a n . ~

After the promised escort of Chinese soldiers failed to arrive, the caravan left
Batang around 8:30 that morning. Many of Shelton's old friends and servants
were with him, including Gezong Ongdu, Gwei Tsen Chi, and Shelton's retainer
Demnbajangtsen, who served as cook.' His trusted Tibetan servants Samdcn
and Andru helped care for the eight baggage mules that scuffled behind, some
carrying his gifts of jewels and
for the Tibetan officials. Shelton wore his
big Stetson, a long, khaki sheepskin-lined Tibetan coat, and his worn brown
yak-leather riding pants.6 Ruddy from the sun and easy riding, at a glance he
looked indistinguishable from his Chinese-Tibetan colleagues.'
About half a mile down the trail, two unarmed soldiers trotted after them,
the escort dispatched by the yamen officials. Dr. Shelton protested their lack of
weapons but, after loaning one a gun, traveled on. With some nervousness, the
caravan began climbing the notorious Robber Hill at Khuyuk La pass, scanning
the rocks and bushes scattered among the ubiquitous bowl-shaped Resurrection
plants for bandits.' The 9,500-foot-high pass was part of a defile the rushing
Batang River cut through the shoulder of a mountain as it raged its way to the
Yangtze.' The narrow trail made it a favorite ambush point. Tibetan bandits rypically stationed men about five hundred yards apart to lie in wait for the tinkle
of caravan bells. As the leaders passed, the brigands would suddenly ambush the
men and drive the caravan animals up the mountain. Though the region still
bristled with brigands from the Hsiang-ch'eng and the Sangen's Seven Tribes,
Shelton's caravan passed without incident.
They descended to the ferry at Drubalong, arriving a little before dusk. A
messenger from the Teji Markham waited for them with a letter, which Gezong
Ongdu translated for Shelton. The Teji Markham indicated it was not appropriate for Shelton to travel into Tibet at that time. The Kalon Lama had ordered
him to refuse travel permits to foreigners without his permission. The Teji
wrote, "Please write the Galon Lama and get his permission. Please do not come
until you do."
The messenger indicated that the Kalon Lama's order came from the Dalai
Lama, which in turn came from the British authorities in India. If Shelton entered Tibet, the Teji Markham might be beheaded. Shelton was in an uncertain position. While he had the Dalai Lama's invitation to Lhasa, it was
unclear whether it actually guaranteed entry. Was the Dalai Lama just being
diplomatic when he issued the letter? Had the British stymied the American
advance into Tibet? The only way Shelton could find out was to try to travel
to Tibet."
But Shelton never went where he wasn't permitted. He sent a message back
to the Teji Markham, telling him he intended to pay his respects at Tibetan New
Year's. Since this was not allowed, he would return to Batang.

~h~ next morning the caravan made its way east toward Barng. By midhernoon they were about six miles from Batang where the trail wound through
[he horseshoe-shaped Paimokou Valley and then climbed abruptly dong the
cliff face toward Khuyuk La pass." Albert Shelton led the party with a Chinae
soldier behind him. In single file, Gwei Tsen Chi, Demnbajanpcn, and then
Gezong Ongdu followed. Shelton led the parry through the high mountain vdley and began to urge his mule up the steep grade toward the pass. The road W=
narrow and quickly made a sharp turn to the east. Shelton rode out of sight
around the side of the mountain.
Three shots rang out. At first the party thought Shelton had fired at a rabbit
or game bird, but this was not the case. A bandit crouched in a thorn bush ten
feet above the trail had threatened Albert Shelton with a gun. Shelton called out
his name and told the robber not to shoot. The Tibetan placed the barrel of his
gun about a foot from Dr. Shelton and pulled the trigger. The blast knocked
Shelton off his mule, and he sprawled in the road with his arm almost torn off.
Riding forward, Demnbajangtsen found him lying in the road. Thinking the
mule had slipped, he ran toward him. But Shelton angrily told him to go back.
Demnbajangtsen recounted, "I ran toward him but he commanded me to go
back. 1 couldn't understand what was the matter. I thought he was angry with
me that day because I was late." When Demnbajangtsen saw the blood on Shelton and felt bullets spit past his ears he knew the reason for Shelton's warning.
"Then I began to sense the danger-we met robbers," he said.'' As Shelton lay
in the road, the rest of the party leapt to shelter on the lower side of the trail and
began exchanging gunfire with the band of twenty brigands. Armed with guns
given them by Shelton and Gezong Ongdu, the two Chinese soldiers added
their fire. Shelton groaned and called to Demnbajangtsen to bring water, but the
cook slid down the hill toward the Batang River roiling far below. Finding a
path, Demnbajangsen ran to a village to borrow a mule and then raced off to
Batang.
Hidden in the brush on the cliff above, the brigands kept the caravan pinned
down with close shooting Other bandits drove off Shelton's baggage mules that
were trailing a quarter-mile to the rear. When their riders dismounted, the caravan's riding animals galloped up the mountain trail. With bullets whizzing
around him, Gwei Tsen Chi grabbed Shelton's rifle from its scabbard as Shelton's
mule scrabbled by. Further up the trail, the robbers slowed the stampeding
steeds and stole the remaining firearms from the saddles. Their mission complete, the brigands retreated.13
As his party crowded around him, Albert Shelton tried to rise from the road
but fell back. The bullet had shattered his right elbow and entered his abdomen
at a downward angle. The entrance wound in his elbow was the size of a nickel,

but the bullet had smashed the bone, leaving a gaping exit wound. Therewas a
masslve hole in Sheltoni abdomen where the deflected bullet entered. With [he
help of his compatriots, Shelton began to doctor himself. He compressed [h,
wounds and swabbed them with iodine. After improvising a tourniquet madeof
a handkerchief tightened with his riding crop, he gave himself a shot of marphine and strychnine.I4 Shelton assured the men he was not badly hurt, but wu
afraid he couldn't ride all the way to Batang.
Gwei Tsen Chi raced off on his fast horse to alert Batang as the rest of the
group tried to make the doctor comfortable with a bed made of saddle blankets,
A little after four o'clock, Gwei Tsen Chi reached Batang and raised the alarm,
Dr. William Hardy gabbed some dressings and rubber bandages and galloped
off on Gwei Tsen Chi's horse. Roderick MacLeod followed on foot with a hospital bed and some bearers.
An hour later, when Hardy reached the group on the far side of Khuyuk La
pass, Shelton was unconscious with no radial pulse. His friends were attempting
to rig Shelton's cot into a stretcher. Hardy re-dressed the wounds and replaced
the handkerchief tourniquet with a rubber one. Demnbajangtsen remembered,
"It was found necessary to amputate Doctor's arm, which had been badly
wounded. They stuffed in the guts which came out. I was extremely sad, a man
who loved me as his own son, now I had to carry his amputated arm on the back
of my h ~ r s e . " ' ~
They loaded Shelton on the cot at about 6:00 o'clock and began the trek back
to Batang. Now and again Shelton swam into consciousness, telling them he was
feeling all right, then complaining of the pain and thirst. Near the top of the
pass Shelton complained that the stretcher poles hurt his hips, so they rigged
stout bamboo poles under the hospital bed and carried him into Batang. "Before we reached Batang," Hardy wrote, "more than 50 (probably 100) people
met us, to help carry the stretcher or to light the way with pine torches." The
procession reached Batang at 1O:lO P.M. and ~roceededto the Hardy house,
where they placed Shelton in Hardy's ground-floor study.
Given Shelton's condition, Hardy could do nothing more than wash the
wounds and change the dressings. Nina Hardy came down from the upstairs
and asked Shelton if she could get him anything. He said, "No, Missus, you
can't do anything."'6 About midnight the missionaries and Gezong Ongdu went
upstairs, leaving Shelton in the care of the two medical assistants. Hardy told
them to call him if Shelton moved. Not long after, Hardy heard Shelton telling
the assistant to help him sit up: "I told him he must not think about sitting upAfter a minute, he pointed to the stove in the corner of the room and asked if
that was a peach tree over there. After that, he said no more and was dead in less
than five minutes.""
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Shelton died at 1 2 4 8 A.M. on February 17, 1922." Hardy re-

Porredin his postmortem that the musket ball had ranged across the abdomen

downward, perforating an intestine. He believed an internal hemorrhlge of
a hrge vessel of the liver caused Shelton's death." A general practitioner, D ~ .
Hardysimply didn't have the surgical training or skills to perform an operation
of that nature.
After Shelton died, Gezong Ongdu and one of his servants took their bedrolls
md slept on the floor beside his deathbed until morning. Dr. Albert Shelton's
friendskept repeating a Tibetan proverb, "A good man dies at the top of the p m
with his boots on."20
The next day a crowd of Americans, British, French, Chinese, and Tibetans
phered in the mission yard for the funeral service. First, the foreigners held a
service, and then the Chinese and Tibetans were allowed to join for another.
Seven men took part in the ceremony, including Americans and Chinese, and a
lone Tibetan, Gezong Ongdu, who read Tibetan scripture.
The missionaries buried Dr. Albert Shelton in the mission cemetery on the
caravan trail leading west to Tibet. In a barren stretch of ground at the far edge
of China, Albert Shelton lay next to his fallen comrade Dr. Zenas Loftis, both
of them facing Lhasa.2' In time, the missionaries found suitable stones at a ruined larnasery, and with the help of the Chinese military commander, brought
them back to Batang. The missionaries arranged for the markers to be inscribed
in English, Chinese, and Tibetan. Albert L. Shelton's name curved around the
arched top that featured a Masonic symbol. The inscription read, "June 9, 1875Feb. 17, 1922. Not to be ministered unto but to minister." Inscriptions in Chinese and Tibetan followed.22

Alone: Albert Shelton and His Fa*
On March 4, 1922, the United Christian Missionary Society headquarters in St.
Louis received a postal telegram from Lijiang. Fifteen days south of Batang, it
was the closest telegraph station. The telegram read, "ROBBERS KILLED
SHELTON NEAR BATANG FEBY SEVENTEENTH NOTIFY GIRLS.
Ever alert to the power of breaking news, the UCMS notified the
United Press and Reuters, which sent the story out on the wire. In Pomona,
word ricocheted around the town. The wire story was even ~ o s t e don a bulletin
board. However, the mission society failed to notify the Shelton f m i l y before
beginning the media campaign.24
karning of Shelton's death from a subsequent UCMS a b l e , four men from
the Disciples church strode up the front walk of the Shelton house. When the
hmily saw the men they thought there was something wrong with their mother.

Quickly they discovered the news. "Just a few curt lines on a cablegram
to plunge a home into deepest mourning here yesterday," the Pomona hmr
The girls were inconsolable at first, especially D ~ r o t h ~The
. ~ ' church
people did the best they could to soothe the family with rubs, hot drink, and
baths. Besides the distraught daughters, Albert Shelton's father was in precarious
health. "Most of the time he shakes as in a nervous chill and can surely get
food to his mouth," a Pomona Disciple worried.26
Flora was unaware of her husband's death for almost three weeks. Until she
heard the news, she blithely wrote letters to him from Darjeeling as Alben She]ton lay cold in his gave.*' Flora had persevered in her translation work in spite
of her declining health and the inevitable frustrations of industrial work in a preindustrial land. By late February she felt that the project was under control and
she could go. She planned to leave Darjeeling on March 6 . Her daughters worried she might miss the news of her husband's death before she sailed. But she
was still in Darjeeling when the news came.
O n April 8, 1922, Flora Shelton sailed from Bombay on the SS Caledonia,
bound for England via the Suez Canal and the Mediterranean. S. J. Corey wrote
to a colleague, "The missionaries from India write that Mrs. Shelton was
stunned for many days after the news came and has been rather helpless."28The
missionary society arranged for British missionaries to meet her in Britain and
shepherd her to the next ship. O n May 3 she left England on the SS Olympic,
arriving a week later in New York, where UCMS officials met her ship. On May
17, 1922, three months after her husband's murder, Flora's daughters and
friends met her at the railway station in Pomona. The Pomona Bulletin reported,
"The meeting of Mrs. Shelton and her two daughters when they met the Santa
Fe train was as affecting as the last time they had parted the husband and father
had been with them and the joy of the mother's return was shadowed by the renewed g i e f at the thought of that other who is never to return."29 Flora told her
daughters, "I always knew that Dr. Shelton would give his life for Tibet but 1
never meant that he should be alone."30

The Most UseM of Men: Shelton's Murder and the Press
Fueled by the missionary society publicity, Shelton's murder ignited a flare of
media attention. He was the UCMS poster boy, but if he wasn't going to get to
Lhasa, he was still useful to the cause. The mission society trumpeted his martyrdom and asked for support to memorialize him. With purple prose that
would have done Edgar Rice Burroughs proud, one press release sensationalixd
his drive to return to Tibet. "He was urged to tarry longer in America and secure more complete rest before returning, but the missionary fires burned deeply

in his soul and he felt he must go back to his people and his task. He was always
&ing about his Tibetans and was restless to be among them again.""
The New York papers immediately picked up the story. The New York
finttr ~arriedan article o n the front page March 6, 1922, blaring, 'Dr. Shelton Slain by Chinese Bandits." The story related Shelton's hdnapping and his
work in west China. The subtitle read, "American Was First Christian Missionary to Be Allowed t~ Enter Tibet.")' The New York American, New York
fiibune, and New York WorU ran stories as well, with the World waxing melodramatic: "The mountain passes of Thibet, where death has come to many
missionaries and scientists, were the scene of another such tragedy on February 17, when Dr. Albert Le Roy Shelton, an American medical missionary, was
slain by robbers, according to advices received here yesterday." The article
noted, "In addition to being one of the best known men in the foreign missionary service, it was said, Dr. Shelton was also a collector of art and curios,
and pieces gathered by him are to be seen at the American Museum of Natural History in this city and e l ~ e w h e r e . " ~ ~
As testimony to the UCMS's efficiency, the China Press also had the story on
March 5. Another China newspaper, the Evening Star, noted, "He was entertained at the home of John D. Rockefeller Jr., in New York, and later addressed
the National Geographic Society in Washington.""
Locales familiar with Dr. Alben Shelton soon picked up the story, each claiming him as a native son. Terming him to be an "Indianapolis missionary," the Indianapolis Star ran a story and photograph on the front page, with other related
stories on the inside.35The Anthony Republican headlined the story, noting, "Dr.
Shelton had had many narrow escapes in his missionary work in China and had
often stated that he expected to 'leave his bones in China."'36 Kansas State Normal's State Normal Bulletin and Kentucky University's Crimron Rambler both
covered his life and murder. Covering the story as a local tragedy, the Pomona
papers headlined the news in bold black type.
With easy access to the UCMS files and press agents, the St. Louis PostDispatch ran a story that sprawled across the front page and into interior pages
with a collage of adventure-soaked Shelton photos. The story led, "The epic of
Dr. Albert Leroy Shelton whose adventurous career as a medical missionary in
Tibet has been likened to Dr. David Livingstone in Central Africa a half a century ago, has ended as he was preparing to write its glowing clima~."~'
The West China Missionary N m s confirmed Shelton's death, writing, "He was
well known all through the border land as a man of energy, courage, resource
and strong believer in practical religion."'s The Iflustrated London News added
to Shelton's international fame when it ran lengthy features on Shelton and his
photography for two weeks in ~ e ~ t e m b e r . ' ~

The Newark newspapers headlined Shelton's museum connection when th
eY
reported his death. The Call subhead read, "Newark Museum Thibetan ~ ~ h i t , i ~
Collector Slain While on Trip to L'ha~a."~'
A second New h r k World articlefocused on the Newark's Tibetan collection: "Newark will probably grieve mo,
than any other community over the death of Dr. Alfred Le Roy Shelton. ,
was through his interest that the Newark Museum Association acquired a collection of Thibetan objects that is probably more representative of the customs
and culture of that land than was ever brought together elsewhere and the value
of which is enhanced by the descriptions and explanations of the objects."41
With Flora Shelton still in Darjeeling, Shelton's American agent 0.A,
boro received many condolences. J. 0.LaGorce at the National Geographicsociety wrote, "I have never met or known a man for whom 1 had more respect
and admiration, or one who I thought in his chosen field was doing a finer and
more disinterested work for humanity." F. L. Fisher of the National Geographic
wrote, "In my opinion, Dr. Shelton was one of the most useful of men. . . . He
is as much a hero as any soldier who died on the battlefield."42
Shelton's legacy was the coin of the realm in terms of publicity and reflected
power for both men and institutions associated with Shelton. Rosboro wrote
LaGorce in early May, "As a result of Dr. Shelton's untimely death in Tibet, there
is a very widespread interest in missionary work among our particular denornination, and also among others interested in missionary work generally." 0. A.
Rosboro was overwhelmed with orders for Shelton's photographs.43 Frederick
Smith, the Chicago newspaperman who had chronicled Shelton's kidnapping,
announced his intent to write a book on Shelton. The UCMS looked askance
at the idea after Rosboro complained he was strictly mercenary and "has the
newspaper correspondent's ailment of distorting facts."44
Letters, cables, and contributions began pouring in to the UCMS, and tribute services began almost immediately.45 Abe Cory led services in New York's
Central Christian Church on Thirty-first Street on Sunday, March 6. In St.
Louis, the Union Avenue Christian Church featured UCMS resident F. W.
Burnham as a speaker. Reverend S. G. Buckner dispensed with his normal sermon at the First Christian Church in Pomona to honor Dr. Albert ~ h e l t o n . ~ ~
Disciples of Christ organizations around the world began as sing resolutions
lauding the sacrifice of Dr. Shelton, from the Campbell Club of Yale University
to congregations in Athens, Alabama and Unley, South Australia. The missionary society immediately proposed churches honor Shelton with a massive fundraising effort. Telegrams to the churches ~ o u r e dout of UCMS headquarten
announcing the nationwide campaign.
The response was gratifying. As Flora was still trying to make her way home
to Pomona, thousands of Christians filed into their pews across America and

opened their pocketbooks. In St. Louis, the Reverend C. C. Crawford thundered from the pulpit,
"1 do not consider Dr. Shelton second to works of Dr. l.ivingstone. I &ink
he was the equal of Livingstone. What Livingstone did for darkest Africa, She]ton did for ~ i b e t . " ~ '

A Sincere Solicitude:American and Chinese Investigations
u.S. Minister to China Schurman relayed the report of Shelton's death to Washington on March 4, and warned of diplomatic repercussions relating to 'the possible failure of provincial authorities to afford proper protection to foreign
residents until facts and delinquencies of local officials are more clearly ascertained.'' Chinese oficials in Sichuan scuttled for cover. Ch'en Tung Chi, the
commissioner for foreign affairs in Chongqing, cited a 1919 memo to the
American consulate that instructed the foreign consuls to stop issuing passports
to the Sichuan borderlands. Ch'en blustered:
With regard to the recent murder of Dr. A. L. Shelton by bandits, this ofice has no way
to find out whether he had obtained permission from the Chinese officials, whether a
huchao [travel permit] was issued to him and whether he had requested some soldiers
to escort him upon his departure. In case he was urged to refrain from proceeding to
that region and no permission was obtained beforehand then the Chinese officials cannot, of course, bear the responsibility, but in compliance with your request, I will ask
the Generalissimo to issue a telegraphic instruction to the local officials to investigate
into this matter.48

The vice-consul in Chongqing, N. F. Allman, did not "absolve the Chinese Authorities from the responsibility for the protection of the lives of American citizens from robbers in S ~ e c h u a n . Allman
"~~
petitioned the American Legation in
Beijing for permission to travel to Batang to investigate, but Schurman refused
to allow passage.50
On March 18, 1922, Minister Schurman wired to the State Department the
Chinese report from the Sichuan military commander-in-chief and the frontier
commissioner, "Troops sent to locality to offer rewards and take most stringent
measures apprehension of murderers for punishment."51 Conveying "a sincere
solicitude for the lives of foreign persons," Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs
'X W. Yen reiterated that the Sichuan border regions were dangerous and travel
by foreigners was suspended.52 "This is on record," Yen wrote. He went on to
state, 'At the present time the bandit activities in that region are still dangerous
and foreigners traveling in Szechuan unavoidably incur danger." Liu requested
that the foreign ministers pohibit further travel by their nationals in the frontier regions.5"

Schurman responded to W. W. Yen on June 17, 1922, noting that there wea
wenty-wo American missionaries in Kham: "The missionaries are residingat
these laces in accordance with rights conferred by treaty . . . I must therefore
insist that the authorities of the region assume full responsibility to the protection of the American lives and property involved."54 Four days later Yen replied
tersely: "As regards those missionaries who already reside there it is, of course,
necessary that the local authorities should exert their utmost efforts to protect
them according to treaty."55 International newspapers quickly picked up the
diplomatic snit. The Times of London reported that the Chinese authorities
statedthat Shelton declined to "follow the advice of the local authorities against
proceeding into the disturbed area," as did the New York Times. 56
To a certain extent, the Chinese were correct. Even WO years before during
Shelton's kidnapping, Colonel Drysdale stated that the Chinese commissioner
for foreign affairs in Chengdu requested the American consul suspend issuance
of passports to the borderlands of Tibet, "owing to the large no. of bandits.)I5'
The disorder was not without implications for foreigners. Several Americans and
other foreigners were held up and robbed by bandits during 1921, and it was a
frequent occurrence for foreign cargoes to be robbed. Armed robbers entered a
number of foreign houses across the province.
When news of the diplomatic exchanges following Shelton's death reached
America, James Ogden spoke to a reporter, who wrote: "Ogden doubts that the
Chinese commander of Batang gave Dr. Shelton any special warning against the
journey. The conditions were no different along the route than those that have
persisted for the last 15 years." Ogden contended that the Chinese escorts may
actually have attracted the attack as the bandits ofien sought the arms and ammunition carried by the soldiers. H e scoffed at the idea that the Chinese would
pursue the killers: "The Chinese soldiery does not venture often beyond the
walls of their garrisons. They spend their efforts resisting attacks from without.
If the murderers are caught, it will be by other bands of robbers, many of whom
have been faithful friends of the mission."58
w h o Killed Dr. Shelton?

Who killed Albert Shelton, and why? A number of theories sprang up in the
mission field and the borderlands. As Shelton was the only casualty in the attack, many initially suspected the shooting was premeditated and the robbery
merely a cover-up. "It still seems strange that he alone was the target, and no
one else harmed in the least," Explorer-Professor J. W. Gregory wrote after inquiring into the murder during an expedition to the marches just after Shelton's death.59

Some missionaries thought the killing related to the opium suppression a m sign Shelton had waged prior to his furlough, and the killing was an usassinaP
[ion done at the order of corrupt Chinese
Other observers contended
[hat eastern Tibetan lamas, angered by the links Shelton was forging with the
Daai Lama, were behind the murder. The Pomona Bulletin lambasted the
Khampa monks: "What strange rites of priestcrafi are performed or barbarous
practicesare also mysteries. Its lamas are noted for their fierceness and intolerance, and hence it is within the bounds of possibility that Dr. Shelton was slain
by them."61
Dorris had several theories. She contended the killing had to have taken
more than ten days' journey from Batang, "since in the surrounding country he
is well known." As did the Chinese Recorder, Dorris Shelton stated that members
ofYang's old gang from Yunnan might have done it, or her father may have died
defending a village from brigands.62
In Indianapolis, where he was teaching Tibetan language, James Ogden was
interviewed: "'I am positive,' said Mr. Ogden, 'that Dr. Shelton was not slain deliberately. The people loved him too much for that. Even the bandits loved him,
some of them had sworn to protect him. Not one of them would harm him intentionally. He must have been killed accidentally in a fight between soldiers
and robbers."'" Virulent anti-Tibetan CIM missionary James Edgar blamed the
Hsiang-ch'eng tribesmen for the murder. Edgar claimed it was be suicidal for
Western missionaries to work in the Hsiang-ch'eng-controlled territory, as the
tribesmen were unrelenting in their hostility.64
A number of missionaries focused their greatest suspicions on the British, contending they were behind the shooting to eliminate an interloper in their arena.
Flora, in particular, blamed the British for her husband's death, publicly writing,
"The mystery is the order to turn back from the governor of Kham, a man who
has been his friend over a period of years and such an order had never been heard
before."65In private correspondence, she was more forthright in her assertions
that the British were behind her husband's murder.66She wrote Berthold Laufer,
blaming the British, "They did not like the friendship, love & medical work that
was going from America & so this was the manner to stop it."6'
Once back in Pomona and working on her new book, Sbefton of fibet, Flora
baldly stated her opinion that the British had arranged for the assassination of
her husband by Tibetan proxies. It caused considerable stir and throat-clearing
among the publishers and the missionary society. After reviewing the galley
proofs of Flora's book in March 1923, Corey wrote ro James Ogden at the College of Missions. "I am especially anxious about the reference she makes to
British interference. Perhaps she has to put it in a way that will not cause embarrassment but I doubt it."68

In spite of the editors' efforts, Flora's theories of the killing crept into shthn
of 7ibct: "Tibet is kept sealed for diplomatic reasons. . . . China opened the door
on the eastern side and gave the opportunity. Dr. Shelton saw it and took it.
the door closed again?" She concluded her description of her husbandi deathby
writing suggestively, "What happened was not the Tibetans' fault entirely,nor
wholly the fault of the Chinese, that I well know."6y
The British in India clearly pursued a policy of barring missionariesfrom
Tibet. Indeed, from the earliest days of the East India Company, the British officials feared the upheaval among the local Hindus and Muslims from proselytizing missionaries. "The sending out of missionaries into our Eastern
possessions is the maddest, most extravagant, most costly, most indefensible
project that has ever been suggested by a moonstruck fanatic," one British
India official bl~stered.~'
While the missionaries insinuated and muscled their
way into India, the British India authorities attempted, through the Great Game
era and beyond, to keep missionaries out of the sensitive Tibetan regions."
The British authorities in India and China also hastened to investigate She]ton's death. Louis King heard about the murder on March 9 when a runner sent
by MacLeod arrived in Tachienlu. King summarized MacLeod's and Hardy's reports for his superiors in Beijing and New Delhi and noted that Hardy blamed
the Chinese officials for failing to ~ r o v i d eadequate security. After observing that
he and the previous Tachienlu Consuls, Coales and Teichman, had reported the
unsafe conditions around Batang, King stated, "The Chinese authorities have of
course all along been perfectly aware of the dangerous state of affairs obtaining
in that region for years past, and their responsibility for the present tragedy cannot be gainsaid."72
In late April 1922, British Legation Minister Alston in Beijing wrote to Lord
Curzon in India about Shelton's murder and the larger question of Christian
missionaries journeying into Tibet. Begging a response to his earlier inquiries
about missionary entry into Tibet, Alston enclosed King's report. Alston wrote:
"It will be noted that Dr. Shelton, the American missionary doctor at Batang'
was in the course of preparations for a journey to Lhasa by direct negotiation
with the Tibetan frontier authorities when he met his death. While the murderers were in all probability brigands of Tibetan race, it must be understood
that the murder took lace in Chinese controlled territory within a few miles
of the principal Chinese centre on the frontier, and that the responsibility for
the tragedy must rest entirely with the Chinese authorities and the Chinese
G~vernment."'~
British Major F. M. Bailey, the political officer in S i k m , asked the prime
minister of Tibet, Lonchen S h o k a q , to find out the circumstances of ~helton'~
death. The Prime Minister in turn ordered the Kalon Lama to inquire into the

killing, Before he could investigate, the Kalon Lama died, but the acting cornrnissioner of Eastern Tibet, Kenchung, obtained information from the Tibetan
leaders in the Markham district of southern Kham. Kenchung's repon read:
. . it was admitted unquestionably that Dr. Shelton was murdered by brig,ds from De-ge, MO-shag and Batang, which are in Chinese territory. . . .
origindly the murderers would have been Tibetans and the place of occurrenu
have been in Tibet, but the Chinese have taken possession of these plaus
by force and they are no longer under the control of the Tibetan~."~'
While the British continued their long-standing policy of discouraging
missionary travel to Tibet, there was no evidence that the British sponsored
or encouraged the assassination of Dr. Albert Shelton, or any other missionary, to prevent the evangelization of Tibet. For the most part, there was no
need. The British had excellent intelligence on the Indian side of Tibet and
easily discouraged entry of unauthorized travelers. On the Chinese side, the
Tibetans were happy to prevent troublesome visits by itinerating Christian
missionaries, blaming the British if the situation required. If for no other reason, the British authorities would not have assassinated Shelton because the
uproar from mission supporters in Britain would have destabilized the home
government.
The Batang missionaries eventually decided a band of brigands from the
wild Seven Tribes of the Sangen region were responsible for Shelton's murder.
Shelton was just another unfortunate victim of the most robber-plagued stretch
of trail between Batang and Y ~ n n a n f u Gertrude
.~~
Morse wrote that the bandits were members of a small tribe of Kemo people, a group the missionaries
sometimes hired as guards, both to strengthen the caravans and preempt the
tribesmen as brigands. Afier an earlier alliance, the Kemo had offended the
powerhl Hsiang-ch'eng tribe in some way, ~rovokingits men into independent
brigandage.76 According to reports, the tribesmen had seen Shelton pass
through the day prior and recognized him as a ~rotectedforeigner. When he
unexpectedly rode back east the next day, the bandits thought it was another
caravan.77 By 1924 even Flora appeared to have discarded her conspiracy theory, telling colleagues the murder was simply due to a random shot in ordinary
brigandage.78
Following the diplomatic unpleasantness between China and the United
States, the new Chinese military commander in Batang made a concerted effort
to stamp out banditry along the dangerous trail where Shelton was ambushed.
S. 1. Corey wrote Flora Shelton, "During the last several months about a half
dozen Tibetans reputed to be robbers have been executed, and he seems to be
really trying to get the man who killed Dr. Shelton." The commander talked of
building a fort on Khuyuk La pass.

China Bones and Tibetan Wonder

SOUL Albert

Shelton opented on he
cusp between confidence and hubris. He knew the risks of the trail to Gartok.M
knew the Chinese authorities could not and would not protect him. Did
Shelton have a death wish? A deep-seated longing to sanctify his life by "leaving
his bones in China"? Though he repeatedly glorified martyrdom, the truth can
never be known. Did he wholly and deeply yearn to profess the Gospel in Lhua?
That, at least, was certain.
But now that he was dead, who was going to carry on the work into Tibet?
Nina Hardy wrote, "There is no one as we see, to take Dr. Shelton's place in the
mission, and the carrying the Gospel into Tibet must wait, (God must not be
ready to open Tibet.) Three times Dr. Shelton tried to get into the interior and
couldn't. The first time he got as far as Derge, when he was called back by Mrs.
Baker's illness. The second time he was captured by the Chinese bandits, and the
third time Tibetan robbers took his life.""
Shelton's death demoralized even the UCMS officials, who felt that his murder thwarted their great push to Lhasa. S. J. Corey wrote Rosboro six months
after Shelton's death, "The British are in control in Lhasa in quite a strong way
and there would probably be opposition to starting a hospital there."'OThe next
spring Corey dispiritedly wrote to Flora Shelton. "How long," he wrote, "before
missionaries will be allowed there we wonder.""

W,& his adventurer heart and missionary

E P I L O G U E

THE LEGACY OF
DR. ALBERT SHELTON

Ourplace in lrfP has been h e r m i n e d bejorcband but our ckan dped arc the produrt of
our own band.'
-Tibetan

Proverb

In the fall of 1999, I was on a rattletrap Chinese bus jouncing down the Jung
Lam toward Batang. Like most journeys through Kham, my research trip was
punctuated with landslides, horrendous roads, tetchy Chinese officials, breakdowns of a dozen stripes, and a constant threat of bandits. The Khampa passengers crammed on board were getting nervous as we approached an area
notorious for ambushes. I was, too, as my research notes and film were in my
grungy backpack. I asked my Kharnpa guide, Kalsang Anyetsang, if I could negotiate with the robbers to keep my research material.
He glanced at me and turned to speak in Tibetan to our bus mates. Soon they
were all rollicking with laughter. "No!" Kalsang laughed. "We get robbed, bandits take everything-ur
bags, clothes, everything." At least my naivetC broke
the tension.
But we never did get robbed, and eventually rolled down the mountain
switchbacks into the Batang valley, where I hoped to discover the Tibetan legacy
of Dr. Shelton.

Shelton's legacy in the United States was secure, though a touch dimmed with the
passing of time. In the aftermath of his death, the Disciples of Christ elevated
him to near mythic status. "He belongs to a kingdom without frontiers," one
Disciples official said.I Impassioned contributors made the Shelton Memorial

Fund one of the denomination's largest endowments, a status it held for most of
the twentieth century.' Inspired by Shelton, scores of young people vo]unteend
for life service in the missions-twenty-eight in Enid, Oklahoma done,~h~ congregation in his old hometown of Ulysses, Kansas dedicated their church to
memory of the divine Christian, Dr. Shelton."' The denomination invoked hi,,,
as a model for Sunday school classes, and lauded his "Christ-like ministrynin
their appeals.5 A play about Shelton was published and performed, and his adventures depicted in Missionary Hero S t o ~ e sThrough
.~
the decades, the denomination continued to hold Shelton in high regard, and sermonizing ministen still
evoke his memory.
The unexpected connection between Indiana and Tibet that began with the
Disciples of Christ missionaries and the College of Missions has flouri~h~d.7
A
World War I1 need for central Asian language specialists precipitated the emergence of Indiana University's now-famous Tibetan Studies Department at the
Bloomington campus. Thubten Norbu, incarnate lama and the former abbot of
Tibet's largest monastery, Kumbum, arrived to teach in 1965. Norbu (also
known as Takster Rimpoche) was also the oldest brother of the Dalai Lama. His
presence in the town attracted a steady stream of Tibetans. Today Bloomington
is home to a sprawling Tibetan Cultural Center, two Tibetan Buddhist monasteries, three Tibetan restaurants, a number of Hoosier-Tibetan families, and an
enthusiastic group of Tibet supporters. The Dalai Lama's autumn 2003 visit to
Indiana was his fourth trip, underscoring a wholly counter-intuitive relationship
that is more than a century old.'
The chance encounter between Shelton and the Newark Museum's Edward C.
Crane on a Pacific liner in 1910 eventually contributed to Shelton's enduring
renown. Thanks to his collection at the Newark Museum, Dr. Albert Shelton remained a well-known name among scholars and academics specializing in Tibet.
The museum had augmented Shelton's acquisitions with additional collections
from missionaries to eastern Tibet and a wide range of explorers and collectors to
form the world's most comprehensive collection of Tibetan sacred and secular material. During the decades after the Communist Revolution, when China and
Tibet were closed, the Newark Museum's extraordinary Tibetan Collection remained accessible to scholars. By enlisting scholars from the Tibetan communi~
in exile, the institution also became a leader in culturally sensitive museum practice. Beginning in the 1970s' revered incarnate lamas, such as the fourteenth IMai
Lama and the head of the Kagyu order, the sixteenth Gyalwa Karmapa, came to
Newark to view the collection, er form ceremonies, and deliver addresses.'
The Newark Museum also maintained a long relationship with the Shelton
family. Flora Shelton lived in Pomona for many years, where she raised her two
daughters. She lived a modestly comfortable life, helped with insurance money!

royalties, and the property the couple had acquired. H o w ~ e r her
,
decades-Iong efforts to claim an indemnity from the Chinese government for
her husband's murder came to nothing.
Flora never flagged in her work on Tibet. Decades after Albert's death she was
still at it, seeking publishers for her Tibetan stories; submitting hundreds of
pages of English-Tibetan translations to biblical phrases to the Dixiples of
Christ; querying author James Hilton about the origins of his "Shangri-Li tde;
railing about the Chinese Communist takeover of Tibet." "How grieved I am
that the abominable Reds are going to take over that little country, how cruel
they will be to them & loot them of all their treasures."" Later in life, Flora
joined her daughter, Dorris, in Scottsdale, Arizona, where she continued to Iecture on Tibet. Flora Shelton died on April 5 , 1966, at the ripe old age of 94.
Dorris and Dorothy quickly segued into American life after their return from
Tibet, sporting bobbed and permed hairdos for their Pomona High School yearbook photos. They attended the First Christian Church, and Dorris was a frequent speaker on Tibet at church conventions. Mission supporters paid for their
college educations.
Long after they married, both Shelton daughters maintained connections to
their Tibetan childhoods. Dorris wrote two books on her Tibetan experiences,
and edited a book of Tibetan chants that her mother had translated. In the
1970s Dorris traveled to Dharamsala, India with her doctor husband, where
they met with the fourteenth Dalai Lama.
Dorothy became a high school teacher. Though more reticent than her sister
about her Tibetan past, Dorothy was in attendance at the Newark Museum's
"Night in Old Lhasa" celebration in 1987, where she hobnobbed with celebrities
such as Richard Gere and Brooke Shields. Dorothy died on May 4, 1991, while residing at a retirement home for foreign missionaries near Pomona. She was eighryfour. Dorris Shelton Still died on April 29, 1997 at ninety-three years of age.

It was dense black night when Kalsang and I finally rolled into the town of
Batang. A kindly Khampa father and son named Lobsang befriended us on the
bus and invited us to stay at their home in Batang. Kalsang had told them of my
quest to find Dr. Shelton's heritage in Tibet. 1 had heard there was little left of
the Batang mission, and even Shelton's gravestone had disappeared in the chaos
of the Cultural Revolution. They promised to try to find someone to help.

The Tibetan Christian Mission fell on hard times in the years after Dr. Shelton's
murder. Warfare continued to wrack Batang, as the Chinese and Tibetans
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fought for control of the town. For four years Hsiang-ch'ang forces led by the
rebel Rana Lama ravaged the countryside around Batang, and launched attach
against the town. Banditry was rife. While the Tibetans gave the missionariesa
degree of immunity, the anarchy isolated the missionaries in their compound,12
The missionaries were further isolated by the death of a number of Tibetans
who had been allies of the mission. In the summer prior to Shelton's death, the
king of Chala died while trying to escape Chinese captivity. The
Lama
unexpectedly died the summer f o l l ~ w i n g . 'In
~ 1923, the Jo Lama died from
drinking too much Chinese wine.14
Internal discord rent the mission. A large group of new missionaries had arrived in 1923. From the beginning there was intense disharmony. Without Shelton as the mutually agreed-upon leader, the mission dissolved into acrimony.
1926, a number of the restive missionaries had resigned to either return to
America or form independent missions elsewhere. The group was hrther roiled
by allegations of immorality as a married missionary had an illegitimate baby
with a missionary daughter. At least one Tibetan-American baby was born.15 In
spite of the conflicts and continuing warfare, the missionaries soldiered on
through the rest of the 1920s. They lost two good friends in 1929, when
Gezong Ongdu died in Batang and James Ogden died in Hollywood, California.16 The cause of Ogden's death was listed as "chronic malaria & mental &
physical breakdown, suicide. " l 7
By 1931, the mission's situation was desperate. The Great Depression had
devastated mission fundraising in America, and as part of a dramatic retrenchment, the United Christian Missionary Society decided to close the remote,
troubled Batang mission. The Tibetan Christian Mission missionaries mounted
a vociferous defense, but the reality was clear-they needed to prepare for their
departure.'* They decided to turn the mission property over to the local congregation when they left. But as the missionaries ~ a c k e dfor their retreat, war invaded Batang.
O n the night of May 2 1, 1932, the Tibetans attacked. The Chinese stationed
men in the mission hospital and school, and the Tibetans fired from the washhouse and garden walls through most of the next day. Late in the day, the Chinese made an attack on the Tibetan positions and routed them. But on June 12,
the Tibetans returned in force, occupying the mission orphanage and the missionary residences, including the Sheltons' old house. From there, they bornbarded the Chinese-occupied hospital. With the fighting going on in the midst
of the mission compound, the T C M workers moved across the river to the old
mill house, where they barricaded themselves in the bricked-up basement with
an American flag fluttering on the roof. When the Tibetans finally withdrew, the
compound was in shambles-trees dead, houses pillaged and destroyed. Minnie
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ogdenwrote, "the poor old hospital was found a standing wreck, even worse
[han the dwellings."" The mission was finished.
On August 22, 1932, &er twenty-eight years of evangelism on the Tibetan
frontier,the TCM turned the mission over to the small Batang congregation of
led by Li Gway Gwang." The missionaries plodded home. Some went
south through Yunnan, others traveled east along the Jung Lam,negotiating
[heir way through Nationalist and Communist lines in Sichuan during a Long
March battle.

The morning &er we arrived in Batang, I came down to the sunny Lobsang
kitchen for breakfast. The place was astir with the extended family churning
y&-butter tea and making morning momos, the filled dumplings that are a Tibetan specialty. A squadron of unidentified people filed in and out of the
kitchen to inspect the new folks. A solid man with a finely woven straw fedora
and a pale purple jacket sat at one of the benches, drinking tea and quietly talking to Kalsang. After what seemed to be an eternity of yak-butter tea-drinking,
I asked if we might see about finding that person who could show us the mission site. Kalsang ~ o i n t e dto the man across from me.
He was a local historian who had rescued Shelton's gravestone after it was destroyed during the upheaval of the Red Guards in the 1980s. "You are lucky
man. Gravestone is at my home," Kalsang translated for him. It was leaning
against the side of his house. "I thought people would come some day," he said.
In fear of repercussions, he refused to give his name, but did agree to show me
the site of Shelton's old mission.
We puttered though the terra cotta- and pumpkin-colored adobe town in a
three-wheeled motorcycle taxi. Batang was a clean town, a far cry from many of
the seedy border towns that Kalsang and I went through in our circuitous route
through Kham. The old mission site overlooked the town. The historian
pointed to a cornfield where the hospital once stood. One earthen wall in the
front yard of a worker compound was all that remained of the Sheltons' house.
1 noticed the orchards of old apple trees that covered the hillside, and asked the
historian if the missionaries planted them. "Yeshu" uesus] apples, he called
them. Thanks in part to the missionaries' Midwestern trees, Batang was Tibet's
fruit center.
We were standing at the main intersection of Batang when it struck me that
I could interview Shelton's old friend, the Ba Lama. Now, given that Shelton
died in 1922, this would make the Ba Lama about 117 years old. I figured 1
couldn't talk to that Ba Lama, but I could interview his reincarnation about Dr.
Shelton. When I asked if there was a Ba Lama in town, the historian walked over
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to a young moon-faced lama who was on the opposite corner. It was Danduna,
the secretary to the Ba Lama. The historian explained my quest to him, pointing to the mission hill. As the historian talked, I heard the word, "Yeshu,n
duna looked at me and smiled, "Oh," he said, "Dok-tor Shel-tan. Ba Lama and
Dok-tor Shel-tan," and he linked a finger of each hand.
The Ba Lama was an old old man, with a thick underslung lower lip and large
ears that lay close to his grizzled shaven head. He was big-boned with [hick
hands. His shoulders were still muscular above his saffron and red Buddhist
robes. Considered the reincarnation of a great Buddhist teacher, a rimpochs he
sat in a lotus position on a platform above US,the very picture of ancient concentrated wisdom. A small Lhasa Apso dog lay tucked beside him.
Danduna told us that the Ba Lama had gone with the guerrillas into the
mountains when the Kharnpas had revolted against the Chinese Communist
rule in the 1950s. The Chinese eventually wounded and captured him, and he
spent many years in labor camps and on penal road crews." Through the intermediaries of Danduna and Kalsang, the Ba Lama recounted the terror of Chao
Erh-feng early in the twentieth century. "Many monks killed," he said with
chopping motion to neck. "Many soldiers come. Monasteries burned. Monks
no head. Monasteries all destroyed."
Then I asked the question I had come around the world to ask: What did he
think of Dr. Shelton and his work? The question ~ a s s e dfrom Kalsang to Danduna and on to the Ba Lama. I waited. Then Kalsang translated the answer.
"Rimpoche thinks he was a good man. Helped poor people, helped children.
Feed, clothes, teach English. Helped. He was good man."22
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